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Matthew VI. 33.

Seek ye first the Kingdom of God and His Justice, and all things

shaU be added unto you.



Volumes XII., XIII., and XIV., of this edition, unfold

The Internal Sense of the Exodus, as the Establishment of

THE Lord's Spiritual Church— of which the Israelitish

Church was the Representative— with its Infestations by

Falsities, and its Deliverance by the Truth Divine of thk

Lord's Human, with Temptations Following.
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EXODUS.

CHAPTER THIRTEENTH.

THE DOCTRINE OF CHARITY.

8033. What charity is and what faith is with man, is now
to be told. Charity is an internal affection which consists

in this, that one wills from the heart to do good to the

neighbor, and that this is the enjoyment of his life, and

this without recompense.

8034. Faith on the other hand is an internal affection

which consists in this, that one wills from the heart to know
what is true and what is good, and this not for the sake of

doctrine as the end, but for the sake of life. This affection

conjoins itself with the affection of charity by this, that it

wills to do according to what is true, thus truth itself.

8035. They who are in the genuine affection of charity

and faith believe that they will nothing of good of them-

selves, and that they understand nothing of truth of them-

selves, but that the willing of good and the understanding

of truth are from the Lord.

8036. This now is charity, and this is faith. They who
are in these have in themselves the kingdom of the Lord

and heaven, and in them is the church, *nd they are they

who are regenerated by the Lord, and from Him have re-

ceived a new will and a new understanding.
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8037. They who have the love of self or the love of

the world for an end, cannot in any wise be in charity and

faith. They who are in those loves do not even know
what charity is and what faith is, and do not at all compre-

hend that to will good to the neighbor without recompense

is heaven in man, and that in that affection there is a

happiness as great as that of the angels, which is ineffable

;

for they believe that if they are deprived of the joy arising

from the glory of honors and wealth, nothing more of joy

can be given, when yet heavenly joy, which infinitely tran-

scends every other joy, then first begins.

CHAPTER XIII.

1. And Jehovah spake unto Moses, saying,

2. Sanctify unto Me every firstborn, that which openeth

every womb among the sons of Israel, both of man and

of beast : it is Mine.

3. And Moses said unto the people. Remember this

day, in which ye came out from Egypt, out of the house

of bondmen ; for by strength of hand Jehovah brought

you out from this place : there shall no leavened bread be

eaten.

4. This day ye go forth in the month Abib.

5. And it shall be when Jehovah shall have brought thee,

into the land of the Canaanite, and the Hittite, and the

Amorite, and the Hivite, and the Jebusite, which He sware

unto thy fathers to give thee, a land flowing with milk and

honey, that thou shalt keep this service in this month.

6. Seven days thou shalt eat unleavened bread, and in

the seventh day shall be a feast to Jehovah.

7. Unleavened bread shall be eaten seven days ; and

there shall no leavened bread be seen with thee, neither

shall there be leaven seen with thee, in all thy border.
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8. And thou shalt tell thy son in that day, saying, It is

because of that which Jehovah did for me, in my coming

forth out of Egypt.

9. And it shall be for a sign unto thee upon thine hand,

and for a memorial between thine eyes, that the law of

Jehovah may be in thy mouth : for with a strong hand hath

Jehovah brought thee out of Egypt.

10. Thou shalt therefore keep this statute in its season

from year to year.

11. And it shall be when Jehovah shall have brought

thee into the land of the Canaanite, as He sware unto thee

and to thy fathers, and shall have given it thee,

1 2. That thou shalt cause to pass over unto Jehovah all

that openeth the womb, and all that openeth, the offspring

of a beast, which shall be to thee males, shall be Jehovah's.

13. And all that openeth of an ass thou shalt redeem

with one of the flock ; and if thou wilt not redeem it, then

thou shalt break its neck : and every firstborn of man
among thy sons shalt thou redeem.

14. And it shall be when thy son asketh thee to-morrow,

saying. What is this? that thou shalt say unto him, By
strength of hand Jehovah brought us out from Egypt, from

the house of bondmen :

15. And it came to pass, when Pharaoh hardened against

sending us away, that Jehovah slew every firstborn in the

land of Egypt, from the firstborn of man even to the first-

born of beast ; therefore I sacrifice to Jehovah all that

openeth the womb, being males ; but all the firstborn of

my sons I redeem.

16. And it shall be for a sign upon thine hand, and for

frontlets between thine eyes : for by strength of hand Je-

hovah brought us forth out of Egypt.

17. And it came to pass, when Pharaoh had sent the

people away, that God led them not by the way of the land

of the Philistines, although that was near ; for God said.

Lest peradventure the people repent when they see war,

and they return to Egypt.
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1 8. But God led the people about, by the way of the

wilderness by the Red Sea : and the sons of Israel went

up girded out of the land of Egypt.

19. And Moses took the bones of Joseph with him : for

taking he had taken an oath of the sons of Israel, saying,

Visiting God will visit you ; and ye shall carry up my bones

away hence with you.

20. And they took their journey from Succoth, and en-

camped in Etham, in the edge of the wilderness.

21. And Jehovah went before them by day in a pillar

of cloud, to lead them the way ; and by night in a pillar

of fire, to give them light ; that they might go by day and

by night.

22. The pillar of cloud by day, and the pillar of fire by

night, departed not from before the people.

CONTENTS.

8038. In this chapter the subject in the internal sense

is faith in the Lord, and the perpetual remembrance of

having been liberated by Him from damnation. Faith in

the Lord is signified by the sanctification of the firstborn,

and the perpetual remembrance of liberation by the Lord

is signified by the celebration of the passover.

8039. In the latter portion of the chapter and the fol-

lowing, the subject is the further preparation of those who
were of the spiritual church and who before the coming

of the Lord were detained in the lower earth until they

could be introduced into heaven, and that for the sake of

this end, they were first transmitted in safety through the

midst of damnation, and then underwent temptations, the

Lord being continually present. Transmission through

the midst of damnation is signified by the passage through

the Red Sea
;
temptations are signified by the life in the

wilderness into which they were led ; and the presence of

the Lord is signified by the pillar of cloud by day, and of

fire by night.
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INTERNAL SENSE.

8040. Verses 1,2. AndJehovah spake unto Moses, say-

ing, Sanctify unto Me every firstborn, that which openeth

every womb a?nong the sons of Israel, both of man and of

beast: it is Mine. "And Jehovah spake unto Moses, say-

ing " signifies information from the Divine ;
" Sanctify unto

Me every firstborn " signifies faith, that it is from the Lord
;

" that which openeth every womb " signifies which is from

charity ; " among the sons of Israel " signifies in the spiri-

tual church ;
" both of man and of beast " signifies the

good of faith interior and exterior; "it is Mine " signifies

that it is the Lord's.

8041. And Jehovah spake unto Moses, saying. That

this signifies information from the Divine, is evident from

the signification of speaking and saying, when by Jehovah

concerning the things of the church which are to be ob-

served, as information (see n. 7769, 7793, 7825), and be-

cause by Jehovah, information from the Divine ; and from

the representation of Moses, as tnith Divine (n. 6771,

7014, 7382). Hence by, Jehovah spake unto Moses, say-

ing, is signified information from the Divine by Divine

truth.

8042. Sanctify unto Me every firstborn. That this sig-

nifies faith, that it is from the Lord, is evident from the

signification of sanctifying unto Jehovah or the Lord, as

ascribing to Him, that is, confessing and acknowledging

that it is from Him ; and from the signification of firstborn,

as faith (see n. 352, 2435, 6344, 7035). When it is said

faith, every truth is meant which belongs to the spiritual

church, and since every truth of the church is meant, the

spiritual church itself is also meant, for truth is the essential

of this church. Good is indeed the essential of the church,

and is actually the firstborn (n. 2435, 3325, 4925, 4926,

4928, 4930) ; but the good which those have who are
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of the spiritual church, is in itself truth ; for when they

act according to the truth which is of their doctrine, then

the truth is called good, having then passed from the un-

derstanding into the will and from the will into act, and

what is done from the will is called good. That this good

in itself and in its essence is still truth, is because the doc-

trines of the church to them are truths, and doctrines in

the churches differ, consequently also truths, and yet al-

though they are so various, by willing them and doing them
2 they become goods, as just now said. While man is being

regenerated, he is led by faith in the understanding or

doctrine, to faith in the will or life, that is, by the truth of

faith to the good of charity ; and when man is in the good

of charity, he is then regenerated, and then from that good

he brings forth truths, which are called the truths of good.

These are the truths which are the veriest truths of faith,

and which are meant by the firstborn ; for it is with the

generations or nativities of truths from good, as with the

generations or nativities of sons and daughters from a

parent, and later of grandsons and granddaughters, then of

great-grandsons and great-granddaughters, and so on. The
first or immediate generation or nativity, which is of sons

and daughters, is what is signified by the firstborn, howso-

ever many they may be, but not the second and the third

generation, except in respect to their own parents. The
reason why they are sanctified to Jehovah or the Lord, is

that all derivative or descending truths and goods derive

their essence from the primitive. In this spiritual principle

is founded the right of the firstborn referred to in the

Word.

8043. That which openeth every womb. That this signi-

fies which is from charity, is evident from the signification

of that which openeth the womb, as what is born immedi-

ately of that which is regenerated, thus what is from charity

— according to what was said just above (n. 8042). For

he who is conceived anew, comes as it were again into the
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womb, and he who is born anew, goes forth as it were again

from the womb ; but that which is conceived in the womb
and born from the womb is not man as man, but the faith

of charity, for this makes the spiritual of man, thus as it

were the man himself anew, for then his life is thence de-

rived. From this it may be evident what is meant in the

spiritual sense by that which openeth the womb. The an-

gels, who are in spiritual ideas alone, understand nothing

else by this. What is meant by the womb, also what by

being in the womb, and by coming forth from the womb,
maybe seen above (n. 3293, 3294, 3967, 4904, 4918, 4931,

5052, 5054, 6433). Inasmuch as such things are signified 2

by the womb, therefore the Lord in the Word is called the

Former from the womb, that is, the Regenerator— as in

Isaiah : Thus saiih Jehovah thy Maker, and thy Former

from the womb, Who will help thee : Fear not, O Jacob,

My servant ; and thou, Jeshurun, whom I have chosen.

For I willpour water upon him that is thirsty, and streams

upon the dry ground: I willpour My spirit upon thy seed,

and My blessing upon thine offspring (xliv. 2, 3). The
Lord is called Maker and Former from the womb, because

He regenerates man, and from natural makes him spiritual.

And as regeneration is effected by truth and good, there-

fore it is said that He will pour water upon him that is

thirsty and His spirit upon his seed ; for by water is signi-

fied the truth which is of faith (see n. 2702, 3058, 3424,

4976, 5668, 7307), and by spirit the good which is of

charity— thus by water and spirit in John : Jesus said unto

Nicodemus, Verily, verily, I say unto thee. Except one be

born anew, he cannot see the kingdom of God. Nicodemus
saith unto Him, How can a man be born when he is old f

Can he come a second time into his mother's womb ? . . .

Jesus answe7-ed, Verily, verily, I say unto thee, Except one

be born of water and the spirit, he cannot enter into the

kingdom of God. That which is born of the flesh is flesh ;

and that which is born of the spirit is spirit. . . . Art thou
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a teacher in Israel, and knowest not these things? (iii. 3-6,

3 10.) The Lord is called Former from the womb in other

passages also— as in Isaiah : Thus saith Jehovah, thy Re-

deemer, and thy Former frojn the womb : I am Jehovah,

That maketh all things; That stretcheih forth the heavens

alone ; That spreadeth abroad the earth by Myself (xliv.

24). By the heavens and the earth is meant in the general

sense the church internal and external (n. 82, 141 1, 1733,

1^50, 3355) 4535)) 3.nd in the particular sense the internal

and external of the church with the man who is regener-

ated ; and by stretching forth and spreading abroad is sig-

nified making or creating from Divine power (n. 7673),

for which reason the Lord, as Regenerator, is called Maker

4 and Creator, and regeneration is called new creation. In

like manner in the same prophet : Hearken unto Me, O
house of Jacob, and all the remnant of the house of Israel,

which have been borne by Me from the belly, which have

been carried from the womb (xlvi. 3 ) . And in David :

Upon Thee, O Lord Jehovah, have I been laid from the

womb ; Thou art He that took me out of my mother^

s

bowels; Thou art my praise cotitinually (Ps. Ixxi. 6).

Thus it is now manifest what is signified in the internal

sense by the opening of the womb, and consequently what

by the firstborn.

8044. Among the sons of Israel. That this signifies in

the spiritual church, is evident from the representation of

the sons of Israel, as the spiritual church (see n. 4286,

6426, 6637, 6862, 6868, 7035, 7062, 7198, 7201, 7215,

7223).

8045. Both of man and of beast signifies the good of

faith interior and exterior, as above (n. 7424, 7523).

8046. // is Mine. That this signifies that it is the Lord's,

is evident from this, that Jehovah in the Word is the Lord

(see n. 1343, 1736, 2921, 3023, 3035, 5041, 5663, 6281,

6303, 6905, 6945, 6956), for which reason by, it is Mine,

is meant that it is the Lord's. That all good and all truth,
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thus charity and faith, are from the Lord, and none at all

from man, may be seen above (n. 904, 2411, 3142, 3147,

4151, 5482, 5649, 6193, 6325, 6466-6495, 6613-6626,

6982, 6985, 6996, 7004, 7055, 7056, 7058, 7270, 7343)-

8047. Verses 3-10. And Moses said unto the people,

Remember this day, in which ye came out from Egypt, out

of the house of bondmen ; for by strength of handJehovah
brought you out from this place : there shall no leavened

bread be eaten. This day ye go forth in the month Abib.

And it shall be when Jehovah shall have brought thee into

the land of the Canaanite, and the Hittite, and the Amor-

ite, and the Hivite, and the Jebusite, which He sware unto

thyfathers to give thee, a landflowing with milk and honey,

that thou shall keep this service in this month. Seven days

thou shall eat unleavened bread, and in the seventh day

shall be a feast to Jehovah. Unleavened bread shall be

eaten seven days ; and there shall no leavened bread be seen

with thee, neither shall there be leaven seen with thee, in all

thy border. And thou shall tell thy son in that day, saying.

It is because of that which Jehovah did for me, in my
comingforth out of Egypt. And it shall befor a sign unto

thee upon thine hand, and for a memorial between thine

eyes, that the law of Jehovah may be in thy mouth : for

with a strong hand hath Jehovah brought thee out of Egypt.

Thou shall therefore keep this statute in its season from
year to year. " And Moses said unto the people " signifies

instruction by truth Divine ;
" Remember this day, in

which ye came out from Egypt, out of the house of bond-

men " signifies that that state was especially to be recalled

to mind, in which they were when liberated from spiritual

captivity by the Lord ;
" for by strength of hand Jehovah

brought you out from this place " signifies that they were

liberated by the Divine power of the Lord ;
" there shall

no leavened bread be eaten " signifies that there shall not

be appropriated anything falsified. " This day ye go forth
"

signifies liberation to eternity ; " in the month Abib " sig-
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nifies the beginning of a new state. " And it shall be
when Jehovah shall have brought thee into the land of the

Canaanite, and the Hittite, and the Amorite, and the Hi-

vite, and the Jebusite " signifies into the region of heaven

occupied by those who are in evil and falsity ; " which He
sware unto thy fathers to give thee " signifies which was

promised by the Divine to those who are in good and truth
;

" a land flowing with milk and honey " signifies where are

gladness and joy ;
" that thou shalt keep this service in this

month " signifies perennial worship of the Lord on account

of liberation. " Seven days thou shalt eat unleavened

bread " signifies purification from falsities ;
" and in the

seventh day shall be a feast to Jehovah " signifies the holy

worship of the Lord. " Unleavened bread shall be eaten

seven days " signifies that they were altogether to be puri-

fied from falsities ;
" and there shall no leavened bread be

seen with thee " signifies that what is falsified shall not be

at all admitted ;
" neither shall there be leaven seen with

thee " signifies that neither shall any falsity be admitted

;

" in all thy border " signifies so far as truth which is from

good extends itself. " And thou shalt tell thy son in that

day, saying " signifies interior perception of truth which

perception is of conscience ;
" It is because of that which

Jehovah did for me, in my coming forth out of Egypt

"

signifies that by the Lord they were liberated from spiritual

captivity and from damnation. " And it shall be for a

sign unto thee upon thine hand " signifies that it shall be

perpetually in the will ;
" and for a memorial between

thine eyes " signifies that it shall be perpetually in the un-

derstanding ;
" that the law of Jehovah may be in thy

mouth " signifies that the Divine truth may be in every

thing which proceeds thence ;
" for with a strong hand hath

Jehovah brought thee out of Egypt " signifies that they

were liberated by Divine power. " Thou shalt therefore

keep this statute in its season from year to year " signifies

that that law of order should be in that state continually.
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8048. And Moses said unto the people. That this signi-

fies instruction by truth Divine, is evident from the signifi-

cation of saying, when by truth Divine concerning things

to be observed in the church, as instruction (see n. 7186,

7267, 7304, 7380, 7517) ; and from the representation of

Moses, as truth Divine— of which above (n. 8041).

8049. Remember this day, in which ye came out from
Egypt, out of the house of bondmen. That this signifies

that that state was especially to be recalled to mind in

which they were when liberated from spiritual captivity by

the Lord, is evident from the signification of remember,

as that it was to be recalled to mind ; from the signification

of day, as state (see n. 23, 487, 488, 493, 893, 2788, 3462,

3785, 4850, 5672, 5962, 7680) ; from the signification of

coming out, as being liberated, for by the coming out of

the sons of Israel is signified the liberation of those who
are of the spiritual church by the Lord— concerning which

liberation see above (n. 6854, 6914, 7091, 7828, 7932,

8018) ; and from the signification of Egypt and the house

of bondmen, as spiritual captivity ; for by Pharaoh and the

Egyptians are signified those who in the other life have

infested the spiritual with falsities (n. 7097, 7107, 71 10,

7126, 7142, 7220, 7228, 7317). Hence by the land of

Egypt is signified infestation (n. 7278) ; nor is infestation

by falsities anything else than spiritual captivity ; for when
infested they are held as it were captive in falsities, from

which they continually labor to be liberated ; and so also

in the Word they are said to be bound in a pit (n. 6854).

This spiritual captivity is also signified by the house of

bondmen. That servitude is an assault from falsities, or

infestation, may be seen above (n. 7120, 7129).

8050. For by strength of handJehovah brought you out

from this place. That this signifies that they were liberated

by the Divine power of the Lord, is evident from the sig-

nification of strength of hand, as power, and when it is

said of Jehovah, as omnipotence — that strength means
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power is plain, as also that hand means power (see n. 878,

3387, 493i-4937» 532?, 5328, 5544, 6947, 7188, 7189,

7518, 7673) ; and from the signification of bringing out,

as liberating. That Jehovah is the Lord, may be seen

above (n. 8046).

8051. There shall no leavened bread be eaten. That

this signifies that there shall not be appropriated anything

falsified, is evident from the signification of eating, as ap-

propriating (see n. 3168, 3513, 3596, 4745) J
from

the signification of leaven, as falsity (n. 2342, 7906) j

therefore what is leavened means what is falsified. As re-

gards the appropriation of falsity and of what is falsified,

it is to be known that falsity and what is falsified cannot be

appropriated as such to any one who is in good and there-

fore desires to be in truth, but to him who is in evil and

therefore does not desire to be in truth. Falsity as falsity

is not appropriated to him who is in good and therefore

desires to be in truth, because he thinks well concerning

God, the kingdom of God, and spiritual life, and therefore

he applies falsity so as not to be against these things, but

in some way to be in accord with them ; thus he softens

it, and the asperity and hardness of it does not come into

the idea. Unless this were the case, scarce any one could

be saved, for falsities are more prevalent than truths. But

it is to be known that they who are in good are also in the

love of truth. When therefore in the other life they are

instructed by angels, they reject falsities and accept truths,

and this according to the degree of the love of truth which

they had in the world.

8052. This day ye go forth. That this signifies libera-

tion to eternity, is evident from the signification of this day,

orto-day, as eternity (see n. 2838, 3998, 4304, 6165, 6984) ;

and from the signification of going forth, as being liberated

(n. 8049).

8053. /// the month Abib. That this signifies the begin-

ning of a new state, is evident from the signification of
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month, as the end of a former state and the beginning of

a subsequent state, thus also a new state (see n. 3814).

That the month Abib is the beginning from which are all

following states, is plain from what is said of this month in

the foregoing chapter, second verse — " This month shall

be unto you the beginning (head) of months; it shall be

the first month of the year to you " (see n. 7827, 7828).

8054. Ami it shall be when Jehovah shall have brought

thee into the land of the Canaanite, and the Hittite, and the

Amorite, and the Hivite, and the Jebusite. That this sig-

nifies the region of heaven occupied by those who are in

evil and falsity, is evident from the signification of the land

of the Canaanite, and the Hittite, and the Amorite, and the

Hivite, and the Jebusite, as heaven, here the region of

heaven occupied by those who are in evil and falsity.

That the land of Canaan is the Lord's kingdom in heaven

and earth, or the church, may be seen above (n. 141 3,

I437> 1585. 1607, 1866, 3038, 3481, 3686, 3705, 41 16,

4240,4447, 4454,4516, 4517, 5136,5757. 6516). Evils

and falsities are signified by the nations here named, evil

from the falsity of evil by the Canaanite (n. 4818), falsity

from which is evil by the Hittite (n. 2913), evil and the

falsity thence by the Amorite (n. 1857, 6306), idolatry in

which is something of good by the Hivite (n. 6860), and

idolatry in which there is something of truth by the Jeb-

usite (n. 6860). That the region of heaven into which

they were to come who were of the spiritual church, was

before the coming of the Lord occupied by evils and falsi-

ties, may be seen above (n. 6858). As to what further 2

concerns this subject, it is to be known that before the

Lord's coming, heaven was not distinguished into three

heavens, the inmost or third, the middle or second, and
the lowest or first, as after the Lord's coming, but was one.

The spiritual heaven was not yet formed. The region

where the spiritual heaven was to be, was occupied by those

who were in falsity and evil, but who could be kept in some
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truth and good by external means, especially by ideas of

eminence and dignity, just as is the case in the world,

where they who are in evil and falsity are still obliged as

it were to think and speak truths, and as it were to will and

do goods, by external means, which are honors and gains.

That region of heaven was then occupied by such, because

the good were wanting and they who were of the spiritual

church were not as yet prepared, and yet it had every-

where to be filled by spirits, that there might be a con-

tinuity from the Lord even to man, for without continuity

man would have perished. There are also at this day

some regions of heaven occupied by such, but they who
are there are withheld by a strong force from doing evil.

Immediately above the head are they who deceive and

seduce by means of innocence, but above them are the

celestial from the Most Ancient Church who keep them in

bonds with such force that they cannot in any wise do

harm to any one. Behind the hinder part of the head

there is also at this day a region, which had been a region

of heaven, occupied by the evil : and likewise in front

3 toward the left. There is also a continual endeavor on

the part of the evil to invade the places where the good

are, and they actually do invade them as soon as they are

not filled by the good, which endeavor it has been often

granted me to observe. Those regions are thus occupied

when in the world the evil are increased and the good are

diminished, for in this case evil spirits come near to man,

and good spirits recede from him, and so far as these re-

cede, so far the regions nearest to man are occupied by

the evil. When this condition becomes general, the in-

habitants of those regions are changed. Such is the case

when the church is near its end, for then evil and falsity

prevail. But about the end of the church the evil are cast

down, and the regions they had occupied are given to good

spirits, who in the mean time have been prepared for heaven.

This is meant by these words in John : And there was war
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in heajien : Michael atid his angels warred against ihe

dragon ; and ihe dragon warred and his angels ; and they

prevailed not, neither was their place found any tnore in

heaven (Apoc. xii. 7, 8). This state of heaven was repre-

sented by the land of Canaan, that the nations occupied it,

and by the sons of Israel, that they cast them out thence
;

for by the land of Canaan is signified the Lord's kingdom,

thus heaven and the church, as may be seen from pas-

sages above cited.

8055. Which He sware unto thy fathers to give thee.

That this signifies which was promised by the Divine to

those who are in good and truth, is evident from the signi-

fication of swearing, when by Jehovah, as irrevocable con-

firmation by the Divine (see n. 2842, 3375), whence

swearing to give is a promise ; and from the signification

of fathers, as those who are in good and truth, for by

fathers, when the church is treated of, are signified the

ancients, or the ancient churches, which were in good and

truth (n. 6050, 6075, 65S9, 6876, 6884, 7649).

8056. A land flowing with milk and honey. That this

signifies where are gladness and joy, is evident from the

signification of a land flowing with milk and honey, as

what is pleasant and what is enjoyable (see n. 5620, 6857),
thus gladness and joy. It is said gladness and joy, because

in the Word gladness is predicated of truth and joy of good,

in like manner what is pleasant and what is enjoyable ; milk

also is predicated of the truth of good and honey of the

good of truth.

8057. That thou shall keep this service in this month.

That this signifies perennial worship of the Lord on ac-

count of liberation, is evident from the signification of

service, as worship (see n. 7934) ; and from the significa-

tion of month, as the end of a former state and the begin-

ning of a new state ; and of the month Abib, as the be-

ginning from which are all following states (n. 8053) ;

therefore, also by month is signified what is perennial.
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8058. Seven days thou shalt eat unleavened bread.

That this signifies purification from falsities, is evident

from the signification of seven days, as involving what is

holy (see n. 395, 433, 716, 881, 5265, 5268), and as a

full state (n. 6508), and from the signification of eating

unleavened bread, as the appropriation of truth and purifi-

cation from falsity, for unleavened bread is good purified

from falsity, and eating is appropriation (n. 3168, 3513,

3596, 3832, 4745). That unleavened bread is good puri-

fied from falsity, is because bread stands for good and

leaven for falsity.

8059. And in the seventh day shall be a feast to Jehovah.

That this signifies the holy worship of the Lord, is evident

from the signification of the seventh day, as a holy state

—that day means state may be seen above (n. 23, 487, 488,

493. 893. 2788, 3462, 3785,4850, 5672, 5962), and that

seven is what is holy (n. 395, 433, 716, 88i, 5265, 5268) ;

and from the signification of a feast to Jehovah, as the

worship of the Lord. That a feast is worship from a glad

mind, may be seen above (n. 7093), and that Jehovah is

the Lord (n. 8046).

8060. Unleavened bread shall be eaten seven days.

That this signifies that they were altogether to be purified

from falsities, is evident from the signification of eating un-

leavened bread, as appropriating good purified from falsities

— as just above (n. 8058) — and since this is repeated, it

signifies that it shall be altogether done ; and from the sig-

nification of seven days, as what is holy, and also a full

state (n. 8058).

8061. And there shall no leavened bread be seen with

thee. That this signifies that what is falsified shall not be

at all admitted, so as to be appropriated, is evident from

what was explained above (n. 8051) ; that it shall not be

at all done is signified by the words being repeated.

8062. Neither shall there be leaven seen with thee.

That this signifies that neither shall any falsity be admitted,
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is evident from the signification of leaven, as falsity (see

n. 7906). What is falsified which is signified by what is

leavened, and falsity which is signified by leaven, differ in

this, that what is falsified is truth applied to confirm evil,

and falsity is everything that is contrary to truth.

8063. In all thy border. That this signifies so far as

truth which is from good extends itself, is evident from the

signification of border, as the extension of truth from good
;

for every truth has its extension, which is sometimes mani-

fested by a sphere ; and because it has extension, it has its

borders. The sphere of the extension of truth is according

to the quality and extent of good ; for good is as flame,

and truth as light. The sphere of extension in the spiri-

tual world is to the societies which are round about, and so

far as the sphere extends in them, so far there is communi-

cation (see n. 6598-6613). According to the sphere of

extension in heaven every one has intelligence and wisdom,

and has happiness, that is, according to its extent and at

the same time its quality. From these considerations it

may be evident what is signified in the spiritual sense by,

in all thy border, as here that in good there shall not be

any falsity ; for falsities are outside of the sphere, inasmuch

as they begin where truths leave off; but if they enter the

sphere, they are then appropriated. That they shall not

enter is signified by its being said, there shall no leavened

bread neither leaven be seen with thee in all thy borders.

8064. And thou shall tell thy son in that day, saying.

That this signifies interior perception which is of con-

science, is evident from what was explained above (see

n. 7935), where similar words occur.

8065. // is because of that ivhich Jehovah did for me,

in my coming forth out of Egypt. That this signifies that

by the Lord they were liberated from spiritual captivity

and from damnation, is evident from the signification of

coming forth, as being liberated ; and from the signifi-

cation of Egypt, as spiritual captivity and damnation (see

n. 8049).
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8066. And it shall be for a sign unto thee upon thine

hand. That this signifies that it shall be perpetually in

the will, is evident from the signification of a sign, as per-

petual recalling to mind, for that which is for a sign and

for a memorial is for the sake of perpetual remembrance.

That the sign was to be upon the hand was in order that

as often as they moved the hand, or did anything, they

might be reminded of it ; and that the memorial was to be

between the eyes was in order that as often as they looked

at anything, they might be reminded of it. The significa-

tion is further evident from that of the hand, as power (see

n. 878, 3387, 4931-4937, 5327, 5328, 5544, 6292, 6947,

701 1, 7188, 7189, 7518, 7673), and here the will, because

all action and power of action, which is effected by the

hand, proceeds from the will.

8067. And for a memorial between thine eyes. That

this signifies that it should be perpetually in the under-

standing, is evident from the signification of a memorial,

as also perpetual recalling to mind— it is said a memorial

because this in the Word is predicated of the understand-

ing, whereas a sign is predicated of the will ; and from the

signification of eyes, as the understanding (see n. 2701,

3820,4403-4421,4523-4534). Therefore by a memorial

between the eyes is signified that it should be perpetually

in the understanding, that is, in the thought. How it is to

be understood that it should be perpetually in the under-

standing and perpetually in the will, shall be briefly told.

Those things with man which have been impressed by

faith and charity, or which man fully believes and loves,

these are perpetually in his thought and will, for he thinks

them and wills them, even when he is thinking and busy

about other things, and does not suppose them to be

present in his mind, for they are among the things which

constitute the mind's quality. That this is so is very mani-

fest from the spiritual sphere which encompasses a spirit or

angel ; for when he approaches, it is known at once from
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that sphere, of what faith and of what charity he is, and

many things in which he is interested, though at the time

he is thinking nothing about them. Such things constitute

the life of the mind of every one, and keep themselves

perpetually there. These statements might be illustrated

by very many things with man, as by the various reflections,

by the affections, and by the actions impressed from in-

fancy, and the like, which are continually present and rule,

though nothing is manifestly thought about it. The case

is the same with love to the neighbor, with love to God,

with the love of good and truth, and with faith— they who
are in them perpetually will them and think them ; for

these are in them, and when they are within they are called

universally reigning (n. 6159, 6571, 7648).

8068. That the law of Jehovah may be in thy mouth.

That this signifies that the Divine truth may be in every

thing which proceeds thence, is evident from the significa-

tion of the law of Jehovah, as the Divine truth (see n.

7463) ; and from the signification of being in the mouth,

as being in every thing which proceeds thence, that is,

from the understanding and the will ; for in the mouth is

the speech, and in the speech there is each part of the

mind, the intellectual as well as the voluntary, the intel-

lectual in the sense of the expressions and subjects, the

voluntary in the affection which gives life to the speech.

8069. For with a strong hand hath Jehovah brought thee

out of Egypt. That this signifies that by Divine power they

were liberated, is evident from the signification of the strong

hand of Jehovah, as the Divine power of the Lord ; and
from the signification of bringing out, as liberating (see n.

8050).

8070. Thou shalt therefore keep this statute in its season

from year to year. That this signifies that that law of order

should be in that state continually, is evident from the sig-

nification of statute, as a law of order (see n. 7884, 7995),
from the signification of time, as state (n. 2625, 2788, 2837,
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3254, 3356, 3404, 3827, 3938, 4814, 4882, 4901, 4916, 6IIO,

7381), hence in its season, or at its stated time, means in

that state ; and from the signification of year, as an entire

period from beginning to end (n. 2906), thus from year to

year means continually.

8071. Verses 11-16. And it shall be when Jehovah
shall have brought thee into the land of the Canaaniie, as

He sware unto thee and to thy fathers, and shall have

given it thee, that thou shall cause to pass over unto Je-

hovah all that opetieth the womb, and all that openeth, the

offspring of a beast, which shall be to thee males, shall be

JehovaKs. And all that openeth of an ass thou shall re-

deem with one of the flock ; and if thou wilt not redeem it,

then thou shall break its neck : and every firstborn of man
among thy sons shall thou redeem. And it shall be when
thy son asketh thee to-morrow, saying, Wliat is this? that

thou shall say unto him. By strength of hand Jehovah

brought us out from Egypt, from the house of bondmen :

and it came to pass, when Pharaoh hardened against

sending us away, that Jehovah slew every firstborn in the

land of Egypt, from the firstborn of man even to the first-

born of beast ; therefore I sacrifice to Jehovah all that

openeth the womb, being males ; but all the firstborn of my
sons I redeem. And it shall befor a sign upon thine hand,

and for frontlets between thine eyes : for by strength of

hand Jehovah brought us forth out of Egypt. " And it

shall be when Jehovah shall have brought thee into the

land of the Canaanite " signifies the region of heaven

occupied by those who are in evil and falsity ;
" as He

sware unto thee and to thy fathers, and shall have given it

thee " signifies which was promised by the Divine to those

who are in good and truth ;
" that thou shalt cause to pass

over unto Jehovah all that openeth the womb " signifies the

faith of charity which is of regeneration, that it is the

Lord's ; " and all that openeth, the offspring of a beast,

which shall be to thee " signifies all charity which is of the
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new birth ; "males " signifies which is of the truth of faith ;

" shall be Jehovah's " signifies that it is the Lord's. " And
all that openeth of an ass thou shalt redeem with one of

the flock " signifies that faith merely natural shall not be

ascribed to the Lord, but the truth of innocence which is

therein ; " and if thou wilt not redeem it, then thou shalt

break its neck " signifies that if the truth of innocence be

not therein, it is to be separated and rejected ;
" and every

firstborn of man among thy sons shalt thou redeem " signi-

fies that the truths of faith are not to be ascribed to the Lord,

but the goods thereof. " And it shall be when thy son

asketh thee " signifies perception from truth which is of

conscience ;
" to-morrow " signifies always when it is done

;

" saying, What is this? " signifies inquiry why it is so;

" that thou shalt say unto him " signifies answer ; " By
strength of hand Jehovah brought us out from Egypt, from

the house of bondmen " signifies that by the Divine power

of the Lord they were liberated from spiritual captivity

;

" and it came to pass, when Pharaoh hardened against

sending us away " signifies when they who infested by

falsities made themselves obstinate that these should not

be liberated :
" that Jehovah slew every firstborn in the

land of Egypt " signifies that all were damned who were in

faith separate from charity ;
" from the firstborn of man

even to the firstborn of beast " signifies the falsity of faith

separate interior and exterior ;
" therefore I sacrifice to

Jehovah all that openeth the womb, being males " signi-

fies that therefore the faith of charity, which is of the new
birth, is to be ascribed to the Lord ; " but all the firstborn

of my sons I redeem " signifies that the truths of faith are

not to be ascribed to the Lord, but the goods thereof.

" And it shall be for a sign upon thine hand " signifies that

it shall be perpetually in the will ;
" and for frontlets be-

tween thine eyes " signifies that it shall be perpetually in

the understanding ;
" for by strength of hand Jehovah

brought us forth out of Egypt " signifies that by the Divine

power of the Lord they were liberated.
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8072. And it shall be when Jehovah shall have brought

thee itito the land of the Canaanite. That this signifies

the region of heaven occupied by those who are in evil and

falsity, is evident from what was stated above (n. 8054).

8073. As He sware unto thee and to thy fathers, and
shall have given it thee. That this signifies which was

promised by the Divine to those who are in good and truth,

is evident from what was said above (n. 8055), where simi-

lar words occur.

8074. That thou shall cause to pass over unto Jehovah

all that openeth the womb. That this signifies that the

faith of charity which is of regeneration is the Lord's, is

evident from the signification of causing to pass over, as

ascribing, in like manner as of sanctifying (see above n.

8042) and sacrificing (see below n. 8088) ; and from the

signification of that openeth the womb, as faith from

charity, which is the faith of the regenerate man— as

shown above (n. 8042, 8043). That Jehovah is the Lord

may also be seen above (n. 8046).

8075. And all that openeth, the offspring of a beast.

That this signifies all charity which is of the new birth, is

evident from the signification of all that openeth the womb,

as faith from charity, which is of the new birth (as above

n. 8043) ; and from the signification of the offspring of a

beast, as affection for good (n. 45, 46, 142, 143, 246, 714,

7i5> 719. 776, 1823, 2179, 2180, 3218, 3519, 5198), thus

the good of charity.

8076. Which shall be to thee males. That this signifies

which is of the truth of faith, is evident from the signifi-

cation of male, as the truth of faith (see n. 2046, 4005,

7838).

8077. Shall be Jehovah's. That this signifies that it is

the Lord's, since by Jehovah in the Word no other is meant

than the Lord, may be seen above (n. 1343, 1736, 2921,

3023. 3035. 5041, 5663, 6281, 6303, 6905, 6945, 6956).

The contents of these two verses are not further explained
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here, because they were before explained in the second

verse of this chapter (n. 8042-8045).

8078. And all that openeth of an ass thou shall redeem

with one of the flock. That this signifies that faith merely

natural shall not be ascribed to the Lord, but the truth of

innocence which is therein, is evident from the signification

of all that openeth, as what is first produced from the re-

generate state, or the firstborn, thus faith— that the first-

born is faith has been shown heretofore ; and from the

signification of an ass, as the natural, for by an ass is sig-

nified knowledge (n. 5492, 5741), also service (n. 5958,

6389), thus also the natural, for knowledges are of the

natural, and the natural in respect to the spiritual is service,

therefore by the firstling of an ass is signified faith merely

natural— of which presently; and from the signification of

redeeming, as giving another thing in its place. That re-

deeming has this signification, is plain from the full mean-

ing of the words, namely, of these— the firstling of an ass

thou shalt not cause to pass over to Jehovah, but shalt

redeem with one of the flock. That causing to pass over 2

to Jehovah means ascribing to the Lord, in like manner

as sanctifying and sacrificing, has been shown just above

(n. 8074) ; thus not causing to pass over, but redeeming,

means not ascribing, but giving another thing in its place.

The meaning is further evident from the signification of one

of the flock, as the truth of innocence. That one of the

flock is the truth of innocence, is because by one of the

flock is meant a lamb or a kid, and by these is signified

innocence (n. 3519, 3994, 7840), here, the truth of inno-

cence, because it is not said a lamb or a kid, but one of the

flock. From all this it is plain that by all that openeth of

an ass thou shalt redeem with one of the flock, is signified

that faith merely natural is not to be ascribed to the Lord,

but the truth of innocence which is therein. Faith merely 3

natural is the faith which is introduced by an external and

not an internal way, as sensuous faith, which consists in be-
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lieving a thing to be so, because the eye hath seen, and the

hand hath touched. This is the faith concerning which the

Lord said to Thomas, Because thou hast seen [Me], thou

hast believed : blessed are they that have not seen, andyet
have believed (John xx. 29) ; also as the faith of miracles,

which consists in believing a thing to be so merely from

the miracles, concerning which faith see above (n. 7290),

also as the faith of authority, which consists in believing a

thing to be so, because another, to whom credence is

4 given, has said it. But spiritual faith is faith which is in-

troduced by an internal and at the same time an external

way ; the introduction by an internal way causes it to be

believed, and then what is introduced by an external way

causes it to be confirmed. The spiritual of faith is affec-

tion for charity, and from this affection for truth for the

sake of good use and for the sake of life ; these make faith

to be spiritual. The introduction of faith by an internal

way is effected by the reading of the Word, and by enlight-

enment at the time from the Lord, which is granted accord-

ing to the quality of the affection, that is, according to the

5 end sought in learning the truth. From these things it

may now be evident what faith merely natural is, and that

this faith, because it is not spiritual, cannot be ascribed to

the Lord, that is, be acknowledged and believed to be from

the Lord ; for the Lord flows in through affection for truth

and good. That faith is internal affection may be seen

above (n. 8034). The truth of innocence, which maybe
in that faith and be accepted by the Lord, is what is be-

lieved to be so from innocence. From these things it is

now plain how it is to be understood that faith merely

natural shall not be ascribed to the Lord, but the truth of

innocence which is therein.

8079. And if thou wilt not redeem it, then thou shalt

break its neck. That this signifies that if the truth of in-

nocence be not therein, it is to be separated and rejected,

is evident from the signification of not redeeming, as not
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ascribing to the Lord, but giving another thing in its place

— as just above (n. 8078) ; and from the signification of

breaking the neck, as separating and rejecting. Breaking

the neck has this signification, because the neck signifies

the conjunction of interiors with exteriors (see n. 3542,

3603, 3695, 3725, 5320, 5328, 5926, 6033), thus breaking

the neck signifies separation and rejection, namely, of faith

merely natural, if the truth of innocence be not therein.

8080. And everyfirstborn \of man'\ among thy sons shalt

thou redeem. That this signifies that the truths of faith are

not to be ascribed to the Lord, but the goods thereof, is

evident from the signification of the firstborn, as faith (see

n. 352, 2435, 6344, 7035, 8042) ; from the signification of

sons, as truths (n. 489, 491, 533, 1147, 2623, 3373) ; and

from the signification of redeeming, as giving another thing

in its place— as above (n. 8074, 8078). That it means

that they are not to be ascribed, follows from the full mean-

ing of these words, And every firstborn of man among thy

sons thou shalt not cause to pass over, that is, sha/t not sac-

rifice, but shalt redeem— not to cause to pass over meaning

not to ascribe, as above (n. 8074, 8078). From these things

it is plain that by every firstborn of man among thy sons

thou shalt redeem, is signified that the truths of faith are

not to be ascribed to the Lord, but another thing in their

place ; that this other thing is the good of faith may be

evident from this, that by the firstborn in general is signi-

fied the good of faith, as above (n. 8042, 8043), but when

it is said the firstborn of man among his sons, the truth of

faith ; for there is the truth of faith, and there is the good

of faith. That the good of faith, or charity, is this other 2

thing, which is to be ascribed to the Lord .instead of the

truths of faith, may also be evident from this, that the first-

bom of the sons of Israel were not taken, but in their

place the Levites, and this for the reason that by Levi was

represented the good of faith, or charity (n. 3875, 4497,

4502, 4503) ; that the tribe of Levi was taken in place of
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all the firstborn, may be seen in Numbers (iii. 12, 13, 40
to the end; viii. 16-18). That the good of faith is this

other thing which is to be ascribed to the Lord, may also

be evident from this, that faith without charity is not

faith (n. 654, 724, 1162, 11 76, 2231, 2343, 2349, 2429,

2839, 2982, 3146, 3325, 3849, 3865,4368, 5351, 7039,

7082-7084, 7342, 7950) ; also from this, that the good of

faith is actually in the first place, but the truth of faith only

apparently (n. 3539, 3548, 3556, 3563, 3570, 3576, 3603,

3701, 4925, 4926, 4928, 4930, 4977, 5351, 6256, 6269,

6272, 6273) ; thus that charity is the firstborn (n. 3325,

3 3494, 4925, 4926, 4928, 4930). That the truth of faith

viewed in itself without its good is not to be ascribed to

the Lord, that is, to be given to Him, or acknowledged

to be from Him, is because no truth of faith has any life

in it until it becomes the good of faith ; and the truth of

faith becomes the good of faith by willing it and doing it

(n. 7835). When therefore it becomes the good of faith,

then it is acknowledged by the Lord as His, for the Lord

gives faith mediately by its good. Also every truth of faith

with the man of the spiritual church becomes the good of

faith, when he is being regenerated, and it then first be-

4 comes the Lord's. The law concerning the redemption of

the firstborn of man was enacted for this end, that they

might not sacrifice their sons, which was customary among
the Gentiles, with whom the statutes of the Ancient Church,

which was a representative church, remained, but in process

of time were wholly adulterated. That the firstborn were

to be sanctified to God, was one of the statutes of the An-

cient Church, but by sanctifying they began to understand

sacrificing. The posterity of Jacob also incHned to do like-

wise ; wherefore that law was unfolded to them, and to pre-

vent their doing so the Levites were taken in place of the

firstborn, as was declared. That law was unfolded accord-

ing to its correspondent sense in the spiritual world, which

is, that the truths of faith are not holy, thus neither to be
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sanctified nor ascribed, but the goods of faith. Sanctifica-

tion also was afterward thus understood, that they should

give or present the firstborn to Jehovah, and offer a sacri-

fice for him, according to these words in Luke— When
the days of their purification according to the law of Moses

were fulfilled, they broughtJesus up to Jerusalem, to present

him to the Lord— As it is written in the law of the Lord,

every male that openeth the womb shall be called holy to the

Lord— and to offer a sacrifice (ii. 22-24).

8081. And it shall be when thy son asketh thee. That

this signifies perception from truth which is of conscience,

is evident from the signification of asking, as knowledge

from perception (see n. 5597, 5800, 6250); and from the

signification of son, as truth (n. 489, 491, 533, 1147, 2623,

3373) j
^^'^ it is perception from truth which is of con-

science, is plain from what has been explained above (see

n. 7935), where similar words occur. It is said from truth

which is of conscience, because the conscience of those

who are of the spiritual church is the conscience of truth,

for it is procured from the doctrines of the church which

are believed to be true, whether they are true or not ; but

then they become truths of conscience, when they be-

come * also of the life.

8082. To-morrow. That this signifies always when it is

done, is evident from the signification of to-morrow, or the

day of the morrow, as what is eternal (n. 3998), thus also

what is perpetual or always, in the present case always when
it is done.

8083. Saying, What is this ? That this signifies inquiry

why it is so, and that thou shall say unto him signifies

answer, is evident, without explication.

8084. By strength of handJehovah brought us outfrom
Egypt, from the house of bondmen. That this signifies that

by the Divine power of the Lord they were liberated from

•The Latin has non here— "do not become."
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spiritual captivity, is evident from what was said above

(n. 8049, 8050).

8085. And it came to pass, when Pharaoh hardened

against sending us away. That this signifies when they

who infested by falsities made themselves obstinate, that

these should not be liberated, is evident from the significa-

tion of hardening, as making himself obstinate (see n. 7272,

7300, 7305) ; from the representation of Pharaoh, as those

who infested by falsities (n. 7107, 71 10, 7126, 7142, 7220,

7228, 7317) ; and from the signification of sending away,

as liberating.

8086. That Jehovah slew every firstborn in the land of

Egypt. That this signifies that all were damned who were

in faith separate from charity, is evident from the significa-

tion of the firstborn of Egypt, as faith separate from charity

(see n. 7039, 7779) ; that by their death is signified the

damnation of those who were in that faith and in the life of

evil, may be seen above (n. 7766, 7778).

8087. From the firstborn of man even to thefirstborn of

beast. That this signifies the falsity of faith separate in-

terior and exterior, is evident from the signification of the

firstborn of Egypt, as faith separate from charity (n. 8086),

thus the falsity of faith— for they who separate faith from

charity both in doctrine and in life must needs be in falsity,

because evil of life continually operates and produces a

persuasion of falsity conformable to itself, and if truth is

offered, it at once causes it by sinister application to con-

form itself, thus falsifies it ; and from the signification of

man and beast, as what is interior and exterior (n. 7424,

7523)-

8088. Therefore I sacrifice to Jehovah all that openeth

the womb, being males. That this signifies that therefore

the faith of charity which is of the new birth is to be

ascribed to the Lord, is evident from the signification of

sacrificing to Jehovah, as ascribing to the Lord— by sacri-

ficing is here signified the like as by sanctifying in the
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second verse of this chapter, and by causing to pass over in

the twelfth verse. That by sanctifying to Jehovah is meant

ascribing to the Lord, may be seen above (n. 8042), and

the same also by causing to pass over (n. 8074). By
ascribing is meant not to claim to one's self but to confess

and acknowledge that it is from the Lord. The meaning

is further evident from the signification of, that openeth

the womb, as the things which are of faith from charity

(n. 8043)— that these are things of the new birth, may be

seen above (n. 8042) ; and from the signification of male,

as the truth of faith (n. 2046, 4005, 7838).

8089. But all the firstborn of my sons I redeem. That

this signifies that the truths of faith are not to be ascribed

to the Lord, but the goods thereof, is evident from what

was shown above (n. 8080), where similar words occur.

8090. And it shall be for a sign upon thine hand.

That this signifies that it shall be perpetually in the will,

and that for frontlets between thine eyes signifies that it

shall be perpetually in the understanding, and that for by

strength of hand Jehovah brought us forth out of Egypt
signifies that by the Divine power of the Lord they were

liberated, is evident from what was explained above at the

ninth verse of this chapter, where similar words occur (see

n. 8066, 8067, 8069).

8091. Verses 17, 18. And it came to pass, when Pha-

raoh had sent the people away, that God led them not by

the way of the land of the Philistines, although that was
near ; for God said. Lest peradventure the people repent

when they see war, and they return to Egypt. But God
led the people about, by the way of the wilderness by the Red
Sea : and the sons of Israel went up girded out of the land

of Egypt. " And it came to pass, when Pharaoh had sent

the people away " signifies when they who infested released

those who were of the spiritual church ; " that God led

them not by the way of the land of the Philistines " signi-

fies that it was provided by the Divine that they should
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not pass to the truth of faith which is not from good

;

" although that was near " signifies that it first comes up
;

" for God said " signifies the Divine foresight ;
" Lest per-

adventure the people repent when they see war " signifies

that they would decline from truth by reason of assaults

;

" and they return to Egypt " signifies that from this there

would be a lapse into falsities, which are altogether con-

trary to the truths and goods of faith. " But God led the

people about, by the way of the wilderness " signifies that

under Divine guidance they were led to confirm the truths

and goods of faith through temptations ; " by the Red
Sea " signifies the damnation which they were first to pass

through ; " and the sons of Israel went up girded out of

the land of Egypt" signifies that they were delivered from

a state of infestations, and so prepared to sustain tempta-

tions.

8092. And it came io pass, when Pharaoh had sent the

people away. That this signifies when they who infested

released those who were of the spiritual church, is evident

from the signification of sending away, as releasing ; from

the representation of Pharaoh, as those who infested by

falsities (n. 7107, 7110, 7126, 7142, 7220, 7228, 7317) ;

and from the signification of the sons of Israel, who are

here the people, as those who were of the spiritual church

— of which above (n. 8044).

8093. That God led them not by the way of the land of

the Philistines. That this signifies that it was provided by

the Divine that they should not pass to the truth of faith

which is not from good, is evident from the signification

of, God led them not by the way, as that it was provided

by the Divine that they should not pass, for by leading,

when by God, is signified providence, and by way is signi-

fied truth (see n. 627, 2333), here passing to the truth;

and from the representation of the Philistines, as those who
are acquainted with the knowledges which belong to faith,

and are not in the life of charity (n. 1197, 1198, 3412, 3413),
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thus those who are in the truth of faith which is not from

good. That by the Philistines and their land this is signi-

fied, may be evident from the passages in the Word where

they are named, especially in Jeremiah (chap, xlvii.), where

they are described ; also in Joel (chap. iii. 5, 6) ; and like-

wise from the historicals of the Word, where are described

the wars between the sons of Israel and the Philistines, and

their subjugation by the Philistines, and then of the Phi-

listines by the sons of Israel. By the Philistines are there

represented those who are in faith separate, or to whom
acquaintance with the knowledges which belong to faith is

the principal thing, but not a life according thereto, con-

sequently those who teach and believe that faith alone

saves. The opinion concerning faith alone or separate is 2

not new, or of this time only, but had existed in the ancient

churches, and gained strength with evil of life. It is also

described in the Word throughout, but by names : first by

Cain, that he slew his brother Abel (see n. 337, 340, 11 79) ;

Cain there, in the internal representative sense, is such faith,

and Abel is charity. It is also described by Ham, when
he was cursed by his father (n. 1062, 1063) ; afterward by

Reuben, that he went up to his father's bed (n. 3870,

4601); and by Simeon and Levi, that they slew Hamor
and the men of Shechem, and were therefore cursed by

their father (n. 3870, 6352). That faith is also described

by the Egyptians and by their firstborn being slain (see

n. 7766, 7778), and by the Egyptians being overwhelmed

in the Red Sea. It is also described by the Philistines

(n. 3412, 3413), and likewise by Tyre and Sidon through-

out the prophets, where by the Philistines is signified ac-

quaintance by memory with the knowledges which belong

to faith, and by Tyre and Sidon the knowledges themselves

interior and exterior Lastly it is also described by Peter,

when he thrice denied the Lord (n. 6000, 6073)— but see

what has been already shown concerning this faith (n. 36,

379» 3^> 916, 1017, 1076, 1077, 1162, 1176, 1798, 1799,
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1834, 1844, 2049, 21 16, 2228, 2231, 2261, 2343, 2349,

2364, 2383, 2385, 2401, 2435, 2982, 3146, 3242, 3325,

3412, 3413, 3416, 3427, 3773, 4663, 4672, 4673, 4683,

4721, 4730, 4766, 4783, 4925, 5351, 5820, 5826, 6269,

6272, 6273, 6348, 6353, 7039, 7097, 7127, 7317, 7502,

7545» 7623-7627, 7724, 7779, 7790, 7950).

8094. Although that was near. That this signifies that

it first comes up, is evident fi-om the signification of near,

when it is said of faith separate, as that it first comes up.

How it is to be understood that opinion concerning faith

separate or alone first comes up, shall be briefly told. Evil

of life has with it its own falsity, which falsity lies concealed

with the man who is in evil of life, and sometimes he is

ignorant that it is with him ; but as soon as he thinks con-

cerning the truths of the church, and especially concerning

salvation, then that falsity comes forth and manifests itself,

and if it cannot deny the truth itself in its general state-

ment, it then explains it in favor of its own evil, and thus

falsifies it. When therefore he thinks about faith and

charity, which are the essentials of the church and of sal-

vation, then at once faith comes up, but not charity, be-

cause charity is opposite to evil of life ; for this reason also

he removes charity, and chooses faith alone. From this it

is plain that the truths of faith are near, but not the goods

of faith, that is, that the former come up first, and not the

a latter. From this erroneous and false principle afterward

follow many false and erroneous ideas, as that good works

do nothing for salvation ; that a man's life does not follow

him after death ; that man is then saved from mercy alone

by faith, howsoever he has lived in the world ; that the

most wicked may be saved by faith at the last hour of his

life ; that evils may be wiped away in a moment. These

and such like things are thought out and established from

that principle, and are then so many links in a chain. But

they would be perceived to be altogether otherwise, if char-

ity and life were the first principle.
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8095. For God said. That this signifies Divine fore-

sight, is evident from the signification of God said, when

of things future, as Divine foresight (see n. 5361, 6946).

8096. Lest peradventure the people repent when they see

war. That this signifies that they would decline from the

truth by reason of assaults, is evident from the signification

of repenting, as declining from the truth— of which in

what follows ; and from the signification of war, as spiritual

combats (see n. 1664, 1788, 2686), thus assaults. That

repenting means declining from truth, is because by the

departure of the sons of Israel from Egypt, and by their

stay in the wilderness, and by their introduction into the

land of Canaan, is signified that they were led continually

to good, and so to heaven. Hence by repenting and re-

turning to Egypt is signified going away from good, thus

declining from truth ; for by Egypt or the Egyptians are

signified those who are in faith separate from charity, and

who are opposed to the truths of the church (n. 6692,

7039, 7097, 7317, 7766, 7926). As regards assaults from 2

those who are in the truth of faith which is not from good,

who are signified by the Philistines, it is to be known that

they in the other life infest the well disposed, and contin-

ually assault the good of faith or charity ; for the principles

which they adopted in the world, they carry with them into

the other life and retain until they are vastated, that is, are

deprived of all memory of the knowledges of faith, and are

let down into hell. There are at this day great numbers

of such spirits, and they dwell to the right in front, in a

plane beneath the sole of the foot ; their habitation is a

kind of city. It has been often granted me to speak with

them thence, and to hear their reasonings in favor of faith

alone, which are acute, and their assaults against charity,

which are stubborn. These now are the things which in

the internal sense are meant by their being led not by the

way of the land of the Philistines, and by their peradven-

ture repenting when they should see war.
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8097. And they return to Egypt. That this signifies that

from this there would be a lapse into falsities which are

altogether contrary to the truths and goods of faith, is

evident from the signification of Egypt, as what is contrary

to the truths and goods of faith (see n. 6692, 7039, 7097,

7317, 7766, 7926) ; that to return thither means to lapse

into falsities, is plain.

8098. But God led the people about, by the way of the

wilderness. That this signifies that under Divine guidance

they were led to confirm the truths and goods of faith by

temptations, is evident from the signification of God led,

as Providence (see n. 8093), or what is the same, Divine

guidance ; and from the signification of the way of the

wilderness, as to undergo temptations, thus to confirm the

truths and goods of faith, for they are confirmed by temp-

tations. By the wilderness is signified where the land is

uninhabited and uncultivated (see n. 2708), in the spiritual

sense, where are no good and truth, also where truth is not

yet conjoined with good. Thus by the wilderness is signi-

fied the state of those with whom the conjunction will be

effected ; and because the conjunction is not effected ex-

cept by temptations, these also are signified, but when the

number forty is adjoined, whether forty years, or forty

months, or forty days ; for forty signifies temptations and

their duration whatsoever it be (n. 730, 862, 2272, 2273).

These things are signified by the sojournings of the sons of

Israel in the wilderness forty years ; and the temptations

also which they underwent are described. That they were

led into the wilderness that they might undergo those temp-

tations and thus represent them, is plain from these words

in Moses— Thou shall remember all the way which Jeho-

vah thy God hath led thee these forty years in the wilder-

ness, that He might afflict thee, to tempt thee, to know what

was in thy heart. . . . He fed thee in the wilderness with

manna, which thy fathers knew not, that He might afflict

thee, and that He might tempt thee, to do thee good in thy
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posterity (Deut. viii. 2, 6). Inasmuch as by forty were

signified temptations and their durations, and by the wilder-

ness the state of those who undergo them, therefore also

the Lord, when He was tempted, went out into the wilder-

ness, and was there forty days (Matt. iv. i, 2 and following

verses : Luke iv. i, 2 and following verses : Mark i. 12, 13).

8099. By the Red Sea. That this signifies damnation

which they were first to pass through, is evident from the

signification of the Red Sea, as the hell where they are who
are in faith separate from charity, and in the life of evil

;

and inasmuch as the Red Sea means hell, it means also

damnation. In regard to their having first to pass through

damnation, the case is this. They who were of the spiri-

tual church, and until the coming of the Lord were de-

tained in the lower earth and there infested by those who
were in faith separate from charity— who have been treated

of in the preceding chapters— when they were liberated

thence, were not immediately taken up into heaven, but

were first brought into another state of purification, which

is that of temptations ; for the truths and goods of faith

can neither be confirmed nor conjoined without tempta-

tions, and before these were confirmed and conjoined, they

could not be elevated into heaven. These things were

represented by the sons of Israel not being immediately

introduced into the land of Canaan, but first led into the

wilderness, where they remained for forty years, and in

the meantime underwent various temptations described in

the books of Moses, As to this, that they first passed 2

through the Red Sea, by which is signified the hell of

those who are in faith separate and in the life of evil, thus

through the midst of damnation, it is to be known that

this hell is in front at a depth beneath the hells of adul-

terers and extends itself rather widely toward the left, being

separated from the hells of adulterers by waters as of a sea.

To the right there, but at a greater depth, is where those

are gathered together who are in the truth of faith, but not
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in the good of faith, who are signified by the Philistines

— of whom just above (n. 8096) ; but the lower earth,

where those are who are infested, is beneath the sole of

the foot, a little in front. They who are liberated from

infestations are not led toward the right, for in that quarter

are those who are signified by the PhiHstines, but they are

led to the left, through the midst of the hell above spoken

of, and emerge to the left, where there is as it were a

wilderness. That they who are delivered from infestations

pass through by this way, it has been twice given me to

see. When they pass through, they are so protected by

the Lord that not the slightest evil can touch them, still

less any thing of damnation, for they are encompassed with

a column of angels, with whom the Lord is present : this

was represented by the passage of the sons of Israel through

3 the Red Sea. This also was meant by these words in Isaiah

— Awake, awake, put on siretigth, O arm of Jehovah/

. . . Art thou not it that dried up the sea, the waters of

the great deep ; and makeih the depths of the sea a way for

the redeemed to pass over ? (li. 9, 10)— where the arm of

Jehovah is the Lord as to the Divine Human ; the waters

of the great deep and the depths of the sea are the hell

where are those who are in faith separate from charity and

in a life of evil ; the waters as of a sea beneath which they

are, are falsities, for falsities in the other life are seen as

dense and dark clouds, and also as floods of water (n. 739,

4423, 7307) ; the redeemed who were to pass over are

4 they who are liberated by the Lord. Again in the same

prophet : Jehovah remembered the days of old, Moses, and

His people, saying. Where is He that brought them up out

of the sea with the shepherd of His flock ? where is He
that put His holy spirit within them? (Ixiii. 11.) In this

prophetic enunciation by Moses is meant the Lord, Who
is also the shepherd of the flock

;
by the people, whom He

brought up out of the sea, they who were liberated from

5 damnation. And in Jeremiah : The earth trembled at the
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noise of iheir fall; there was a cry, the noise whereof was

heard in the Red Sea (xlix. 21). The Red Sea stands for

hell, for Edom and its damnation are there described, and

it is said that the noise thereof was heard from the Red
Sea, when yet they were not immersed in that sea, but the

Egyptians ; for this reason it is plain that the Red Sea

signifies hell and damnation. By Edom are here signified

those who from the evil of self-love reject the truths of doc-

trine, and embrace falsities (n. 3322). From these things

it may now be evident what is signified by the Red Sea in

the internal representative sense, and what by the passage

of the sons of Israel, and by the immersion of the Egyp-

tians therein, as described in the following chapter.

8100. And the sons of Israel went up girded out of the

land of Egypt. That this signifies that they were delivered

from a state of infestations, and thus prepared to sustain

temptations, is evident from the signification of going up
girded, as being prepared, here for sustaining temptations,

because they were led by the way of the Red Sea into the

wilderness— that the wilderness is a state of undergoing

temptations may be seen above (n. 8098) ; from the rep-

resentation of the sons of Israel, as those who are of the

spiritual church— of which frequently above ; and from

the signification of the land of Egypt, as a state of infes-

tations (see n. 7278). To go up out of the land of Egypt

is to be delivered or liberated. From this it is plain that

by the sons of Israel going up girded out of the land of

Egypt is meant that they were delivered from a state of

infestations, and thus prepared to sustain temptations.

What the difference is between temptations and infesta-

tions, may be seen above (n. 7474).

8101. Verse 19. And Moses took the bones ofJoseph

with him : for taking he had taken an oath of the sons of

Israel, saying, Visiting God will visit you; and ye shall

carry up my bones away hence with you. " And Moses

took the bones of Joseph with him " signifies the represent-
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ative of the church, which there was with them ;
" for

taking he had taken an oath of the sons of Israel, saying "

signifies a binding ;
" Visiting God will visit you " signifies

when that last state and first state of the church should

come ; " and ye shall carry up my bones away hence with

you " signifies, as above, the representative of the church

with them, not the church, which indeed is in what is in-

ternal.

8102. It is needless to explain these words further, be-

cause they have been before explained at the twenty-fourth

and twenty-fifth verses of the fiftieth chapter of Genesis,

where like words occur (see n. 6590, 6592).

8102^. Verses 20-22. And they took theirjourneyfrom
Succoth, and encamped in Etham, in the edge of the wilder-

ness. And Jehovah went before them by day in a pillar

of cloud, to lead them the way ; and by night in a pillar of

fire, to give them light ; that they might go by day and by

flight. The pillar of cloud by day, and the pillar of fire by

night, departed not from before the people. " And they

took their journey from Succoth, and encamped in Etham "

signifies a second state after they were liberated ;
" in the

edge of the wilderness " signifies the first state of tempta-

tions. " And Jehovah went before them " signifies the

continual presence of the Lord ; " by day in a pillar of

cloud " signifies when there was a state of enlightenment,

that it was tempered by obscurity of truth ; " to lead them

the way " signifies Divine guidance ;
" and by night in a

pillar of fire, to give them light " signifies when there was

a state of obscurity, that it was tempered by enlightenment

from good ;
" that they might go by day and by night

"

signifies thus life in each state, " The pillar of cloud by

day, and the pillar of fire by night, departed not from before

the people " signifies the presence of the Lord that it was

perpetual.

8103. And they took their journey from Succoth, and

encamped in Etham. That tJiis signifies a second state
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after they were liberated, is evident from this, that the jour-

neyings and encampments of the sons of Israel, after they

went forth from Egypt, signify the spiritual states of those

who were liberated by the Lord— concerning whom see

above. The changes of states are signified by the journeys

from one place to another, and the stations there ; the

second state is here signified by the journeying from Suc-

coth to Etham, because the first state was signified by the

journeying from Rameses to Succoth (see n. 7972). And
by journeyings are signified in the internal sense of the

Word states and institutes of life— as shown above (n. 1293,

3335, 5605), and by encampments the orderly arrange-

ments of truth and good, which are of life (n. 4236).

8104. In the edge of the wilderness. That this signifies

the first state of temptations, is evident from the significa-

tion of a wilderness, as a state for undergoing temptations

— as shown above (n. 8098) ; and as that state commenced
in the edge of the wilderness, therefore by the edge of the

wilderness is signified the first state.

8105. And Jehovah went before them. That this signi-

fies the continual presence of the Lord, is evident without

explication ; that Jehovah is the Lord, may be seen above

(n. 8046).

8106. By day in a pillar of cloud. That this signifies

when there was a state of enlightenment, that it was tem-

pered by obscurity ot truth, is evident from the significa-

tion of by day, or in the day, as in a state of enlightenment

— for the times of day, as morning, midday, evening, and

night, correspond to the various degrees of enlightenment

which are of intelligence and wisdom in the other life (see

n. 5672, 5962, 61 10), whence day means a state of enlight-

enment or of clear perception, and night a state of non-en-

lightenment, or of obscure perception (n. 7680) ; and from

the signification of cloud, as obscurity of truth, for the

reason that a cloud takes away the brightness of light from

the sun, and also tempers it. In the Word throughout it is 2
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said that Jehovah was seen in a cloud, and that He was

girded with a cloud, also that beneath His feet was a cloud

;

in which passages by cloud is meant obscurity of truth,

specifically the literal sense of the Word, for this sense in

respect to the internal sense is the obscurity of truth (see

preface to Gen. xviii ; also n. 4391, 5922, 6343, 6752).

This was signified by the cloud when the Lord was seen by

Peter, James, and John in glory (Luke ix. 34) ; when from

Mount Sinai by the people, and when by Moses upon his

going unto Him there (Exod. xix. 9 ; xx. 18 ; xxiv. 15-18 ;

xxxiv. 5 ) ; and also by this, that thp Lord so often said that

He would come in the clouds of heaven (Matt. xxiv. 30;
xxvi. 63, 64: Mark xiii. 26; xiv. 61, 62: Luke xxi. 27).

3 The literal sense of the Word is called a cloud, because the

internal sense, which is called glory, cannot be compre-

hended by man except he be regenerated, and so enlight-

ened. The internal sense of the Word, or truth Divine in

its glory, if it appeared before a man not regenerated,

would be as thick darkness, in which he would see nothing

at all, and by which also he would be blinded, that is, would

believe nothing. From these instances it may be evident

what is signified by a cloud by day, namely, obscurity of

4 truth, and when said of the Word it is the literal sense. It

is said in a pillar of cloud and of fire, because by a pillar is

signified a stay which supports (see Jer. i. 18 : Ps. Ixxv. 3 :

Apoc. iii. 12: Job ix. 6); and it is predicated of the

natural, because the natural is like a support or basis to the

spiritual ; for the spiritual terminates in the natural, and

there rests. Therefore it is that the feet of the angel de-

scending from heaven appeared as pillars of fire (Apoc.

X. i) ; for by feet is signified the natural (see n. 2162,

3147, 3761, 3986, 4280, 4938-4952, 5327, 5328).

8107. To lead them ihe way. That this signifies Divine

guidance, is evident from the signification of leading thfi

way, when said of Jehovah, as Providence and Divine guid-

ance (see n. 8093, 8098).
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8108. And by night in a pillar of fire, to give them light.

That this signifies when there was a state of obscurity, that

it was tempered by enlightenment from good, is evident

from the signification of night, as a state of obscurity (see

n. 1 712, 6000) ; from the signification of fire, as the good

of love (n. 934, 4906, 5215, 6314, 6832, 6834, 6849, 7324,

7852) ; and from the signification of giving light, as en-

lightenment. That Jehovah or the Lord was seen or went

before in a pillar of cloud by day and in a pillar of fire by

night, was because thereby was represented the state of

heaven, for in heaven there are perpetual variations and

changes of state ; for the angels are continually being per-

fected, which cannot in any wise be effected without per-

petual changes of states. In general those variations and

changes are as the changes of times in the world, namely,

as the changes of the times of the year— spring, summer,

autumn, winter, and again spring ; and as the changes of

the times of the day— morning, midday, evening, night,

and again morning. When it is morning and midday in

heaven, there is enlightenment of the understanding from

the Lord, but then the enlightenment is tempered by ob-

scurity of truth, as by a cloud ; and when it is evening and

night there, they have obscurity of understanding, but this

is tempered of the Lord by the good of love, as by a fire

which gives light. These are the things which were repre-

sented by the pillar of cloud by day and the pillar of fire

by night with the sons of Israel in the wilderness.

8109. That they might go by day and by night. That

this signifies life in each state, is evident from the significa-

tion of going and journeying, as living (see n. 3335, 3690,

5493, 5605) ; and from the signification of day, as a state

of enUghtenment, and of night, as a state of obscurity—
of which just above (n. 8106, 8108), thus both states.

81 10. The pillar of cloud by day, and the pillar of fire

by night, departed not from before the people. That this

signifies that the presence of the Lord was perpetual, is
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evident from what has been now unfolded ; for so the an-

gels, in whose midst was the Lord, appeared before the

people.

THE SPIRITS AND INHABITANTS OF THE PLANET
JUPITER, CONTINUED,

8111. By long continued conversation with the spirits

of the earth Jupiter, it became evident that they are better

disposed than the spirits of some other earths. Their ap-

proach when they came to me, their tarrying, and their

influx at the time, were so gentle and sweet as cannot be

described. Goodness of disposition manifests itself in the

other Ufe by gentleness and sweetness. These qualities

with them are very clearly distinguishable from the gentle-

ness and sweetness of the good spirits of our earth.

8112. When any slight disagreement exists among them,

there appears to them as it were a slender ray of white

light, like that of lightning, or a little band in which are

glittering stars. These are signs of disagreement ; but the

disagreement among them is quickly adjusted. Stars when
they are glittering and at the same time wandering, are not

a good sign, but glittering fixed stars are a good sign.

8 1 13. I was able to recognize the presence of the spirits

of Jupiter, not only from the gentleness and sweetness of

their approach and influx, but also from this, that for the

most part their influx was into the face, and that they made
it smiling and cheerful, and continually so during their

presence. It was said that they so dispose the counte-

nances of the inhabitants of their earth, for they wish to

inspire them with tranquillity and enjoyment of heart.

The tranquillity and enjoyment with which they inspired

me, sensibly filled my breast and heart. Then were re-

moved desires and anxieties about the future, which induce

intranquillity and discomfort and excite and agitate the

mind into various perturbations. From this it could be
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evident to me what was the quality of the life of the in-

habitants of the planet Jupiter. I was told by them that

they do not fear death, except in some degree on account

of the loss of wife and children, for the reason that they

know of a certainty that the death of the body is the con-

tinuation of life, and that after it they will become more

happy.

81 14. It was perceived that they had a state of hap-

piness still interior, and that they were susceptible of re-

ceiving a state of happiness still more interior. This is

perceived by their interiors not being closed, but open to

the Lord ; for the more open the interiors are, the more

susceptible they are of receiving Divine good and Divine

happiness. It is the reverse with those who do not live in

the order of heaven ; with such the interiors are closed

and the exteriors open to hell, whence flow in contempt

of others, hatred, revenge, and cruelty, which they enjoy

against those who do not fawn upon them, or do not favor

their lusts.

81 15. The spirits of the earth Jupiter cannot be together

with the spirits of our earth, because these are of a quite

different genius, and do not love the enjoyment of tran-

quillity as they do. They were surprised when they heard

that those from our earth who become angels are of an

entirely different heart, and retain scarcely anything similar

to their state when they were spirits. That they might

know that it was so, there came choirs one after another

from heaven, consisting of angels from our earth. Choirs

consist of many thinking, speaking, and acting together in

unity, in a continued series. The celebration of the Lord

in the heavens is for the most part effected by choirs (see

n. 1648, 1649, 2595, 2596, 3350, 5182). Those choirs

gave so much delight to the spirits of Jupiter who were

with me, that they seemed to themselves as it were taken

up into heaven. This glorification by choirs continued

about an hour. The delights which the spirits received
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from it were communicated to me and I was enabled to

perceive them. They said that they would tell this to their

associates who were elsewhere.

81 16. They related that the multitude of men in the

region of the earth where they dwelt was as great as the

earth could sustain, though the earth was fruitful, and

abounded in all things ; that the inhabitants there desire

no more than enough for the necessities of life, and that

for that reason the multitude of men is so great.

8117. They related further that they are there distin-

guished into tribes, families, and houses, and that they all

dwell separately with their own, and that their intercourse

is mostly with their kindred ; moreover that never does

any one desire the goods of another, and that neither does

it enter into the mind to claim anything thereof to them-

selves, still less to invade and plunder, which they regard

as a crime against human nature, and abominable. When
I would have told them that in this earth there are wars,

plunderings, and murders, they turned themselves away and

were averse to hear.

81 18. It has been told me by angels that the most an-

cient people on this earth dwelt in like manner, that is,

distinguished into tribes, families, and houses ; that they

were all content with their own possessions ; and that to

grow rich from the possessions of others, and to rule over

them, was at that time altogether unknown. On this ac-

count the ancient times, and especially the most ancient,

were more acceptable to the Lord than succeeding times
;

and such being the state of man, innocence also then

reigned, and with innocence, wisdom. Every one then did

good from good, and justice from justice. To do what is

good and just with a view to self-honor, or for the sake of

gain, was a thing unknown. At the same time they spoke

nothing but what was true, and this not so much from truth,

as from good, that is, not from the understanding separate,

but from the will conjoined. Such were the ancient times.
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Wherefore angels could then converse with men, and lead

their minds almost separated from corporeal things with

themselves into heaven, and conduct them around, and

show them the magnificent and happy things there, and

likewise communicate to them their own happiness and en-

joyment. These times were also known to ancient writers,

and were called by them the golden and also the Saturnian

ages. Those times were of this nature because, as already 2

said, they lived distinguished into tribes, and tribes into

families, and families into houses, and each house dwelt by

Itself; and because it never then entered into any one's

mind to invade the inheritance of another, and acquire to

himself thence wealth and dominion. Self-love and the

love of the world were then far away, and every one from

his heart was glad of his own, and not less of another's

good. But in succeeding times this scene was changed 3

and totally reversed, when the lust of dominion and of

possessing the goods of others invaded the mind. Then
mankind for the sake of self-defence gathered into king-

doms and empires. And as the laws of charity and con-

science, which were inscribed on hearts, ceased to operate,

it became necessary to enact laws to restrain acts of vio-

lence, in which laws, honors and riches were the rewards,

and privations of these were the punishments. When the

state was thus changed, heaven removed itself from man,

and this more and more, even to the present age, when it

is no longer known whether there is a heaven, consequently

whether there is a hell, yea, when it is denied that they

exist. These things have been told in order to illustrate

by the parallel what is the quality of the state of those

who are on the earth Jupiter, and whence comes their good

disposition, and also their wisdom, of which more will be

said in what follows.

8119. A continuation concerning the spirits and inhab-

itants of the earth Jupiter will be found at the end of the

following chapter.
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CHAPTER FOURTEENTH.

THE DOCTRINE OF CHARITY.

8120. It is believed that charity toward the neighbor

consists in giving to the poor, in relieving the needy, and

in doing good to every one. And yet genuine charity con-

sists in acting prudently, and to the end that good may
come thereby. He who relieves any poor or needy villain,

does evil to his neighbor through him, for by the relief

which he affords he confirms him in evil, and supplies him

with the means of doing evil to others. It is otherwise

with him who gives assistance to the good.

81 2 1. But charity toward the neighbor extends much
more widely than to the poor and needy. Charity toward

the neighbor consists in doing right in every work, and

one's duty in every office. If a judge does what is just for

the sake of justice, he exercises charity toward his neigh-

bor ; if he punishes the guilty and acquits the guiltless, he

exercises charity toward the neighbor, for thus he takes

care for his fellow-citizen, for his country, and also for the

Lord's kingdom— by doing what is just for the sake of

justice he cares for the Lord's kingdom, by acquitting the

guiltless, for his fellow-citizen, and by punishing the guilty,

for his country. The priest who teaches truth and leads

to good for the sake of truth and good, exercises charity

;

but he who does such things for the sake of himself and

the world does not exercise charity, because he does not

love his neighbor, but himself.

8122. The case is the same in all other instances, whether

men be in any office or not— as with children toward their

parents and with parents toward their children, with ser-
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vants toward their masters and with masters toward their

servants, with subjects toward their king and with the king

toward his subjects. In these cases he who does his duty

from a sense ot duty, and what is just from a sense of jus-

tice, exercises charity.

8123. That such things are of charity toward the neigh-

bor, is because every man is the neighbor, but in various

degree (see n. 6818) ; a society smaller or larger is more

the neighbor (n. 6819, 6820) ; one's country is yet more the

neighbor (n. 6819, 6821) ; the church still more (n. 6819,

6822) ; the kingdom of the Lord again more (n. 6819,

6823) ; and the Lord above all (n. 6819, 6824) ; in a uni-

versal sense the good which proceeds from the Lord is the

neighbor (n. 6706, 671 1), consequently also justice and

right is the neighbor. Wherefore he who does any good

whatsoever for the sake of good, and anything just for the

sake of justice, loves the neighbor and exercises charity,

for he acts from the love of goodness and the love of jus-

tice, and thus from love of those in whom goodness and

justice are. But he who does what is unjust for the sake

of any gain whatever, hates his neighbor.

8124. He who is in charity toward the neighbor from

internal affection, in everything which he thinks and speaks

and which he wills and does, is charity toward his neighbor.

It may be said that a man or angel as to his interiors is

charity when good is to him the neighbor— so widely does

charity toward the neighbor extend.

CHAPTER XIV.

1. And Jehovah spake unto Moses, saying,

2. Speak unto the sons of Israel, that they turn back
and encamp before Pi-hahiroth, between Migdol and the

sea, before Baal-zephon : over against it shall ye encamp
by the sea.
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3. And Pharaoh will say of the sons of Israel, They are

entangled in the land, the wilderness hath shut them in.

4. And I will harden Pharaoh's heart, and he shall fol-

low after them ; and I will get Me honour upon Pharaoh,

and upon all his host ; and the Egyptians shall know that

I am Jehovah. And they did so.

5. And it was told the king of Egypt that the people

were fled : and the heart of Pharaoh and of his servants

was turned about against the people, and they said, What
is this we have done, that we have sent Israel away from

serving us ?

6. And he made ready his chariot, and took his people

with him :

7. And he took six hundred chosen chariots, and all the

chariots of Egypt, and leaders of three were upon all of

them.

8. And Jehovah hardened the heart of Pharaoh king of

Egypt, and he pursued after the sons of Israel : and the

sons of Israel went out with a high hand.

9. And the Egyptians pursued after them, all the horses

and chariots of Pharaoh, and his horsemen, and his army,

and overtook them encamping by the sea, beside Pi-hahi-

roth, before Baal-zephon.

10. And when Pharaoh drew nigh, the sons of Israel

lifted up their eyes, and, behold, the Egyptian marching

after them ; and they were sore afraid : and the sons of

Israel cried out unto Jehovah.

1 1 . And they said unto Moses, Because there were no

graves in Egypt, hast thou taken us away to die in the

wilderness? Wherefore hast thou dealt thus with us, to

bring us forth out of Egypt ?

12. Is not this the word that we spake unto thee in

Egypt, saying, Let us alone, that we may serve the Egyp-

tians ? For it were good for us to serve the Egyptians,

rather than that we should die in the wilderness.

13. And Moses said unto the people, Fear ye not, stand
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still, and see the salvation of Jehovah, which He will work

for you to-day : for the Egyptians whom ye have seen to-

day, ye shall see them again no more for ever.

14. Jehovah shall fight for you, and ye shall hold your

peace.

15. And Jehovah said unto Moses, Wherefore criest thou

unto Me? speak unto the sons of Israel, that they go

forward.

16. And lift thou up thy rod, and stretch out thy hand

over the sea, and divide it : and the sons of Israel shall go

into the midst of the sea on dry ground.

1 7. And I, behold, I will harden the heart of the Egyp-

tians, and they shall go in after them : and I will get Me
honour upon Pharaoh, and upon all his host, upon his

chariots, and upon his horsemen.

18. And the Egyptians shall know that I am Jehovah,

when I have gotten Me honour upon Pharaoh, upon his

chariots, and upon his horsemen.

19. And removing, the angel of God, which went be-

fore the camp of Israel, went also behind them ; and re-

moving, the pillar of cloud from before them stood also

behind them :

20. And it came between the camp of the Egyptians

and the camp of Israel ; and there was the cloud and the

darkness, yet gave it light by night : and the one came not

near the other all the night.

21. And Moses stretched out his hand over the sea;

and Jehovah caused the sea to go back by a strong east

wind all the night, and made the sea dry land, and the

waters were divided.

22. And the sons of Israel went into the midst of the

sea upon the dry ground : and the waters were a wall unto

them on their right hand, and on their left.

23. And the Egyptians pursued, and went in after them

into the midst of the sea, all Pharaoh's horses, his chariots,

and his horsemen.
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24. And it came to pass in the morning watch, that

Jehovah looked forth upon the host of the Egyptians in

the pillar of fire and of cloud, and discomfited the host of

the Egyptians.

25. And He took off the wheel of his chariots, and

made it to drive heavily : so that the Egyptian said, Let

me flee from the face of Israel ; for Jehovah fighteth for

them against the Egyptians.

26. And Jehovah said unto Moses, Stretch out thy hand

over the sea, that the waters may come again upon the

Egyptians, upon his chariots, and upon his horsemen.

27. And Moses stretched forth his hand over the sea,

and the sea returned to the strength of its flow at the turn-

ing to morning ; and the Egyptians fled in its way ; and

Jehovah shook off the Egyptians in the midst of the sea.

28. And the waters returned, and covered the chariots,

and the horsemen, even all the host of Pharaoh that went

in after them into the sea ; there remained not so much
as one of them.

29. But the sons of Israel walked upon dry land in the

midst of the sea; and the waters were a wall unto them

on their right hand, and on their left.

30. Thus Jehovah saved Israel that day out of the hand

of the Egyptians ; and Israel saw the Egyptians dead upon

the sea shore.

31. And Israel saw the great hand which Jehovah laid

upon the Egyptians, and the people feared Jehovah : and

they believed in Jehovah, and in His servant Moses.

CONTENTS.

8125. In this chapter, in the internal sense, the subject

is the first temptation of those who are of the spiritual

church, and the leading of them through the midst of hell,

and their protection then by the Lord ; and also the im-

mersion of those who were in faith separate from charity,
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in hell, where are falsities from evils. They who are of the

spiritual church are represented by the sons of Israel
;
they

who are in faith separate from charity by the Egyptians

;

the first temptation is described by the murmuring of the

sons of Israel when they saw the army of Pharaoh ; hell

is signified by the Red Sea through which the sons of

Israel were led in safety, and in which the Egyptians were

immersed ; falsities from evils are signified by the waters

which covered them.

INTERNAL SENSE.

8126. Verses 1-4. AndJehovah spake unto Moses, say-

ing. Speak unto the sons of Israel, that they turn back and

encamp before Pi-hahiroth, between Migdol and the sea, be-

fore Baal-zephon : over against it shallye encamp by the sea.

And Pharaoh will say of the sons of Israel, They are e7i-

tangled in the land, the wilderness hath shut them in. And
I will harden Pharaoh's heart, and he shall follow after

them; and I will get Me honour upon Pharaoh, and upon

all his host; and the Egyptians shall know that I am Je-

hovah. And they did so. "And Jehovah spake unto Moses,

saying " signifies instruction from the Divine by means of

Divine truth ;
" Speak unto the sons of Israel " signifies the

influx of truth Divine with those who are of the spiritual

church ;
" that they turn back " signifies that they were not

yet prepared ;
" and encamp before Pi-hahiroth, between

Migdol and the sea, before Baal-zephon " signifies the be-

ginning of a state for undergoing temptations ; " over

against it shall ye encamp by the sea " signifies that the in-

flux of temptation is thence. " And Pharaoh will say of the

sons of Israel " signifies the thought of those who are in

damnation concerning the state of those who are of the

spiritual church ;
" They are entangled in the land " signi-

fies that they are in confusion as to the things of the church
;

" the wilderness hath shut them in " signifies that obscurity
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has taken possession of them. " And I will harden Pha-

raoh's heart " signifies that they would still make themselves

obstinate who were in falsities from evil ;
" and he shall fol-

low after them " signifies that they would still endeavor to

subjugate them ;
" and I will get Me honour " signifies that

they should see a Divine effect from the Divine Human of

the Lord in the dissipation of falsity ; " upon Pharaoh, and

upon all his host " signifies the immersion into hell of those

who were in falsities from evil, and a closing about there by

falsities as by waters ;
" and the Egyptians shall know that

I am Jehovah " signifies that from this it will be known that

the Lord is the only God. " And they did so " signifies

obedience.

8127. And Jehovah spake unto Moses, saying. That

this signifies instruction from the Divine by means of Di-

vine truth, is evident from the signification of Jehovah's

speaking and saying, when concerning those things which

shall be done and come to pass, as instruction from the

Divine (see n. 7186, 7241, 7267, 7304, 7380, 7517) ; and

from the representation of Moses, as the Lord as to Divine

truth (n. 6723, 6752, 6771, 6827, 7010, 7014, 7089, 7382).

It is said by means of or through Divine truth, because

Moses, by whom Divine truth is represented, was to speak

unto the people. The Divine itself does not instruct and

speak with men, nor indeed with angels, immediately, but

mediately by Divine truth (n. 7009). This is meant by the

Lord's words in John, No man hath seen God at any time

;

thi only begotten Son, Which is in the bosom of the Father,

He hath declaredHim (i. 18 ; v. 37). By the only begotten

Son is meant the Lord as to Divine truth ; from this also the

Lord calls Himself the Son of Man (n. 2628, 2803, 2813,

3704). The Lord also, when in the world, was Divine

truth ; but afterward, when He was glorified. He became

also, as to the Human, Divine good, and then from this

proceeded Divine truth, which is the Spirit of truth or the

Holy Spirit.
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8128. Speak unto the sons of Israel. That this signifies

the influx of truth Divine among those who are of the spir-

itual church, is evident from the signification of speaking,

as influx (see n. 2951, 5481, 5797, 7270), and from the

representation of the sons of Israel, as those who are of the

spiritual church (n. 6426, 6637, 6862, 6868, 7035, 7062,

7198, 7201, 7215, 7223). Speaking means influx, because

Moses in the internal representative sense is Divine truth,

and Divine truth comes into perception and thought by in-

flux. Thought from perception is internal speech, to which

external speech corresponds ; therefore in the internal sense

the former is meant by the latter.

8129. That they turn back. That this signifies that they

were not yet prepared, is evident from the signification of

turning back, namely, from the way of the land of the Phi-

listines to the way of the wilderness at the Red Sea, as that

they were not yet prepared, namely for introduction into

heaven, which is signified by their entrance into the land

of Canaan. How this is, and that turning back means that

they were not prepared, may be evident from what was ex-

plained and shown at the eighteenth verse of the preceding

chapter (n. 8098, 8099), namely, that they could not be in-

troduced into heaven until they had undergone temptations,

and the Lord had thereby confirmed truths and goods and

conjoined them ; this is here meant by being prepared.

8130. And encamp before Pi-hahiroih, between Migdol

and the sea, before Baal-zephon. That this signifies the

beginning of a state for undergoing temptations, is evident

from the signification of encamping, as the orderly arrange-

ment of truth and good (see n. 4236, 8103), here for un-

dergoing temptations. This state is what is signified by

the places at which they were to encamp. That this state

is signified, is plain from this circumstance in what follows,

that Pharaoh with his army afterward pitched his camp
there, and that at the sight of them the sons of Israel came
into grievous anxiety, by which the first state of the tempta-

tions is signified — see what follows at verses nine to twelve.
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8 13 1. Over against it shallye encamp by the sea. That

this signifies that the influx of temptation is thence, is evi-

dent from the signification of over against it, as near, so as

to be in sight, and in the internal sense so that there was

influx thence ; and from the signification of encamping, as

the orderly arrangement of truth and good for undergoing

temptations— as just above (see n. 8130) ; and from the

signification of the Red Sea, as hell, where are falsities from

evils (n. 8099). How it is to be understood that the in-

flux of temptation was thence, shall be briefly told. Temp-
tations with man are spiritual combats between evil and

good spirits, which combats are from those things and con-

cerning those things which man has done and thought,

which are in his memory. The evil spirits blame and at-

tack, but the good excuse and defend. These combats

appear as in man, for the things which flow in from the

spiritual world with man are presented, not as from that

world, but as in himself (n. 741, 751, 761, 1820, 3927,

4249, 4307, 4572, 5036, 6657, 6666). It is the same with

spirits when they undergo temptations. When therefore

they are about to undergo temptations, the interior things

in them, that is, truths and goods, are arranged by the Lord

into such a state that, by immediate influx from Himself

and mediate through heaven, the falsities and evils which

are from the hells may be resisted, and thereby he who is

in temptation may be protected. When man is being

tempted he is also near hell, especially near that hell which

is signified by the Red Sea, for in this hell are they who
have been in the knowledge of truth but in a life of evil,

and thereby in falsities derived from evil. From the hells

through spirits those things flow in which bring anxiety up-

on man in temptations. From these things it may be evi-

dent what is meant by the influx of temptation from hell,

which is signified by their encamping over against it by the

Red Sea.

8132. AndPharaoh will say of the sons of Israel. That
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this signifies the thought of those whp are in damnation con-

cerning the state of those who are of the spiritual church,

is evident from the signification of saying, as thought (see

n. 7094, 7107, 7244, 7937) ; from the representation of

Pharaoh, as those who infest by falsities (n. 7107, 71 10,

7126, 7142, 7220, 7228, 7317), here those who are in dam-

nation, that is, in mere falsities from evil, for they who are

merely in these, are in damnation— this state is signified by

Pharaoh and the Egyptians, after the firstborn were slain in

Egypt, since by the slaying of the firstborn is signified dam-

nation (n. 7766, 7778) ; and from the representation of the

sons of Israel, as those who are of the spiritual church

— as just above (n. 8128).

8133. They are entangled in the land. That this signi-

fies that they are in confusion as to the things of the church,

is evident from the signification of being entangled, as be-

ing involved, thus in confusion (n. 2831) ; and from the

signification of land, as those things which are of the church.

That land is the church, may be seen above (n. Son).

8134. The wilderness hath shut them in. That this sig-

nifies that obscurity has taken possession of them, is evident

from the signification of shutting them in, when said of the

obscurity which is signified by the wilderness, as taking

possession of them altogether ; and from the signification

of wilderness, as the obscurity of faith (see n. 7313).

8135. And I will harden Pharaoh's heart. That this

signifies that they who were in falsities from evil would still

make themselves obstinate, is evident from the signification

of hardening the heart, as making themselves obstinate

(see n. 7272, 7300, 7305) ; and from the representation of

Pharaoh, as those who are in falsities from evil, or what is

the same thing, who are in damnation (n. 8132). It is

said the heart of Pharaoh, because by heart in the genuine

sense is signified the good of celestial love (n. 3313, 3635,

3883-3896, 7542), and therefore in the opposite sense evil,

here the evil of those who have been in the knowledge of

faith and in a life of evil.
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8136. And he shall follow after them. That this signi-

fies that they would still endeavor to subjugate thera, is

evident from the signification of following after them, as

endeavoring to subjugate ; for the intention of their follow-

ing after was to reduce them to a state of servitude, and by

making to serve, when said of the Egyptians, is signified

the intention of subjugating (n. 6666, 6670, 6671).

8137. And I will get Me honour. That this signifies

that they should see a Divine effect from the Divine Human
of the Lord in the dissipation of falsity, is evident from

the signification of getting honor, when said of Jehovah,

or the Lord, as a Divine effect, here from His Divine Hu-

man, because the Lord, by coming into the world and

assuming the Human and making it Divine, cast together

into the hells all evils and falsities, and reduced the heavens

into order, and also liberated from damnation those who
were of the spiritual church (see n. 6854, 6914, 7091,

7828, 7932, 8018). These things in general are signified

by getting honor, but in the present case is signified that

they who infested the well disposed should be cast to-

gether into hell, and there encompassed about with falsities

as with waters of the sea, and this as a Divine effect merely

2 from the presence of the Lord. That it may be known

how this is, it shall be further explained. There are as

many hells in number as there are genera and species of

evils
;
every hell is separated from another as by storm-

clouds, clouds, or waters. Evils and falsities in the other

life appear before the eyes of spirits as storm-clouds and

clouds, and also as waters ; the falsities from evils of those

who have been of the spiritual church and have lived wick-

edly, as waters ; but the falsities from evils of those who

have been of the celestial church, as storm-clouds. They

who are in the hells appear thus encompassed, always with

a difference as to quantity and quality, density and rarity,

thick darkness and obscurity, according to the genus and

species of the falsity from evil. The hell where they are who
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have lived in faith separate from charity and in a Hfe of evil,

is encompassed as by the waters of the sea ; the falsities of

evil do not indeed appear as waters to those who are there,

but to those who look from without. Over that sea, where

these are, are the hells of adulterers
;
they are above, be-

cause adulteries in the internal sense are adulterations of

good and consequent perversions of truth, thus they are

evils from which are derived falsities contrary to the truths

and goods of faith (n. 2466, 2729, 3399), such falsities as

appertain to those who are in the hell beneath and have

lived contrary to the truth of the church and made its good

of no account at all, and in consequence thereof have also

adulterated and perverted all in the Word which is said

about good, that is, about charity toward the neighbor and

about love to God. The getting honor upon Pharaoh and 3

upon his host means here their immersion into that hell

and their encompassing by waters as of the sea, merely

from the presence of the Lord, as was said above. For

the evil shun the presence of the Lord, that is, the presence

of the good and truth that are from Him, feeling horror

and torment at their mere approach, and also by virtue of

that presence they become encompassed about with their

own evils and falsities, for then these burst forth from them
;

and those evils and falsities encompass and are interposed,

lest the Divine should flow in, and they should be tor-

mented by it. This is the Divine effect which is here sig-

nified by getting honor upon Pharaoh and upon his host.

That this effect is from the Divine Human of the Lord, is

because, as was said above, by the Lord's coming into the

world and assuming the Human and making it Divine, He
cast all falsities and evils into hell, and reduced truths and

goods in the heavens into order, and liberated from dam-

nation those who were of the spiritual church.

8138. Upon Pharaoh, and upon all his host. That this

signifies the immersion into hell of those who were in falsi-

ties from evil, and a closing about there by falsities as by
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waters, is evident from what has just been related above

(n. 8137), namely, that by Pharaoh are signified those who
were cast together into hell, and also by his host— by

Pharaoh those who are in falsities from evil, and by his

host the falsities themselves. That hosts are truths from

good may be seen above (n. 3448, 7236, 7988), and there-

fore in the opposite sense falsities from evil (n. 3448). It

is said a closing about by falsities, as by waters, because

falsities from evil, such as are the falsities of those of the

church who have been in faith separate and in the life of

evil, appear there as waters (n. 8137). Therefore also it

is that inundations of waters signify vastations of truth, and

then waters, falsities (n. 705, 739, 756, 6346, 7307, 6853).

8139. And the Egyptians shall know that I am Jehovah.

That this signifies that from this it will be known that the

Lord is the only God, is evident from what has been ex-

plained above (n. 7401, 7444, 7544, 7598, 7636), where

like words occur.

8140. And they did so. That this signifies obedience, is

evident without explication.

8141. Verses 5-9. And it was told the king of Egypt

that the people were fled : and the heart of Pharaoh and

of his servants was turned about against the people, and they

said. What is this we have done, that we have sent Israel

awayfrom serving us ? And he made ready his chariot,

and took his people with him : and he took six hundred

chosen chariots, and all the chariots of Egypt, and leaders

of three were upon all of them. And Jehovah hardened

the heart of Pharaoh king of Egypt, and he pursued after

the sons of Israel: and the sons of Israel went out with a

high hand. And the Egyptians pursued after them, all the

horses and chariots of Pharaoh, and his horsemen, and his

army, and overtook them encamping by the sea, beside Pi-

hahiroth, before Baal-zephon. " And it was told the king

of Egypt that the people were fled " signifies the thought

of those who were in mere falsities from evil, that they were
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altogether separated ; " and the heart of Pharaoh and of

his servants was turned about against the people " signifies

a change of state into evil in the case of those who were

in falsities from evil ;
" and they said, What is this we have

done " signifies chiding ; " that we have sent Israel away

from serving us " signifies that they have relinquished and

have not subjugated. "And he made ready his chariot"

signifies the doctrine of falsity, which is in general that of

faith separate ;
" and took, his people with him " signifies

with all and every falsity ; "and he took six hundred chosen

chariots " signifies all and each of the doctrines of falsity

in their order which are of faith separate ; " and all the

chariots of Egypt " signifies also the doctrines of falsity

serving them ; " and leaders of three were upon all of

them " signifies reduced into order under generals. " And
Jehovah hardened the heart of Pharaoh king of Egypt"
signifies obstinacy from falsity which is from evil ; " and

he pursued after the sons of Israel " signifies an attempt

to subjugate those who were in faith conjoined to charity

;

" and the sons of Israel went out with a high hand " signi-

fies when yet they were exempted from the attempt to sub-

jugate them, by the Divine power. " And the Egyptians

pursued after them " signifies the effect from the attempt

at subjugation of those who were in falsities from evil;

" and overtook them encamping by the sea " signifies com-

munication around the region of hell where are falsities

from evil ;
" all the horses and chariots of Pharaoh, and his

horsemen, and his army " signifies all things which are of

falsity from a perverted understanding ; " beside Pi-hahi-

roth, before Baal-zephon " signifies whence there was com-

munication, and therefore the beginning of the state of

undergoing temptations.

8142. A fK^ it was told the king of Egypt that the people

were fled. That this signifies the thought of those who
were in mere falsities from evil, that they were altogether

separated, is evident from the signification of one's being
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told, as thinking and reflecting (see n. 2862, 5508) ; from

the representation of Pharaoh, as those who are in falsities

from evil (n. 8132, 8135), and as when he is called king

of Egypt, those who are in mere falsities (n. 7220, 7228)
— for by king are signified truths (n. 1672, 2015, 2069,

4575, 4581, 4966, 5044, 6148), therefore in the opposite

sense falsities ; and from the signification of fleeing, as

being separated.

8143. And the heart of Pharaoh and of his servants

was turned about against the people. That this signifies a

change of state into evil in the case of those who were in

falsities from evil, is evident from the signification of the

heart being turned about, as a change of state into evil—
that to be turned about means to be changed, here as to

the mind, thus as to the state, is plain, and that his heart

means evil may be seen above (n. 8135) ; from the repre-

sentation of Pharaoh, as those who are in falsities from evil

(n. 8132) ; from the signification of servants, as those who
are of an inferior lot and who minister, consequently all

and each who are in falsities from evil (n. 7396) ; and from

the representation of the sons of Israel, as those who are

of the spiritual church. Hence it is plain that by the heart

of Pharaoh and of his servants being turned about against

the people, is signified a change of state into evil in the

case of all those who are in falsities from evil, against those

who are of the spiritual church.

8144. And they said, What is this we have done. That

this signifies a chiding, namely, of themselves, is evident

without explication.

8145. That we have sent Israel awayfrom serving us.

That this signifies that they have relinquished and have not

subjugated, is evident from the signification of sending

away, as relinquishing ; and from the signification of from

serving them, when said by the Egyptians concerning the

sons of Israel, as from assaulting by falsities and infesting

(see n. 7120, 7129), and from subjugating thereby (n. 6666,

6670, 6671).
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8146. And he made ready his chariot. That this signi-

fies the doctrine of falsity, which is in general that of faith

separate, is evident from the signification of a chariot, as

doctrine (see n. 2761, 5321, 5945), here the doctrine of

falsity which is of faith separate, because it is the chariot

of Pharaoh, and by Pharaoh are represented the falsities

which are of faith separate ; for they who are in faith sepa-

rate from charity and at the same time in a life of evil must

needs be in falsities (n. 8094). In what now follows, the 2

subject is the gathering together of all the falsities derived

from evil, with those who have been in faith separate from

charity and in a life of evil. In what precedes, the vasta-

tion of the truths of faith with them was described, and

their reduction at length to the state of being in mere falsi-

ties from evil, thus in damnation. Now in this chapter we
have their casting down into hell, for casting down into

hell follows damnation. With this state, that is, of being

cast down into hell, the case is this. When this is to be

effected, all the falsities which appertain to them are then

gathered together into one, which is effected by the open-

ing of all the hells with which they have had communica-

tion, and their being poured in upon them. Thence come
the condensations of falsities from evil around them, which

appear as waters to those who look upon them from without

(n. 8137, 8138), being exhalations from their life; when
they are encompassed about with these, they are then in

hell. That the falsities from evil are gathered together into

one and poured in upon them, is so that they may be closed

around by such things as have been of their life, and may
be afterward kept in them. Then their kind of evil and

of falsity therefrom distinguishes them and their hell from

other hells. Because the gathering together of all the 3

falsities from evil which appertain to them is described,

therefore so frequent mention is made in this chapter of

the chariots of Pharaoh, his horses, horsemen, army, and

people, for by these are signified all things of falsity which
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appertain to them— as in this verse, He made ready his

chariot, and took his people with him ; in the seventh verse,

He took six hundred chosen chariots, and all the chariots

of Egypt ; in the ninth verse, And the Egyptians pursued

after them, all the horses and chariots of Pharaoh, and his

horsemen, and his army ; in verse seventeen, I will get Me
honour upon Pharaoh, aiid upon all his host, upon his

chariots, and upon his horsemen ; in hke manner in verse

eighteen ; in verse twenty-three. And the Egyptians pur-

sued, and went in after them, all Pharaoh's horses, his

chariots, and his horsemen; in verse twenXy-^vQ, Jehovah

took off the wheel of their chariots ; in verse twenty-six,

That the waters may come again upon the Egyptians, upon

their chariots, and upon their horsemen ; in verse twenty-

eight. The waters returned, and covered the chariots, and
the horsemen, even all the host of Pharaoh. These things

are repeated so many times, because the subject is falsities

from evil, that they were collected and poured in upon

them ; for by those things are signified all things of falsity

from evil— by Pharaoh and the Egyptians those them-

selves who are in falsities from evil, by chariots the doc-

trines of falsity, by horses false knowledges from a per-

verted understanding, by horsemen reasonings therefrom,

by army and people the falsities themselves.

8147. And took his people with him. That this signi-

fies with all and every falsity, is evident from the significa-

tion of people, as truths, and in the opposite sense falsities

(see n. 1259, 1260, 3295, 3581), here falsities derived from

evil, which are represented by Pharaoh and the Egyptians.

When it is said Pharaoh and his servants, or Pharaoh and

his people, all and every one are signified who are in those

falsities, also all and every one of the falsities (n. 7396).

8148. And he took six hundred chosen chariots. That

this signifies all and each of the doctrines of falsity which

in their order are of faith separate, is evident from the sig-

nification of the number six hundred, as all and each of the
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truths and goods of faith in one complex, thus in the oppo-

site sense all and each of the falsities and evils of faith

separate from charity— that these are signified by six hun-

dred may be evident from what has been shown concerning

the number six hundred thousand (n. 7973) ; and from the

signification of chariots, as the doctrines of faith, here of

faith separate— see just above (n. 8146). By chosen

chariots are signified the chief doctrines of that faith on

which the rest depend ; what depend on them, or serve

them, are signified by the chariots of Egypt— of which

presently. It is to be known that these falsities, which are 2

here signified by Pharaoh, his army, and his people, also by

his chariots, horses, and horsemen, are especially the falsi-

ties of those who are in persuasive faith, that is, who per-

suade themselves that the doctrines of the church in

which they are, are true, and yet are in a life of evil.

Persuasive faith is found with evil of life, but not saving

faith ; for persuasive faith is a persuasion that all things of

the doctrine of the church are true, not for the sake of

truth, nor for the sake of life, nor even for the sake of sal-

vation, for in this they scarcely believe ; but for the sake of

gains, that is, for the sake of striving after honors and

wealth, and for the sake of reputation on account of these.

With a view to obtaining such things they learn doctrine,

thus not to the end that they may serve the church and

promote the salvation of souls, but that they may serve

themselves and their friends. Wherefore it is the same to

them whether the doctrines be true or false ; this they

are not concerned about, still less inquire into, for they are

in no affection for truth for the sake of truth. But they

confirm them, whatsoever their quality, and when they

have confirmed them, they persuade themselves that they

are true, not considering that falsities may be confirmed as

well as truths (n. 4741, 5033, 6865, 7012, 7680, 7950).
This is the source of persuasive faith which, since it has 3

not for its end and does not regard the neighbor and his
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good, thus not the Lord, but self and the world, that is,

honors and gain, is conjoined with evil of life, but not with

good of life ; and the faith conjoined with good of life

alone is saving. This faith is given by the Lord, but the

other is from man himself; the one remains to eternity,

the other is dissipated in the other life, and is also dissi-

pated in the world when nothing is gained by it. But so

long as men gain by it, they fight for it as for heaven itself,

and yet not for the faith, but for themselves ; for the things

of faith, that is, of doctrine, are to them as means to their

end, that is, to eminence and opulence. They who are in

this faith in the world can hardly be distinguished from

those who are in saving faith, for they speak and preach

from an ardor as of zeal for their doctrine ; but it is an

ardor from the fire of the love of self and the world.

4 These are they who especially are signified by Pharaoh and

the Egyptians, and who in the other life are vastated as to

that faith ; and when this vastation has taken place, they

are in mere falsities from evil, for falsities then burst forth

from their evil. Every evil has with it its falsity, inasmuch

as they are conjoined, and those falsities appear when they

are left to the evil of their life. The evil is then as a fire,

and the falsities are as dusky light therefrom. This kind

of evil and of falsity therefrom differs altogether from other

kinds of evils and the falsities therefrom, being more de-

testable than all others, because it is contrary to the goods

and truths of faith, and hence in that evil there is profana-

tion
;
profanation is the acknowledgment of truth and good

and yet a life contrary thereto (n. 593, 1008, loio, 1059,

20Si» 3398, 4289, 4601, 6959, 6963, 6971).

8149. And all the chanois of Egypt. That this signifies

also the doctrines of falsity serving them, is evident from

the signification of the chariots of Pharaoh, as the chief

doctrines of falsity on which the others depend ; therefore

by the chariots of Egypt are signified the doctrines of falsity

which serve them— of which just above (n. 8148) ; for by a
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king and his chariots are signified principal things, but by

the people, or by the Egyptians and their chariots, are sig-

nified secondary things. The doctrines of the church with

those who are in evil of life are called doctrines of falsity,

though they may be to a greater or less extent true. The
reason is that truths with those who are in evil of life are

not truths, so far as concerns them, since by application to

evil of life they put off the essence of truth and put on the

nature of falsity, for they look to evil, to which they con-

join themselves. Truths cannot be conjoined to evil unless

they are falsified, which is effected by sinister interpreta-

tions and thus perversions. Therefore the doctrines of the

church with such are called doctrines of falsity, though

they had been truths ; for it is a canon that truths with

those who are in evil of life are falsified, and falsities with

those who are in good of life become truths. The reason

why falsities with these become truths, is that they are ap-

plied so as to agree with good, thus the crudities of falsity

are wiped away (n. 8051).

8150. And leaders* of three were upon all of them.

That this signifies reduced into order under generals, is

evident from the signification of leaders of three, as generals

under which are particulars. That leaders of three have

this signification is because three signifies what is complete

and entire (see n. 2788, 4495, 7715), and leaders signify

what is chief. What are chief together with what are com-

plete and entire, are generals, for under generals all things

and each which are to be in the series are arranged in

order, the arrangement under generals causing single things

to act as one and to be in form and to have together their

quality. Concerning generals, that under them are particu-

lars and under these single things, may be seen above (see

n. 920, 2384, 3739, 4325, 4329, 4345, 4383, 5208, 5339,

6115, 6146).

815 1. And Jehovah hardened the heart of Pharaoh.

•There were three men on each chariot, of whom one was the leader.
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That this signifies obstinacy from falsity which is from evil,

is evident from the signification of hardening the heart, as

making one's self obstinate (see n. 7272, 7300, 7305, 7616).

Its being said that Jehovah hardened Pharaoh's heart sig-

nifies, in the internal sense, that they who are in evil and

falsity hardened themselves, thus that the evils and falsities

themselves did it (see n. 2447, 6071, 6991, 6997, 7533,

7643. 7877. 7926).

8152. And he pursued after the sons of Israel. That

this signifies an attempt to subjugate those who were in

faith conjoined to charity, is evident from the signification

of pursuing, as an attempt to subjugate (see n. 8136) ; and

from the representation of the sons of Israel, as those who
are of the spiritual church— as frequently above— thus

who are in faith conjoined to charity, for they who are of

that church are in that faith both as to doctrine and as to

life. The good of faith, or charity, is the essential, thus

in the first place, to those who are of the genuine spiritual

church ; whereas to those with whom faith is separate from

its good, both as to doctrine and as to life, the truth of

faith, or faith itself, is the essential, or in the first place.

These are not of that church, for life constitutes the church,

but not doctrine, except so far as it is of the life. For this

reason it is plain that the church of the Lord is not here

nor there, but that it is everywhere, both within those king-

doms where the church is and out of them, where life is

lived according to the precepts of charity. Therefore it

is that the church of the Lord is spread through the whole

world, and yet that it is one ; for when life constitutes the

church and not doctrine separate from life, then the church

is one ; but when doctrine constitutes the church, then

there are many.

8153. And the sons of Israel went out with a high hand.

That this signifies when yet they were exempted by the

Divine power from the attempt to subjugate them, is evi-

dent from the representation of the sons of Israel, as those
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who are of the spiritual church, or in faith conjoined to

charity— as just above (n. 8152) ; from the signification

of going forth, as being hberated, or being exempted from

the attempt to subjugate them, which attempt is signified by

the pursuing (n. 8152) ; and from the signification of a high

hand, as Divine power, for by hand is signified power (see

n. 878, 3387, 4931-4937, 5327, 5328, 5544, 6292, 6947,

7011, 7188, 7189, 7518, 7673, 8050, 8069), and by high

is signified what is Divine. High means what is Divine

because by it is meant heaven where the Divine is. There-

fore in the Word it is said of Jehovah or the Lord that He
dwells on high, and He Himself is called the Highest— as

in Isaiah : Jehovah is exalted ; for He dwelleth on high

(xxxiii. 5). Again: Thus saith the high and lofty One

that inhabiieth eternity, Whose name is Holy : I dwell in

the high and holy place (Ivii. 15). And in David : Jehovah

sent from on high, He took me (Ps. xviii. 16). Therefore

Jehovah is called the Highest (Deut. xxxii. 8 : Dan. iv. 1 7,

32, 34; vii. 18, 22, 25 : Ps. vii. 17; ix. 2 ; xviii. 13; xlvi.

4 ; 1. 14 J
Ivii. 2 ; Ixxxii. 6). Because high signified heaven

and the Divine therein, therefore Divine worship was insti-

tuted on mountains and on high places by those who were

of the representative church ; and for that reason also it

was performed in lofty places which they built for them-

selves, as frequently mentioned in the historical and pro-

phetical portions of the Word— as in Ezekiel : Thou hast

built unto thee an eminent place, and hast made thee a lofty

place in every street. Thou hast built thy lofty place at

every head of the way (xvi. 24, 25, 31). That the Divine

was signified by what is high, was because by the starry

heaven was signified the angelic heaven, and it was also

believed that it was there, though the wiser among them

knew that heaven was not on high, but where the good of

love is, and this within man, wheresoever he may be. That

high things mean the interiors, or the goods which are

there, may be seen above (n. 450, 1735, 2148, 4210, 4599).
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8154. And the Egyptians pursued after them. That this

signifies the effect from the attempt at subjugation of those

who were in falsities from evil, is evident from the signifi-

cation of pursuing, as an attempt at subjugation (n. 8152),

here the effect from that attempt, because it is repeated

;

and from the signification of the Egyptians, as those who
are in falsities from evil— as frequently above.

8155. And overtook them encamping by the sea. That

this signifies communication around the region of hell,

where are falsities from evils, is evident from the significa-

tion of overtaking, as communication— for overtaking or

reaching in the spiritual sense is influx, by which there

is communication, here of the falsities from evil of those

who are signified by the Egyptians with those who are sig-

nified by Israel— that there was communication is evident

from the temptation which the first underwent there, of

which in what follows, every temptation arising by influx

from the hells, thus by communication (n. 8131) ; from the

signification of encamping, as the orderly arrangements of

truth and good by the Lord for the undergoing of tempta-

tions (n. 8103, 8130, 8 131) ; and from the signification of

the sea, here the Red Sea, as hell, where are the falsities

from evil of those who are in faith separate from charity

and in a life of evil (n. 8099, 8137, 8148).

8156. All the horses and chariots of Pharaoh, and his

horsemen, and his army. That this signifies all things

which are of falsity from a perverted understanding, is evi-

dent from the signification of horses, as the understanding

(see n. 2761, 2762, 3217, 5321, 7024, 8029), here a per-

verted understanding, such as is that of those who are in

evil and in falsity therefrom ; from the signification of char-

iots, as doctrines (n. 2761, 5321, 5945, 8146) ; from the

signification of horsemen, as those things which are of the

understanding (n. 6534), here false reasonings from a per-

verted understanding ; and from the signification of army,

as falsities (n. 8138). From these things it is plain that
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by the horses of the chariots of Pharaoh and his horsemen

and his army, are signified knowledges, reasonings, and

falsities from a perverted understanding, thus all things

which are of falsity.

8157. Beside Pi-hahiroth, before Baal-zephon. That this

signifies whence there was communication and therefore

the beginning of the state of undergoing temptations, is

evident from what was said above (n. 8130).

8158. Verses 10-14. -^^^ when Pharaoh drew nigh, the

sons of Israel lifted up their eyes, and, behold, the Egyp-

tian marching after them ; and they were sore afraid : and
the sons of Israel cried out unto Jehovah. And they said

unto Moses, Because there were no graves in Egypt, hast

thou taken us away to die in the wilderness ? Wherefore hast

thou dealt thus with us, to bring us forth out of Egypt?
Is not this the word that we spake unto thee in Egypt, say-

ing. Let us alone, that we may serve the Egyptians ? For
it were good for us to seive the Egyptians, rather than that

we should die in the wilderness. And Moses said unto the

people. Fear ye not, stand still, and see the salvation of

Jehovah, which He will woi-kforyou to-day : for the Egyp-

tians whom ye have seen to-day, ye shall see them again no

more for ever. Jehovah shall fight for you, and ye shall

holdyour peace. "And when Pharaoh drew nigh " signifies

the influx of falsity from evil then grievous ; " the sons of

Israel lifted up their eyes " signifies the mind's understand-

ing and its thought ; " and, behold, the Egyptian marching

after them " signifies the grievousness of falsity continually

increasing ; " and they were sore afraid " signifies horrible

dread ;
" and the sons of Israel cried out unto Jehovah "

signifies supplication for aid. " And they said unto Moses"

signifies the height of temptation when there is despair

;

"Because there were no graves in Egypt, hast thou taken

us away to die in the wilderness? " signifies that, in case

of damnation it was alike whether it was by the falsities

of those who infest, or by a state of temptations in which
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they would yield ; " Wherefore hast thou dealt thus with us,

to bring us forth out of Egypt?" signifies that it was in

vain that they were liberated from infestations by falsities.

" Is not this the word that we spake unto thee in Egypt,

saying " signifies that some such thing was thought of

when they were infested by falsities ;
" Let us alone, that

we may serve the Egyptians " signifies that they would not

be withheld from surrendering themselves. " For it were

good for us to serve the Egyptians, rather than that we
should die in the wilderness " signifies that damnation by

the violence of falsity in a state of infestations was to be

preferred to the damnation which comes by yielding in a

state of temptations. " And Moses said unto the people "

signifies elevation from a state of despair by truth Divine

;

" Fear ye not " signifies that they ought not to despair

;

" stand still, and see the salvation of Jehovah " signifies

salvation from the Lord alone, and not at all from them
;

" which He will work for you to-day " signifies which is to

eternity ;
" for the Egyptians whom ye have seen to-day,

ye shall see them again no more for ever " signifies that

the falsities which are once removed will be removed to

eternity. "Jehovah shall fight for you " signifies that the

Lord alone sustains the combats of temptations ; " and

ye shall hold your peace " signifies that from their own
strength they will effect nothing at all.

8159. Antf when Pharaoh drew nigh. That this signi-

fies the influx of falsity from evil then grievous, is evident

from the representation of Pharaoh, as those who are in

falsities from evil (see n. 8132, 8135, 8146, 8148) ; and

from the signification of drawing nigh, as influx. In the

internal sense the subject is the first temptation of those

who were liberated. All temptation takes place by influx

from the hells, for the spirits who are thence excite and

draw forth all things in a man that have been wickedly

done and wickedly thought, and thereby blame and con-

demn him. By this the conscience is hurt and the mind
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comes into anxiety. This is done by influx from the hells,

especially from this hell which is represented by the Red
Sea. From these things it may be evident that by drawing

nigh, in the spiritual sense, in which temptations are treated

of, is signified influx. Inasmuch as in the verses that now 2

follow the subject is the first temptation of those who
were of the spiritual church, it is to be known that they

could not undergo temptations until the Lord glorified

His Human, that is, made it Divine, and in it was present

with them. If they had been tempted sooner, they would

have then yielded, for they who were of the spiritual church

were saved solely by the Divine Human of the Lord. The
temptations of those who were of the spiritual church,

which they were to undergo after the Lord came into the

world and could then from the Divine Human fight for

them against the hells, are meant by these words in Mala-

chi : The Lord, Whom ye seek, shall suddenly come to His
temple ; even the Angel of the covenant, Whom ye desire,

behold. He cometh, saith Jehovah of hosts. And who may
abide the day of His coming ? and who shall stand when
He appeareth ? for He is like a refiner's fire, and like full-

ers' soap : and He shall sit as a refiner and purifier of
silver, and He shall purify the sons of Levi, and purge

them as gold and silver; and they shall offer unto Jehovah
an offering in justice. Then shall the offering ofJudah
andJerusalem be pleasant unto Jehovah, as in the days of
old, and as informeryears (iii. 1-4) — speaking manifestly

of the Lord's coming. The sons of Levi are here those

who are of the spiritual church, for by Levi is signified

charity or spiritual good (n. 3875, 4497, 4502, 4503) ; the

refiner's fire is temptation, whereby is effected purification,

which is here meant by purifying and purging them as gold

and silver ; the offering which they shall bring to Jehovah
is faith and charity ; the days of old and the former years

are the ancient churches and the states of worship of the

Lord at that time. As to temptations, the case with them 3
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is as was said above (n. 8131), that the hells fight against

man and the Lord for man ; to every falsity which the hells

bring in, there is answer from the Divine. The falsities

which are from the hells are infused and flow into the ex-

ternal or natural man, but the answer from the Divine flows

into the internal or spiritual man. This latter, which is

from the Divine, does not come so much to man's percep-

tion as the falsities, neither does it move the particulars of

his thought, but its generals, and so that it scarcely comes

to the perception otherwise than as hope and thus conso-

lation, in which there are nevertheless innumerable things

of which man is ignorant, being such things as are in

agreement with his aff"ection or love, especially his affection

or love for truth and good, from which he has conscience.

4 These things are said in order that it may be known that

by the life of the sons of Israel in the wilderness are de-

scribed temptations in their series, which those underwent

who were of the Lord's spiritual church and were liberated.

They underwent temptations in order that they might be

further prepared for heaven ; for by means of temptations,

and by these as the only means, goods and truths are con-

firmed and are conjoined, and by means of temptations

charity becomes the charity of faith and faith becomes the

f;iith of charity. That they who are of the church must

undergo temptations, is meant by what the Lord said in

Matthew, He that doth not take his cross, andfolloiu after

Me, is not ruorthy of Me (x. 38, 39 : Mark viii. 31 to the

end). Again: Jesus said unto His disciples, If any man
will come after Me, let him deny himself, and take up his

cross, andfollow Me (Matt. xvi. 24, 25 : Luke ix. 23, 24).

And in Luke : Whosoever doth not bear his own cross, and
come after Me, cannot be My disciple (xiv. 27). And in

Mark : Jesus said to the rich man, Come, take up the

cross, and follow Me (x. 21). And in Matthew: Think

not that I am come to sendpeace on the earth : I came not

5 to send peace, but a sword (x. 34). But it is to be
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known that in temptations man does not fight, but the

Lord alone fights for man, though it appears as if done by

man, and when the Lord fights for man, man conquers

in all things. At this day few are admitted into tempta-

tions, for the reason that they are not in the hfe of faith,

and therefore not in the conscience of truth, and he who
is not in the conscience of truth from good of life, yields

in temptations, whereby his subsequent state becomes

worse than the former.

8 1 60. The sons of Israel lifted up iheir eyes. That this

signifies the mind's understanding and its thought, is evi-

dent from the signification of eyes, as the mind's under-

standing (see n. 2701, 3820, 4403-4421, 4523-4534);
therefore lifting up the eyes means intuition, perception,

and thought (n. 2789, 2829, 3198, 3202, 4083, 4086,

4339)-
8 161. And, behold, the Egyptian marching after them.

That this signifies the grievousness of falsity continually

increasing, is evident from the signification of the Egyp-

tian, as those who are in falsities from evil, thus also the

falsity itself from evil (see n. 8132, 8135, 8146, 8148) ;

and from the signification of marching after them, as nearer

influx and communication. By Pharaoh's drawing nigh

was signified the influx of falsity from evil (n. 8159), there-

fore by marching after them is signified influx still nearer,

thus more grievous ; and hence is signified the grievous-

ness of falsity continually increasing. In what presently

follows is described the temptation, and as this exists by

influx of falsity from evil from the hells, therefore now its

approach is described, that is, its increasing grievousness.

8162. And they were sore afraid. That this signifies

horrible dread, is evident from the signification of being

afraid, when predicated of temptation, as horror, or horrible

dread. That fear means horrible dread, is because when
temptation assails, the conscience, thus the internal man,

for conscience is of the internal man, is struck with con-
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sternation by falsities and evils ; thence comes horror,

which is aversion conjoined to fear of spiritual death.

Horror arises from the mere influx of falsity and evil with

those who have conscience, for conscience is formed from

the truth and good of faith, thus from those things which

constitute spiritual life. Falsities and evils are destructive

of that life, and thus attempt to bring death, that is, damna-

tion ; thence comes the horrible dread.

8163. And the sons of Israel cried out unto Jehovah.

That this signifies supplication for aid, is evident without

explication.

8164. And they said unto Moses. That this signifies

the height of temptation when there is despair, is evident

from the words that follow, for they are involved in " they

said " ; that the following words are words of temptation,

when it comes to its height and when there is despair, is

plain. It is said despair, because this for the most part is

the end or in the end of spiritual temptations (see n. 1787,

2694, 5279, 5280, 7147, 7155, 7166). Inasmuch as at

this day few undergo spiritual temptations, and therefore

it is not known how the case is with temptations, it may be

well to say something further on the subject. There are

spiritual temptations, and there are natural temptations.

Spiritual temptations are of the internal man, but natural

are of the external man. Spiritual temptations sometimes

exist without natural temptations, sometimes with them.

Natural temptations are when a man suffers as to the body,

as to honors, as to wealth, in a word as to natural life, as is

the case in diseases, misfortunes, persecutions, punishments

undeserved, and the like. The anxieties which then arise,

are what are meant by natural temptations. But these

temptations do not at all affect his spiritual life, neither can

they be called temptations, but griefs ; for they arise from

the hurt of the natural life, which is of the love of self and

of the world. The wicked sometimes endure these griefs,

who grieve and are tormented the more in proportion
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as they love themselves and the world more, and so place

their life in these loves. But spiritual temptations are of 2

the internal man, and assault his spiritual life. The anxie-

ties then are not on account of any loss of natural life, but

on account of the loss of faith and charity, and conse-

quently of salvation. These temptations are frequently in-

duced by natural temptations, for when man is in these,

that is, in disease, grief, the loss of wealth or honor, and the

like, if then thought occurs concerning the Lord's aid, con-

cerning His providence, concerning the state of the evil

that they glory and exult when the good suffer and undergo

various griefs and various losses, then spiritual temptation

is conjoined to natural temptation. Such was the last

temptation of the Lord in Gethsemane, and when He suf-

fered the cross, which was the most severe of all. From
these observations it is plain what natural temptation is,

and what spiritual. There is also a third kind, namely,

melancholy anxiety, which has its cause for the most part

in an infirm state of the body or of the mind ; in that

anxiety there may be something of spiritual temptation,

and there may be nothing of it.

8165. Because there were no graves in Egypt, hast thou

taken us away to die in the wilderness ? That this signifies

that in case of damnation it was alike whether it was by the

falsities of those who infest, or by a state of temptations in

which they would yield, is evident from the signification of

graves, as damnation (see n. 2916, 4564) ; from the signifi-

cation of Egypt, as infestations (n. 7278)— for by the Egyp-

tians and Pharaoh are represented those who in the other

life infest by falsities (n. 7097, 7107, 7110, 7126, 7142,

7317) ; from the signification of dying, as also damnation

(n. 5407, 61 19, 7494) ; and from the signification of the

wilderness, as a state of undergoing temptations (n. 8098) ;

whence to die in the wilderness means to yield in tempta-

tion, and in consequence thereof to be damned. From
these things it is plain that by the words, because there
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were no graves in Egypt, hast thou taken us away to die in

the wilderness, is signified that in case of damnation it was

alike whether it was by the falsities of those who infest,

thus in the state in which they were before, or by tempta-

tions in which they would yield, thus in the state into which

2 they afterward come. That these words are words of de-

spair, is evident. With those who are in despair, which is

the last state of temptation, such things also are thought,

and then they are as it were on the descent, or as it were in

the fall to hell. But such thought then is not at all hurtful,

neither is it attended to by angels, for every man has a

limited power, and when the temptation comes even to the

last limit of his power, then man endures no further, but

falls. Then, however, that is, when he is in the process of

falling, he is raised up by the Lord, and thus liberated from

despair ; then usually he is brought into a clear state of hope

and of consolation and also into cheerfulness. It is said

damnation by a state of temptations in which they would

yield, because they who yield in temptations come into a

state of damnation ; for temptations are to the end that

truths and goods may be confirmed and conjoined, thence

faith and charity, which end is attained when man conquers

in temptations ; but when he yields, then truths and goods

are rejected, and falsities and evils are confirmed, whereby

they come into a state of damnation.

8166. Where/ore hast thou dealt thus with us, to bring

usforth out ofEgypt? That this signifies that it was in vain

that they were liberated from infestations by falsities, is evi-

dent from the signification of, wherefore hast thou dealt

thus with us, as that it was a vain thing ; from the significa-

tion of being brought forth, as being liberated ; and from

the signification of Egypt, as infestations— see just above

(n. 8165).

8167. Is not this the 7vord that we spake unto thee in

Egypt, saying ? That this signifies that some such thing

was thought of when they were infested by falsities, is evi-
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dent from the signification of, Is not this the word that we

spake, as that such a thing was thought of, for by this word

is signified this thing, thus some such thing, and by speak-

ing is signified thinking— that speaking means influx and

thence reception, maybe seen above (n. 5797, 7270, 8128),

therefore also thought (n. 2271, 2287, 2619) ; and from the

signification of Egypt, as infestation by falsities (n. 8165.)

8168. Let us alone, thai we may serve the Egyptians.

That this signifies that they would not be withheld from

surrendering themselves, is evident from the signification

of. Let us alone, when said of infestations, as not to hinder

and not to withhold ; and from the signification of serving

the Egyptians, as giving themselves up conquered to those

who infest by falsities, thus surrendering themselves. That

to let us alone, when said in a state of infestations and also

in a state of temptations, of the influx of truth Divine re-

presented by Moses, means not to hinder and not to with-

hold, is because two forces or powers act in those states,

one of which is from the falsities infused from the hells into

the external man, the other of which is from truths instilled

by the Lord into the internal man (n. 8164). These two

forces act against each other : the falsities infused from the

hells derive their force and power from the love of self and

of the world, which are in man ; but the truths instilled by

the Lord derive their force and power from love toward the

neighbor and love to the Lord. When man conquers, the

internal force or power always prevails, because this is Di-

vine ; and it does not admit the force or power from falsi-

ties to be increased further than it can be repelled. When
therefore these two forces act, the internal force which is

from the Lord continually as it were withholds man and
hinders him, lest the falsities draw him away and he thus

yields ; for it is usual when two forces opposed to each

other are active, for one to draw and the other to draw

back. Forces in the spiritual world are the affections which

are of loves, and the instrumentalities by which they act are

truths, and in the opposite sense, falsities.
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8169. For it were good for us to serve the Egyptians,

rather than that we should die in the 7vilderness. That this

signifies that damnation by the violence of falsity in a state

of infestations was to be preferred to the damnation which

comes by yielding in a state of temptations, is evident from

the signification of, it were good rather than that, as that it

was to be preferred ; from the signification of serving the

Egyptians, as yielding to the falsities of those who infest,

for by being made to serve is signified subjugation (see

n. 6666, 6670, 6671), thus being made to succumb, here

by the falsities of those who infest ; from the signification

of dying, as damnation (n. 8165) ; and from the significa-

tion of the wilderness, as a state of undergoing temptations

(n. 8098). From this it is plain that by, it were good for

us to serve the Egyptians, rather than that we should die

in the wilderness, is signified that to yield to falsities when
they were infested was preferable to yielding in tempta-

tions. That yielding in the former state is preferable to

yielding in the latter is also true ; for to yield in tempta-

tions is to be confirmed in falsities and evils against the

truths and goods of faith ; but to yield in a state of infes-

tations is to be confirmed in falsities and evils, yet not

manifestly against the truths and goods of faith. Thus it

is plain that in yielding in temptations there is a blasphe-

ming of truth and good, and sometimes profanation ; and

the greatest and most direful damnation of all is that which

comes from profanation.

8170. And Moses said unto the people. That this sig-

nifies elevation from a state of despair by truth Divine, is

evident from what now follows which Moses said, and which

involves elevation from a state of despair. It is said by

truth Divine, because all elevation in a state of temptations

is effected by truth Divine. That truth Divine in the in-

ternal representative sense is meant by Moses, may be seen

above (n. 6752, 7010, 7014, 7089).

8171. Fear ye not. That this signifies that they ought
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not to despair, is evident from the signification of fearing,

as being in horror (see n. 8162), here despairing ; for spir-

itual fear in temptations is first horrible dread, and lastly

despair. Spiritual fear is fear on account of damnation.

8172. Stand still, and see the salvation of Jehovah.

That this signifies salvation from the Lord alone and not

at all from them, is evident from the signification of

standing still and seeing, as having faith— that seeing

means understanding, acknowledging, and having faith,

may be seen above (n. 897, 2150, 2325, 2807, 3S63, 3869,

4403-4421, 5400) ; and from the signification of the sal-

vation of Jehovah, as salvation from the Lord. In the

present case, where the subject is liberation from tempta-

tions, the meaning is, salvation from the Lord alone and

not at all from them. That Jehovah in the Word is the

Lord, may be seen above (n. 1343, 1736, 2921, 3023, 3035,

5041, 5663, 6281, 6303, 6905, 6945, 6956). It is here

said that they should have faith that salvation is from the

Lord alone and not at all from them, because this is the

principal thing of faith in temptations. He who believes

when he is tempted, that he can resist from his own
strength, yields ; the reason is that he is in falsity and that

he therefore attributes merit to himself, and thus demands
to be saved of himself, and thus excludes influx from the

Divine. But he who believes that the Lord alone resists

in temptations, conquers ; for he is in the truth, and attrib-

utes the merit to the Lord, and perceives that he is saved

by the Lord alone. He who is in the faith of charity as-

cribes everything received of salvation to the Lord, and

nothing to himself.

8173. Which He will workfor you to-day. That this

signifies which shall be to eternity, is evident from the sig-

nification of to-day, as eternity (see n. 2838, 3998, 4304,

6165, 6984).

8174. For the Egyptians whom ye have seen to-day, ye

shall see them agai7i 710 morefor ever. That this signifies
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that the falsities which are once removed will be removed

to eternity, is evident from the signification of the Egyp-

tians, as those who are in falsities from evil (see n. 8132,

8135, 8146, 8148), thus also the falsities themselves from

evil ; and from the signification of seeing no more, when
said of falsities, as being removed— for the falsities in man
are not cast out, but are removed, man being withheld

from evils and the falsities therefrom and held in good by

tlie Lord (n. 1581, 2256, 2269, 2406, 4564) ; and from

the signification of for ever, as to eternity.

8175. Jehovah shall fight for you. That this signifies

that the Lord alone sustains the combats of temptations,

is evident from the signification of fighting for you, when

said of Jehovah in temptations, as that He sustains alone

the combats of temptations. That Jehovah is the Lord,

may be seen just above (n. 8172). That the Lord alone

sustains the combats of temptations and conquers, is be-

cause the Divine alone can conquer the hells. Unless the

Divine acted against them, they would rush in like a vast

ocean, one hell after another, for the resisting of which

man has no power at all ; and the less power because man
as to his proprium is nothing but evil, thus hell, from which

the Lord then withdraws him and afterward withholds him
— see what has been said above (n, 1581, 1661, 1692,

6574).

8176. Andye shall holdyour peace. That this signifies

that from their own strength they will effect nothing at all,

is evident from the signification of holding one's peace, as

acquiescing, and since said of temptations, as not thinking

or believing that they effect anything by their own strength.

On this subject see what was said and shown above (see

n. 8172, 8175). That nevertheless they ought not to let

fall their hands and await immediate influx, but ought to

fight as from themselves, and still acknowledge and believe

that it is from the Lord, may be seen also above (n. 1712,

i937> 1947. 2S82, 2883, 2891).
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8177. Verses 15-18. And Jehovah said unio Moses,

Wherefore criest thoii unto Me ? speak unio the sons of

Israel, that they go forward. And lift thou up thy rod,

and stretch out thy hand over the sea, and divide it: and
the sons of Israel shall go into the midst of the sea on dry

ground. And I, behold, I will hardefi the heart of the

Egyptians, and they shallgo in after thetn : and I will get

Me honour upon Pharaoh, and upon all his host, upon his

chariots, and upon his horsemen. And the Egyptiatis shall

know that I am Jehovah, when I have gotten Me honour

upon Pharaoh, upon his chariots, and upon his horsemen.

" And Jehovah said unto Moses " signifies exhortation

;

" Wherefore criest thou unto Me?" signifies that there is

no need of intercession ;
" speak unto the sons of Israel

"

signifies influx and perception ; " that they go forward

"

signifies what is successive continuously until they are pre-

pared. " And lift thou up thy rod " signifies the power of

Divine truth ;
" and stretch out thy hand over the sea "

signifies the dominion of power where the hell of falsity

from evil is ;
" and divide it " signifies the dissipation of

falsity therefrom ;
" and the sons of Israel shall go into the

midst of the sea on dry ground " signifies that they who
are of the spiritual church may pass safely and without in-

flux of falsity. "And I, behold, I will harden the heart

of the Egyptians " signifies the obstinacy of falsity from

evil ;
" and they shall go in after them " signifies the en-

deavor to offer violence by the influx of falsity from evil

;

"and I will get Me honour upon Pharaoh, and upon all his

host, upon his chariots, and upon his horsemen " signifies

that they should see the effect of the dissipation of falsity

and of reasonings by means of the Divine good of the

Divine Human of the Lord. " And the Egyptians shall

know that I am Jehovah " signifies that it may be known
that the Lord is the only God and besides Him there is

none else ;
" when I have gotten Me honour upon Pharaoh,

upon his chariots, and upon his horsemen " signifies, as
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above, from their seeing the effect of the dissipation of

falsity and of its doctrines and reasonings, by the Lord

alone.

8178. AndJehovah said unto Moses. That this signi-

fies exhortation, is evident from the signification of Jehovah

said, when the subject is elevation and liberation from

temptation, as exhortation (see n. 7033, 7090).

8179. Wherefore criest thou unto Me ? That this signi-

fies that there was no need of intercession, is evident from

the signification of crying unto Jehovah, as interceding,

namely, for liberation from temptation. Hence, Wherefore

criest thou unto Me ? means why dost thou intercede when

there is no need of intercession. Therefore it follows,

" Speak unto the sons of Israel, that they go forward," by

which is signified that they shall have aid, but that still the

temptation shall be continued, even until they are pre-

2 pared. As to there being no need of intercession, the case

is this. They who are in temptations are wont to let fall

their hands and betake themselves solely to prayers, which

they then ardently pour forth, not knowing that prayers

will not avail, but they must fight against the falsities and

evils which are infused from the hells. This fight is main-

tained by the truths of faith, which give aid because they

confirm goods and truths against falsities and evils. More-

over in the combats of temptations man must fight as of

himself, but still acknowledge and believe that it is of the

Lord (see above, n. 8176). If man does not fight as of

himself, the good and truth which flow in through heaven

from the Lord are not appropriated to him ; but when he

fights as of himself, and still believes that it is of the Lord,

then they are appropriated to him ; thence he has a new

proprium, which is called a heavenly proprium, and which

3 is a new will. Moreover they who are in temptations, and

not in some other active life than that of prayers, do not

know that, in case the temptations were intermitted before

their full accomplishment, they would not be prepared for
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heaven, and thus could not be saved. For this reason also

the prayers of those who are in temptations are little heard

;

for the Lord wills the end, which is the salvation of man,

which end He knows, but not man ; and the Lord does

not heed prayers contrary to the end, which is salvation.

He who conquers in temptations is also confirmed in that

truth ; but he who does not conquer entertains a doubt

concerning the Divine aid and power, because he is not

heard, and sometimes then, because he lets fall his hand,

he in part yields. From these things it may be evident

what is meant by there being no need of intercession,

namely, that prayer is not to be relied upon. For in

prayer from the Divine it is always at the time thought

and believed that the Lord alone knows whether it be con-

ducive to the end or not ; wherefore the supplicant sub-

mits the hearing to the Lord, and then immediately prays

that the will of the Lord and not his own may be done,

according to the Lord's words in His own most grievous

temptation in Gethsemane (Matt. xxvi. 39, 42, 44).

8180. Speak unto ihe sons of Israel. That this signifies

influx and perception, is evident from the signification of

speaking, when said of truth Divine, which is represented

by Moses, to those who are of the spiritual church, who
are the sons of Israel, as influx, and thence perception (see

also n. 2951, 5481, 5797, 7270, 8128).

8181. That they go forward. That this signifies what

is successive continuously, even until they are prepared, is

evident from the signification of going forward, or journey-

ing, as what is successive and continuous (see n. 4375,

4554) 45^5> 599^) ; for by it is signified that they were not

to cry out, that is, to supplicate, but that the journey was

to be continued to the Red Sea, and afterward through the

Sea to the wilderness, thus through hell, which they should

pass through safely, to temptations in successive continua-

tion, even until they should be prepared. That by the Red
Sea is signified hell, may be seen above (n. 8099, 8137,
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8148), and by the wilderness a state of undergoing temp-

tations (n. 8098).

8182. And lift thou up thy rod. That this signifies the

power of Divine truth, is evident from the signification of

rod, as power (see n. 4013, 4015, 4876, 4936, 6947, 701 1,

7026) ; and from the representation of Moses, to whom
it is said that he should lift up his rod, as Divine truth—
of which see frequently above.

8183. And stretch out thy hand over the sea. That

this signifies the dominion of power where the hell of

falsity from evil is, is evident from the signification of

stretching out the hand, as the dominion of power (see

n. 7673) ; and from the signification of the sea, here the

Red Sea, as the hell in which are the falsities from evil of

those who have been of the church (n. 8099, 8137, 8148).

Concerning this hell something further shall be said, by the

Divine mercy of the Lord, at the end of the last chapters

of Exodus, where the hells will be described from expe-

rience.

8184. And divide it. That this signifies the dissipation

of falsity therefrom, is evident from the signification of

dividing that sea, as dissipating the falsities from evil which

are in that hell ; for the falsities there appear as waters,

according to what was shown above (n. 8099, 8137, 8148).

For, when the angelic pillar in which the Lord is present

passes through that sea, then the falsities recede, conse-

quently the waters there which are falsities disappear ; from

which it is plain that by dividing the sea is signified the

dissipation of the falsities which are of the hell that is

represented by the Red Sea.

8185. And the sons of Israel shall go into the midst of

the sea on dry ground. That this signifies that they who
are of the spiritual church may pass safely and without

influx of falsity, is evident from the signification of going

or entering into the midst, as passing ; and from the repre-

sentation of the sons of Israel, as those who are of the
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spiritual church— of which frequently above; and from

the signification of on dry ground, as safely and without

influx of falsity, for by the waters of that sea are signified

falsities derived from evil (see n. 8137, 8138) ; therefore

by dry ground is signified without falsity. The like is sig-

nified by dry and making dry in David : Thdu breakest the

heads of leviathan in pieces. . . . Thou didst cleave foun-

tain and flood ; Thou driedst up mighty rivers (Ps. Ixxiv.

14, 15); to dry up mighty rivers means to dissipate the

more powerful falsities. And in Zechariah : I willgather 2

them ; for I will redeem them. . . . I will bring them

again also out of the land of Egypt, andgather them out of
Assyria; and I will bring them into the land of Gilead

and Lebanon. . . . He shallpass through the sea of afflic-

tion, and shall smite the waves in the sea, and shall diy up

all the depths of the river : and the pride of Assyria shall

be brought down, and the staff of Egypt shall depart away.

And I will strengthen them in Jehovah (x. 8-12). In this

passage those who trust in themselves and in their own
wisdom in spiritual things are described, and also the dissi-

pation of falsities by means of temptations. The land of

Egypt stands for knowledges, Assyria for reasonings there-

from, passing through the sea of affliction for temptations,

smiting the waves in the sea and drying up the depths of

the river for dissipating falsities thence ; the pride of Assy-

ria shall be brought down and the staff of Egypt shall

depart away, means that they shall not trust any longer in

their own wisdom, but in wisdom from the Lord, which is

signified by, I will strengthen them in Jehovah. In like 3

manner in Isaiah : That saith to Jerusalem, Thou shall be

inhabited ; and to the cities of Judah, Ye shall be built,

and I will raise up the waste places thereof ; that saith to

the deep, Be dry, and I will dry up thy rivers (xliv. 26, 27) ;

saying to the deep, be dry, and drying up the rivers thereof,

means dissipating evils and falsities. But where waters

signify truths, making dry signifies a state of non-truth, or
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without truth— as in Isaiah : / willpour waters upon him

that is thirsty, and streams upon the dry ground (xliv. 3) ;

waters and streams stand for truths, the dry ground for

4 where there is no truth. And in Jeremiah : A sword is

upon the Chaldeans, and upon the inhabitants of Babel.

. . . A sword is upon her horses, and upon her chariots.

. . . A drought is upon her waters, and they shall be dried

up (1. 35-38) — where the Chaldeans stand for those who
profane truths, and the inhabitants of Babel stand for those

who profane goods (n. 1182, 1283, 1295, 1304, 1306-

1308, 1321, 1322, 1326), the sword for truth combating

against falsity and for falsity combating against truth, and

thus for vastation (n. 2799, 4499, 6353, 7102), horses for

the intellectual faculty (n. 2761, 2762, 3217,5321,6125,

6534), chariots for doctrines (n. 5321, 8146, 8148), a

drought upon the waters so that they are dried up, for there

being in truths nothing of life, by reason of falsification.

But where dry or making dry in the Word is said of other

things, as of trees, of herbage, of harvest, of bones, the

contrary to the above is signified. The earth itself is also

called the dry land in respect to the sea, and then dry is

predicated of good and the sea is predicated of truth.

8186. And I, behold, I ruill harden the heart of the

Egyptians. That this signifies the obstinacy of falsity from

evil, is evident from the signification of hardening the heart,

as obstinacy (n. 7272, 7300, 7305, 7616) ; and from the

representation of the Egyptians, as those who are in falsi-

ties from evil (n. 8132, 8135, 814S). When it is said in

the Word that Jehovah hardens the heart and also induces

evil, in the internal sense where the truth itself is in its

nakedness, is meant that they who are in falsity and in evil

harden their own heart and bring evil upon themselves

(n. 2447, 6071, 6991, 6997, 7533, 7632, 7877, 7926).

8187. And they shallgo in after them. That this signi-

fies the endeavor to offer violence by the influx of falsity

from evil, is evident from the signification of going in after
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them, as the influx of falsity from evil, also the endeavor to

subjugate, thus to offer violence ; for by drawing nigh is

signified influx (n. 8159), by marching after them, nearer

influx and communication (n. 8i6i), and by pursuing after

them, endeavor to subjugate (n. 8136, 8152, 8154) ; there-

fore by going in after them is signified an endeavor to offer

violence by the influx of falsity from evil.

8188. And I will get Me honour upon Pharaoh, and
upon all his host, upon his chariots, and upon his horsemen.

That this signifies that they should see the effect of the

dissipation of falsity and of reasonings by means of the

Divine good of the Divine Human of the Lord, is evident

from the signification of getting honor upon Pharaoh and

his host, as the immersion into hell of those who are in

falsity from evil, and the encompassing of them there by

falsities as by waters, from the presence only of the Divine

Human of the Lord (see above, n. 8137) ; from the repre-

sentation of Pharaoh, as those who are in falsities from

evil ; from the signification of host, as falsities ; from the

signification of his chariots, as the doctrines of falsity ; and

from the signification of his horsemen, as false reasonings

— of which above (n. 8146, 8156).

8189. Attd the Egyptians shall know that I am Jehovah.

That this signifies that it may be known that the Lord is

the only God and besides Him there is none else, is evi-

dent from what has been shown above (n. 7401, 7444,

7544, 7598, 7636), where like words occur.

8
1
90. When J have gotten Me honour upon Pharaoh,

upon his chariots, and upon his horsemen, signifies that they

should see the effect of the dissipation of falsity, and of

the doctrines and reasonings of falsity by the Lord alone,

as may be seen just above (n. 8188).

8191. Verses 19-22. And removing, the angel 0/ God,

which went before the carnp of Israel, went also behind

them ; and removing, the pillar of cloud from before them

stood also behind them: and it came between the caiup of
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the Egyptians and the camp of Israel ; and there was the

cloud and the darkness, yet gave it light by night : and the

one came not near the other all the night. And Moses

stretched out his hand over the sea ; andJehovah caused

the sea to go back by a strong east wind all the night, and
made the sea dry land, and the waters were divided. And
the sons of Israel went into the midst of the sea upon the

dry ground : and the waters were a wall unto them on their

right hand, and on their left. "And removing, the angel

of God " signifies the orderly arrangement by Divine truth
;

" which went before the camp of Israel " signifies which

there was in respect to the truths and goods of the church

;

" went also behind them " signifies protection lest the fal-

sity of evil should flow into the will ; " and removing, the

pillar of cloud from before them stood also behind them "

signifies the presence of the Lord protecting what is of the

will, as before what is of the understanding ;
" and it came

between the camp of the Egyptians and the camp of

Israel " signifies between the falsities of evil on the one

hand and the truths of good on the other hand ;
" and

there was the cloud and the darkness " signifies the con-

densation of falsity from evil on the one hand ;
" yet gave

it light by night " signifies the enlightenment of truth from

good on the other hand ;
" and the one came not near the

other " signifies no communication then ; " all the night

"

signifies in an obscure state. " And Moses stretched out

his hand over the sea " signifies the dominion of the power

of truth Divine over hell ; "and Jehovah caused the sea

to go back by a strong east wind " signifies the means of

the dissipation of falsity ;
" all the night " signifies in an

obscure state ;
" and made the sea dry land " signifies the

dissipation of falsity ;
" and the waters were divided " sig-

nifies separation from truths, and removal. " And the sons

of Israel went into the midst of the sea upon the dry

ground " signifies the entrance and passage of those who
were of the spiritual church safely through hell, and with-
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out influx of falsity; "and the waters were a wall unto

them on their right hand, and on their left " signifies that

they were withheld on all sides from falsities.

8192. And removing, the angel of God. That this sig-

nifies orderly arrangement by Divine truth, is evident from

the signification of removing, or journeying, as here orderly

arrangement— that removing means orderly arrangement

is because the pillar of cloud, which was an angelic com-

pany, that heretofore went before the sons of Israel, now
betook itself between the camp of the Egyptians and the

camp of Israel, and thus brought darkness upon the Egyp-

tians, and gave light to the sons of Israel ; and because

these things were so arranged in order by the Lord, by the

removal of the angel of God, or the pillar, and by its inter-

position, therefore by removing, is signified here orderly

arrangement ; and from the signification of the angel of

God, as Divine truth, in like manner God ; for in the Word,

where truth is the subject, the term God is used, but where

good is the subject, the term Jehovah (n. 2586, 2769, 2807,

2822, 3921, 4402, 7010, 7268, 7873). As regards angels, 2

it is to be known that by angels in the Word is understood

the Lord (n. 1925, 3039, 4085) ; therefore the Lord Him-
self is called an angel (n. 6280, 6831). For this reason

angels signify Divine truth, for Divine truth proceeding

from the Lord makes heaven, consequently also the angels

who constitute heaven ; for so far as they receive the

Divine truth which is from the Lord, so far they are angels.

This may also be evident from the fact that angels are not

at all desirous, they are even unwilling, that anything of

truth and good should be attributed to them, because it is

of the Lord with them. For this reason also it is said that

the Lord is the All in all of heaven, and that they who are

in heaven are in the Lord ; the angels also, by virtue of the

Divine truth which they receive from the Lord, are in the

Word called gods (n. 4295, 7268), and therefore God in

the original tongue is in the plural number. It is further 3
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to be known that in the Word an angel is spoken of, when
yet many are meant ; as in the present case, where it is said

the angel of God, and the pillar is meant which went before

the sons of Israel, and which was constituted of many angels.

In the Word also angels are mentioned by name, as Michael,

Raphael, and others. They who do not know the internal

sense of the AVord believe that Michael or Raphael is an

individual angel who is supreme among his associates ; but

by those names in the Word is not signified an individual

angel, but the angelic function itself, thus also the Divine

of the Lord as to what is of the function.

8193. Which went before the camp of Israel. That this

signifies which there was in respect to the truths and goods

of the church, is evident from the signification of camp, as

truths and goods ; for by the camp is signified the whole

congregation of Israel, and by the congregation of Israel

are signified all goods and truths in the complex (see n.

7830, 7843) ; hence also encampment means orderly ar-

rangement according to truths and goods (n. 8103, 8130,

8131, 8155); that Israel is the spiritual church has been

frequently shown.

8194. Went also behind them. That this signifies pro-

tection lest the falsity of evil should flow into the will, is

evident from the signification of going behind the sons of

Israel, as protection lest the Egyptians should invade, in

the internal sense lest the falsities from evil, signified by

the Egyptians, should flow in (n. 8132, 8135, 8148). That

it means lest they should flow into the will, is because in

the Greatest Man, or in the spiritual world, what is of the

will is presented from the back or behind, and what is of

the understanding from the face or before. As regards

influx into the will and into the understanding of man, it is

to be known that the utmost precaution is used by the Lord

to prevent infernal spirits from flowing into the will of man
;

for if they were to flow into his will after he is regenerated

or made a church, it would be all over with him, for his will
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is nothing but evil. Therefore it is that the man of the

spiritual church is regenerated by the Lord as to the intel-

lectual part, and that in this part a new will is formed,

which is altogether separated from the will that man has by

heredity (n. 863, 875, 927, 1023, 1043, 1044, 2256, 4328,

4493, 5 1 13). From these things it may now be evident

wherefore it is that by going behind them, is signified pro-

tection lest the falsity of evil should flow into the will.

8195. And removing, the pillar 0/ cloudfrom before them

stood also behind them. That this signifies the presence of

the Lord protecting what is of the will, as before what is of

the understanding, is evident from the signification of the

pillar of cloud, as the presence of the Lord (see n. 81 10),

it being an angelic company in which the Lord was ; and

from the signification of from before them, as the under-

standing, and of behind them, as the will, of which just

above (n. 8194) ; that protection is meant is plain.

8196. And it came between the camp of the Egyptians

and the camp of Israel. That this signifies between the

falsities of evil on the one hand and the goods of truth on

the other hand, is evident from the signification of camp,

as goods and truths in the complex— of which just above

(n. 8193) ; thus in the opposite sense, evils and falsities

also in the complex. Therefore the camp of the Egyptians

means the falsities of evil, because by the Egyptians are

signified falsities from evil (see n. 8132, 8135, 8148) ; and

the camp of Israel means the goods of truth, because by

Israel are signified the truths which are from good (see

7957)- That to come between them means to prevent

the falsities from evil flowing in, is plain.

8197. And there was the cloud and the darkness. That

this signifies the condensation of falsity from evil on the

one hand, and that yet gave it light by night signifies the

enlightenment of truth from good on the other hand, is

evident from the signification of a cloud and darkness, as

the condensation of falsity from evil— that a cloud is falsity
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may be seen above (n. 1043, 1047, 8137, 8138), as also

darkness (n. 1839, i860, 4418, 4531, 7688, 7711); and

from the signification of giving light by night, as the en-

lightenment of truth from good. The pillar of fire by

night is a state of obscurity of truth tempered by enlight-

« enment from good (n. 8108). In regard to this, that the

pillar brought darkness upon the Egyptians and gave light

to the sons of Israel, the case is as follows. The presence

of the Lord, which is here signified by the pillar, is heav-

enly light itself, from which heaven has its own light, and

this light is a thousand times brighter than the midday

light of the world. But the same light becomes thick dark-

ness with the evil, though they be in the light itself, and

becomes the thicker darkness in proportion as the falsity

from evil is denser among them. The reason is that the

truth Divine proceeding from the Lord appears before the

eyes of angels as light, but to those who are in falsities from

evil it cannot appear as light, but as thick darkness, for

falsity is opposite to truth and extinguishes truth. This is

why the pillar, which was the presence of the Lord, brought

cloud and darkness upon the Egyptians, because by the

Egyptians are signified those who are in falsities from evil,

and gave light by night among the sons of Israel, because

by the sons of Israel are signified those who are in truth

from good. That the Lord appears to every one accord-

ing to his quality, may be seen above (n. 1861, 6832).

8198. And the one came not near the other. That this

signifies no communication then, is evident from the signi-

fication of coming near, as influx and communication (see

n. 8159).

8199. All the night. That this signifies in an obscure

state, is evident from the signification of night, as a state

of obscurity as to the truth and good of faith (see n. 1712,

6000). By night is here meant that obscurity which fol-

lows immediately after temptations ; for they who are lib-

erated from temptations come at first into obscurity before
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they come into clearness, since the falsities and evils in-

fused from the hells for some time inhere and are dissi-

pated only one after another.

8200. And Moses stretched out his hand over the sea.

That this signifies the dominion of the power of truth

Divine over hell, is evident from the signification of stretch-

ing out the hand, as the dominion of power (see n. 7673,

8183) ; from the representation of Moses, as truth Divine

— see frequently above ; and from the signification of the

sea, here the Red Sea, as hell (n. 8099, 8137, 8138). It

is said the dominion of the power of truth Divine, because

all Divine power is by the truth which proceeds from the

Lord. This truth created all things, according to what is

said in John : All things were made by Him \jhe Word'] :

and without Hini was not anything made that was made

(i. 3). The Word is the Lord as to Divine truth
;
by that

truth all things in heaven and in hell are arranged into

order ; from this is also all order on the earth ; all the

miracles were wrought by it ; in short. Divine truth has in

it all power, insomuch that it is power itself. There are

some in the other life who are in truth above others, and

they are in such power therefrom that they can pass through

the hells without any danger. They who are in the hells

flee in every direction at their presence. There are some

also who by truth from the Divine exercise power magically.

More shall be said of these, by the Divine mercy of the

Lord, at the end of the chapters, when we come to speak

of the hells. They who look into the causes of things

from what is external and terrestrial, cannot perceive other-

wise than that truth from the Divine is merely something

of thought, of no real essence, when yet it is the veriest

essential, from which are all the essences of things in both

worlds, the spiritual and the natural.

8201. AndJehovah caused the sea io go back by a strong

east wind. That this signifies the means of the dissipation

of falsity, is evident from the signification of causing to go
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back, as dissipating ; from the signification of the sea, as

falsity, for by the sea are here signified its waters, which

are falsities (see n, 8137, 8138) ; and from the significa-

tion of an east wind, as means of destruction (see n. 7679),

here of the destruction of falsity, thus of its dissipation.

8202. All the night signifies in an obscure state, as

above (n. 8199).

8203. And made the sea dry land. That this signifies

the dissipation of falsity, is evident from the signification

of the sea, as falsity (as just above, n. 8201) ; and from

the signification of making it dry land, as its dissipation.

That passing over on the dry or arid land, when it is said

of the waters of that sea removed, means safely and with-

out influx of falsity, may be seen above (n. 8185).

8204. And the waters were divided. That this signifies

separation from truths and removal, is evident from the

signification of the waters being divided, as the dissipation

and separation of falsity (see above, n. 8184), thus separa-

tion from truths, and removal.

8205. And the sons of Israel went into the midst of the

sea upon the dry ground. That this signifies the entrance

and passage of those who were of the spiritual church,

safely through hell, and without influx of falsity, is evident

from what was explained above (n. 8185), where like

words occur.

8206. And the waters were a wall unto them on their

right hand, and on their left. That this signifies that they

were withheld on all sides from falsities, is evident from

the signification of the waters of that sea, as falsities from

evil (see n. 8137, 8138) ; from the signification of being

a wall unto them, as being withheld from them — of which

below ; and from the signification of, on their right hand

and on their left, as on all sides. That to be a wall unto

them, when said of waters by which are signified falsities,

means to be withheld from falsities, is because the case

with man is this : when he is held by the Lord in good
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and truth, then falsities and evils are removed, and being

removed they surround as a wall, for they cannot enter into

the sphere where good and truth are. The reason is, that

in good and truth the Lord is present, and the presence of

the Lord moves away on all sides evil and falsity ; for good

and truth are altogether opposite to evil and falsity, where-

fore they cannot be together, without one destroying the

other. Good with truth, however, destroys, that is, re-

moves evil with falsity, because the one is Divine and has

therefore all power, whereas the other is infernal and has

therefore no power. The one acts from things internal,

but the other from things external. When evils with falsi-

ties with man are removed, they surround, as was said, like

a wall, and are in the perpetual endeavor to rush in, but

this they cannot do, because the presence of the Lord,

which is in good and truth, keeps them at a distance. This

is what is signified by the waters being a wall unto them

on their left hand and on their right. That man is with-

held from evil and falsity by being kept in good and truth

by the Lord, may be seen above (n. 1581, 2406, 4564).
But no one can be withheld from evil and kept in good,

unless he has received that capacity by the exercise of

charity in the world. This is effected by a life of good or

by a life according to the truths of faith, therefore by

affection for or love of good. He who by his life has ac-

quired love and affection for good, can be in the sphere of

good and truth, but not he who during life has put on the

nature of evil.

8207. Verses 23-25. And the Egyptians pursued, and
went in after them into the midst of the sea, all Pharaoh's

horses, his chariots, and his horsemen. And it came to

pass in the morning watch, thatJehovah lookedforth upon

the host of the Egyptians in the pillar offire and of cloud,

and discomfited the host of the Egyptians. And He took

off the wheel of his chariots, and made it to drive heavily:

so that the Egyptian said, Let me flee from the face of
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Israel ; forJehovah fightethfor them against the Egyptians.

" And the Egyptians pursued " signifies the endeavor of

falsity from evil to offer violence ;
" and went in after them "

signifies the endeavor of influx ; " all Pharaoh's horses, his

chariots, and his horsemen, into the midst of the sea"

signifies knowledges from a perverted understanding, doc-

trines of falsity, and reasonings, that they filled hell. "And
it came to pass in the morning watch " signifies the state

of thick darkness and destruction of those who are in falsity

from evil, and the state of enlightenment and salvation of

those who are in truth and good ;
" that Jehovah looked

forth upon the host of the Egyptians " signifies the exten-

sion thence of Divine influx toward those who endeavored

by falsities to offer violence ;
" in the pillar of fire and of

cloud " signifies thus the presence of Divine good and truth

there ;
" and discomfited the host of the Egyptians " sig-

nifies that therefore the extensions of falsity and evil re-

lapsed upon them. " And He took off the wheel of his

chariots " signifies the power of introducing falsities taken

away ;
" and made it to drive heavily " signifies resistance

and impotence ;
" so that the Egyptian said " signifies

thought then ; " Let me flee from the face of Israel " sig-

nifies separation from those who are in the good of truth

and truth of good ;
" for Jehovah fighteth for them against

the Egyptians " signifies that the Lord alone sustains com-

bat against falsities and evils.

8208. An(i the Egyptians pursued. That this signifies

the attempt of falsity from evil to offer violence, is evident

from the signification of pursuing, when by the Egyptians,

as endeavor to subjugate (see n. 8136, 8152, 8154), thus

to offer violence ; and from the representation of the Egyp-

tians, as those who are in falsities from evil (n. 8132, 8135,

8136, 8146, 8148), thus also the falsities from evil.

8209. And zve7it in after them. That this signifies the

endeavor of influx, is evident from the signification of go-

ing after any one, when said of those who are in falsities
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from evil, as an endeavor to offer violence by influx of

falsity from evil (see n. 8187). That it means endeavor,

is because infernal genii and spirits cannot bring evil upon

the good, but still perpetually endeavor to do it. There is

a sphere exhaling from the hells, which may be called a

sphere of endeavors and which is a sphere of doing evil.

This sphere it has also been granted me occasionally to per-

ceive. The endeavor is perpetual, and as soon as any op-

portunity occurs, an effect bursts forth therefrom ; but that

sphere is checked by the sphere of the endeavors of heaven,

which is from the Lord and is a sphere of doing good, in

which is all power, because it is from the Divine. Never-

theless between those endeavors diametrically opposite to

each other an equilibrium is maintained, to the intent that

man may be in freedom, and thus in a state of choice, and

that he may be reformed ; for all reformation is in freedom,

and without freedom there is no reformation. Spiritual

endeavor is the same as will. During man's reformation

he is kept in equilibrium, that is, in freedom, between will-

ing good and willing evil ; and so far as he then draws near

to willing what is good, so far he draws near to heaven and

withdraws from hell ; and so far the new will which he then

receives from the Lord, prevails over his own will, which

he received by inheritance from his parents and afterward

by actual life. When therefore man is so far reformed that

he wills good and is affected with it, then good removes

evil, because the Lord is present in good ; for good is from

the Lord, thus it is His, yea it is Himself. From this it

may be evident how it is in respect to the endeavor of in-

fluxes with man.

8210. All Pharaoh^s horses, his chariots, and his horse-

men, into the midst of the sea. That this signifies knowl-

edges from a perverted understanding, doctrines of falsity,

and reasonings, that they filled hell, is evident from the

signification of the horses of Pharaoh, as knowledges from

a perverted understanding ; from the signification of the
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chariots of Pharaoh, as the doctrines of falsity ; from the

signification of the horsemen of Pharaoh, as reasonings

therefrom— concerning all which see above (n. 8146,

8148) ; and from the signification of, into the midst of the

2 sea, as to fill hell. That these three things of Pharaoh's

army, namely, horses, chariots, and horsemen, are here

now again mentioned, is because the last state is now at

hand of the devastation of those of the church who were

in faith separate from charity and in a life of evil, which

state is a state of casting into hell ; and the casting into

hell is a crowding together by falsities from evil. For when
the evil are devastated as to all truth and good, and are left

to the evil of their life and to the falsity therefrom, then

are opened the hells with which they had communicated

by the evils of their life, and then all those evils rush in

upon them which they have appropriated to themselves,

and the falsities which flow forth from the evils constitute

then a sphere around them, which sphere appears as a

dense cloud, or as water. When this takes place, they are

then in hell ; for they are then shut off from all communi-

cation with heaven, and are also separated from the other

3 hells : this is called casting into hell. This is the reason

why now, when they entered into the midst of the sea,

mention is made of horses, chariots, and horsemen, for, as

already said, the Red Sea signifies hell, and horses, chariots,

and horsemen signify all the falsities and all things of falsity

from evil, which are now let into them, that thus by every

quality of falsity from evil they may be separated from the

other hells. These are the subjects specifically treated of

in the verses which now follow (24-28).

821 1. And ii came to pass in the morning watch. That

this signifies a state of thick darkness and of the destruc-

tion of those who are in falsity from evil, and a state of the

enlightenment and salvation of those who are in truth from

good, is evident from the signification of the morning watch,

as a state of enlightenment and salvation, and in the oppo-
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site sense, a state of thick darkness and destruction. The

reason why morning watch has this signification, is that

states of faith and love in the other life are as the times of

the day in the world, namely, as morning, midday, evening,

and night ; wherefore also these times correspond to those

states (see n. 2788, 5672, 5962,6110). Moreover states

vary much in the same manner. The end and the begin-

ning of those variations is morning, and particularly dawn,

for then night is ended, and day begins. In that state to

which morning corresponds, the good begin to be enlight-

ened as to the things which are of faith, and to grow warm

as to the things which are of charity ; and conversely, the

evil then begin to be darkened by falsities, and to grow

cold by evils
;
consequently morning is to them a state of

thick darkness and destruction, while to the good it is a

state of enlightenment and salvation. From these states

in heaven exist the states of light and heat, also the states

of thick darkness and cold in the earths, which states suc-

ceed each other every year and every day ; for whatever

exists in the natural world has its origin and cause from

things which exist in the spiritual world, since universal

nature is nothing else than a theatre representative of the

Lord's kingdom (n. 3483, 4939, 5173, 5962) ; thus these

are correspondences. The variations of light and shade

and of heat and cold upon the earths are indeed from the

sun, that is, from the difference of its altitudes, every year

and every day, in the several regions of the earth ; but

these causes, which are proximate and in the natural world,

were created according to those things in the spiritual

world, as by their causes prior and efficient of the posterior

causes which exist in the natural world. For there is

nothing at all in the natural world, which is in order, but

derives its cause and origin from the spiritual world, that

is, through the spiritual world from the Divine. Because

morning signifies the beginning of enlightenment and sal-

vation in respect to the good, and the beginning of thick.
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darkness and destruction in respect to the evil, therefore

it is here said that Jehovah in the morning watch looked

forth upon the host of the Egyptians and discomfited it,

and then that He took off the wheel of his chariots . . .

and shook off the Egyptians in the midst of the sea ; and

on the other hand that He saved the sons of Israel. From
these considerations it may now be plain what is signified

in the spiritual sense by the following passages in the Word
— in Isaiah : In the day shalt thou make thy plant to grow,

and in the morning thy seed to blossom (xvii. 11). Again :

At eventide behold terror ; before the morning he is not

(xvii. 14). Again: O Jehovah . . . be Thou their arm
every morning, our salvation also in the time of trouble

(xxxiii. 2). And in Ezekiel : Thus saith the LordJehovah:
An evil, an only evil ; behold, it cometh. An end is come,

the end is come. . . . The morning is come unto thee, O
inhabitant of the land . . . the day of trouble is near (vii.

5-7). And in Hosea : So shall Bcth-el do unto you because

of your great wickedness : at daybreak shall the king of

Israel be utterly cut off {tl. 15). And in David : Cause me
to hear Thy loving-kindness in the morning. . . . Deliver

me, O Jehovah, from mine enemies (Ps. cxliii. 8, 9). Also

that the Lord, when the dawn arose, saved Lot, and rained

brimstone and fire upon Sodom and upon Gomorrah (Gen.

4 xix. 15, 24). Because morning signifies a state of enlight-

enment and salvation of the good and a state of thick

darkness and destruction of the evil, therefore also morn-

ing signifies the time of the final judgment, when they are

to be saved who are in good and they are to perish who
are in evil

;
consequently it signifies the end of a former

church and the beginning of a new church, which things

are signified in the Word by the final judgment (n. 900,

931, 1733, 1850, 2117-2133, 3353, 4057, 4535)- This is

signified by morning in Daniel : He said unto me. Until

evening and morning two thousand three hundred ; then

shall the sanctuary be justified {yni. 14). And in Zepha-
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niah : In the morning, in the morning will Jehovah gix'e

Judgmentfor light, He faileth not. . . . I have cut off na-

tions, their corner-towers are desolate (iii. 5, 6). Also in

Isaiah : One calleth unto me out of Seir, Watchman, what

of Hie night ? Watchman, what of the night ? The watch-

man said, The morning cometh, and also the night : if ye

will inquire, inquire ye : turn ye, come (xxi. 11, 12). In

these passages morning stands for the Lord's coming and

then enlightenment and salvation, thus for a new church

;

night for the state of man and of the church at that time,

that they were in mere falsities from evil. It is said the 5

morning watch, because the night was divided into watches,

of which the last of the night and the first of the day was

the morning watch. The watchers used to be upon the

walls, observing whether an enemy approached and by a

cry announcing what they saw. By them, in the internal

representative sense, is meant the Lord, and by watch His

continual presence and protection (n. 7989) — as in David :

He that keepeth thee will not slumber. Behold, He that

keepeth Israel shall neither slumber nor sleep. Jehovah is

thy keeper : Jehovah is thy shade upon thy right hand. The

sun shall not stnite thee by day, nor the moon by night. Je-

hovah shall keep theefrom all evil ; He shall keep thy soul

(Ps. cxxi. 3-7). Moreover by watchmen are meant proph-

ets and priests, consequently the Word— as in Isaiah : /
have set watchmen upon thy walls, O Jerusalem ; they shall

never hold theirpeace day nor night : ye that are the Lord's

remembrancers (Ixii. 6). And in Jeremiah : For there shall

be a day, that the watchmen from the mountain of Ephraim
shall cry. Arise ye, and let us go up to Zion, unto Jehovah

our God (xxxi. 6).

8212. ThatJehovah looked forth upon the host of the

Egyptians. That this signifies the extension thence of Di-

vine influx toward those who by falsities attempted to offer

violence, is evident from the signification of looking forth,

when it is predicated of Jehovah, as the extension of the
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influx of Himself; for that the Lord's looking forth upon

any one is influx, is plain. For then He makes Himself

present and gives perception of good and truth to those

who are in truth from good from Himself, and this takes

place by influx. Therefore it is that when angels look upon

any one, they infuse into him the afi"ection which is of their

life. The signification is further evident from that of host

or camp of the Egyptians, as falsities from evil (n. 8193,

8196) ; and because they who were in falsities from evil

then pursued the sons of Israel, an attempt is also signified

of offering violence by falsities (n. 8208).

8213. In the pillar of fire and of cloud. That this sig-

nifies the presence of Divine good and truth there, is evi-

dent from the signification of the pillar of fire and of cloud,

as the presence of the Lord (n. 81 10), consequently of

Divine good and truth ; for where the Lord is, there is

good and truth. As to what is signified in particular by

the pillar of fire and of cloud, see above (n. 8 106-8 108).

8214. And discomfited the host of the Egyptians. That

this signifies that therefore the extensions of falsity from

evil relapsed upon them, is evident from the signification of

discomfiting the host of the Egyptians, as the relapse upon

them of the falsities from evil which they attempted to

bring to those who were in truth and good. These things

are signified by those words because the presence of the

Lord with the evil produces that effect ; for the evil, who
by infusions of falsity and evil desire to offer violence to

the good, cast themselves into the punishment of retalia-

tion, which is, that the falsities and evils which they intend

to infuse, fall back upon themselves. This punishment,

which is called the punishment of retaliation, comes from

this law of order in heaven : All things whatsoever ye would

that men should do to you, do ye even so to them : this is the

law and the prophets (Matt. vii. 12). Wherefore they who
do good from good, or from the heart, receive good from

others ; and on the other hand likewise, they who do evil
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from evil, or from the heart, receive evil from others.

Hence every good has its recompense adjoined to it and

every evil its punishment (n. 696, 967, 1857,6559). From
these things it is now plain that by, Jehovah discomfited

the host of the Egyptians, is signified that the extensions

of falsity from evil relapsed upon them, and thence came
trouble to them. That this takes place with the evil by the

presence of the Lord, may be seen above (n. 7989).

8215. And he took off the wheel of his chariots. That

this signifies the power of introducing falsities taken away,

is evident from the signification of taking off, as taking

away ; from the signification of a wheel, as the power of

advancing— of which below ; and from the signification of

the chariots of Pharaoh, as the doctrines of falsity (see n.

8146, 8148), thus falsities. What a wheel signifies in the

genuine sense, may be evident from the signification of a

chariot. Chariots were of two kinds : there were chariots

for conveying merchandise and chariots for war. By char-

iots for conveying merchandise were signified doctrines of

truth and in the opposite sense doctrines of falsity ; and by
chariots for war were signified also doctrines in each sense,

but fighting, thus truths themselves and falsities themselves,

marshalled for war. From this it may be evident what is

meant by the wheel of a chariot, namely, the power of ad-

vancing, here of introducing falsities and of fighting against

truths. Since this power is of man's intellectual part,

therefore by wheel is also signified the understanding as to

those things which are of doctrine. In the other life there 2

appear very frequently chariots laden with merchandise of

various kinds, and these differing in form and size
;
by them

when thus seen are signified truths in their complex, or

doctrines, which are as it were for receptacles of truth, and
by merchandise are signified knowledges of various use.

These things are seen, when in heaven angels are discours-

ing concerning doctrines ; for their discourse, since it can-

not be comprehended by those who are beneath, is pre-
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sented representatively, and to some by chariots, as was

said, in which the whole and every part of the discourse is

presented in form and before the eyes, from which in a

moment may be comprehended and seen the contents of

the discourse, some in the form of the chariot, some in its

structure, some in its color, some in its wheels, some in the

horses which draw it, some in the merchandise which the

chariot conveys. It is from these representatives that char-

3 iots in the Word signify doctrines. From this it may in

some measure be seen that by the wheel of chariots is sig-

nified the power of the understanding ; for as a chariot has

its motion and advance by means of the wheels, so the

truths which are of doctrines have their progress by means

of the understanding. This is also signified by wheels in

Isaiah : Whose arrows are sharp, and all his bows bent

;

ike hoofs of his horses are counted as rock, his wheels are as

the whirlwind (v. 28) — speaking of the vastation of truth,

where arrows are falsities and a bow the doctrine of fal-

sity (n. 2686,* 2709) ; hoofs of horses are sensuous knowl-

edges from a perverted understanding (n. 7729), wheels the

powers of perverting and destroying truths, like a whirl-

4 wind. And in Ezekiel : As I beheld the living creatures,

behold one wheel upon the earth beside the living creatures,

for each of thefourfaces thereof. The appearance of the

wheels and their work was like unto the colour of a beryl

:

and they four had one likeness : and their appearance and

their work was as it were a wheel in the midst of a wheel.

When they went, they went upon their four sides : they

turned not when they went. Asfor their rings, they were

high and dreadful ; and theyfour had their 7ings full of

eyes round about. And when the living creatures went, the

wheels went beside them . . . the spirit of the living crea-

ture was in the wheels (i. 15-20; also x. 9-17). By the

four living creatures which were cherubs is signified the

providence of the Lx)rd (n. 308) ;
by the wheels Divine

* Here in a good sense attributed to Jehovah.
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intelligence or foresight ; therefore it is said that the wheels

went together with the living creatures, and that their rings

were full of eyes, also that the spirit of the living creature

was in them, that is, the truth of wisdom. And in Daniel : 5

I beheld till thrones were cast down, and the Ancient of days

did sit: His raiment was white as white snow, and the hair

of His head like pure wool; His throne was fiery flames.

His wheels burningfire (vii. 9). Here the Ancient of days

is the Lord as to Divine good ; the thrones cast down are

falsities ; His raiment is truth Divine in external form ; the

hair of the head is good Divine in external form ; His

throne is heaven and the church ; wheels are what is of

wisdom and intelligence, thus truths Divine
;
burning fire

is what is of love and charity. Under the ten bases about

the temple of Solomon there were also wheels of brass, the

work of the wheels was like the work of a chariot wheel

:

their axletrees, and their naves, and theirfelloes, and their

spokes, were all molten (i Kings vii. 30-33). By these

borders or bases were signified the receptacles of truth, by

which man is purified and regenerated
;
by the wheels were

signified intellectual powers, whereby is progression.

8216. And made it to drive heavily. That this signifies

resistance and impotence, is evident from the signification

of a wheel, as the power of introducing falsities (see in

n. 8215) ; therefore to make it to drive heavily is hindrance

by resistance and hence impotence.

8217. So that the Egyptian said. That this signifies

thought, namely of those who were in falsities from evil, is

evident from the signification of saying, when evil assails,

as thought (see n. 7094, 7107, 7244, 7937) ; and from the

signification of the Egyptian, as those who were in falsities

derived from evil (n. 8132, 8135, 8146, 8148).

8218. Let me flee from the face of Israel. That this

signifies separation from those who are in the good of truth

and truth of good, is evident from the signification of flee-

ing, as separation (see n. 4113, 4114, 4120) j and from the
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representation of Israel, as those who are of the spiritual

church, or what is the same, who are in the good of truth

and the truth of good (n. 7957).

8219. ForJehovah fighteth for them against the Egyp-

tians. That this signifies that the Lord alone sustains com-

bat against falsities and evils, is evident from what was ex-

plained above (n. 8175), where like words occur.

8220. Verses 26-28. And Jehovah said unto Moses,

Stretch out thy hand over the sea, that the waters may
come again upon the Egyptians, upon his chariots, and

upon his horsemen. And Moses stretched forth his hand
over the sea, and the sea returned to the strength of its fioiv

at the turning to morning ; and the Egyptians fled in its

way ; andJehovah shook off the Egyptians in the midst of

the sea. And the waters returned, and covered the chariots,

and the horsemen, even all the host of Pharaoh that went

in after them into the sea ; there remained not so much as

one of them. " And Jehovah said unto Moses " signifies

influx ;
" Stretch out thy hand over the sea " signifies the

dominion of the power of truth Divine over hell ; " that

the waters may come again upon the Egyptians " signifies

that falsities should flow back unto them and should spread

around those who were in falsities from evil ;
" upon his

chariots, and upon his horsemen " signifies the doctrines

of falsity and reasonings from a perverted understanding.

" And Moses stretched forth his hand over the sea " signi-

fies, as above, the dominion of Divine power over hell

;

" and the sea returned to the strength of its flow at the

turning to morning " signifies the flowing back to them of

falsities from evil, by reason of the presence of the Lord
;

" and the Egyptians fled in its way " signifies that they im-

mersed themselves in falsities from evil ;
" and Jehovah

shook off the Egyptians in the midst of the sea" signifies

that thus they cast themselves into hell, where are falsities

from evil. " And the waters returned " signifies the relapse

of falsities into them ;
" and covered the chariots, and the
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horsemen, even all the host of Pharaoh " signifies that their

falsities hid them ;
" that went in after them into the sea

"

signifies that seized hold upon them ;
" there remained not

so much as one of them " signifies all together and every

one.

8221. And Jehovah said unto Moses. That this signi-

fies influx, is evident from the signification of Jehovah said,

when concerning the dominion of power to be exercised

by Divine truth which is represented by Moses, as influx

(see also n. 7291, 7381).

8222. Sireich out thy hand over the sea. That this

signifies the dominion of the power of truth Divine over

hell, is evident from what was explained above (n. 8200),

where are like words.

8223. That the waters may come again upon the Egyp-

tians. That this signifies that falsities from evil should flow

back unto them and spread around those who were in fal-

sities from evil, is evident from the signification of waters,

as falsities (n. 6346, 7307, 8137, 8138) ; therefore by the

waters coming again is signified the flowing back or relapse

of falsity, here also a spreading round about, because by

the waters of the Red Sea, which are falsities from evil of

those of the church who have been in faith separate and in

a life of evil ; and from the signification of the Egyptians,

as those who are in falsities from evil— as frequently above.

How it is that falsities flowed back or relapsed unto those

who intended to pour them forth upon those who were in

truth and good, who are represented by the sons of Israel,

may be seen above (n. 8214), namely, that the evil which

is intended to others relapses upon themselves, and that

this arises from the law of Divine order, Whatsoever ye

would that men should do unto you, even so do ye also unto

them (Matt. vii. 12). From this law, which in the spir-

itual world is constant and perpetual, the laws of retalia-

tion enacted in the representative church derived their

origin— as these in Moses : If any mischief follow, then
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thou shall give lifefor life, eyefor eye, toothfor tooth, hand

for hand, foot for foot, burning for burning, wound for
wound, stripefor stripe (Exod. xxi. 23-25). Again : If a

man hath caused a blemish in his neighbor ; as he hath

done, so shall it be done to him ; breach for breach, eye for
eye, toothfor tooth ; as he hath caused a blemish in a man,

so shall it be rendered unto himself (Lev. xxiv. 19, 20).

Again : If a soilness hath testifiedfalsely against his brother,

ye shall do unto him, as he had thought to do unto his

brother (Deut. xix. 18, 19). From these passages it is

very manifest that these laws derive their origin from that

universal law, which in the spiritual world is constant and

perpetual, namely, that thou shalt not do to others but as

thou wouldst that others should do to thee. Therefore it

is clear how it is to be understood that falsities from evil,

which are intended to be brought unto others, flow back or

2 relapse upon the persons themselves. But with respect to

that law in the other life, there is this further to be said.

The like, or retaliation, when evil, is dealt by the evil, and

never by the good ; or it comes from the hells, and never

from the heavens. For the hells, or the evil who are there,

are in the continual desire of doing evil to others, inas-

much as it is the very enjoyment of their life ; wherefore

as soon as it is permitted, they do evil, caring not to whom,
whether he be evil or good, a companion or an enemy

;

and since it is from the law of order that evil relapses

upon those who intend evil, therefore when it is permitted

by the law, the assault is made. This is done by the evil

who are in the hells, never by the good who are in the

heavens, for these latter are in the continual desire of

doing good to others, since it is the enjoyment of their life.

As soon then as opportunity is given, they do good as well

to foes as to friends
;
yea, neither do they resist evil, for the

laws of order defend and protect good and truth. There-

fore it is that the Lord says. Ye have heard that it was
said, An eyefor an eye, and a tooth for a tooth ; but I say
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unto you, Resist not evil. . . . Ye have heard that it was
said, Thou shalt love thy neighbor, and hate thine enemy :

hut / say unto you, Love your enemies, bless them that curse

you, do good to them that hate you . . . thatye may be sons

of your Father which is in the heavens (Matt. v. 38, 39,

43-45). It very frequently happens in the other life that 3

evil spirits when they wish to bring evil upon the good, are

grievously punished, and that the evil which they intend to

others relapses upon themselves. This then appears as if

it were revenge from the good ; but it is not revenge,

neither is it from the good, but from evil spirits, to whom
opportunity is then given from the law of order. Yea, the

good do not even wish them evil, but yet they cannot take

away the evil of punishment, because they are then kept in

the intention of good— just as a judge when he sees a

malefactor punished, or as a father when he sees his son

punished by a master. The evil who punish do it from

lust of doing evil, but the good from affection for doing

good. From this it may be evident what is meant by the

Lord's words concerning love for an enemy, in Matthew,

as above ; and concerning the law of retaliation, which was

not abrogated by the Lord, but explained
;
namely, that

they who are in heavenly love ought not to have enjoyment

in retaliation or revenge, but in doing good ; and that the

very law of order, which protects good, produces the effect

from itself, by means of the evil.

8224. Upon his chariots, and upon his horsemen.

That this signifies doctrines of falsity and reasonings from

a perverted understanding, is evident from the signification

of the chariots of Pharaoh, as doctrines of falsity (see

n. 8146, 8148, 8215) ; and from the signification of horse-

men, as reasonings from a perverted understanding (see

n. 8146, 8148).

8225. And Moses stretched forth his hand over the sea

signifies the dominion of Divine power over hell, as above

(n. 8200, 8222).
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8226. And the sea returned to the strength of its flow at

the turning to morning. That this signifies the flowing

back to them of falsities from evil from the presence of the

Lord, is evident from the signification of returning, when

said of falsities from evil which are signified by the waters

of the Red Sea, as a flowing back or relapse to them— of

which just above (n. 8223) ; from the signification of the

sea, here the waters of the sea, as falsities from evil which

are in hell (n. 6346, 7307, 8137) ; from the signification of

at the turning to the morning, as the presence of the Lord
— of which in what follows ; and from the signification of

to the strength of its flow, as, according to the usual state

and order in hell ; for in the hells there is an order as well

as in the heavens, since in the hells there is consociation by

evils, as in the heavens by goods, but the consociation in

the hells is like that of robbers. That at the turning to the

morning means the presence of the Lord, may be evident

from what was shown above concerning the morning (in

n. 82 11), namely, that the morning is a state of thick dark-

ness and destruction to the evil, and a state of enlighten-

ment and salvation to the good, and this only from the

presence of the Lord (n. 7989, 8137, 813S, 8188), that is,

2 from the presence of His Divine Human (n. 8159). The
like to what is here said of the Egyptians is said of Babel

in Jeremiah : He is the Former of all things, chiefly of the

sceptre of His inheritance : Jehovah of hosts is His name.

Thou art my hammer and weapons of war : and by Thee

will I scatter the nations ; and i/y Thee will I destroy king-

doms ; and by Thee will I scatter the horse and his rider; *

and by Thee will I scatter the chariot and him that is borne

therein. . . . And I will render unto Babel and to all the

inhabitants of Chaldea all their evil that they have done in

Zion in your sight (li. 19-21, 24). By Babel in this passage

are signified those who have been of the church and have

profaned good, and by Chaldea those who have profaned

* The Latin has currum for e^ui/em.
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truth ; their understanding, and the doctrines and reason-

ings therefrom, are here also signified by horse, chariot, and

him that is borne therein ; and vastation by their being

scattered. The Lord as to the Divine Human, by Whose

presence their dispersion is effected, is meant by these

words :
" He is the Former of all things, chiefly of the scep-

tre of His inheritance
; Jehovah of hosts is His name. Thou

art my hammer and weapons of war : and by Thee will I

scatter the nations ; and by Thee will I destroy kingdoms."

Nations mean evils, and kingdoms falsities. From this

also it is plain that the evils which they do to others flow

back or relapse upon themselves, for it is said that their

evil shall be rendered unto them ; and also elsewhere in the

Word it is said that in the day of visitation vengeance shall

be taken and it shall be avenged.

8227. And the Egyptiansfled in its way. That this sig-

nifies that they immersed themselves in falsities from evil,

is evident from the signification of fleeing in the way of the

sea, as immersing themselves in the falsities from evil which

are signified by the waters of that sea (see n. 8226). The
truth is that he who does not know the interiors of causes,

cannot believe otherwise than that the evils which befall

the evil, as punishments, vastations, damnations, and finally

casting into hell, are from the Divine ; for so it altogether

appears, since such things arise from the presence of the Di-

vine (n. 8137, 8138, 8188) ; while yet nothmg of the kind

befalls them from the Divine, but from themselves. The
Divine and its presence have solely for an end the protec-

tion and salvation of the good, and when the Divine is pres-

ent with these and protects them against the evil, then the

evil are still more inflamed against them and more still

against the Divine Itself, having this in utmost hatred, since

they who hate good bear the greatest hatred against the Di-

vine. For this reason they are furious in their assault, and

in proportion to the fury of their assault they cast them-

selves by the law of order into punishments, vastations,
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damnation, and at length into hell. From this it may be

evident that the Divine, that is, the Lord, does nothing but

good, and evil to no one, but that they who are in evil cast

themselves into such punishments. This is what is signi-

fied by the Egyptians fleeing in the way of the sea, that is,

that they immersed themselves in falsities from evil. On
this subject something further shall be said. It is believed

that even evils are from the Divine, for the reason that the

Divine permits them, and does not take them away ; and he

who permits and does not take away when he is able, ap-

pears to will and thus to be the cause. But the Divine

permits, because It cannot prevent nor take away ; for the

Divine wills nothing but good. If therefore It should pre-

vent and take away evils, that is, those of punishments, vas-

tations, persecutions, temptations, and the like. It would

then will evil, for then there could be no amendment, and

evil would increase, until it had the dominion over good.

This is as with a king who absolves the guilty. In so doing

he is the cause of the evil afterward done by them in the

kingdom, and also the cause of license gained therefrom by

others, besides that an evil person would be confirmed in

evil. Wherefore a just and good king, though he is able to

take away punishments, still is not able, for thereby he

would do not good but evil. It is to be known that all

punishments and also temptations in the other life have

good for their end.

8228. AndJehovah shook off the Egyptians in the midst

of the sea. That this signifies that thus they cast them-

selves into hell where are falsities from evil, is evident from

the signification of shaking off in the midst of the sea, as

casting into falsities derived from evil, for those falsities are

signified by the waters of that sea (see n. 6346, 7307, 8137,

8138). That evils which in the literal sense of the Word
are attributed to Jehovah, that is, to the Lord, are from

those themselves who are in evil and nothing of them from

the Lord, and that the Word in its internal sense is so to
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be understood, may be seen above (n. 2447, 6071, 6991,

6997. 7533. 7632, 7643. 7679. 7710. 7877. 7926, 8227).

8229. And the wafers returned. That this signifies the

relapse of falsities into them, is evident from what was ex-

plained above (n. 8223, 8226).

8230. And covered the chariots, and the horsemen, even

all the host 0/ Pharaoh. That this signifies that their own
falsities hid them, is evident from the signification of cover-

ing, as closing over and thus hiding ; and from the signifi-

cation of the chariots and horsemen of Pharaoh, as doctrines

of falsity and reasonings fighting against truths and goods,

in general falsities themselves from evil. That chariots are

the doctrines of falsity and horsemen reasonings from a

perverted understanding, may be seen above (n. 8146,

8148), and fighting against truths and goods (n. 8215).

8231. That went in after them into the sea. That this

signifies that would seize hold upon them, is evident from

the signification of [covering those] that went in after them,

when said of the waters of the sea, by which are signified

falsities from evil, as seizing hold upon.

8232. There remained not so much as one of them.

That this signifies all together and every one, is evident

without explication. In this verse the subject is the im-

mersion or casting into hell of those who have been in

falsities from evil. But what is meant by immersion and

casting into hell, is known to few, it being supposed to

mean the casting down into a certain place where the devil

is with his crew, who there inflict torment ; but it is not so,

for the casting into hell is nothing else but a crowding by

mere falsities which are from evil, in which evil they were

when in the world. When they are there crowded together

by those falsities, they are then in hell, and the evils and

falsities, in which they then are, torment them. But the

torment does not arise from their grieving at the evil

which they have done, but from their not being able to

do evil, which is the enjoyment of their life; for when
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in hell they do evil to others, they are punished and tor-

mented by those to whom they do it. They do evil

especially to one another from the lust of ruling over others

and of subjugating them for that purpose, and this they at-

_^tempt, if others do not suffer themselves to be subjugated

by them, by a thousand methods of punishments and tor-

ments. But the dominion there, which they continually

aim at, is always shifting, and thus they who had punished

and tormented others are in their turn punished and tor-

mented by others ; and this until at length such burning

desire abates from the fear of punishment. From what has

been shown it may now be evident whence hell is, and

what hell is. The fire of hell is nothing else than the lust

of self-love which inflames and torments (n. 6314, 7324,

7575)-

8233. Verses 29-31. Bui the softs of Israel walked

upon dry land in the midst of the sea ; and the waters were

a wall unto them on their right hand, and on their left.

Thus Jehovah saved Israel that day out of the hand of the

Egyptians ; and Israel saw the Egyptians dead upon the

sea shore. And Israelsaw the great hand which Jehovah

laid upon the Egyptians, and the people feared Jehovah :

and they believed in Jehovah, and in His servant Moses.

" But the sons of Israel walked upon dry land in the midst

of the sea " signifies that they who were in the good of

truth and the truth of good passed safely through that hell

without infestation ;
" and the waters were a wall unto them

on their right hand, and on their left " signifies that they

were withheld from falsities on all sides. " Thus Jehovah

saved Israel that day out of the hand of the Egyptians "

signifies that the Lord in this state protected those who
were of the spiritual church from all violence arising from

falsities derived from evil ;
" and Israel saw the Egyptians

dead upon the sea shore " signifies the sight of the damned

dispersed here and there. " And Israel saw the great hand

which Jehovah laid upon the Egyptians " signifies the ac-
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knowledgment of the omnipotence of the Lord ;
" and the

people feared Jehovah " signifies adoration ; " and they

believed " signifies faith and confidence ;
" in Jehovah, and

in His servant Moses " signifies the Lord as to Divine good,

and as to Divine truth proceeding from Him and minister-

ing.

8234. But the sons of Israel walked upon dry land in the

midst of the sea. That this signifies that they who were

in the good of truth and truth of good passed safely through

that hell without infestation, is evident from what was ex-

plained above (n. 8185), where were like words. It is

said in the good of truth and in the truth of good, and

thereby is meant the spiritual church ; for they who are of

this church are first in the good of truth and afterward in

the truth of good ; inasmuch as at first they do good be-

cause the truth dictates that it ought to be done, conse-

quently from obedience ; but afterward they do good from

affection. Then they see truth from good and also do it.

From this it is plain that before the man of the spiritual

church receives a new will from the Lord, that is, before he

is regenerated, he does truth from obedience, but after he

is regenerated he does truth from affection, and then truth

to him becomes good, because it is of the will. For to act

from obedience is to act from the understanding, but to act

from affection is to act from the will. Therefore also it is

that they who do truth from obedience are men of the ex-

ternal church, but they who do it from affection are men of

the internal church. Thus it is plain that they who are of

the spiritual church are meant, when it is said they who are

in the good of truth and the truth of good.

8235. And the waters were a wall unto them on their

right hand, and on their left. That this signifies that they

were withheld from falsities on all sides, is evident from

what was explained above (n. 8206), where are like

words.

8236. Thus Jehovah saved Israel that day out of the
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hand of the Egyptians. That this signifies that the Lord in

this state protected those who were of the spiritual church

from all violence arising from falsities derived from evil, is

evident from the signification of saving, as protecting ; from

the signification of that day, as in that state, day meaning

state (see n, 23, 487, 488, 493, 893, 2788, 3462, 3785,

4850) ; from the representation of Israel, as those who
were of the spiritual church— as frequently above; and

from the representation of the Egyptians, as those who were

in falsities from evil— as also frequently above. From this

it is plain, that saving out of their hand is protecting from

violence arising from those who were in falsities derived

from evil.

8237. And Israel saw the Egyptians dead upon the sea

shore. That this signifies the sight of the damned dis-

persed here and there, is evident from the signification of

seeing, as beholding, or as sight ; from the representation

of the Egyptians, as those who were in falsities from evil

;

from the signification of dead, as being damned (see

n. 5407, 61 19, 7494) ; and from the signification of upon
the sea shore, as around the outermost parts of hell ; that

shores are outermost parts is plain, and that the sea is hell

has been before shown. Therefore it is that by seeing them

dead upon the sea shore, is signified the sight of the damned
dispersed here and there. As it is said the sight of the

damned, it must be shown how this is. They who are in

hell are not seen by those who are in another hell, not even

by those who are in the next or nearest, for they are alto-

gether separated ; but they are seen by those who are in

heaven, whenever the Lord sees it good. For the Lord

rules the hells also by angels, to whom is given an oppor-

tunity from the place where they are of seeing all things

which exist in hell. This is provided for the purpose that

there may be order even in hell, and that one may not bring

violence on another beyond what is permitted. This office

is given to the angels, and by it there is dominion over the
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hells. To look into the hells and to see what is being done

there, is also occasionally granted to good spirits, for it is of

order that lower things can be seen from higher, but not

higher from lower. Thus the hells and their inhabitants

can be seen by those who are in heaven, but not the re-

verse. Therefore it is that from good evils can be seen, but

not from evil goods, for good is higher and evil lower.

8238. And Israel saw the great hand which Jehovah

laid upon the Egyptians. That this signifies the acknowl-

edgment of the omnipotence of the Lord, is evident from

the signification of seeing, as understanding, acknowledg-

ing, and having faith (see n. 897, 2150, 2325, 2807, 3796,

3863, 3869, 4403-4421, 5400, 6805) ; from the significa-

tion of hand great, strong, firm, high, when it is said of

Jehovah, that is of the Lord, as omnipotence (n. 878,

7188, 7189, 7518, 8050, 8069,8153) ; and from the repre-

sentation of the Egyptians, as those who are in damnation,

now those who are in hell.

8239. And the peoplefeared Jehovah. That this signi-

fies adoration, is evident from the signification of fearing

Jehovah, as worship either from love, or from faith, or from

fear (see n. 2826), thus adoration.

8240. And they believed. That this signifies faith and

confidence, is evident from the signification of believing, as

having faith, and also confidence ; for he who has faith has

confidence also. Confidence is of love by faith, conse-

quently confidence in Jehovah, that is, the Lord, is given

only with those who are in love to the Lord and toward the

neighbor, because with others there is no faith.

8241. /// Jehovah, and in His servant Moses. That

this signifies the Lord as to Divine good, and as to Divine

truth proceeding from Him and ministering, is evident

from this, that by Jehovah in the Word is meant the Lord

(see n. 1343, 1736, 2921, 3023, 3035, 5663, 6281, 6303,

6945, 6956), and indeed the Lord as to Divine good (see

n. 2586,2769, 2807, 2822,4402,6905) ; from the represen-
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tation of Moses, as Divine truth proceeding from Him (see

n. 6752, 7010, 7014, 7089, 7382). It is said the Lord as to

Divine good and as to Divine truth, because Divine good is

in the Lord, and Divine truth is from the Lord ; Divine good

is to Divine truth as the fire of the sun is to the Hght from

it, the light being not in the sun, but from the sun. The
signification is further evident from that of servant, as one

who ministers. That he is called a servant who serves,

thus who ministers, maybe seen above (n. 7143) ; and that

on this account the Lord as to the Divine Human, when He
was in the world, is called in the Word a servant (n. 3441) ;

for He then ministered, as He Himself also says— Whoso-

ever would become great amongyou shall be your minister ;

and whosoever 7Vould be first atnong you shall be your ser-

vant : even as the Son of Man came not to be ministered

unto, but to minister (Matt. xx. 26-28 : Mark x. 43-45).

CONTINUATION CONCERNING THE SPIRITS AND THE
INHABITANTS OF THE EARTH JUPITER.

8242. It was also shown me what sort of faces the in-

habitants of the earth Jupiter have ; not that the inhabitants

themselves were seen by me, but that the spirits were seen

having faces like those which they had during their abode

on their earth. But before this was shown, one of their

angels appeared behind a bright cloud and gave permission.

Then two faces were presented to view. They were like

the faces of the men of our earth, fair, but more beautiful

;

sincerity and modesty beamed forth from them.

8243. While the spirits of Jupiter were with me, the

faces of the inhabitants of our earth appeared smaller than

usual. The cause of this was, that from those spirits the

idea flowed in which they had of their own faces, as being

larger. For they believe while they live as men on their

earth, that after death their faces will be larger and round

in form ; and because this idea has been impressed on them,
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it consequently remains with them, and when they become

spirits, they appear to themselves to have larger faces.

They believe that their faces will be larger, because they

say that the face is not body, since through it they speak

and present their thoughts, and it is thus transparent to the

mind. Therefore they have an idea of the face as of the

mind in form ; and since they know that they shall become

wiser after their life in the world, they therefore believe

that the form of their mind, or their face, will become

larger.

8244. When they are in the world, they believe also that

after death they shall perceive a fire which will warm their

faces. They derive the belief from this, that the wiser

among them know that fire in the spiritual world is love,

and that this fire is the fire of life, and that from this fire

the angels have heat. Such of them also as have lived in

celestial love obtain their wish and perceive their faces

warmed as by a fire ; and then the interiors of their minds

are kindled not with heat, but with love.

8245. It is on this account that they also frequently wash

and cleanse their faces, and likewise carefully keep them

from the sun's heat. They use a covering made of the

bark or husk of a tree of a bluish color, which they wind

around the head, and thus cover the face. But they care

not much about the body.

8246. Concerning the faces of the men of our earth,

they said that they were not beautiful ; and they wondered

that the faces of some of them were covered with warts and

pimples, and in other respects deformed, and said that

none such are seen among them. Some of their faces

were still smiling, that is, such as were of a cheerful and

merry habit, and such as were a little prominent about the

lips.

8247. That the cheerful and merry faces were smiling

was because upon their earth the faces of almost all are

such, and this for the reason that they have no anxiety
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about future things and no worldly care ; for these are

things which bring sadness and anxiety into minds, and

thus into faces ; and in case there be cheerfulness and a

smile in the faces of such as are not good, it is in the outer

skin, and not in the fibres derived from within. It is other-

wise with the inhabitants of Jupiter. The reason why the

faces were smiling that were prominent about the lips, was,

that their speech is mostly expressed through the face, and

especially the region of it about the lips, and also that they

never dissimulate, that is, speak otherwise than they think.

For this reason they do not control their faces, but let them

have free play. It is otherwise with those who from child-

hood have learned to dissimulate. Their face is by this

means contracted from within, lest anything of the inward

thought shine through. Neither has it free play without,

but is kept in readiness either to put itself forth or to con-

tract itself, as cunning requires. The truth of this may be

evident from an inspection of the fibres round about the

lips, for there are manifold series of fibres there, complex

and interwoven together, that were created not for masti-

cation and verbal speech only, but also for expressing the

ideas of the mind.

8248. It was also shown me how the thoughts are pre-

sented to view by the face. The affections of love are

manifested by the features and their changes, and the

thoughts in those affections by variations as to the forms of

the interiors, which cannot be further described. The in-

habitants of the earth Jupiter use also vocal speech, but

not so loud as ours. The one kind of speeeh is an aid to

the other, and life is insinuated into the vocal speech by

means of the speech of the face.

8249. I have been informed by angels that the first

speech of all upon every earth was a speech by means of

the face, and this from two origins in the face, from the

lips and from the eyes. The reason why such speech was

first in use, is, that the face was formed perfectly to image
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the things which a man thinks and wills ; therefore also

the face is called the image and index of the mind. A
further reason is that in the most ancient or primitive times

there was sincerity (seen. 8118), and man cherished no

thought nor wished to cherish any but what he was willing

should shine forth from his face. Thus also the affections

of the mind and the ideas of the thought could be pre-

sented livingly and fully ; so also they appeared to the

eye, as in a form, and very many together. This speech

therefore as far excelled vocal speech as the sense of sight

excels that of hearing, that is, as the sight of a fine country

excels a verbal description of it. They added that such

speech was in agreement with the speech of angels, with

whom men in those times had communication. Moreover

when the face speaks, or the mind through the face, it is

angelic speech with man in ultimate natural form, and there

is a presence of the internal sight or thought of one in that

of another, but not so in verbal speech. The most ancient

people on this earth spoke in this manner (see n. 607,

608, 1118, 1120, 7361). Everyone also may know that

the most ancient people could not have had spoken words,

because the words formed by the tongue were not imme-
diately inspired, but had to be invented and applied to

things, and this could not have been done except gradually

in the course of time.

8250. So long as sincerity and uprightness prevailed

with man, so long also such speech remained, but as soon

as the mind began to think one thing and speak another,

which was the case when man began to love himself and

not his neighbor, then verbal speech began to be devel-

oped, the face being either silent or dissimulating. Thus the

internal form of the face was changed, it contracted itself,

grew hard, and began to be nearly devoid of life ; whereas

the external form, inflamed by the fire of self-love, seemed

alive, but devoid of the life that lies underneath and is as a

basis interiorly and does not appear before the eyes of
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men, but before the eyes of angels, who see what is in-

terior. Such are the faces of those who think one thing

and speak another, for simulation, hypocrisy, cunning,

and deceit, which at this day are called prudence, have a

tendency to produce such effects. But the case is other-

wise in the other life, where it is not allowable to speak in

one way and think in another. Indeed there the disagree-

ment is clearly perceived in every expression and in every

tone of expression, and when it is perceived, the spirit

in whom there is such disagreement is separated from

his associates and put under penalty. Afterward he is

brought by various methods to speak as he thinks and to

think as he wills, until his mind is one and not divided—
if he is a good spirit, to a state of willing good and of think-

ing and speaking what is true from good ; if an evil spirit

to a state of willing evil and of thinking and speaking what

is false from evil. Until this is effected, the good spirit is

not taken up into heaven, nor is the evil cast down into

hell, and this to the end that in hell there may be nothing

but evil and falsity from evil, and in heaven there may be

nothing but good and truth from good.

8251. A continuation concerning the spirits and inhabit-

ants of the earth Jupiter will be found at the end of the

following chapter.
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CHAPTER FIFTEENTH.

THE DOCTRINE OF CHARITY.

8252. In the man of the church there must be the life

of piety, and there must be the hfe of charity ; the two

lives must be conjoined. The life of piety without the life

of charity conduces to nothing ; but the one with the other

to all things.

8253. The life of piety consists in thinking piously and

speaking piously, in giving much time to prayer, in be-

having then with humility, in frequenting temples and then

devoutly attending to the preachings, and frequently every

year going to the sacrament of the Supper, and in like

observance of other acts of worship according to the ordi-

nances of the church. But the life of charity consists in

willing well and doing well to the neighbor, in acting in

every employment from justice and equity, and from good

and truth, in like manner in every function ; in a word, the

life of charity consists in performing uses.

8254. The veriest worship of the Lord consists in the

life of charity, but not in the life of piety without that.

The life of piety without the life of charity is to wish to

have regard for one's self alone, not for the neighbor ; but

the life of piety with the life of charity is to wish to have

regard for one's self for the sake of the neighbor. The
former life is from love toward self, but the latter is from

love toward the neighbor.

8255. That to do good is to worship the Lord, is evident

from the Lord's words in Matthew : Every one thai heareth

these 7vords of Mine, and doeth thetn, I will liken unto a
wise man . . . but every one that heareth these words of
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Mine, and doeth them not, shall be likened unto a foolish

man (vii. 24, 26).

8256. Moreover man is of a quality such as is the quality

of the life of his charity, but not such as is that of the life

of his piety without that of his charity. Hence the life of

charity abides with man to eternity, but not the life of piety,

except so far as the latter is in agreement with the former.

That the life of charity abides with man to eternity, is also

evident from the Lord's words in Matthew : The Son of

Man shall come in the glory of His Father with His angels ;

and then shall He render unto every one according to his

deeds (xvi. 27) ; and in John : They shall comeforth ; they

that have done good, unto the resurrection of life; and they

that have done ill, unto the resurrection ofjudgment (v.

29) ; also from what is said in Matthew (xxv. 31-46).

8257. By the life by which the Lord is principally wor-

shipped, is meant a life according to His precepts in the

Word, for by these man comes to know what faith is and

what charity is ; this life is the Christian life, and is called

spiritual life. But a life according to the laws of what is

just and honest, without that life, is civil and moral life.

This life makes man to be a citizen of the world, but the

other to be a citizen of heaven.

CHAPTER XV.

1. Then sang Moses and the sons of Israel this song

unto Jehovah, and spake, saying, I will sing unto Jehovah,

for exalting He hath exalted [Himself] : the horse and his

rider hath He thrown into the sea.

2. Jah is my strength and song, and He is become my
salvation : this is my God, and I will prepare Him a habi-

tation : my father's God, and I will exalt Him.

3. Jehovah is a man of war : Jehovah is His name.

4. Pharaoh's chariots and his host hath He cast into the
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sea : and his chosen leaders of three are sunk in the Red
Sea.

5. The deeps have covered them : they went down into

the depths like a stone.

6. Thy right hand, O Jehovah, is become glorious in

power : Thy right hand, O Jehovah, dasheth in pieces the

enemy.

7. And in the greatness of Thine excellency Thou over-

throvvest them that rise up against Thee : Thou sendest

forth Thy wrath, it devoureth them as stubble.

8. And with the wind of Thy nostrils the waters were

piled up, the floods stood upright as a heap ; the deeps

were congealed in the heart of the sea.

9. The enemy said, I will pursue, I will overtake, I will

divide the spoil : my soul shall be satisfied upon them ; I

will draw my sword, my hand shall drive them out.

10. Thou didst blow with Thy wind, the sea covered

them : they sought the deep as lead in the mighty waters.

11. Who is like unto Thee, O Jehovah, among the gods?

Who is like Thee, glorious in holiness, to be revered with

praise, doing wonders?

12. Thou stretchedst out Thy right hand, the earth

swallowed them.

13. Thou in Thy mercy hast led the people which Thou

hast redeemed : Thou hast guided them in Thy strength to

the habitation of Thy holiness.

14. The peoples have heard, they trembled : pangs have

taken hold on the inhabitants of Philistia.

15. Then were the dukes of Edom amazed ; the mighty

men of Moab, trembling taketh hold upon them : all the

inhabitants of Canaan are melted away.

16. Terror and dread hath fallen upon them; by the

greatness of Thine arm they shall be thrown down as a

stone ; till Thy people pass over, O Jehovah, till the people

pass over which Thou hast taken in possession.

17. Thou shalt bring them in, and plant them in the
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mountain of Thine inheritance, the place, O Jehovah, which

Thou hast made for Thee to dwell in, the sanctuary, O
Lord, which Thy hands have established.

18. Jehovah shall reign for ever and ever.

19. For the horse of Pharaoh went in with his chariot

and with his horsemen into the sea, and Jehovah brought

again the waters of the sea upon them ; but the sons of

Israel went on dry land through the midst of the sea.

20. And Miriam the prophetess, the sister of Aaron,

took a timbrel in her hand ; and all the women went out

after her with timbrels and with dances.

21. And Miriam answered them, Sing ye to Jehovah, for

exalting He hath exalted Himself ; the horse and his rider

hath He thrown into the sea.

22. And Moses made Israel to go from the Red Sea,

and they went out into the wilderness of Shur ; and they

went three days in the wilderness, and found no water.

23. And they came to Marah, and they could not drink

of the waters for their bitterness, for they were bitter

:

therefore he called the name of it Marah.

24. And the people murmured against Moses, saying,

What shall we drink?

25. And he cried unto Jehovah ; and Jehovah showed

him wood, and he cast it into the waters, and the waters

were made sweet. There He made for him a statute and

a judgment, and there He proved him
;

26. And He said. If hearkening thou wilt hearken to

the voice of Jehovah thy God, and wilt do that which is

right in His eyes, and wilt give ear to His commandments,

and keep all His statutes, I will put none of the diseases

upon thee, which I have put upon the Egyptians : for I am
Jehovah that healeth thee.

27. And they came to Elim, and there were twelve

springs of water, and three score and ten palm trees : and

they encamped there by the waters.
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CONTENTS.

8258. In the internal sense of this chapter, the Lord is

celebrated, that after He glorified His Human, He cast

down into the hells the evil who infested the good in the

other life ; and elevated into heaven the good who had

been infested. These are the things which in the internal

sense are contained in the prophetic song.

8259. Afterward in the internal sense is described an-

other temptation of those who were of the spiritual church,

by the murmuring of the people at Marah, where the

waters were bitter ; and after that the consolation, which is

signified by the encampment at Elim, where were twelve

springs and seventy palm trees.

INTERNAL SENSE.

8260. Verses i, 2. Then sang Moses and the sons of

Israel this song unto Jehovah, and spake, saying, I will sing

unto Jehovah, for exalting He hath exalted \_Himself~\ : the

horse and his rider hath He thrown into the sea. Jah is

my strength and song, and He is become my salvation : this

is my God, and I will prepare Him a habitation: my
father's God, and I will exalt Him. " Then sang Moses

and the sons of Israel this song unto Jehovah " signifies

the glorification of the Lord by those who were of the

spiritual church on account of liberation ;
'* and spake,

saying " signifies thus from influx ;
" I will sing unto Jeho-

vah " signifies that to the Lord alone belongs glory ;
" for

exalting He hath exalted [Himself] " signifies that He has

manifested His Divine in the Human; "the horse and his

rider hath He thrown into the sea " signifies in this that

from His presence alone falsities from evil were condemned

and cast into hell. " Jah is my strength " signifies that all

power is from Him ;
" and song " signifies that everything

of faith and hence of glory is from the Divine truth which
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is from Him ;
" and He is become my salvation " signifies

that salvation is thence ;
" and I will prepare Him a habi-

tation " signifies that in the good which is from Him, He
shall be as in His heaven ; " my father's God " signifies

that there was no other Divine in the Ancient Churches

;

" and I will exalt Him " signifies that also now He has

Divine worship.

8261. Then sang Moses and the sons of Israel this song

unto Jehovah. That this signifies the glorification of the

Lord by those who were of the spiritual church on account

of liberation, is evident from the signification of singing

a song, as glorification— of which below— that it is the

glorification of the Lord is because by Jehovah in the

Word is meant the Lord (see n. 1343, 1736, 2921, 3023,

3035. 5041. 5663, 6280, 6281, 6905, 6945, 6956) ; and

from the representation of Moses and the sons of Israel,

as those who are of the spiritual church ; for Moses to-

gether with the people represents that church, Moses its

head, because also Divine truth, and the people or the sons

of Israel the church itself. That the sons of Israel are

those who are of the spiritual church, may be seen above

(n. 6426, 6637, 6862, 7035, 7062, 7198, 7201, 7215, 7223).

That the glorification of the Lord is on account of libera-

tion, is plain from what was shown in the preceding chap-

ter, namely, that they who were of the spiritual church

were saved solely by the coming of the Lord into the

world, and that until then they were detained in the lower

earth, and were there infested by spirits who were in falsi-

ties from evil, and were liberated by the Lord after He
made the Human in Himself Divine. That they who were

of the spiritual church were saved solely by the coming of

the Lord into the world, may be seen above (n. 2661, 2716,

2833, 2834, 6372) ; as also that until that lime they were

detained in the lower earth, and were liberated by the Lord

when He made the Human in Himself Divine (n. 6854,

26914, 7035, 7091, 7828, 7932, S018, 8054). To sing a
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song means to glorify, and thus a song glorification, be-

cause songs in the Ancient Church and afterward in the

Jewish Church were prophetic and treated of the Lord,

especially that He was to come into the world, and to de-

stroy the diabolical crew, then more raging than ever, and

to liberate the faithful from their assaults. And because

the prophecies of songs contained such things in the inter-

nal sense, therefore by songs is signified glorification of the

Lord, that is, celebration of Him from gladness of heart

;

for gladness of heart is especially expressed by song, since

in song gladness as it were of itself breaks forth into sound.

Therefore it is that Jehovah, that is, the Lord, is called in

songs Hero, a Man of war, the God of armies, Conqueror,

Strength, Defence, a Shield, Salvation ; and the diabolical

crew which was destroyed, is called the enemy which was

smitten, swallowed up, overwhelmed, cast into hell. They 3

who knew nothing of the internal sense believed also for-

merly that such things as were in the world were meant, as

worldly enemies, battles, victories, overthrows, overwhelm-

ings, of which the songs treated in the outward sense ; but

they who knew that all the prophecies involved things

heavenly and Divine, and that these were represented in

them, knew that the subject of those prophecies was the

damnation of the unbelieving and the salvation of the be-

lieving by the Lord, when He should come into the world.

And then they who knew this to be the case and meditated

upon it and were affected thereby, had internal gladness,

but others only external. The angels also who were with

men were then at the same time in glorification of the

Lord. Therefore they who sang and they who heard the

songs had heavenly gladness from the holy and blessed

feeling which flowed in out of heaven, in which gladness

they seemed to themselves to be as it were taken up into

heaven. Such an effect had the songs of the church among
the ancients. Such an effect also they should have at this

day, for the spiritual angels are especially affected by songs
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which relate to the Lord, His kingdom, and the church.

That the songs of the church had such an effect, was not

only because gladness of heart was rendered active by them,

and broke forth from within even to the outmost fibres of

the body, and moved these fibres with a glad and at the

same time holy tremor, but also because there is glorifica-

tion of the Lord in the heavens by choirs, and thus by the

concordant singing of many. For this reason also angelic

speech is harmonious, falling into rhythmic measures— see

what has been said of choirs above (n. 2595, 2596, 3350,

5182, 8115) ; and of angelic speech, that it falls into rhyth-

mic measures (n. 1648, 1649, 7^9^)- From this origin

glorifications of the Lord among the ancients who were of

the church were performed by songs, psalms, and musical

instruments of various kinds ; for the ancients who were

of the church derived a joy exceeding all other joys from

calling to mind the Lord's promised coming and the salva-

4 tion of the human race through Him. That prophetic

songs in the internal sense contained glorification of the

Lord, is evident from the songs in the Word— as in Isaiah :

/Jehovah have called thee in righteousness, and will hold

thy hand, I will keep thee, and give thee for a covenatit to

tiie people, for a light of the Gentiles ; to open the blind

eyes, to bring out the boundfrom the prison, hitn that sitteth

in darkness out of the prison house. . . . Sing; unto Jeho-

vah a new song. His praisefrom the end of the earth. . . .

Let the wilderness and the cities thereof lift up their voice

. . . let the inhabitants of the rock sing. . . . Let them give

glory unto Jehovah. . . . Jehovah shallgoforth as a mighty

man ; He shall stir up zeal like a man of war. . . . He
shall prevail over His enemies (xlii. 6, 7, 10-13). That

this is sung of the Lord, that He was to come to liberate

those who were in spiritual captivity, is plain ; wherefore

it is said. Sing unto Jehovah a new song, and, let the in-

habitants of the rock sing. Again in the same prophet

:

Igave thee for a covenant of the people, to restore the land,
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to make io inherit the desolate heritages ; to say to them that

are bound. Go forth ; io them that are in darkness, Show
yourselves. They shallfeed on the ways, and on all hill-

sides shall be their pasture. . . . Sing, O heavens ; and be

joyful, O earth ; and break forth into singing, O moun-

tains : for Jehovah hath comforted His people, and will

have mercy upon His afflicted (xlix. 8, 9, 13). Here also

the subject is the coming of the Lord and the liberation

of the bound. And in David : O sing unto Jehovah a neto 5

song . . , bless His name. . . . Declare His glory among
the nations. . . . I*'or all the gods of the peoples are things

of nought: but Jehovah made the heavens. Glory and
honor are before Him : strength and beauty are in His

sanctuary . , . give unto Jehovah glory afid strength. Give

untoJehovah the glory of His name. . . . Say among the

nations, Jehovah reigneth : the world also is established,

and it shall not be moved. . . . Jehovah comeih, He cometh

to judge the earth (Ps. xcvi.). Again : Jehovah brought me
up out of a pit of vastation, out of the miry clay ; and hath

set myfeet upon a rock . . . and He hath put a new song

in my mouth, even praise unto our God : many shall see

. . . and shall trust (Ps. xl. 2, 3). From these words it

is also evident that a song means glorification of the Lord

on account of liberation ; for songs involved gladness of

heart, and exalting of the Lord — gladness of heart on ac-

count of the Lord's coming and salvation thereby, and ex-

alting on account of victory over spiritual enemies. Glad-

ness of heart with exalting of the Lord is what is meant

by glorification. That gladness of heart was signified by 6

songs, is plain in David : Give thanks unto Jehovah with

harp : singpraises unto Him with the psaltery of ten stri?igs.

Sing unto Him a neiu song ; make to beat skilfully with a

loud voice. . . . He gathereth the waters of the sea together

as a heap : He layeth up the deeps in storehouses ( Ps.

xxxiii. 2, 3, 7). And in Isaiah : The mirth of tabrets shall

cease, the noise of them that rejoice shall cease, the joy of
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the harp shall cease. Tliey shall not drink wine with a

S07ig (xxiv. 8, 9). And in Amos : I will turn your feasts

into mourning, and all your songs into lamentation (viii.

10). That the exalting of Jehovah, that is, of the Lord,

was practised by songs, is plain in David :
" David the ser-

vant of Jehovah, who spake unto Jehovah the words of

this song." . . . Jehovah, my strength. Jehovah is my
rock, and my fortress, and my deliverer ; my God, my rock

in whom I trust; my shield, and the horn of my salvation,

my refuge. I will call upon Jehovah, Who is worthy to be

praised: so shall I be savedfrom mine enemies (Ps. xviii.

1—3). Again: Jehovah is my strength and my shield;

therefore . . . with my song will I praise Him. Jehovah

is their strength, and the strength of salvations of His

anointed (Ps. xxviii. 7, 8). Again: Let Thy salvation, O
God, set me up on high. I will praise the name of God
with a song, and will magnify Him with thanksgiving (Ps.

Ixix. 29, 30). That songs were sung of the Lord, is also

evident in John : Thefour and twenty elders . . . sang a

new song, saying, Worthy art Thou to take the book, and
to open the seals thereof: for Thou wast slain, and hast

redeemed us unto God by Thy blood (Apoc. v. 8, 9). And
again : / saw . . . seven angels . . . and they sang the

song of Moses the servant of God, and the song of the

Lamb, saying. Great and marvellous are Thy works, O
Lord God, the Almighty ; fust and true are Thy ways, thou

King of saints. Who shall not fear Thee, O Lord, and
glorify Thy name? (Apoc. xv. i, 2, 4.) The song of Moses

and of the Lamb is the song which is in this chapter ; and

it is called the song of the Lamb, because its subject is the

glorification of the Lord.

8262. And spake, saying. That this signifies thus from

influx, is evident from the signification of saying, when the

subject is the glorification of the Lord by a song, as influx :

that saying means influx, may be seen above (n. 5743,

6152, 6291, 7291, 7381, 8221).
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8263. I will sing unto Jehovah. That this signifies that

to the Lord alone belongs glory, is evident from the signifi-

cation of singing unto Jehovah, as glorifying the Lord— as

just above (n. 8261), thus that to Him glory belongs.

That it is to Him alone, is because the Lord is Jehovah in

the Word (n. 8261), thus the only God. It is said in the

Word throughout, that to God alone shall be glory and

honor. He who knows not the interiors of the Word may
beUeve that the Lord desires and loves glory as a man in

the world, even because He seeks it above all things in

the universe ; but the Lord does not desire glory for the

sake of Himself, but for the sake of the man who glorifies

Him. The man who glorifies Him does it from a holy

veneration for Him as the Supreme Being and from humili-

ation of himself as respectively nothing ; and since in the

glorification of the Lord by man there is thus both holy

veneration and humiliation, man is then in a state of re-

ceiving influx of good from the Lord, thus also love to

Him. For this cause it is that the Lord desires glorifica-

tion from man (see n. 4347, 4593, 5957)- That there is

influx of good from the Lord into a humble heart, may be

seen above (n. 3994, 7478).

8264. For exalting He Hath exalted \_Himself\. That

this signifies that He has manifested His Divine in the

Human, is evident from the signification of exalting one's

self, when it is said of the Lord, as manifesting the Divine

in the Human. This is signified by exalting He hath ex-

alted Himself, because the Divine is the Highest or Su-

preme, and the Lord, when He was in the world, made the

Human in Himself Divine, and thus by exalting exalted

Himself. That by what is High in the Word is signified

the Divine, may be seen above (n. 8153). It is here said

that exalting He hath exalted Himself, and thereby is sig-

nified the manifestation of the Divine in the Human, be-

cause in this song the subject is the Lord, that, after He
made His Human Divine, He cast the evil into hells and
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raised up the good into heaven (n. 8258), and this by His

presence alone (n. 7989) ; for to cast the evil into hells

and to raise the good into heaven by presence only, is

Divine.

8265. The horse and his rider hath He thrown into the

sea. That this signifies that from His presence alone falsi-

ties from evil were condemned and cast into hell, is evident

from the signification of a horse, as falsities from a per-

verted understanding— a horse is the understanding, see

above (n. 2761, 2762, 3217, 5321), and in the opposite

sense a perverted understanding, and since this is no under-

standing, in this sense by a horse is signified falsity and by

the horse of Pharaoh acquired falsity \scientificum falsum^

(n. 6125, 8146, 8148) ; from the signification of a rider or

horseman, as reasonings therefrom (n. 8146,8148); and

from the signification of throwing into the sea, as con-

demning and casting into hell. That the sea, here the Red
Sea, is the hell where are the falsities from evil of those of

the church who have been in faith separate and in a life of

evil, may be seen above (n. 8099, 8137, 8148) ; for which

reason they are called falsities from evil. That those falsi-

ties were condemned and cast into hell by the presence

only of the Lord, was shown in the preceding chapter.

For the evil can in no wise bear and endure the Divine

presence, since by the Divine presence they are tortured,

tormented, and as if deprived of life, acting like those who
are in the agony of death. The reason is that in the Divine

there is omnipotence, which destroys and extinguishes what

is opposed, thus what is false and evil. Therefore the life

of those who are in falsity and evil is distressed by the

Divine presence, and then feels hell in itself according to

the degree of presence. But lest they who are in falsities

and evils should be tortured till altogether destroyed, they

are veiled with their falsities and evils as with clouds, which

are of such a nature as to break the influx of the Divine, or

repel or stifle it, as earthly storms or clouds do with the
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rays of the sun. These things are meant by the words in 2

John : T/iey shall say to the mountains and to the rocks.

Fall on us, and hide usfrom theface of Him that sitteih

on the throne, and from the wrath of the Lamb : for the

great day of His wrath is co?ne ; who then shall be able to

stand? (vi. 16, 17.) By the mountains and rocks to which

they shall say, Fall on us and hide us, are signified evils and

falsities
;
by the wrath of the Lamb is signified torment, for

it appears as if the Divine tormented from anger, when yet

it is the falsities and evils themselves : in like manner in

Isaiah (ii. 10), and in Hosea (x. 8), and in Luke (xxiii.

30). That condemnation is from the presence only of the

Lord, is also signified by what follows in this song of Moses
— Thou sendest forth Thy wrath, it devoureth them as

stubble. And with the wind of Thy nostrils the waters

were piled up, thefloods stood upright as a heap. . . . Thou

didst blow with Thy wind, the sea covered them : they sought

the deep. . . . Thou stretchedst out Thy right hand, the

earth swallowed them (ver. 7, 8, 10, 12) ; and in like man-

ner in many other passages in the Word.

8266. Jah is my strength. That this signifies that the

all of power is from Him, is evident from the signification

of strength, as power and might ; and because it is said, my
strength, and said of Jehovah or the Lord, it denotes that

all of power is from Him.

8267. And song. That this signifies that the all of faith

and of glory thence is from the Divine truth which is from

Him, is evident from the signification of a song when con-

cerning Jehovah, as glorification of the Lord (see above,

n. 8261), but when concerning man, as here, the glory

which is from faith, thus faith from which is glory ; for the

all of glory which belongs to man is from faith in the Lord,

because faith which is faith, is from the Lord, and thus the

Lord is in faith, consequently the glory itself. That the

glory of man is from faith, is also because the Divine truth,

from which and by which is faith, appears before the eyes
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of angels as light, also as brightness and a beam of light.

This beam of light, together with the magnificence of

heaven which is from light, is called glory, which thus is

2 nothing else than Divine truth, thus faith. That Jah is the

Divine truth proceeding from the Divine Human of the

Lord, is because Jah is from Jehovah and is called Jah, be-

cause it is not the Esse which is meant, but the Existere

from the Esse, for Divine truth is the Existere, but the

Divine good is the Esse (n. 6880). Therefore also it is

said, Jah is my song, because by song is signified faith

which is of Divine truth. By Jah is also signified Divine

truth in David : Sing unio God, singpraises io His name :

extol Him that rideth upon the clouds, by His name Jah,
and exultye be/ore Him (Ps. Ixviii. 4) — where to praise

and extol God by His name Jah means by Divine truth.

Again : Out of straitness I called upon Jah : Jah answered

me in a broad place. . . . Jehovah helped me. Jah is my
strength and song. . . . /shall not die, but live, and declare

the works of Jah. . . . Through the gates ofjustice I will

enter, and I will give thanks unto Jah (Ps. cxviii. 5, 13, 14,

17, 19). In this Psalm Jah is the Lord as to Divine truth
;

in like manner Jah in Hallelu-Jah (Ps. cv. 45 ; cvi. i, 48

;

cxi. I ; cxii. i ; cxiii. i, 9; cxv. 17, 18; cxvi. 19).

8268. And He is become my salvation. That this signi-

fies that salvation is thence, is evident without explication.

8269. And J will prepare Him a habitation. That this

signifies that in the good which is from Him, He shall be

as in His heaven, is evident from the signification of habita-

tion, when said of Jehovah or the Lord, as good. That

the habitation of the Lord means good, is because all good

is from the Lord, thus good is the Lord's, insomuch that it

may be said that the Lord is good, in which, when the

Lord dwells, He dwells in His Divine, nor can He dwell

anywhere else, according to His own words in John : Jesus

said. If a man lore Me, he will keep My word ; and My
father will love Him, and We will come unto him, and
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make our abode with hitn (xiv. 23). Good from the Divine

is here described by loving the Lord and keeping His word,

for good is of love. With such an one it is said that They
would make an abode, that is, in the good that is in him.

It is said, as in His heaven, because heaven is called the

habitation of God from this, that good which is from the

Lord is there and constitutes heaven. The Lord also is in

every man as in His heaven, when He is in good there,

for man's heaven is simply good, and man by good is asso-

ciated with angels in heaven. From this it is now plain,

that by preparing Him a habitation is signified that in good

which is from Him, He will be as in His heaven.

8270. My father's God. That this signifies that there

was no other Divine in the Ancient Churches, is evident

from the signification of father, as the Ancient Church (see

n. 6050, 6075, 7649, 8055), therefore father's God means

the Divine in the Ancient Churches ; the Divine in those

churches was the Lord (n. 6846, 6876, 6884), and no other

than the Lord was meant by Jehovah in them (n. 1343,

5663).

8271. And I will exalt Him. That this signifies that

also now He has Divine worship, is evident from the signi-

fication of exalting, when it is said of man that he will ex-

alt Jehovah, as worship ; for Divine worship consists in

exalting the Lord in respect to one's self, and is effective

according to the degree of self-humiliation before the Lord.

Humiliation is the essential of Divine worship. When man
is in this essential, he is then in a state of receiving from

the Lord the truth which is of faith and the good which is

of charity, consequently in a state of worshipping Him.

But if man exalts himself before the Lord, he then closes

the interiors of his mind to the reception of good and truth

from the Lord. What is meant by exalting one's self, when

it is said of the Lord that He exalts Himself, may be seen

above (n. 8264).

8272. Verses 3-5. Jehovah is a man of war : Jehovah
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is His name. Pharaoh's chariots and his host hath He
cast into the sea : and his chosen leaders of three are sunk

in the Red Sea. The deeps have covered them : they went
down into the depths like a stone. " Jehovah is a man of

war " signifies that the Lord protects against all evils and
falsities, which are from the hells

; "Jehovah is His name "

signifies that it is He alone from whom all things are.

" Pharaoh's chariots and his host hath He cast into the sea
"

signifies that the falsities from evil in particular and in

general of those who were of the church and in a life of

evil therein, cast themselves at His presence into the hells

;

" and his chosen leaders of three " signifies all with each
;

" are sunk in the Red Sea " signifies that they closed them-

selves in with falsities from evil. " The deeps have covered

them " signifies that falsities from lusts hid them ;
" they

went down into the depths like a stone " signifies that they

lapsed to lower things as from weight.

8273. Jehovah is a man of war. That this signifies that

the Lord protects against all evils and falsities which are

from the hells, is evident from the signification of a man
of war, as one who fights against falsities and evils, that is,

against the hells, and conquers, here who protects man
against them

;
for, as was before shown, the Lord alone

fights for man and protects him, when he is assaulted by

the hells, and this continually, especially in temptations,

which are spiritual combats. The Lord is called a man
of war primarily from this, that when He was in the world,

He alone, that is, of Himself, fought against the hells,

which were then for the most part open, and attacked

and endeavored to subjugate all who came into the other

life. The reason why the diabolical crew, that is, the hells,

were at that time so rampant, was, that the Divine passing

through heaven, which before the coming of the Lord

was the Divine Human, did not avail against evils and

falsities then so immensely increased. Therefore it pleased

the Divine Himself to assume the Human and to make
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this Divine, and then at the same time by combats ad-

mitted into Himself to cast that diaboUcal crew into the

hells, and shut them in there and subject them to the

heavens ; and at the same time also to reduce the heavens

themselves into order. From these combats the Lord is

first called a man of war, and afterward because when He
had thus conquered the hells and had become Justice, He
by Divine power protects men, and this continually and

especially in the combats of temptations. That the Lord

alone and of Himself fought against the hells and over-

came them, is thus taught in Isaiah : Judgment is cast

away backward, and justice standeth afar off : for truth

hath stumbled in the street, and uprightness cannot enter.

Yea, truth hath been taken away ; and he that departe/h

from evil is mad : andJehovah saw, and it was evil in His

eyes that there was no judgment. And He saw that there

was no man, and He was astonished that there was no one

interceding : therefore His arm brought salvation unto Him ;

andHis justice, it upheld Him. Whence He put on Justice

as a coat of mail, and a helmet of salvation upon His head

(lix. 14-17). In this passage is described the state of that

time in both worlds, and that the Lord alone of Himself

restored the fallen estate. In like manner in another pas-

sage of the same prophet : Who is this that cotneth from
£dom, with dyed garments from Bozrah ? this that is

glorious in his apparel, marching in the multitude of his

strength ? I that speak in justice, mighty to save. . . . I
have trodden the winepress alone ; and of the peoples there

was no man with Me . . . therefore their victory is

sprinkled upon My garments. . . . For the day of ven-

geance is in My heart, and the year of My redeemed is

come. I looked, but there was no one helping, and I was
astonished, but there was no one upholding ; therefore Mine
own arm brought salvation unto Me (Ixiii. i, 3-5) : from

these words it may be evident that the Lord in the world

fought alone against the hells and overcame them. With
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regard to combats and victories over the hells the case is

this. He who once overcomes them overcomes them for

ever ; for by victory he procures to himself power over

them, since he so far confirms in himself and so far appro-

priates to himself the good which is of love and the truth

which is of faith, against which afterward the hells dare

nothing. The Lord, when He was in the world, admitted

the combats of temptations into Himself from all the hells,

and by these combats made the Human in Himself Divine,

and at the same time brought back the hells under

obedience forever (see n. 1663, 1668, 1690, 1692, 1737,

1813, 1820, 2776, 2786, 2795, 2803, 2814, 2816, 4287).

Therefore it is that the Lord alone has power over the hells

to eternity, and from Divine power fights for man. For

this reason now it is that the Lord is called a man of war,

and also a mighty man— as in Isaiah: Jehovah shall go

forth as a mighty man ; He shall stir up zeal like a man oj

war. . . . He shall prevail over His enemies (xlii. 13).

And in David : Who is this, the King of glory ? Jehovah

strong and mighty, Jehovah mighty in war. Who is this

4 King of glory? Jehovah of hosts (Ps. xxiv. 8, 10). In

the Word, where mention is made of war, is meant in the

internal sense spiritual war, which is against falsities and

evils, or what is the same thing, which is against the devil,

that is, the hells (n. 1664, 2686). The wars or combats

of the Lord against the hells are described in the internal

sense both in the historical and in the prophetical books

of the Word, in like manner the wars and combats of the

Lord for man. Among the ancients, with whom the church

of the Lord was, there was also a Word both historic and

prophetic, which at this day is not extant. The historic

Word was called the Book of the Wars of Jehovah, and

the prophetic Word, Enunciations, as mentioned in Moses

(Num. xxi. 14, 27). That by the term used in the 27th

verse [meaning proverbs, parables, or enunciations] are

signified prophetical enunciations, is plain from the mean-
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ing of the same term in succeeding chapters (Num. xxiii.

7, 18; xxiv. 3, 15). By the wars of Jehovah were there

meant the Lord's combats and victories against the hells

when He was in the world, and also His perpetual combats

and victories afterward for man, for the church, and for

His kingdom. For the hells will continually to break forth,

since they breathe nothing else but dominion, but they are

repressed by the Lord alone. Their attempts to force their

way out appear as belchings and dejections from man ; but

as often as they attempt this, so often many of them are

cast down deeper there.

8274. Jehovah is His name. That this signifies that it

is He alone from whom are all things, is evident from the

signification of the name Jehovah, as all things of faith and

love, or all things of truth and good in the complex, by

which the Lord is worshipped (see n. 2724, 3006, 6674),

and as in the supreme sense the Divine Human of the

Lord (li. 2628, 6887), from which all those things are.

From this cause and also from this, that Jehovah is Esse

itself, thus the esse of all things, it is plain that by, Jehovah

is His name, is signified that the Lord alone is He from

whom all things are.

8275. Pharaoh's chariots and his host hath He cast into

the sea. That this signifies that the falsities from evil, in

particular and in general, of those who were of the church

and in a life of evil therein cast themselves at His presence

into the hells, is evident from the signification of chariots,

as falsities (see n. 8146, 8148, 8215), here falsities in par-

ticular, because it is also said the host, by which are signi-

fied falsities in general— that hosts are falsities may be

seen above (n. 3448, 8138, 8146, 8148) ; from the repre-

sentation of Pharaoh and the Egyptians, as those of the

church who are in faith separate and in a life of evil, and

therefore in mere falsities from evil (n. 7926, 8132, 8135,

8138, 8148) ; and from the signification of the sea, here

the Red Sea, as the hell where they are who are in those
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falsities (n. 8099, 8137, 8148). Therefore by He cast into

the sea, is meant that He cast into hell, in the internal

sense that they cast themselves thither at only the presence

of the Lord (n. 8265). From this it is plain that by

Pharaoh's chariots and his host hath He cast into the sea,

is signified that the falsities from evil, in particular and in

general, of those who were of the church and in a life of

evil therein, at the presence of the Lord cast themselves

into the hells.*

8276. And his chosen leaders of three. That this signi-

fies all and every one, is evident from the signification of

leaders of three, as generals under which are particulars in

a series (see n. 8150), thus all and each. For when men-

tion is made of generals, the particulars which are under

them and in them are also understood, and likewise the

individuals which are under the particulars and in them ;

for a general without particulars and individuals is not any-

thing, since it is called a general from these, because it is

the complex of many. Therefore it is that by leaders of

three are signified all and every one. It is said his chosen,

and by it are signified the chief, namely falsities, under

which the rest are.

8277. Are sunk in the Red Sea. That this signifies that

they closed themselves up in falsities from evil, is evident

from the signification of being sunk, here in the waters of

the Red Sea, as enclosing themselves in falsities from evil,

for by the waters of that sea are signified falsities (n. 8137,

8138), and by being sunk is signified being enclosed ; for

they who are in the hells are enclosed and encompassed by

falsities, as they who are sunk in waters. That they im-

merse or enclose themselves in them, may be seen above

(n. 7926, 8227, 8228).

8278. The deeps have covered them. That this signifies

that falsities from lusts hid them, is evident from the sig-

nification of deeps, as falsities which are from lusts. By

•The Latin has mare— the sea.
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deeps in the Word are meant waters and stores of waters

in deep places ; and by waters in the good sense are signi-

fied truths, and in the opposite sense falsities (see n. 739,

790, 2702, 3058, 3424, 4976, 5668), and by deep places

are signified the hells. Hence it is that deeps are falsities

from lusts, also that they are the hells. That by deeps in

the Word are meant waters in deep places and stores of

waters, is evident in Ezekiel : The waters made the cedar

to grow, the deep made it high ; going with her streams

round about thy plantation ; and she sent out her canals

unto all the trees of the field (xxxi. 4). And in David : He
clave rocks in the wilderness, and made them to drink the

great deeps. He brought streams out of the rock, and caused

waters to run down as streams (Ps. Ixxviii. 15, 16). And
in Moses : A good land, a land of rivers of water, offoun-

tains and deeps, goingforth from valley andfrom mountain

(Deut. viii. 7). In these passages deeps stand for waters

in store, and waters in store or deeps for the truths of faith

in abundance. To make them to drink great deeps out of

the rock means the truths of faith without scarcity, for the

rock is faith from the Lord, thus the Lord as to faith ; the

deeps going forth from valley and mountain are the truths

of faith from love. So also among the blessings of Joseph

were Blessings of the deep that lieth beneath (Gen. xlix. 25 :

Deut. xxxiii. 13). That deeps are falsities from lusts, con- 2

sequently also the hells, is evident in Isaiah : Awake, as in

the days of old, the generations of eternity. . , . Art Thou
not it that drieth up the sea, the tvaters of the great deep ;

and maketh the depths of the sea a wayfor the redeemed to

pass over (li. 9, 10), Again: Jehovah That divided the

waters before them . . . That led them through the deeps,

as a horse in the wilderness ; they stumbled not {}yi\\\. 12,

13). And in Ezekiel: Thus saith the Lord Jehovah:
When I shall make thee a desolate city, like the cities that

are not inhabited ; when I shall cause the deep to come up

against thee, and many waters shall cover thee (xxvi. 19).
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And in the Apocalypse : / saw a star from heaven fallen

unto the earth : and there was given to him the key of the

pit of the deep. And he opened the pit of the deep (ix. i,

2). Again: The beast that cometh up out of the deep shall

make war with thetn (Apoc. xi. 7). Again: The beast

that thou sawest was, and is not ; and is about to come up

out of the deep, and to go into perdition (Apoc. xvii. 8).

In these passages the deeps stand for the hells, thus also

for falsities from lusts, for these are in the hells and make

3 them. Since these things are signified by deeps, by them

are also signified temptations, for temptations are effected

by falsities and evils injected from the hells. In this sense

it is written in Jonah : The waters compassed me about,

even to the soul : the deep was round about me (ii. 5). And
in David : Deep calleth unto deep at the voice of thy water-

spouts : all thy breakers a?id thy waves are gone over me
(Ps. xlii. 7). Again : Thou, which hast shelved me many
and sore troubles, shall return and quicken me, and shall

make me to returti and rise upfrom the depths of the earth

(Ps. Ixxi. 20).

8279. They went down into the depths like a stone.

That this signifies that they lapsed to lower things as from

weight, is evident from the signification of going down,

when to lower things as from weight, as falling ; from the

signification of depths, as lower things where the hells are,

of which we shall speak presently ; and from the significa-

tion of like a stone, as from weight. It is said like a stone,

because by a stone in the genuine sense is signified truth

(see n. 643, 1298, 3720, 3769, 3771, 3773, 3789,3798,

6426), therefore in the opposite sense falsity. Moreover

falsity from evil is of such a nature as to sink down toward

lower things, as sinks a heavy body in the world. But truth

from good is of such a nature that it ascends to higher

things, as what is light ascends in the world. Therefore

it is that so long as the evil are not yet devastated as to

truths, they are in a region above the hells, but as soon as
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they are devastated, that is, deprived of truths, it is as if

their wings were cut off, and then they sink down like

weights, and so much the deeper as their falsities from evil

are worse. From this it is that by depths, as well as by

deeps or abysses, are signified hells ; but by depths, hells

in respect to evils, and by deeps or abysses, hells in respect

to the falsities from evils— as in Jeremiah: Flee ye, ihey

have turned back, they have let themselves down into the

depth to dwell (xlix. 8, 30). And in David : The waters

are come in unto my soul. I sink in the mire of depth,

where there is no standing: I am come into depths of

waters, where the floods overflow me. . . . Deliver me out

of the mire, and let me not sink : let me be deliveredfrom
them that hate me, and out of the depths of waters. Let

not the waterflood overwhelm me, neither let the depth swal-

low me up; and let not the pit shut her mouth upon me
(Ps. Ixix. I, 2, 14, 15). And in Micah : He shall cast

i7ito the depths of the sea all their sins (vii. 19). The rea-

son why deep means hell in respect to evil is, that it is

opposite to high, by which is signified heaven, and which

is predicated of good (n. 8153). Moreover evil corre-

sponds to what is heavy in the earth, which sinks by its

own weight, thus also to the heaviness of a stone, when by

a stone is signified falsity.

8280. Verses 6-10. Thy right hand, O Jehovah, is be-

come glorious in power: Thy right hand, O Jehovah, dash-

eth in pieces the enemy. And in the greatness of Thine

excellency Thou overthrowest them that rise up against

Thee : Thou sendest forth Thy wrath, it devoureth them as

stubble. And with the witid of Thy nostrils the waters

were piled up, the floods stood upright as a heap ; the deeps

were congealed in the heart of the sea. The enemy said, I
willpursue, I will overtake, I will divide the spoil : my soul

shall be satisfied upon them; I will draw my sword, my
hand shall drive them out. Thou didst blow with Thy
wind, the sea covered them : they sought the deep as lead in
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the mighty waters. "Thy right hand, O Jehovah, is be-

come glorious in power " signifies that the omnipotence of

the Lord was shown ;
" Thy right hand, O Jehovah, dash-

eth in pieces the enemy " signifies the effect of omnipo-

tence upon evils and the falsities therefrom, the power of

which is annihilated. " And in the greatness of Thine excel-

lency Thou overthrowest thera that rise up against Thee "

signifies that things that are opposed are rejected as nothing

by the Divine ;
" Thou sendest forth Thy wrath " signifies

the fury of lusts with the evil and their endeavor to offer

violence ;
" it devoureth them as stubble " signifies thereby

devastation and damnation from themselves. " And with

the wind of Thy nostrils the waters were piled up " signifies

that falsities were gathered together into one by the pres-

ence of heaven ;
" the floods stood upright as a heap " sig-

nifies that they who continually attempted evil could not at

all infest ;
" the deeps were congealed in the heart of the

sea " signifies that mere falsities from the evil of the lusts

of self-love could not in any wise emerge. " The enemy

said " signifies the thought of those who were in evils and

in falsities therefrom before the coming of the Lord; "I

will pursue " signifies infestation ;
" I will overtake " sig-

nifies subjugation ;
" I will divide the spoil " signifies servi-

tude ;
" my soul shall be satisfied [upon them] " signifies

enjoyment ;
" I will draw my sword " signifies the continual

combat of falsity from evil ;
" my hand shall drive them

out " signifies that by power heaven shall be destroyed.

" Thou didst blow with Thy wind " signifies the presence

of the Lord with the angels ;
" the sea covered them " sig-

nifies that every falsity closed them up ;
" they sought the

deep as lead " signifies that evils drew them down to lower

things, like things heavy in the world ; " in the mighty

waters " signifies a spreading round about by an immense

store of falsities.

8281. Thy right hand, O Jehovah, is become glorious in

power. That this signifies that the omnipotence of the
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Lord was shown, is evident from the signification of the

right hand of Jehovah, as omnipotence, of which in what

follows ; and from the signification of, is become glorious

in power, as, that it was shown, for Divine power is shown

by the strength by which it becomes glorious. That the

right hand of Jehovah is omnipotence, is because by hand

in the Word is signified power, and thus by right hand,

eminent power. Therefore when the hand or right hand

is said of Jehovah, it means Divine power, or omnipotence.

That hand and right hand mean power, may be seen above

(n. 878, 4931-4937, 6292, 6947, 7188, 7189, 7518) ; and

when predicated of Jehovah, omnipotence (n. 3387, 7518,

7673, 8050, 8069, 8153). That the right hand of Jehovah 2

means Divine power, or omnipotence, is also evident from

the following passages in the Word : /esus said . . . Hence-

forth ye shall see ike Son of man si/ting at the right hand

of power, and coming on the clouds of heaven (Matt. xxvi.

64 : Mark xiv. 62). And in Luke : From henceforth shall

the Son of man be sitting at the right hand of the power of

God (xxii. 69). And also in David: The saying of Jeho-

vah unto my Lord, Sit thou at my right hatid, until I make

thine enemies a footstoolfor thyfeet. . . . Thou art a priest

for ever after the manner of Melchizedek. The Lord at

thy right hand hath stricken through kings in the day of

His wrath (Ps. ex. 1, 4, 5 : Matt. xxii. 44). He who does

not know that the right hand, when said of Jehovah, signi-

fies omnipotence, cannot have any other idea from these

words of the Lord, than that the Lord will sit at the right

hand of His Father, and have dominion like one who sits

at the right hand of a king on earth. But the internal

sense instructs what is meant in those passages by sitting

at the right hand, namely. Divine omnipotence ; thus also

it is said, sit at the right hand of power, and at the right

hand of the power of God. That it is the Lord who has 3

omnipotence, is manifest ; for it is said of the Lord, and

by the Lord in David is meant the Lord as to Divine truth.
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and also by the Son of man in the Evangelists ; for Divine

truth is what has omnipotence from Divine good. That

Divine truth has omnipotence, may be seen above (n. 6948,

8200) ; and that in general power is of truth from good
(n. 309i> 3563. 4931. 6344, 6423) ; and that therefore

hand is predicated of truth (n. 3091, 4931), and that the

Son of man is the Divine truth proceeding from the Lord

4 (n, 2159, 2803, 2813, 3704). Divine power or omnipo-

tence is also signified by the right hand in the following

passages in David : Now know I thai Jehovah saveth His

Anoijited ; He will annver Him from heaven by the strength

of salvation of His right hand (Ps. xx. 6). Again : O Je-

hovah, look down from the heavens, and behold, and visit

this vine ; and the stock which Thy right hand hath planted.

. . . Let Thy hand be upon . . . the Son of man whom
Thou madest strong for Thyself (Ps. Ixxx. 14, 15, 17).

Again : Thou hast an arm with might : strong is Thy hand,

high is Thy right hand (Ps. Ixxxix. 13). Again: Jah is

my strength and song; He is become my salvation. The

voice of rejoicing aud salvation is in the tents of the right-

eous : the right hand ofJehovah hath done valiantly. The

right hand ofJehovah is exalted: the right hand ofJehovah

5 hath done valiantly (Ps. cxviii. 14-16). In these pas-

sages the right hand of Jehovah stands for omnipotence,

and in the supreme sense for the Lord as to Divine truth.

This is more plainly seen elsewhere in David : Let Thy

hand, OJehovah, be for the man of Thy right hand, for

the Son of man whom Thou madest strong for Thyself

(Ps. Ixxx. 17) — where the man of the right hand of Je-

hovah and the Son of man stand for the Lord as to Divine

truth. Again : Thou didst drive out the nations with Thy

hand. . . . They got not the land in possession by their oivn

sword, neither did their own arm save them : but Thy right

hand, and Thine arm, and the light of Thy countenance

(Ps. xliv. 2, 3) — where the light of the countenance of

Jehovah is Divine truth from Divine good, so also the right
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hand and arm. And in Isaiah : God hath sworn by His

right hand, and by the arm of His strength (Ixii, 8) —
where also the right hand of God and the arm of His

strength stand for the Lord as to Divine truth ; for Jehovah

or the Lord does not swear by any other than by Himself

(n. 2842), thus by the Divine truth, for this is Himself, be-

cause from Himself. Therefore it is, that in the Word ^

throughout the Lord is called not only the right hand and

arm of Jehovah, but also the strength by which He breaks

in pieces His enemies, and likewise the hammer, or battle-

axe— as in Jeremiah (li. 20, 21). The Lord moreover

came into the world, and there became Divine truth, and

afterward Divine good from which is Divine truth, that He
might shut up all evils and falsities in the hells, and gather

together goods and truths into the heavens, and there dis-

pose them into Divine order. From these things it is now
evident that by the right hand of Jehovah in the Word is

signified omnipotence, which the Divine has by means of

the Divine truth. That the right hand is eminent power,

arises from this, that they who in the Greatest Man or

heaven have reference to the shoulders, the arms, and the

hands, are they who are powerful from truth which is from

good, that is, from faith which is from love (n. 4931-4937,

7518).

8282. Thy right hand, O Jehovah, dasheth in pieces the

enemy. That this signifies the effect of omnipotence upon

evils and the falsities therefrom, the power of which is

annihilated, is evident from the signification of the right

hand of Jehovah, as the omnipotence of the Lord— of

which just above (n. 8281) ; from the signification of dash-

ing in pieces, as annihilating, and from the signification of

enemy, as evil and falsities, for nothing else is meant in the

Word in the spiritual sense by enemies, foes, and haters.

They are called enemies, foes, and haters, not because the

Lord is an enemy or bears hatred toward them, but because

they are haters and enemies against the Divine ; but when
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they devastate themselves, and cast themselves into dam-

nation and into hell, it appears as if it comes from the

Divine. This appearance, or fallacy, is like one seeing the

sun every day revolving round our earth and therefore be-

lieving that the motion is of the sun, when yet it is of the

earth ; and like one sinning against the laws and on that

account being judged by a king or judge and punished, and

believing the punishment to come from the king or judge,

when yet it comes from himself in his acting contrary to

the laws ; or like one casting himself into water or fire or

running against a drawn sword or against a troop of ene-

mies, and believing that his destruction comes from those

sources, when yet it comes from himself. Such is the case

with those who are in evil, who rise up against the Divine,

and cast themselves into the midst of it [hell].

8283. And in (he greatness of Thine excellency Thou over-

throwest them that rise up against Thee. That this signi-

fies that things that are opposed are rejected as nothing by

the Divine, is evident from the signification of the great-

ness of thine excellency, as the Divine as to power over

those things which oppose themselves to Him ; from the

signification of overthrowing, as rejecting as nothing ; and

from the signification of them that rise up against, as those

who oppose themselves, thus things that are opposed.

8284. Thou sendest forth Thy wrath. That this signi-

fies the fury of lusts with the evil and their endeavor to

offer violence, is evident from the signification of wrath,

when it is attributed to Jehovah or the Lord, as the de-

struction and punishment of their endeavors in the case of

those who oppose themselves to the Divine and will to offer

violence to those whom the Divine protects. That it appears

as if anger and wrath were from the Divine, and yet it is

in those who oppose themselves, may be seen above (see

n. 5798, 6071, 6997) ; and also that not only anger and

wrath, but also all evils which befall, are attributed to the

Divine, when yet they are from the evil themselves (see
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n. 2447, 6071, 6991, 6997, 7533, 7632, 7643, 7679, 7710,

7877, 7926, 8223, 8227, 8228). The sphere of endeavors

to do evil is perpetual from the hells, but the sphere of

endeavors to do good is perpetual from the heavens (see

n. 8209).

8285. It devoureth them as stubble. That this signifies

thence devastation and damnation from themselves, is evi-

dent from the signification of devouring, as consuming, and

in the spiritual sense devastating and damning, for the con-

suming of those who are in evil is devastation and damna-

tion ; for they are then not in any truth but in mere falsi-

ties from evil, therefore no longer in any spiritual life. It

is said as stubble, because a complete vastation, that is

devastation, is signified.

8286. And with the wind of Tliy nostrils the waters were

piled up. That this signifies that falsities were gathered

together into one by the presence of heaven, is evident

from the signification of the wind of Thy nostrils, as

heaven— of which in what follows ; from the signification

of being piled up, as being gathered together into one

;

and from the signification of waters, as falsities (see n. 7307,

8137, 8138). That damnation and casting into hell is the

gathering together of all falsities derived from evil and a

closing about by them, may be seen above (n. 8146, 8210,

8232), and that this is effected by the presence of the Lord

alone (n. 8265). That by the wind of the nostrils of Je-

hovah or the Lord is signified heaven, is because by it is

meant the breath of life, thus life Divine, and as this con-

stitutes the life of heaven, by the wind of the nostrils of

Jehovah is signified heaven
;
accordingly the same word in

the original tongue signifies both wind and spirit. That by 2

the wind of Jehovah or His breath is signified the life

which is of heaven, and which is of the man who is in

heaven, that is, of a regenerate man, is evident in David :

By the Word of Jehovah were the heavens made ; and all

the host of them by the breath [wind] of His moutk
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(Ps. xxxiii. 6). Again: Thou gatherest in their breath,

they expire, and return to their dust. Thou sendest forth

Thy spirit [wind], they are created (Ps. civ. 29, 30). And
in Ezekiel : Jehovah said unto me . . . can these bones

live? . . . Then said He . . . Prophesy unto the breath,

prophesy, son of man, and say to the wind. Thus saith the

Lord Jehovah : Come from thefour winds, O breath, and
breathe into these slain, that they may live. . . , And the

breath came into them, and they lived (xxxvii. 3, 9, 10).

And in John : / sawfour angels standing on thefour cor-

ne7-s of the earth, holding thefour winds of the earth, that

the wind should not blow on the earth, nor on the sea, nor

on any tree (Apoc. vii. i). Wind here stands for the life

of heaven, that is. Divine life— as also in Job : The spirit

of God hath made me, and the breath of the Almighty hath

3 given me life (xxxiii. 4). Because wind signifies life, there-

fore, when the Lord teaches concerning the regeneration of

man. He also says : The Spirit [or wind] bloweth where it

listeth, and thou hearest the voice thereof, but knowest not

whence it co/neth, nor whither it goeth : so is every one that

is born of the Spirit (John iii. 8). And because by the

wind of Jehovah, or His breath, was signified life from the

Divine, therefore where the new life of Adam is described,

it is said : Jehovah . . . breathed into his nostrils the breath

of lives ; and man became a living soul (Gen. ii. 7). It is

said into the nostrils because by them respiration is ef-

fected, and by respiration, life— as in Isaiah : Cease ye

from man, in whose nostril is breath (ii. 22). And in

Jeremiah : The breath of our nostrils, the Anointed of Je-

hovah, was taken in their pits ; of whom we had said. In

His shadow we shall live among the nations (Lam. iv. 20).

The Anointed of Jehovah stands for the Lord, the breath

of our nostrils for life from Him. And in Job : All the

while my breath is in me, and the wind of God is in my
4 nostrils (xxvii. 3). Because now by the wind of the nos-

trils of Jehovah is signified the life which is from the Lord,
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and thus in the universal sense heaven, and because by the

presence of the Lord, or by the presence of heaven where

the Lord is, evils and falsities are cast into hell (n. 8265),

therefore also this effect is signified by the wind of the nos-

trils of Jehovah— as in David : The channels of the sea

appeared, the foundations of the world were laid bare, at

the rebuke ofJehovah, at the blast of the b7'eath of His nos-

trils (Ps. xviii. 15 : 2 Sam. xxii. 16). And in Isaiah : The

breath of Jehovah, like a stream of brimstone, doth kindle

it (xxx. 33). Again : Yea, they are not planted ; yea, they

are not sown ; yea, their stock taketh not root in the earth :

moreover He bloweth upon them, and they wither, and the

whirlwind taketh them away as stubble (xl. 24). And in

David : He sendeth out His word, and melteth them : He
causeth His wind to blow, the waters flow (Ps. cxlvii. 18).

Hence also it is, that by the nostrils, when predicated of

Jehovah or the Lord, is also signified wrath, thus the pun-

ishment, vastation, and damnation of those who are in evils

and falsities (as in Num. xxv. 4 : Deut. vii. 4 : Judges ii.

14 : Isa. ix. 21 : Jer. iv. 8 : Hosea xiv. 4 : Ps. vi. i ; Ixxxvi.

15 ; ciii. 8 ; cxlv. 8 : and in many other passages) ; and by

blowing with the nostrils, or breathing, is signified to be

angry (Deut. iv. 21 : Isa. xii. i : Ps. ii. 12 ; vi. i ; Ix. 3

;

Ixxix. 5 ; Ixxxv. 5 : Job iv. 9).

8287. The floods stood upright as a heap. That this sig-

nifies that they who continually attempted evil could not at

all infest, is evident from the signification of standing up-

right as a heap, when said of falsities from evil, as con-

tinually attempting evil, for when floods stand upright as a

heap, they are imminent and in the endeavor to flow in,

but are held back by a stronger force ; and from the sig-

nification of floods, as falsities derived from evil, in like

manner as waters (n. 7307, 8137, 8138) ; but they are

called floods on account of their attempt to flow in, that is,

to infest.

8288. The deeps were congealed in the heart of the sea.
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That this signifies that mere falsities from the evil of the

lusts of self-love could not in any wise emerge, is evident

from the signification of being congealed, when said of

those who are in the hells, as not being able to emerge

;

from the signification of deeps, as falsities from lusts and

as the hells (see n. 8278, 8279) ; and from the signification

of the heart of the sea, as the evil of self-love and the fal-

sities therefrom. For the heart in the genuine sense signi-

fies celestial good, which is of love to the Lord (n. 3635,

3883-3895, 7542) ; therefore in the opposite sense it sig-

nifies the evil of self-love, for this evil is opposite to the

good of love to the Lord, and the evil of the love of the

world is opposite to spiritual good, which is of love toward

the neighbor. From this it is plain that by, the deeps were

congealed in the heart of the sea, is signified that mere

falsities from the evil of the lusts of self-love could not in

any wise emerge. It is said that they could not emerge,

because by deeps and by the heart of the sea are signified

the hells, where are falsities from lusts, or where are falsi-

ties from evil ; therefore since they are there closed around

by their own falsities derived from evil, they cannot any

longer struggle out, for the Divine of the Lord withstands

the falsities there.

8289. The enemy said. That this signifies the thought

of those who were in evils and in falsities therefrom before

the coming of the Lord, is evident from the signification of

said, as thought (see n. 3395, 7244, 7937) ; and from the

signification of the enemy, as those who are in evils and

falsities, for no others in the spiritual sense are the enemy

(n. 8282). Their thought before the Lord's coming is sig-

nified, because the infernal crew at that time raged almost

free, and infested and attempted to subjugate all there.

Their thought at that time is described in this verse by, " I

will pursue, I will overtake, 1 will divide the spoil : my soul

shall be satisfied [upon them] ; I will draw my sword, my
hand shall drive them out." But this glorying of theirs
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was changed into lamentation when the Lord came into

the world. This is described in the verse which next fol-

lows— " Thou didst blow with Thy wind, the sea covered

them : they sought the deep as lead in the mighty waters."

Concerning the change of state wrought among them by

the coming of the Lord, more may be seen above (n. 6854,

6914, 7091, 7828, 7932, 8018, 8054).

8290. / will pursue. That this signifies infestation, is

evident from the signification of pursuing, when it is said

by those who are in evil concerning those who are in good,

as infesting and attempting to subjugate.

8291. I will overtake. That this signifies subjugation,

is evident from the signification of overtaking, when it is

said by those who are in evil concerning those who are in

good, as subjugating.

8292. / will divide the spoil. That this signifies servi-

tude, is evident from the signification of the spoil, as those

who are subjugated; therefore to divide the spoil means to

distribute them when reduced to servants among them-

selves, thus servitude.

8293. My soul shall be satisfied [upon them'\. That this

signifies enjoyment, is evident without explication. It is

said, my soul shall be satisfied, because the very enjoyment

of those who are in hell is to bring evil to others, in some
instances for no end except the enjoyment, in some in-

stances for the sake of reducing them to the state of ser-

vants whom they will afterward treat cruelly. That they

who are in evil of life take such enjoyment in the other

life, scarce any can believe, and not even they themselves

;

for so long as they are in the world they are restrained by

fears of legal penalties, also of the loss of honors, wealth,

reputation, and even life. These fears cause them at the

time to abstain from evils in outward forms, and therefore

they suppose that they are not in evils ; but when reflections

upon the loss of life, wealth, honors, and reputation are

taken away from them, as is the case in the other life, and
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they are left to their own evil, then the enjoyment of doing

evil, which lay concealed in the will and exerted itself as

often as they could remove those fears, makes itself mani-

fest. This enjoyment then constitutes their life, which life

is infernal life.

8294. / will draw my sword. That this signifies the

continual combat of falsity derived from evil, is evident

from the signification of a sword, as truth fighting against

falsity and evil, and in the opposite sense falsity fighting

against truth and good (see n. 2799, 4499) ; and from the

signification of drawing it out or making it bare, as con-

tinual combat until the enemy is overthrown. Continual

combat is also signified by an unsheathed or drawn sword

in Moses : And you will I scatter among the nations, and

J will draw out the sword after you (Lev. xxvi. 33). And
in Ezekiel : / will scatter toward every wind . . . all his

bands ; and I will draw out the sword after them (xii. 14).

Again : Thus saith Jehovah : Behold, I am against thee,

and will draw forth My sword out of its sheath, and will

cut off from thee the fust and the wicked . . . therefore

shall My sword go forth out of its sheath against all flesh

from the south to the north : that allflesh may know that I
Jehovah have drawn forth My sword out of its sheath :

neither shall it return any more (xxi. 3-5). Here to un-

sheathe or draw out the sword means not to cease from

fighting until the enemies be overthrown, thus continual

combat. Continual combat against evils and falsities is

also signified by the unsheathed sword of the prince of the

host of Jehovah, who was seen by Joshua when he came

into the land of Canaan (Josh. v. 13, 14) ; by which was

signified that they should fight against the nations there

and destroy them. By the nations which at that time pos-

sessed the land of Canaan are signified those who before

the coming of the Lord occupied the region of heaven

which was afterward given to those who were of the Lord's

spiritual kingdom (n. 6914, 8054).
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8295. My hand shall drive them out. That this signifies

that by power heaven shall be destroyed, is evident from

the signification of driving out, as casting down and thus

bringing to destruction ; and from the signification of hand,

as power (see n. 878, 4931-4937, 6292, 6947, 7188, 7189,

7518). That heaven is signified is because it is said that

He will drive them out, thus from heaven ; for the evil,

when the reins are loosened, proceed to such boldness and

impudence as to suppose themselves able to destroy heaven

itself. For all who are in the hells are in opposition to

heaven, because against good and truth, and therefore they

are in the continual desire to destroy heaven, and so far as

it is permitted them, they continually attempt it (n. 8273).

To will to destroy heaven, or to will to cast down those 2

who are there, is not effected by hostile invasion, as on

earth, for such invasion or such combat is not given in the

other life ; but it is effected by the destruction of the truth

which is of faith and of the good which is of love, for the

truth of faith and the good of love are heaven. Herein

consist combats and wars in the other life, and how direful

and atrocious those combats and wars are, will be told at

the end of the chapters, when by the Divine mercy of the

Lord we come to treat of the hells. In no other way is to

be understood the war described by John : There was war
in heaven : Michael and his angels warred against the

dragon ; and the dragon warred and his angels ; but pre-

vailed not (Apoc. xii. 7, 8).

8296. Thou didst blow with Thy wind. That this signi-

fies the presence of the Lord with the angels, is evident

from what was explained above (n. 8286).

8297. The sea covered them. That this signifies that

every falsity closed them about, is evident from the signifi-

cation of covering, as closing about ; and from the signifi-

cation of the sea, here the waters of the Red Sea, as fal-

sities from evil, and of this sea as hell (see n. 8099, 8137,

8138, 8148) ; that they were there closed about by falsities

from evil, may be seen above (n. 8210, 8232).
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8298. They sought the deep as lead. That this signifies

that evils drew them down to lower things, like heavy things

in the world, is evident from the signification of the deep,

as lower things and the hells as to evils (see n. 8279).

Therefore to seek the deep is to be drawn down by evils to

those lower things. That the evil by their evils sink down
to the hells, like things heavy in the world, may be seen

above (n. 8279). It is said, as lead, because by lead is

signified evil ; but above it was said, they went down into

the depths [of the sea] like a stone (verse 5), because by

a stone is there signified falsity. Each is heavy, both falsity

and evil, and therefore each sinks down ; but still it is evil

which constitutes heaviness in the spiritual sense and thus

sinks down as from heaviness, but not falsity by itself ex-

cept from the evil which is in it ; for falsity of itself has no

2 weight, but from evil has its tendency to sink. It is to be

known that all metals signify good or truth, and in the

opposite sense, evil or falsity. Lead, since it is more igno-

ble than the rest of the metals, signifies evil which is low-

est, such as is the evil of the exterior natural ; but in the

good sense it signifies good of the same degree— as in

Jeremiah : They are all revolters of revoliers, going about

with slanders ; they are brass and iron ; they are all cor-

rupters. The bellows grow hot ; the lead is consumed by

the fire : in vain refining did he refine ; for the wicked are

notplucked away. Refuse silver they shall call them because

Jehovah hath rejected them (vi. 28-30). And in Ezekiel

:

Son of man, the house of Israel is become dross unto Me :

all of them are brass and tin and iron and lead, in the

midst of the furnace ; they are the dross of silver (xxii. 18).

8299. In the mighty ivaters. That this signifies a spread-

ing round about by an immense store of falsities, is evident

from the signification of waters, as falsities from evil— of

which just above (n. 8297). Therefore mighty waters are

falsities in immense store ; that they were spread around,

encompassed, or crowded together by them, may be seen

above (n. 8210, 8232).
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8300. Verses 11-13. Who is like unto Thee, O Jehovah,

amotig the gods ? Who is like Thee, glorious in holiness,

to be revered with praise, doing wonders ? Thou stretchedst

out Thy right hand, the earth s7vallowed them. Thou in

Thy mercy hast led the people which Thou hast redeemed

:

Thou hast guided them in Thy strength to the habitation of

Thy holiness. " Who is like unto Thee, O Jehovah, among
the gods " signifies that every truth of good proceeds from

the Divine Human. " Who is like Thee, glorious in holi-

ness " signifies that from Him is all the holy ;
" to be re-

vered with praise " signifies that to Him alone belong glory

and thanksgiving ; " doing wonders " signifies that from

Him are all the means by which is power. " Thou stretch-

edst out Thy right hand " signifies that the dominion of

power over all things was thence apparent ;
" the earth

swallowed them " signifies that by presence only they had

damnation and hell. "Thou in Thy mercy hast led the

people " signifies the Divine influx with those who had ab-

stained from evils and so had received good ;
" which Thou

hast redeemed " signifies whom He liberated from hell

;

" Thou hast guided them in Thy strength to the habitation

of Thy holiness " signifies that the Divine power of the

Lord elevated them to heaven into the Divine there.

8301. Who is like unto Thee, O Jehovah, among the

gods ? That this signifies that every truth of good pro-

ceeds from the Divine Human of the Lord, is evident from

the signification of gods, as truths (see n. 4402, 7268,

7873), here truths from good, because comparison is made
with Jehovah ; for it is said. Who is hke unto Thee, O Je-

hovah, among the gods? That Jehovah in the Word is

the Lord, may be seen above (n. 1343, 1736, 2921, 3023,

3035. 5041, 5663, 6280, 6281, 6303, 6905, 6945, 6956).

That the Divine Human is here meant by Jehovah, is be-

cause in this song the subject is the salvation of those who
were of the spiritual church, by the coming of the Lord

into the world and then by His Divine Human (n. 2661,
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2716, 2833, 2834, 6372, 6854, 6914, 7035, 7091, 7828,

7932 8018, 8054). That by these words is signified

that every truth of good proceeds from the Divine Human
of the Lord, is because truths may proceed from various

sources, but the truths of good are only from the Lord,

consequently from those who are in good from the Lord.

Truths separate from good are indeed thought and spoken

by those who are in persuasive faith and still in a life of

evil, and likewise by many others within the church ; but

those truths are not of good, thus do not proceed from the

2 Lord, but from themselves. That truths from good pro-

ceed from the Lord, may be evident from this, that the

Lord is good itself, because He is love itself, from which

proceeds truth, as light from the flame of the sun. And
this truth is as the light in the time of spring and summer,

which has heat in its bosom and causes all things of the

earth to receive as it were life. But the truth which is not

from good is as the light in the time of winter, when all

things of the earth die. That gods mean the truths of

good, is because by gods in a good sense are meant

angels, who are called gods because they are substances or

forms recipient of truth in which is good from the Lord.

3 Angels, and consequently the truths of good which are

from the Lord, are also meant by gods in the following

passages— as in David : Goci standeth in the congregation

of God ; He shalljudge in the midst of the gods. . . . I
said, ye are gods; and all of you sons of the Most High

(Ps. Ixxxii. I, 6). That the truths which proceed from

the Lord are what are here meant by gods, is evident from

this, that it is first said in the singular number, the congre-

gation of God, and afterward in the midst of the gods.

That it is said God in the Word where truth is treated of,

maybe seen above (n. 2769, 2807, 2822, 3921,4287, 4402,

7010), and that God in the supreme sense is the Divine

truth proceeding from the Lord (n. 7268). Again : I will

give Thee thanks with my whole heart : before the gods will
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I sing praises unto Thee (Ps. cxxxviii. i). Again: There

is none like unto Thee among the gods, O Lord ( Ps. Ixxxvi.

8). Again: Jehovah is a great God, and a great King
above all gods {Vs. xcv. 3). Again: Thou, Jehovah, art

high above all the earth ; Thou art exalted far above all

gods (Ps. xcvii. 9). Again: I know that Jehovah is great,

and that our Lord is above allgods ( Ps. cxxxv. 5 ) . There-

fore also Jehovah is called Lord of lords and God of gods

(Deut. x. 17 : Josh. xxii. 22 : Ps. cxxxvi. 2, 3). That it is 4

so often said that Jehovah is above all gods and that He is

God of gods, is because at that time many gods were wor-

shipped, and the nations were distinguished by the gods

whom they worshipped, and each nation believed that its

own god was the supreme of all, and because therefore the

idea of a plurality of gods was seated in all minds, and it

was matter of dispute which of them was the greater, as

may be sufficiently evident from the historicals of the

Word in many passages. Moreover this opinion was fixed

in the minds of the Jews more than others, for which rea-

son it is so often said in the Word that Jehovah is greater

than all gods and that He is King and God of gods. That

this opinion concerning many gods was seated in the minds

of the Jews more than with other nations, may be suffi-

ciently evident from their frequent apostacy to the worship

of other gods, of which we read many times in the his-

toric books of the Word (see Judges ii. 10-13, ^7' ^9 J

5-7; viii. 27, 33; X. 6, 10, 13; xviii. 14, 17, 18, 20, 24,

31: I Sam. vii. 3, 4; viii. 8: i Kings xiv. 23, 24; xvi.

31-33; xviii. 20; xxi. 26; xxii. 53: 2 Kings xvi. i, 10;

xvii. 7, 15-17 ; xxi. 3-7, 21 ; xxiii. 4, 5, 7, 8, 10-13 and

elsewhere). This nation was so demented that they con- 5

fessed Jehovah only with their mouth, but in heart still ac-

knowledged other gods, as may be very evident from this,

that after they had seen so many miracles in Egypt, so many
likewise afterward— the sea divided before them and the

army of Pharaoh immersed therein, the pillar of cloud
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and of fire continually appearing, the manna raining down
daily from heaven, and the very presence of Jehovah with

so great majesty and so great terror on Mount Sinai— and

they had then uttered a confession that Jehovah alone was

God, yet still after some weeks, merely because Moses de-

layed his return, they demanded for themselves molten gods

to worship, and when these gods were made by Aaron, paid

them divine worship by a feast, by burnt offerings and sac-

rifices, and by dances. From this it may be evident that

the worship of many gods was fixed in their hearts. That

this nation was of such a character above every other na-

tion in the whole earth, is also evident from Jeremiah

:

Hath a nation changed their gods? . . . but My people

have changed their glory for that which doth not profit.

Be astonished, O ye heavens, at this, and be horribly afraid,

be in great trepidation. . . . According to the number of
6 thy cities are thy gods, O Judah (ii. 11, 12, 28). The

disposition of that nation moreover is such that above all

other nations they adore external things, thus idols, and

are unwilling to know anything at all about internal things.

For they are the most avaricious of all nations, and avarice

such as theirs, loving gold and silver for the sake of gold

and silver and not for the sake of any use, is an affection

the most earthly, which draws down the mind into the

body and immerses it wholly therein, and so closes the in-

teriors that it is impossible for anything of faith and love

from heaven to enter. From this it is plain how much
they are in error who believe that that nation will be again

chosen, or that the church of the Lord will again pass to

them, the rest being rejected ; when yet it would be easier

to convert stones than them to faith in the Lord. It is

believed that the church will again pass to them, because

in the prophetic books of the Word it is said in many
passages that they are to return. But it is not known that

in those passages, by Judah, by Jacob, and by Israel, is not

meant that nation, but those with whom the church is.
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8302. IV/io is like Thee, \_glorious'\ in holitiessf That

this signifies that from Him is all the holy, is evident from

the signification of who is like Thee, [glorious] in holiness,

as that no one is so holy, but in the internal sense, that

from Him is all the holy, because He is holiness itself.

By the holy is meant the Divine truth proceeding from the

Lord ; this is called the holy, and is meant also by the

Holy Spirit, which is therefore called the Spirit of truth

(John xiv, 16, 17; XV. 26, 27; xvi. 13), and sent by the

Lord (John xv. 26, 27) ; and it is said that He shall take

from the Lord and shall declare it (John xvi. 15). Inas-

much as holiness is predicated of the Divine truth which

proceeds from the Lord, therefore angels because they re-

ceive it are called holy (Matt. xxv. 31: Mark viii. 38:

Luke ix. 26), and also the prophets, especially the Word,

which is the very truth Divine. The Lord also from the

Divine truth which is Himself because from Himself, is

called the Holy One of Israel, the Holy One of Jacob, and

the Holy of God.

8303. To be revered with praise. That this signifies

that to Him alone belong glory and thanksgiving, is evident

from the signification of being revered with praise, when
said of Jehovah, as that He is to be celebrated and wor-

shipped, thus that to Him alone belong glory and thanks-

giving.

8304. Doing wonders. That this signifies that from

Him are all the means by which is power, is evident from

the signification of wonders and miracles, as the means of

Divine power (see n. 6910). That wonders are means of

Divine power, is because men were led by them to believe

that Jehovah was the supreme of the gods, yea, that there

was no God besides Him, consequently, that He alone was

to be worshipped ; and they who were in this truth were

afterward introduced into the truths of the worship of

Him, which truths are the means of power; for all power

in the spiritual sense is in truths from the Divine (see
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n. 3091, 6344, 6423, 6948, 8200). Power in the spiritual

sense consists in shunning and rejecting from one's self the

infernal crew, which is effected solely by means of truths.

Thus it is that by doing wonders is signified that from the

Lord are all the means by which is power. The means of

Divine power are also signified by wonders in David : Sing

unto Jehovah, sing praises unto Him ; meditate on all His

wondrous works. Glory ye in the name of His holiness.

, . . Seek ye Jehovah and His strength ; seek His face

evermore. Remember His marvellous works that He hath

done ; His wonders and the judgments of His mouth (Ps.

cv. 2-5). That all power is in the truths which are of faith

from the Lord, is plain from the Lord's words to Peter

:

Jsay unto thee, that thou art Peter, and upon this rock I

will build My church ; and the gates of hell shall not pre-

vail against it. And I will give unto thee the keys of the

kingdom of the heavens (Matt. xvi. 18, 19)— where by

Peter is represented faith, and by rock in the Word is

signified faith, and by key is meant power (see preface to

Gen. xxii ; also n. 4738, 6344).

8305. Thou stretchedst out Thy right hand. That this

signifies that the dominion of power over all things was

thence apparent, is evident from the signification of stretch-

ing out, as predicated of the dominion of power, and

when said of Jehovah, as predicated of omnipotence (see

n. 7673) ; and from the signification of the right hand, as

Divine power (n. 8281). That it means that it was thence

apparent, namely, the dominion of power over all things,

is evident from what now follows, that the earth swallowed

them, by which is signified that by the presence only of

the Lord they had damnation, or hell.

8306. The earth swallowed them. That this signifies

that by [His] presence only they had damnation and hell,

is evident from the signification of being swallowed by the

earth, as damnation and hell ; for by that swallowing is

signified a sinking or casting down into hell, and hell is at
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a depth below, because it is farthest from the Sun of heaven,

wliich is the Lord. There is the highest place, remoteness

therefrom being according to the nature and extent of evils

and their falsities. This is why heaven appears above and

hell beneath. There appears also, where they are who are

in falsities from evil, consequently in damnation, as it were

the land of a wilderness, which is called the land that is

damned, beneath which they are cast down who are cast

into hell (n. 7418). That this comes by the presence

only of the Lord, may be seen above (n. 8265). Thus

now it is, that by the earth swallowed them, is signified

damnation and hell— as is plain from what Moses spake

unto the congregation concerning Korah, Dathan, and

Abiram : If Jehovah create a creation atid the earth open

her mouth, and swallow them up, and all that appertain

unto them, that they go down alive into hell; ye shall un-

derstand that these men have provoked Jehovah. . . . And
the ground clave asunder that was under them. And the

earth opened her mouth, and swallowed them up. . . . And
they, and all that appertaiyied to them, went down alive

into hell (Num. xvi. 30-33).

8307. Thou in Thy mercy hast led the people. That this

signifies the Divine influx with those who had abstained

from evils and so had received good, is evident from the

signification of in mercy leading, as receiving the Divine,

and because they receive the Divine who abstain from evils,

the Divine influx with them is signified. With regard

to mercy from the Lord, the case is this. The mercy of

the Lord is perpetual with every man, for the Lord wills

to save all men whomsoever ; but this mercy cannot flow

in until evils have been removed, for evils and the falsities

therefrom oppose and hinder. As soon however as evils

are removed, mercy flows in, that is, the good of mercy

from the Lord, which good is charity and faith. From this

it may be evident that the mercy of the Lord is universal,

that is, toward all, and also special toward those who ab-
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Stain from evils. Man can of himself abstain from evils,

but he cannot of himself receive good. That man can of

himself abstain from evils, is because the Lord continually

flows into the will of man with that endeavor, and thus

implants in his freedom to desist from evils, as also to ap-

ply himself to good. The Lord likewise gives him the

faculty of understanding truth, and that he does not under-

stand is because he is not willing to understand, and this

on account of evil of life ; for falsity defends evil, and

truth condemns it. Thus it is that man cannot be gifted

with spiritual good by the Lord, thus cannot be led of

mercy, unless he desists from evils.

8308. Which Thou hast redeemed. That this signifies

whom He liberated from hell, is evident from the significa-

tion of redeeming, as liberating from hell (see n. 7205,

7445)-

8309. Thou hast guided them in Thy strength to the hab-

itation of Thy holiness. That this signifies that the Divine

power of the Lord elevated them to heaven into the Di-

vine there, is evident from the signification of guiding in

strength, when said of elevation into heaven by the Lord,

as elevating by Divine power— that strength is power, is

plain ; and from the signification of the habitation of

Thy holiness, as heaven where the Divine is ; for holiness

is predicated of the Divine truth which proceeds from the

Lord (n. 8302), and this Divine truth makes heaven.

2 That the habitation of Jehovah or the Lord is heaven, and

also good, because in good heaven consists, is evident

from the following passages : Look down from the habita-

tion of Thy holiness, from heaven, and bless Thy people

Israel (Deut. xxvi. 15). And in Isaiah : Look down from
heaven, and behold from the habitation of Thy holiness

and of Thy glory (Ixiii. 15). And in David: / will not

give sleep to mine eyes . . . until I find out a place for

Jehovah, habitations for the Mighty One of Jacob. Lo,

we heard of Him in Ephratah : we found Him in the
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fields of the wood. We will go into His habitations (P.s.

cxxxii. 4-7). That the habitation of Jehovah, that is, of 3

the Lord, is in good, is evident in Zechariah : Sing and

rejoice, O daughter of Zion ; lo, I come, that J may dwell

in the midst of thee. Matty nations shall join thetnselves

to Jehovah in that day, and shall be My people ; for I will

dwell in the midst of thee (ii. 10, 11). And in Ezekiel

:

/ 7vill set My sanctuary in the midst of them forevermore.

My habitation also shall be with them (xxxvii. 26, 27).

Sanctuary is where Divine truth is, in which is Divine good.

8310. Verses 14-16. The peoples have heard, they trem-

bled : pangs have taken hold on the inhabitants of Fhitistia.

Then were the dukes of Edom amazed; the mighty men of

Moab, trembling taketh hold upon them : all the inhabi-

tants of Canaan are melted away. Terror and dread hath

fallen upon them ; by the greatness of Thine arm they shall

be throivn down as a stone ; till Thy people pass over, O
Jehovah, till the people pass over which Thou hast taken

in possession. " The peoples have heard " signifies all who
were in falsity from evil everywhere ; " they trembled "

signifies terror ;
" pangs have taken hold on the inhabi-

tants of Philistia " signifies despair of enlarging their do-

minion on the part of those who were in faith separate

from good. " Then were the dukes of Edom amazed "

signifies the like with those who were in a life of evil from

self-love ; " the mighty men of Moab " signifies those who
were in a life of falsity from that love ;

" trembling taketh

hold upon them " signifies that they dared not do anything

;

" all the inhabitants of Canaan are melted away " signifies

the like with those who were of the church and adulterated

goods and falsified truths. "Terror and dread hath fallen

upon them " signifies that they were without any hope of

establishing dominion ;
" by the greatness of Thine arm "

signifies by virtue of omnipotence ;
" they shall be thrown

down as a stone " signifies a sinking down as heavy ;
" till

Thy people pass over " signifies that thus without danger
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of infestation all shall be saved who are capable of receiv-

ing the truth of good and the good of truth ; " till the

people pass over " signifies that thus they of the church

shall be saved who are in truth and good ;
" which Thou

hast taken in possession " signifies who have thus become

the Lord's.

831 1. The peoples have heard. That this signifies all

who were in falsity from evil everywhere, is evident from

the signification of peoples, as those who are in truths

from good and, in the opposite sense, those who are in fal-

sities from evil (see n. 1259, 1260, 3295, 3581, 4619). It

is said in falsities from evil, to distinguish them from those

who are in falsities and yet in good. They are in falsities

and at the same time in good who being within the church

are in heresies and in a life of good, and all out of the

church who are in good. But falsities with these do not

condemn, unless they are such falsities as are opposed to

good and destroy the very life of good. But the falsities

which are not opposed to good are indeed in themselves

falsities, but in respect to good of life to which they are

not opposed, they almost put off the quality of falsity, by

means of application to good. For such falsities can be

applied to good, or applied to evil. If they are applied

to good, they become mild, but if to evil they become

harsh ; for falsities can be applied to good just as truths

can to evil, since truths of every kind by application to

evil are falsified. Take for an example the saying that

faith alone saves. This in itself is a falsity, especially with

the evil, who thus exclude the good of charity as contrib-

uting nothing at all to salvation. But this falsity becomes

mild with those who are in good of life, since they apply

it to good, saying that faith alone saves, but that faith is not

faith except where one with its fruit, consequently except

2 where good is : so in other cases. In what now follows,

all those are described who were in falsities from evil and

in evil from falsities, and who were cast into hell when the
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Lord came into the world. For there are very many kinds

of evil, and therefore also of falsity, since every kind of

evil has its falsity adjoined to it. For falsity is produced

from evil and is evil in form, just as the understanding with

man is the form of his will ; since the will by means of the

understanding brings itself forth to the light, and effigies

and forms itself and presents itself by images, and these

by ideas, and these again by words. These things are

said that it may be known that there are many kinds of

evil and of falsity therefrom. They were first described

by the Egyptians ; and now, in these verses, they are de-

scribed by the inhabitants of Philistia, by the dukes of

Edom, by the mighty men of Moab, and by the inhabi-

tants of Canaan, of whom it is said that terror and dread

took hold upon them, because they heard that those were

cast into hell who were in faith separate from charity and

in a life of evil, who were signified by the Egyptians, and

that they in like manner were to be cast down into hell, in

order that those who were in truth and good might pass

safe and unhurt and be led through to heaven. This last

is signified by the words of the following verses (16, 17).

Terror and dread hath fallen upon them ; by the greatness

of Thine arm ihey shall be thrown down as a stone; till

Thy people pass over, O Jehovah, till the people pass over

which Thou hast taken in possession. Thou shall bring

them in, and plant them in the mountain of Thine inheri-

tance, the place \_0 Jehovah, which Thou hast made'] for
Thee to dwell in.

8312. They trembled. That this signifies terror, is evi-

dent without explication.

8313. Pangs have taken hold on the inhabitants of Phi-

listia. That this signifies despair of enlarging their domin-

ion on the part of those who were in faith separate from

good, is evident from the signification of pangs, as despair

that they could no longer enlarge their dominion— of

which we shall speak below ; and from the signification of
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the inhabitants of Philistia, as those who are in faith alone

separate from the good of charity (n. 1197, 1198, 3412,

3413, 8093, 8096, 8099). They are distinguished from the

Egyptians in this, that they exclude the goods of charity,

by believing that man is saved by faith without those goods.

From this head of their doctrine many errors arise, as that

salvation is of mercy howsoever man has lived ; that by

faith all sins and evils are washed away, and that thus man
goes justified ; also that salvation can be effected in a mo-
ment, even in the last hour of death, by confidence of

faith ; therefore that it is not affection for heavenly love

which constitutes heaven with man. These are Philistines,

and they were called uncircumcised, by reason of the evils

of self-love and love of the world, in which their lives

2 were. That pangs here mean despair, is because extreme

pain is meant, such as that of women in travail. The ex-

pression indeed in the original tongue also signifies such

pain. Despair or extremity of pain is also described in

the Word by the pain of a woman in travail— as in David :

The kings assembled themselves together. . . . Trembling

took hold of them there ; pain, as of a woman in travail

(Ps. xlviii. 4, 6). And in Jeremiah : O inhabitant of Leb-

anon, that makest thy nest in the cedars, how much of

grace shall thou find when pangs come upon thee, the pain

as of a woman in travail (xxii. 23). Again: The king

of Babylon hath heard the fame of them, and his hands

waxed feeble : anguish hath taken hold of him, pangs

as of a 7voman in travail (1. 43). And in Isaiah: The

day of Jehovah is at hand . . . as devastation from the

Almighty. Therefore all hands are feeble, and every heart

of man melteth : and they are dismayed ; pangs and sor-

rows take hold of thein ; they are in labor as a woman
3 bringing forth (xiii. 6-8). And in Jeremiah: Behold a

people Cometh from the land of the north ; and a great na-

tion shall be stirred up from the sides of the earth. They

lay hold on bow and spear ; they are cruel, and shall not
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hai>e compassion ; their voice roareth like the sea ; and they

ride upon horses, set in array as a man for battle, against

thee, O daughter of Zion. We have heard thefame thereof

;

our hands wax feeble : anguish hath taken hold of us, pain

as of a woman in travail (vi. 22-24). In ^^is passage the

subject is the vastation of truth with those who are in evil,

a people from the land of the north standing for those who

are in falsities from evil, a great nation from the sides of

the earth for those who are in evils directly opposed to

good, they lay hold on bow and spear for fighting from

false doctrine, their voice roareth like the sea for reason-

ing therefrom, they ride upon horses for argumentation as

if from the understanding, set in array as a man for battle

stands for the lust of assaulting truth, daughter of Zion for

the church where good is, anguish hath taken hold for

pain that truths are infested, pain as of a woman in travail

for despair that good is hurt. From this it is plain that by

pain is here signified despair on account of the hurt done

to good. That by pain hath taken hold on the inhabitants 4

of Philistia is meant despair, or no hope of enlarging their

dominion, is because the Philistines, that is, they who estab-

lish salvation on faith alone without the goods of charity,

in the other life continually strive for dominion, by com-

bating against others, and this so long as they are not yet

devastated as to their acquisition of the knowledges of

faith. For every one in the other life retains the principles

of faith which he had held in the life of the body, and no

others change them into truths but they who have been in

good of life ; for good desires truth and receives it will-

ingly, because it is homogeneous. But they who have been

in evil of life do not change, being as it were hardened,

and they also reject truths and are likewise in obscurity, so

that they cannot even see them, seeing only such things as

confirm their own principles and not the least of what is

opposed to them. Such also believe that they are the

most intelligent of all, yet they know nothing except to
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reason from the principle they have embraced. Wherefore

it is they who most assault charity, consequently who de-

sire to have dominion. For they who are in charity are

humble and as the lowliest desire to serve all ; but they who
are in faith without charity are puffed up and desire to be

served by all, as if they themselves were highest. Where-

fore also these make heaven to consist in the glory of hav-

ing dominion and suppose, because they believe themselves

to be more intelligent than all others, that they shall be

archangels, and thus that many others shall serve them—
as also according to the words in Daniel

—

They that 'be

wise shall shine as the brightness of the firmament; and
they that turn many to justice, as the stars for ever and
ever (xii, 3). But instead of brightness these have dark-

ness.

8314. Then were the dukes of Edom amazed. That

this signifies the like with those who were in a life of evil

from self-love, is evident from the signification of dukes or

leaders, as chiefs, thus all and every one— of which in

what follows ; and from the representation of Edom, as

those who from the evil of self-love seize upon falsities and

reject truths, and in the sense abstracted from person, as

the evil of self-love to which falsity is adjoined and truth

rejected, thus also those who are in a life of evil from that

love, the love of self. Concerning dukes or leaders, by

them are signified chiefs, and in the sense abstracted from

person, chief things, thus all things and each ; for when

leaders are mentioned, general things are signified, under

which are the rest, or chief things, as for instance leaders

of three (n. 8150, 8276), and they are predicated of good

and, in the opposite sense, of evil ; while by princes are

also signified general things, under which the rest are, or

primary things (n. 1482, 2089, 5044), but predicated of

2 truth. It is to be known that in the Word there are ex-

pressions belonging to the class of spiritual things and ex-

pressions belonging to the class of celestial things, that is,
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such as express what is of truth or faith, and such as ex-

press what is of good or love. There are also expressions

which are predicated of both. He who knows this may
know from the first glance or reading of the Word, espe-

cially in its original tongue, where in the internal sense are

described such things as are of truth, and where such

things as are of good. So with the signification of princes

and leaders or dukes : princes signify what is primary and

are predicated of the truths of faith, but dukes or leaders

signify what is chief and are predicated of the good of

IcA'e. In the opposite sense, princes are predicated of the

falsities of faith and dukes or leaders are predicated of the

evils of love. This is why those who reigned in Edom 3

were called dukes, as is plain in Genesis (xxxvi. 15-21, 29,

30, 40-43). The reason is that by Edom was signified

the good of celestial love and, in the opposite sense, the

evil of self-love ; but with the sons of Ishmael, those who
presided over the rest were not called dukes, but princes

(Gen. XXV. 16), because by Ishmael were signified those

who were in truth (n. 3263, 3268, 4747). For this reason

they also were called princes who presided in Israel (Num.
vii. 2, 10, 18, 24, 30, 36, 42, 48, 54), for by Israel were

represented those who were in the truth and good of faith.

But those who presided over Judah were called chieftains

or dukes, because by Judah were represented those who
were in the good of love— as in Zechariah : He shall be

as a chieftain in Judah (ix. 7). Again : The chieftains

ofJudah shall say in their heart, I will strengthen for me
the inhabitants of Jerusalem in Jehovah of hosts their God.

In that day will I make the chieftains of Judah like a pan

of fire among wood (xii. 5, 6).

8315. The mighty men of Moab. That this signifies

those who were in the life of falsity from that love, is evi-

dent from the signification of mighty men, as things reign-

ing and prevailing ; and from the representation of Moab,

as those who are in natural good and suffer themselves to
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be easily seduced (see n. 2468), thus who are in the Ufe

of falsity therefrom ; for they who are in natural good, and

not in good from the truth of faith, thus not in spiritual

good, suffer themselves to be led away to believe falsities

of whatever sort, thus to live according to them. They
are led away from truths to falsities especially by those

things which favor their loves. These are they who are

meant by Moab. That they who are in natural good and

not in spiritual good cannot in any wise be led by any in-

flux from heaven, may be seen above (n. 3470, 3471,

3518, 4988, 4992, 5032, 6208, 7197, 8002). The word by

which the mighty men are called in the original tongue, is

predicated of those who are in truth from good, and, in

the opposite sense, those who are in falsity from evil ; in

this latter sense the expression is applied in Ezekiel (xxxi.

II ; and 2 Kings xxiv. 15).

8316. Trembling taketh hold upon them. That this sig-

nifies that they dared not do anything, is evident from the

signification of being taken hold of by trembling, as not

daring to do anything, for with those who tremble in terror

the blood chills and rushes into the veins, the circulation

stops, thence the sinews become flaccid, and the strength

fails, so that they dare not do anything.

8317. All the inhabitatUs of Canaan are melted away.

That this signifies the like with those who were of the

church and adulterated goods and falsified truths, is evident

from the signification of the inhabitants of Canaan, as those

who were of the church and as those therein who adulter-

ated goods and falsified truths. That by the inhabitants of

Canaan are signified those who were of the church, is be-

cause the church of the Lord had been in the land of

Canaan from the most ancient times (see n. 3686, 4447,

4454, 4516, 4517, 5136, 6516). Moreover that they are

signified who adulterated goods and falsified truths, is be-

cause by the nations there, which the sons of Israel were to

drive out, are represented evils and likewise falsities of faith,
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as may be seen above (n. 8054), and this because they

had formerly been of the church.

8318. Terror and dread hath fallen upon them. That

this signifies that they were without any hope of estabhshing

dominion, is evident from the signification of terror and

dread, when it is said of those who are in self-love and in

falsities and evils therefrom, who are signified by the dukes

of Edom and the mighty men of Moab, as that they were

without hope of establishing dominion ; for they who are in

the evil of self-love continually desire to have dominion, but

when terror falls upon them on account of a victorious

enemy, then the hope of obtaining dominion fails. It is to 2

be known that evils are from a twofold origin, namely, from

love of self and from love of the world. They who are in

evils from love of self, love themselves alone and despise

all others except those who make one with themselves, in

loving whom they do not love them but themselves, because

they see themselves in them. Evils from this origin are the

worst of all ; for they who are in them not only despise all

others in comparison with themselves, but also pursue them

with invectives, and bear hatred toward them for light cause,

and then breathe their destruction. Thus revenge and

cruelty become the enjoyment of their life. They who are

in the evil of this love are at a depth in hell according to the

quality and extent of that love. But they who are in evil 3

from the love of the world also hold their neighbor of small

account, and value him only for his wealth, thus they value

his wealth but not him. They desire to possess all that be-

longs to their neighbor, and when they are in this desire, then

they are without any charity and mercy. For, to deprive

their neighbor of his goods is the enjoyment of their hfe,

especially of those who are sordidly avaricious, that is, who
love gold and silver for the sake of gold and silver, but not

for the sake of any use to be derived from them. They
with whom the evil of this love has dominion are also in

the hells, but not in so deep hells as they who are in the
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evil of self-love. Beside these two origins of evil there is

also a third, which is to do evil from the principles of a false

religion ; but this evil partakes of evil with those who are in

self-love and love of the world, but not with those who are

in love toward their neighbor and to their God, for the end

is good, and the end qualifies all the rest (see n. 831 1).

8319. By the greatness of Thine arm. That this signi-

fies by virtue of omnipotence, is evident from the significa-

tion of arm, as power (see n. 878, 4931-4937), and when

said of the Divine, as omnipotence.

8320. They shall be thrown down as a stone. That this

signifies a sinking down as heavy, is evident from what was

explained above (n. 8279, 8298).

8321. Till Thy people pass over. That this signifies that

thus without danger of infestation all shall be saved who
are capable of receiving the truth of good and the good of

truth, is evident from the signification of passing over, as be-

ing saved without danger of infestation ; for when they who
are in falsities from evil and have infested are cast into hell

and are removed, then there are none who oppose by inject-

ing falsities and evils and thus hinder the reception of good

and truth from the Lord. This is what is here signified by

passing over. For so long as the evil were not cast into

hell, scarce any could pass over, that is, be saved ; for then

the evil continually excited evils and falsities with those

who came into the other life, and thus drew them back

from good and truth. To liberate those who were in good

and truth from such infesters, the Lord came into the world,

and when He was in the world, by continual temptations

then admitted into Himself and by continual victories there-

in He subjugated all such spirits, and afterward by His

presence caused them to be cast into hell, where beset by

their own evils and falsities they might be held bound for-

2 ever. By people are here meant those who are capable of

receiving the truth of good and the good of truth, for people

in general signify those who are in the truth and good of
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faith (n. 1259, 1260, 3295, 3581, 4619) ; and here the

people signifies Israel, that is, those who are of the spiritual

church, or what is the same, who are in the truth of good

and the good of truth (n.7957, 8234). It is said capable

of receiving the truth of good and the good of truth, be-

cause no others are capable but they who have lived a life

of charity ; this life gives that capacity. It is one of the

greatest errors to believe that faith without charity can give

this quality ; for faith without charity is hard and resisting

and rejects all influx from the Lord, but charity with faith

is yielding and gentle and receives influx. This is why
charity gives that capacity, but not faith without charity

;

and because charity gives that capacity, it is that also which

saves ; for they who are saved are not saved by charity from

themselves, but by charity from the Lord, consequently by

their capacity of receiving it.

8322. Till the people pass over. That this signifies that

thus they of the church shall be saved who are in truth and

good, is evident from what has been just now explained

above.

8323. Which Thou hast taken in possession. That this

signifies who have thus become the Lord's, is evident from

the signification of hast taken in possession, as being His.

Since those are here meant who are in truth and good, to

save whom the Lord came into the world, it is they who are

signified as the Lord's. At other times they are called the

redeemed— as in Isaiah : Art thott not it which dried up

the sea, the waters of the great deep ; thai made the depths

of the sea a way for the redeemed to pass over ? Therefore

the redeemed of Jehovah shall return (li. 10, 11).

8324. Verses 17-19. Thou shall bring them in, and
plant them in the mountain of Thine inheritance, the place,

O Jehovah, which Thou hast madefor Thee to dwell in, the

sanctuary, O Lord, which Thy hands have established.

Jehovah shall reign for ever and ever. For the horse of

Pharaoh went in with his chariot and with his horsemen
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into the sea, and Jehovah drought again the waters of the

sea upon them ; but the sons of Israel went on dry land

through the midst of the sea. " Thou shall bring them in"

signifies elevation ;
" and plant them " signifies regeneration

continually ; " in the mountain of Thine inheritance " sig-

nifies heaven where the good of charity is; "the place for

Thee to dwell in " signifies where the Lord is ; " which

Thou hast made, O Jehovah " signifies that it was from the

Lord alone ;
" the sanctuary, O Lord, which Thy hands

have established " signifies heaven where they are who are

in the truth of faith from the Lord. " Jehovah shall reign for

ever and ever " signifies that the Lord alone is Lord of

heaven and earth. " For the horse of Pharaoh went in with

his chariot and with his horsemen " signifies all falsities from

a perverted understanding with those who were in faith sep-

arate and in a life of evil ;
" into the sea " signifies damna-

tion ;
" and Jehovah brought again the waters of the sea

upon them " signifies that the falsities from evils, which

they intended for the good, relapsed upon themselves, by

reason of the presence of the Lord with those who were in

good ;
" but the sons of Israel went on dry land through

the midst of the sea " signifies that they who were in the

good of truth and in the truth of good passed safely through

the region of that hell.

8325. Thou shalt bring them in. That this signifies

elevation, is evident from the signification of bringing in,

when to heaven, as elevation. It is said elevation, because

heaven before the outward sight of spirits is on high, and

before the inner sight, such as that of angels, heaven is with-

in ; for everything internal in the other life is presented rep-

resentatively as above, and everything external as beneath.

Therefore heaven appears above and hell beneath (n. 2148,

3084, 4599, 5146) ; for it is states of truth and of good,

and in the opposite sense, states of falsity and of evil,

which are represented in the other life by heights and

depths, in a word, which are represented by distances and
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places (n. 2625, 2837,3356,3387,4321,4882,5605,7381).
From this experience alone it may be concluded with what 2

difficulty the natural man apprehends spiritual things, con-

sequently those things which are of heaven. What such

man can comprehend that there are not spaces and times

in heaven, but instead thereof states, namely, states of good

or states of being instead of spaces, and states of truth or

states of existing instead of times? Would not the merely

natural man believe that there must be only emptiness and

nothingness, where there are not time and space? From
this it is plain that if the natural man draws his own con-

clusion that nothing is to be believed but what he appre-

hends, he then casts himself into enormous errors. As it is

with spaces and times, so also it is in many other things—
as for example, the natural man must needs fall into fantas-

tic ideas concerning the Divine, when he thinks from time

what the Divine did before the creation of the world, that

is, what He did from eternity till then ; nor can he be ex-

tricated from this difficulty until the ideas of time and of

space are removed. Angels when they think of this eter-

nity, never think of it from time, but from state. In the 3

other life there are seen two statues, partly of flesh and

partly of stone, placed in the boundary of the created uni-

verse in front toward the left, and it is said of them, that

they swallow up those who think concerning the Divine

what He did from eternity before He created the world.

The swallowing up represents that man, since he cannot

think except from space and time, cannot extricate himself

therefrom of himself, but from the Divine, which is effected

either by the dissipation of that thought or by the removal

of the ideas of time.

8326. Andplant them. That this signifies regeneration

continually, is evident from the signification of planting, as

regenerating, for regeneration is like planting. A tree

when it is planted, grows into branches, leaves, and fruits,

and from the seeds of the fruits grows into new trees, and
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SO on. So it is with regeneration in man. Wherefore also

man in the Word is compared to a tree, and a regenerate

man to a garden or paradise ; the truths of faith with him

are compared to leaves, and the goods of charity to fruits,

the seeds productive of new trees to truths which are from

good, or what is the same, to faith which is from charity.

It is said regeneration continually, because regeneration

with man begins, and never ends, but is continually being

perfected, not only while he lives in the world, but also in

the other life to eternity ; and yet it can never arrive at any

such perfection that it can be compared with the Divine.

8327. In the viouniain of Thine inheritance. That this

signifies heaven where the good of charity is, is evident

from the signification of the mountain of Thine inheritance,

as heaven ; for by mountain is signified the good of love

(see n. 795, 796, 2722, 4210, 6435), and by inheritance

the life of another, in this case, of the Lord, thus the life of

good and truth which is from the Lord, since they who are

in this life are called heirs of the kingdom and sons (n. 2658,

2851, 3672, 7212). Since these things are signified by the

mountain of inheritance, heaven is also signified ; for heaven

is heaven from the good of love, and is an inheritance to

those who are the Lord's.

8328. The placefor Thee to dwell in. That this signifies

where the Lord is, is evident from the signification of place,

as state— of which just above (n. 8325), here a state of

good from the Divine, because heaven is meant ; and from

the signification of the habitation of Jehovah, or place for

Thee to dwell in, as where the Lord is. That dwelling is

predicated of good, may be seen above (n. 2712, 3613),

and that the dwelling or habitation of Jehovah is good, and

therefore heaven (n. 8269, 8309) ; also that the Lord is

Jehovah in the Word (n. 8261). Frequent mention is

made by the Lord of the Father Who is in the heavens, and

then is meant the Divine in heaven, thus Good from which

heaven is. The Divine regarded in Himself is above the
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heavens, but the Divine in the heavens is good which is in

truth that proceeds from the Divine. This is meant by the

Father in the heavens— as in Matthew : T/iaf ye may be

sons of your Father which is in the heavens. Thatye may
be perfect, as your Father which is in the heavens is perfect

(v. 45, 48; vi. i) ; Our Father which art in the heavens,

hallowed be Thy name (vi. 9) ; He that doeth the will of

My Father which is in the heavens (vii. 21) ; and in other

passages (x. 32, 33; xvi. 17; xviii. 10, 14, 19). The 2

Divine which is in the heavens is the good which is in the

Divine truth that proceeds from the Lord, but the Divine

above the heavens is the Divine Good Itself. By place for

Thee to dwell in, is signified heaven, where is the Divine

truth proceeding from the Lord, for this makes heaven.

How it is with the Divine truth which proceeds from the

Lord, that it is in heaven good, may be illustrated by com-

parison with the sun and with the light which is from the

sun. In the sun is fire, but from the sun proceeds Hght,

which light has in it heat, from which gardens germinate

and become as paradises. The fire itself of the sun does

not pass to the earth, for it would burn up and consume all

things, but what passes to the earth is light wherein is heat

from the fire of the sun. This light in the spiritual sense is

the Divine truth ; the heat is the good in the truth from

tlie Divine good ; and the paradise therefrom is heaven.

8329. Which Thou hast made, O Jehovah. That this

signifies that it was from the Lord alone, is evident from

the signification of making, when it is said of regeneration

and heaven, as that it was from the Lord alone, for every-

thing of regeneration and everything of heaven is from the

Lord.

8330. The sanctuary, O Lord, which Thy hands have

established. That this signifies heaven where they are who

are in the truth of faith from the Lord, is evident from the

signification of the sanctuary, as heaven where the truth of

faith is — of which presently ; and from the signification of
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Thy hands have established, as that it is what is from the

Lord. It is said of the sanctuary that Thy hands have

established it, because the hands are predicated of truth

and signify power. That the hands are predicated of truth,

may be seen above (n. 3091, 8281), and also that they are

power (n. 878, 3387, 4931-4937, 5327, 5328, 6292, 6947,

7011, 7188, 7189, 7518, 7673, 8050, 8069, 8153, 8281) ;

likewise that the sanctuary is predicated of truth (n. 8302).

But the expressions which precede. The place for Thee to

dwell in and which Thou hast made, O Jehovah, are pred-

icated of good, because they have reference to the moun-
tain of inheritance, by which is signified heaven wherein is

the good of charity (n. 8327). That there are expressions

in the Word which are predicated of good and expres-

sions which are predicated of truth, may be seen above

2 (n. 8314). What is meant by the heaven in which

is the good of charity, which is signified by the mountain

of inheritance, and what by the heaven in which is the

truth of faith, which is the sanctuary, shall be briefly told.

The heaven in which is the good of charity is that in which

the interior angels are, who are of the Lord's spiritual king-

dom, and the heaven in which is the truth of faith is that

in which the exterior are, who are of that kingdom. They
who are interior are in charity itself and in faith therefrom

;

but they who are exterior are such as are in faith, but not

yet in charity. These latter do good from obedience, but

the former from affection. From this it is plain what is

meant by the heaven in which is the good of charity and

3 what by the heaven in which is the truth of faith. With

regard to the sanctuary, it is in the supreme sense the truth

of faith which is from the Lord, and hence in the repre-

sentative sense it is the Lord's spiritual kingdom, also the

spiritual church, and thus the regenerated man who is a

church, and so also in a sense abstracted from these,

it is the truth of faith, thus faith itself. What the hoiy is

may be seen above (n. 8302). Therefore now it is, that
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heaven is called the sanctuary from the truth of faith which

is from the Lord — as in David : Jehovah answer ihee in

ihe day of trouble. . . . Send thee help from the sanctuary,

and support thee out of Zion (Ps. xx. i, 2) — where the

sanctuary stands for the heaven in which is the truth of

faith, and Zion for the heaven in which is the good of love.

Again : They have seen Thy goings, O God, even the goings 4

of my God, my King, in the sanctuary. . . . Terrible is

God : out of Thy sa?ictuaries the God of Israel (Ps. Ixviii.

24, 35). Because here again the sanctuary stands for the

heaven where the truth of faith is, therefore it is said God,

and not Jehovah, as also King ; because it is said God
where truth is the subject, and Jehovah where good is the

subject (n. 2586, 2769, 2807, 2822, 3921, 4402, 7010, 7268),

and because King stands for truth (n. 1672, 1728, 2015,

2069, 3009, 4575, 4581, 4966, 5044, 5068, 6148). Again: 5

\_A people~\ . . . shall praise Jah. For He hath looked

down from the height of His sanctuary ; from the heavens

did Jehovah behold the earth ; to hear the groaning of the

prisoner ; to loose the sons of death (Ps. cii. 18-20) —
where sanctuary again stands for heaven as to the truth of

faith. Again : Praise God in His sanctuary : praise Him
in thefirmament of His power (Ps. cl. i) — where to praise

in the sanctuary means from the truth of faith which is

from the Lord, and to praise in the firmament of power

means from the good of charity which is from the Lord.

8331. Jehovah shall reign for ever and ever. That this

signifies that the Lord alone is Lord of heaven and earth,

is evident from this, that of Jehovah, that is the Lord, it

can be said that He shall reign for ever and ever, and of

the angels that they shall indeed reign, but from the Lord

;

thus still it is the Lord alone who reigns through them. It

was customary with the ancients who were of the church to

say, God reigns, also, God shall reign forever, by which was

signified that it was well with the church, because then good

and truth from the Divine were therein ; in general it was
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signified thereby that Jehovah is the only God, and they

who were instructed concerning the coming of the Lord,

meant by it that the Lord is the only Lord of heaven and

earth. Since in the church among the ancients it was

customary to say, God shall reign, therefore in David some
Psalms are inscribed with the words, Jehovah reigneth (see

Ps. xciii. I ; Ps. xcvii. i ; Ps. xcix. i). And again it is

said, Jehovah shall reign forever, thy God, O Zion, unto

all generations. Hallelujah (Ps. cxlvi. 10). And in Isaiah:

How pleasant upon the mountains are the feet of Him that

bringeth good tidings . . . that saith unto Zion, Thy God
reigneth (lii. 7) — speaking of the Lord. And in John:

The kingdoms of the world are become the kingdoms of our

Lord, and of His Christ ; and He shall reign for ever and
ever (Apoc. xi, 15). And again : / heard the voice . . .

saying, Hallelujah, for the Lord God reigneth (Apoc.

xix. 6). From these passages it is also plain that those

words were words of joy, therefore the exclamation, Halle-

lujah, and therefore it is said, How pleasant are the feet of

Him that bringeth good tidings . . . that saith. Thy God
reigneth ! That the Lord is Lord of heaven and earth, is

evident in Matthew : Jesus said unto the disciples. Allpower

hath been given unto Me in heaven and on earth (xxviii. 18).

8332. For the horse of Pharaoh went in with his chariot

and with his horsemen. That this signifies all falsities from

a perverted understanding with those who were in faith

separate and in a life of evil, is evident from the significa-

tion of the horse of Pharaoh, also of his chariot, and of his

horsemen, as all falsities from a perverted understanding

(see n. 8146, 8148) ; and from the representation of

Pharaoh and of the Egyptians, as those who are in faith

separate from charity and in a life of evil (n. 7926, 8148).

8333. Into the sea. That this signifies damnation, is

evident from the signification of the Red Sea, as hell

(n. 8099, 8137, 8138), here damnation, because it is said

that they went into the sea, and afterward that Jehovah
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brought again the waters of the sea upon them, by which is

signified that they sank down into hell, for the coming into

damnation precedes the coming into hell.

8334. Atid Jehovah brought again the waters of the sea

upon them. That this signifies that the falsities from evils

which they intended for the good, relapsed upon them-

selves, by reason of the presence of the Lord with those

who were in good, is evident from the signification of,

Jehovah brought again the waters of the sea upon them, as

that the falsities of evil which they intended for the good

relapsed upon themselves. That falsities from evil are

gathered together into one and are poured in upon those

who are in evil, and that they are closed around by them,

may be seen above (n. 8146) ; also that the falsities from

evil which the evil intend for others, relapse upon them-

selves from the law of order (n. 8214, 8223, 8226) ; that a

closing about by falsities of evil is casting into hell (n. 8210,

8232) ; and that this is effected by the presence alone of

the Lord with the good, when He protects them and gives

them heaven and the joy of heaven (n. 8137, 8265).

8335. But the sons of Israel went on dry land through

the midst of the sea. That this signifies that they who were

in the good of truth and in the truth of good passed safely

through the region of that hell, is evident from what has

been explained above (n. 8099, 8185).

8336. Verses 20, 21. And Miriam the prophetess, the

sister of Aaron, took a timbrel in her hand ; and all the

women went out after her with timbrels and with dances.

And Miriam ansivered them. Sing ye to Jehovah, for exalt-

ing He hath exalted Hitnself; the horse and his rider hath

He thrown into the sea. " And Miriam the prophetess,

the sister of Aaron, took a timbrel in her hand " signifies

the glorification of the Lord from the good of faith ;
" and

all the women went out after her " signifies all the goods of

truth ;
" with timbrels and with dances " signifies celebra-

tion from joy and gladness. " And Miriam answered them "
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signifies what is reciprocal ; " Sing ye to Jehovah " signifies

that to the Lord alone belongs glory ; " for exalting He
hath exalted Himself" signifies that He has manifested His

Divine in the Human ; " the horse and his rider hath He
thrown into the sea " signifies by this, that by reason of His

presence alone falsities of faith and evils of life cast them-

selves into hell.

8337. And Miriatn the prophetess^ the sister of Aaron,

took a timbrel in her hand. That this signifies the glorifi-

cation of the Lord from the good of faith, is evident from

the representation of Miriam, as the good of faith, for

Moses represents the truth of faith which proceeds imme-

diately from the Lord, thus internal truth, while Aaron rep-

resents the truth of faith which proceeds mediately from the

Lord, thus external truth (see n. 7009, 7089, 7382) ; Miri-

am consequently is the good of faith which proceeds me-

diately from the Lord, for when men represent truth, the

women related to them represent good (n. 6014). Inas-

much as Miriam with the women represents external good,

therefore it is added, the sister of Aaron, and it is not said

the sister of Moses. Moreover good and truth are as sis-

ter and brother (n. 3160). But it is to be known that

women represent good and men truth when the spiritual

church is treated of, whereas women represent truth and

men good where the celestial church is treated of (n. 4823).

The signification is further evident from that of a prophet-

ess, as one who teaches (n. 2534, 7269), here one who

joins in praising the Lord, or what is the same, in glorifying

Him from the good of faith, because she sang to Jehovah,

as Moses and the men of Israel had done— that to sing

is to glorify may be seen above (n. 8261, 8263, 8267) ; and

from the signification of taking a timbrel in the hand, as

glorifying from the good of faith, for a timbrel is predicated

of spiritual good, or what is the same, of the good of faith

3 (n. 4138). Formerly in Divine worship many kinds of

musical instruments were employed, but with much dis-
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tinction. In general, by wind instruments were expressed

affections for good, and by stringed instruments affections

for truth, and this from the correspondence of everything

giving sound with the affections. It is known that by some

kinds of musical instruments are expressed natural affections

of one quality, by some those of another quality, and that,

when concurring harmony results, they in fact arouse those

affections. They who are skilled in music are aware of this

and also bring them into use accordingly. The reason of

this arises from the very nature of sound and of its agree-

ment with the affections. Men learned this at first, not

from science and art, but from the hearing and its exquisite

sense. Therefore it is clear that it does not originate from

the natural world, but from the spiritual world, and then

from the correspondence of those things in the natural

world which flow from order together with things in the

spiritual world. Harmonious sound and its variations cor-

respond to states of joy and gladness in the spiritual world,

and states of joy and gladness there arise from the affec-

tions, which in that world are affections for good and truth.

Therefore now it may be evident that musical instruments

correspond to the enjoyments and pleasures of spiritual and

celestial affections, and that some instruments correspond

to the one kind of affection and some to the other— see

what has been said and shown before on this subject

(n. 418-420, 4138). Concerning the timbrel in partic- 3

ular, it corresponds to spiritual good, that is, to the good

of truth. The reason is, that the timbrel is not a stringed

instrument, neither is it a wind instrument, but as it is of

skin, it is as a continuous stringed instrument, and also its

sound is graver and deeper than the sound of stringed in-

struments. This too may be evident from the Word, where

the timbrel is named— as in Isaiah : The mirth of timbrels

shall cease, the noise 0/ them that rejoice shall end, theJoy of

the harp shall cease (xxiv. 8) — where the mirth of timbrels

stands for the enjoyments of affections for the good of faith,
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and the joy of the harp for the enjoyment of affection for the

truth of faith. And in Jeremiah : Again will I build thee,

and thou shalt be built, O virgin of Israel : again shall thou

deck thy timbrels, and shalt go forth into the dance of them

that make merry (xxxi. 4) — where to deck timbrels stands

for glorifying God from spiritual good, for the subject is the

4 spiritual church, which is the virgin of Israel. In like

manner in Ezekiel : Thou wast in Eden the garden of God
. . . the workmanship of thy timbrels and of thy pipes was
in thee ; in the day that thou wast created they were pre-

pared (xxviii. 13) — speaking of Tyre, by which are signi-

fied knowledges of good and of truth, and by timbrels and

pipes affections for the former and joys of the latter. And
in David : They have seen Thy goings, O God ; even the

goings of my God . . . in the sanctuary. The singers went

before, the players on the harps followed after, in the midst

of the maidens playing with timbrels (Ps. Ixviii. 24, 25).

Again : Make a joyful noise unto the God of Jacob. Take

up the psalm and bring hither the timbrel, the pleasant harp

with the psaltery (Ps. Ixxxi. i, 2). Again: Sing unto

Jehovah a new song. . . . Let them praise His name in the

dance : let them singpraises unto Him with the timbrel and
harp (Ps. cxlix. i, 3) — where praising with the timbrel

stands for glorifying from the enjoyment of affection for

the good of faith, and praising with the harp for the pleas-

5 antness of affection for the truth of faith. Again : Praise

God with the timbrel and dance : praise Him with stringed

instruments and the organ. Praise Him with the loud

cymbals : praise Him with the high sounding cymbals

(Ps. cl. 4, 5) — where praising with the timbrel and dance

means from good and truth of faith, with stringed instru-

ments and the organ from truths and the good therefrom.

Because instruments of every kind by correspondence sig-

nified the enjoyments and pleasures of spiritual and celestial

affections, therefore also it was inscribed on many of the

Psalms of David and indicated how they were to be sung—
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as upon Neginoth, upon Nechiloth, upon the Octave,

Schigajon, Gitthith, Muth-labben, Scheminith, Schoscha-

nnim, Machalath.

8338. And all the women went out after her. That this

signifies all the goods of truth, is evident from the significa-

tion of women, as affections for good, when men mean
affections for truth— see just above (n. 8337).

8339. With timbrels and with dances. That this signi-

fies celebration from joy and gladness is evident from the

signification of timbrel, as predicated of affection for

spiritual good or of the good of truth, and as signifying its

enjoyment or joy— of which just above (n. 8337) ; and

from the signification of dance, as predicated of affection

for spiritual truth and as signifying its pleasantness or glad-

ness— of which in what follows. In ancient times gladness

of heart was attested not only by musical instruments and

songs, but also by dances. For joys of the heart or interior

joys burst forth in the body into various acts, as into songs

and also dances. And whereas in ancient times the glad-

nesses which excelled all others were spiritual gladnesses,

that is, from affections of spiritual loves, which were those

of good and truth, therefore also it was then allowed to

adjoin dances to songs and musical harmonies, and so like-

wise in these ways to testify joy. This is why dances are

mentioned in the Word, and thereby are signified gladnesses

of affections for truth or faith, from good or charity— as in

Jeremiah : Again shalt thou deck thy timbrels, and shall go

forth into the dance of them that make merry. . . , Their

soul shall be as a watered garden ; and they shall not sor-

row any more at all. Then shall the virgin rejoice in the

dafice, and the young men and the old together (xxxi. 4, 12,

13). Again : Thejoy of our heart shall cease ; our dajice

is turned into mourning (Lam. v. 15). And in David :

Thou hast turned for me my mourning into dancing (Ps.

XXX. 11). Again .- Let them praise His name in the dance :

let them sing praises unto Him with the timbrel and harp
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(Ps. cxlix. 3 ; cl. 4). That the Gentiles also in their divine

worship played and danced, is evident in Exodus (xxxii. 6,

2 19). Both joy and gladness are mentioned because joy in

the Word is predicated of good and gladness of truth, and so

in the Word in many passages mention is made of both

together— as in Isaiah : Behold joy and gladness, slaying

oxen (xxii. 13). Again : They shall obtain joy and glad-

ness, and sorrow and sighing shall jlee away (xxxv. 10).

Again : Joy and gladness shall be found in Zion, thanksgiii-

ing, and the voice of singing (li. 3, 11). And in Jeremiah :

The voice ofjoy and the voice of gladness, the voice of the

bridegroom and the voice of the bride (xxxiii. 11), And in

Zechariah : Thefast of the tenth month shall be to the house

of Judah joy and gladness (viii. 19). And in David:

Make me to hear joy and gladness (Ps. li. 8). In these

passages, inasmuch as joy is predicated of good and glad-

ness of truth, both are mentioned, otherwise one expression

would have been sufficient. Such is the holy manner of

speech which is found in the Word, to the end that in each

single expression there may be the heavenly marriage, that

is, the marriage of good and truth (n. 683, 793, 801, 2173,

2516, 2712, 4138, 5138, 5502, 7945)-

8340. And Miriam answered them. That this signifies

what is reciprocal, is evident from the signification of

answering, when said of the glorification of the Lord by a

song, as what is reciprocal. With the ancients in sacred

worship it was also customary to sing by choirs, that there

might be one or more to answer, by which was represented

reciprocation and answer, such as is that of the church

from heaven and of heaven from the Lord. This is signi-

fied in Hosea by, I loill answer and sing to Him (xiv. 8) ;

and in Moses : Then sang Israel this song, Spring up, O
well, answer ye unto it (Num. xxi. 17).

8341. Sing ye to Jehovah. That this signifies that to the

Lord alone belongs glory, is evident from what was explained

above (n. 8263), where the same words occur.
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8342. For exalting He hath exalted Himself. That this

signifies that He has manifested His Divine in the Human,

is evident from what was said above (n. 8264), where the

same words occur.

8343. The horse and his rider hath He thrown into the

sea. That this signifies that from His presence alone falsi-

ties of faith and evils of life cast themselves into hell, is

evident from the signification of horse and rider, as falsi-

ties from evil (see n. 8146, 8148) ; and from the significa-

tion of throwing into the sea, as into hell (see n. 8099,

8137,8138); that this was effected by the presence only

of the Lord, may be seen above (n. 8137, 8265). It is

said that falsities and evils cast themselves into hell, for the

reason that falsities and evils themselves are what are cast

in hell, and these draw with them those to whom they

adhere. For men by evil of life become forms of falsities

from evil, wherefore when the evils themselves with their

falsities are cast down, the forms also to which they adhere

are drawn down together with them ; for falsities and evils

are exhalations from the hells and flow in with those who

by evils of life have made their interiors forms of reception.

That everything of thought and of will flows in, good out

of heaven, but evil out of hell, may be seen above (see

n. 2886-2888, 4151, 4249, 5846, 6189, 6191, 6193, 6203,

6206, 6213, 6324, 6325, 7147, 7343). Therefore now it is

said that falsities of faith and evils of life cast themselves

into hell. On this account angels, when they think and

speak about the hells, think and speak of falsities and evils

abstractly from those who are therein ; for angels always

remove ideas of person and remain in ideas of things (see

n. 5225, 5287, 5434)-

8344. Verses 22-26. And Moses made Israel to go

from the Red Sea, and they went out into the wilderness of

Shur ; and they went three days in the wilderness, and
found no water. And they came to Marah, and they could

not drink of the waters for their bitterness, for they were
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bitter : therefore he called the name of it Marah. And the

people munnured against Moses, saying. What shall we
drink ? And he cried unto Jehovah ; and Jehovah showed

him wood, and he cast it into the waters, and the waters

were made sweet. There He madefor him a statute and a

judgment, and there He proved him; and He said. If

hearkening thou wilt hearken to the voice of Jehovah thy

God, and wilt do that which is right in His eyes, and wilt

give ear to His commandments, and keep all His statutes, I
will put none of the diseases upon thee, which I have put

upon the Egyptians : for I am Jehovah that healeth thee.

" And Moses made Israel to go from the Red Sea " signi-

fies what is successive according to the order of truth

Divine after they had passed through the region of hell

;

" and they went out into the wilderness of Shur " signifies

the state of temptation into which they were next led

;

" and they went three days in the wilderness, and found no

water " signifies that truths failed, and at length wholly.

" And they came to Marah " signifies a state of temptation

;

" and they could not drink of the waters for their bitter-

ness, for they were bitter " signifies that truths appeared to

them joyless, because they were without affection for good
;

" therefore he called the name of it Marah " signifies the

state and quality of that temptation. "And the people

murmured against Moses " signifies a sense of pain from

the bitterness of temptation ;
" saying, What shall we drink"

signifies that they could not endure truths, because they

were joyless, from want of affection for them. "And he

cried unto Jehovah " signifies supplication to the Lord from

the feeling of pain ;
" and Jehovah showed him wood

"

signifies that the Lord inspired good ;
" and he cast it into

the waters " signifies with which He affected truths ;
" and

the waters were made sweet " signifies that thereby truths

became enjoyable. "There He made for him a statute

and a judgment " signifies the truth of order then revealed
;

" and there He proved him " signifies as to temptations in
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general ;
" and He said " signifies instruction ;

" If heark-

ening thou wilt hearken to the voice of Jehovah thy God "

signifies faith in the commandments of the Lord ;
" and

wilt do that which is right in His eyes " signifies life ac-

cording thereto ; " and wilt give ear to His command-
ments " signifies obedience and life according to the goods

of faith which are the interiors of the church ;
" and keep

all His statutes " signifies life according to the truths of

faith which are the exteriors of the church ; I will put

none of the diseases upon thee, which I have put upon the

Egyptians " signifies that they should be withheld from

the evils belonging to those who were in faith separate and

in a life of evil ; " for I am Jehovah that healeth thee

"

signifies that the Lord alone preserves from evils.

8345. And Moses made Israel to go from the Red Sea.

That this signifies what is successive according to the order

of truth Divine after they had passed through the region of

hell, is evident from the signification of going, as what is

successive and continuous in respect to life and its order

(see n. 4375, 4554, 4585, 5996, 8181) ; from the represen-

tation of Moses, as truth Divine (n. 7010, 7014, 7382),

whence by Moses making them to go, is signified what is

successive according to the order of truth Divine ; from the

representation of Israel, as those of the spiritual church

who were detained in the lower earth till the coming of the

Lord and were then liberated (n. 6854, 6914, 7828, 7932,

8018, 8321) ; and from the signification of the Red Sea,

as the hell where those of the church were, who were in

faith separate from charity and in a life of evil (n. 8099,

8137, 8138) ; that they, when liberated, were brought

through the hell which is signified by the Red Sea, may be

seen above (n. 8099).-

8346. And /hey went out into the wilderness of Shur.

That this signifies the state of temptation into which they

were next led, is evident from the signification of going out,

as being led on ; and from the signification of the wilder-
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ness of Shur, as a state of temptation. That a wilderness

is a state of undergoing temptation may be seen above

(n. 6828, 8098), and that Shur is the knowledges of the

church which have not yet acquired life (n. 1928), thus

such things as were to acquire life by temptations ; for

spiritual life is acquired by temptations, which are spiritual

combats, or combats against evils and falsities, and by vic-

tories in such combats. That they who were of the spir-

itual church underwent temptations after the Lord's coming

into the world, and that they could not before, may be

seen above (n. 8159).

8347. And they went three days in the wilderness, and

found no water. That this signifies that truths failed, and

at length wholly, is evident from the signification of three

days, as what is full (see n. 2788, 4495, 7715), from the

signification of wilderness, as a state of undergoing temp-

tations — of which just above (n. 8346) ; and from the

signification of waters, as truths of faith (n. 2701, 3058,

3424, 4976, 5668). Therefore finding no water means

that truths failed ; that they failed wholly, is signified by

going three days. It is said in the wilderness, for there

they were tempted, as now follows.

8348. And they came to Marah. That this signifies a

state of temptation is evident from this, that there they

were tempted, as is also said in what presently follows, in

these words, There He made for them a statute and a

judgment, and there He proved him * (verse 25).

8349. And they could not drink of the waters for their

bitterness, for they were bitter. That this signifies that

truths appeared to them joyless, because they were without

affection for good, is evident from the signification of

drinking waters, as receiving truths and applying them

under good (see n. 3069, 5709) ; from the signification of

waters, as truths— of which just above (n. 8347) ; and

* Teniavit ilium — tempted, in the sense of trying or proving him

or it, meaning the people.
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from the signification of bitter, as what is joyless (n. 7854).

Hence it is plain that by the words, they could not drink

of the waters for their bitterness, for they were bitter,

is signified that truths appeared to them joyless, and be-

cause they were without affection for good, since all the

enjoyment of truth springs from good. Affection for truth

takes its origin from good, because good loves truth and

truth loves good, for these two are conjoined as by mar-

riage. It is known that every one desires to be instructed

in those things which he loves and has as an end. He who
loves good, that is, who wills from the heart to worship

God and to do well to his neighbor, loves to be instructed

in those things conducive thereto, consequently in truths

;

from which it may be evident that all affection for truth is

from good. There are some indeed who live wickedly and 2

yet desire to be instructed in truths, but with them there is

not affection for truth, but only affection for confirming the

doctrines of the church for the sake of self-glory, that is,

reputation, honors, or gain. Genuine affection for truth is

to wish to know what is true for the sake of life in the

world and for the sake of life eternal. They who are in this

genuine affection come into temptation when truths begin

to fail them, and especially when the truths which they

know appear joyless. The source of this temptation is,

that communication with good has been intercepted ; and

this communication is intercepted as soon as man comes

into his own proprium, for then he falls into the evil of

self-love or love of the world. When he emerges from that

state, truths become enjoyable. This is meant in what fol-

lows by the bitter waters being made sweet by the wood
cast into them, for by wood is signified good.

8350. Therefore he called the name of it Marah. That

this signifies the state and quality of that temptation, is

evident from this, that the names which are assigned to

things described in the Word, comprehend the quality and
state of the thing itself (see n. 2643, 3422, 4298, 4442).
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Here therefore Marah signifies the quality and state of the

temptation which is described in these verses, Marah also

signifying what is bitter.

8351. And the people murmured against Moses. That

this signifies a sense of pain from the bitterness of tempta-

tion, is evident from the signification of murmuring, as

complaint, such as arises in temptations, thus a sense of

pain from the bitterness of temptation. The temptations

which those underwent who were of the Lord's spiritual

church, after they were liberated from infestations, also the

temptations which they are to undergo who are to be of

that church, are described by the murmurings of the sons

of Israel in the wilderness. And since spiritual tempta-

tions are generally brought to a state of despair (n. 1787,

2694, 5279, 5280, 7147, 7166, 8165), therefore by mur-

muring is signified complaint from a sense of pain in temp-

tations (see Exod. xvi. 2, 3 ; xvii. 3 : Num. xiv. 27, 29, 36

;

xvi. 11). It is said against Moses, because against the

Divine, for by Moses is represented the Divine truth (see

2 n. 6723, 6752, 6771, 6827, 7010, 7014, 7089, 7382). Con-

cerning the temptations which those underwent who were

of the spiritual church and which they are to undergo who

are to be of that church, it is to be known that faith cannot

in any wise be implanted in those who are of the spiritual

church except by temptations, and thus neither can charity

— for in temptations man is in combat against falsity and

evil, which flow into the external man from the hells, while

good and truth flow in through the internal from the Lord
— thus by combat of the internal man with the external

man, which is called temptation. And so far then as the

external man is reduced to obedience under the internal,

so far faith and charity are implanted ; for the external or

natural of man is the receptacle of truth and good from

the internal man. If the receptacle is not accommodated,

it does not receive anything which flows in from the inte-

rior, but either rejects, or extinguishes, or suffocates it, and
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in consequence there is no regeneration. It is for this

reason that there must needs be temptation in order that

man may be regenerated, which is effected by the implant-

ing of faith and charity, and thus by the formation of a

new will and a new understanding. Therefore also the

church of the Lord is called militant— see what has been

said and shown before on this subject (n. 3928, 4249, 4341,

4572, 5356, 6574, 6611, 6657, 7090, 7122, 8159, 8168,

8179,8273).

8352. Saying, What shall we drink ? That this signifies

that they could not endure truths because they were joyless

from want of affection for them, is evident from the sig-

nification of drinking, as being instructed in truths and

receiving them, also being affected by them and therefore

appropriating them to one's self (see n. 3069, 3168, 3772,

4017, 4018) ; here is meant not enduring them, for the

reason that they were joyless on account of the want of

affection for good, which is signified by the waters being

bitter— according to what was explained above (n. 8349).

This temptation consists in this, that they complain and

are in pain because the truths which had before been en-

joyable to them and which thus made their spiritual life or

the life of heaven with them, now seem to them joyless,

insomuch that they can scarcely endure them. The merely 2

natural man would not believe that such a state could cause

anything of pain, for he thinks. What is it to me in regard

to truths, whether they are enjoyable or not? if they are

joyless, let them be rejected. But the spiritual man feels

quite otherwise ; it is the enjoyment of his life to be in-

structed in truths and to be enlightened in what regards

his soul, thus his spiritual life. Wherefore when those

truths fail, his spiritual life labors and suffers, and pain and

anxiety ensue. The reason is, that affection for good is

continually flowing in through the internal man from the

Lord and calling forth in the external man whatever is con-

cordant, and which has before caused the enjoyment of
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affection for truth. But when the evils of self-love and

love of the world assault what the man had before per-

ceived as enjoyable, there arises a conflict of enjoyments

or affections, from which springs anxiety and in conse-

3 quence pain and complaint. It shall be briefly told how
the case is with respect to temptation which arises by rea-

son of a deficiency of truth. The nourishment of spiritual

life is good and truth, as the nourishment of natural hfe is

food and drink. If good is deficient, it is as if food were

deficient, and if truth is deficient, it is as if drink were de-

ficient. The sensation of pain arising from deficiency of

good and truth is like that arising from hunger and thirst.

This comparison is from correspondence, for food corre-

sponds to good and drink to truth ; and in consequence

also of this correspondence, food and drink nourish the

body better and more suitably when man at dinner or at

breakfast is at the same time in the enjoyment of conversa-

tion with others concerning such things as he loves, than

when he sits at table alone without company. In this case

the vessels of his body that receive food are constricted

;

but when he is enjoying conversation they are open. This

is caused by the correspondence of spiritual food with

natural food. It is said the enjoyment of conversation

with others about such things as he loves, because every-

thing of that sort has relation to good and truth ; for there

is nothing in the world which has not relation to both.

What a man loves has relation to the good with him, and

what instructs him concerning good, and so conjoins itself

with good, has relation to truth.

8353. And he cried unto Jehovah. That this signifies

supplication to the Lord from the feeling of pain, is evident

from the signification of crying, as imploring (see n. 6801),

and also interior lamenting (n. 7782) ; therefore also it is

supplication from a feeling of pain. That Jehovah in the

Word is the Lord, may be seen above (n. 8261).

8354. And Jehovah showed him wood. That this signi-
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fies that the Lord inspired good, is evident from the sig-

nification of showing, when by Jehovah, that is, the Lord,

as giving perception, and since this is effected by influx, it

means inspiring ; and from the signification of wood, as

good (n. 643, 2784, 2812, 3720).

8355. And he cast it i?ito the toaters. That this signifies

with which He affected truths, is evident from the signifi-

cation of casting wood into the waters, when wood means

good and waters mean truths, as affecting truths with good.

That wood means good, may be seen just above (n. 8354),

also that waters mean truths (n. 2702, 3058, 3424, 4976,

5668, 8349).

8356. And the waters were made sweet. That this sig-

nifies that thereby truths became enjoyable, is evident from

the signification of sweet, as what is enjoyable, for sweet in

the spiritual sense is the sweetness of hfe, which is one

with enjoyment ; and from the signification of waters, as

truths— as just above (n. 8355). The case in regard to

this is as follows : that man is affected by truth is from

good, for good and truth are conjoined as in marriage, con-

sequently the one loves the other as spouse loves spouse.

Therefore also the conjunction of good and of truth is

compared in the Word to marriage, and the truths and

goods which spring therefrom are called sons and daugh-

ters. From this it may be evident that the enjoyment of

affection for truth originates in no other source than in

good. This is also plain from experience, for they who are

in good of life, that is, who love God and the neighbor,

love also the truths of faith. Therefore it is, that so long

as good flows in and is received, so long truth appears en-

joyable ; but as soon as good does not flow in, that is, as

soon as evil begins to predominate and to prevent the

inflow of good, there is at once felt a want of enjoyment in

truth ; for truth and evil mutually reject and hold each

other in aversion. From these things it may now be evi-

dent why it was commanded that wood should be cast into
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the bitter waters, also why those waters by the wood cast

into them were made sweet. These things would in no

wise have been enjoined by the Divine if they had not

had such a signification, for the Divine could have rendered

those waters sweet without the means of wood.

835 7. There He madefor him a statute and a judgment.

That this signifies the truth of order then revealed, is evi-

dent from the signification of a statute, as the external

truth of the church ; and from the signification of a judg-

ment, as the internal truth of the church. Therefore to

make for any one a statute and a judgment is to govern

according to truths, consequently to reveal them. That a

statute is the external truth of order, is because every exter-

nal truth of the church was called a statute, and every

internal truth of order was called a judgment.

8358. And there He proved him* That this signifies

as to temptations in general, is evident from what precedes

and what follows. In what precedes the first temptation in

the wilderness was described ; in what follows instruction

is given how they shall live that they may not yield in

temptations.

8359. And He said. That this signifies instruction, is

evident from the signification of saying, when by Jehovah

concerning the truth of order as to temptations, as instruc-

tion (see also n. 6879, 6881, 6883, 6891, 7186, 7267, 7304,

7380, 7517, 8127).

8360. If hearkening thou wilt hearken to the voice of

Jehovah thy God. That this signifies faith in the com-

mandments of the Lord, is evident from the signification

of hearkening, as apperception and faith (see n. 3921,

5017, 7216) ; and from the signification of the voice of

Jehovah, as that it is declared from the Word, thus the

commandment of the Lord (n. 6971).

8361. And wilt do that which is right in His eyes.

That this signifies life according thereto, is evident from

See footnote to n. 8348.
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the signification of doing that which is right, as living

according to the dictate of truth ; and from the significa-

tion of in the eyes of Jehovah, as before the Lord, thus

according to His commandments, for the Lord is in His

commandments when one lives according to them ; he is

also said to be in the eyes of the Lord who is in faith in

Him. As to hearkening to the voice, it properly signifies

obedience (n. 2542, 3869, 5017) ; but when as here men-

tion is also made of doing, then hearkening signifies faith

and doing signifies life, as may be evident from the Lord's

words in Matthew : Every one (hat heareth these words of

Mine, and doeih them, I will liken unto a wise man. . . .

And every one that heareth these words of Mine, and doeih

them not, shall be likeried unto a foolish man (vii. 24, 26).

And in Luke : Every one that cometh unto Me, and heareth

My words, and doeth them, I will show you to whom he is

like (vi. 47). Again: The seed in the good ground are

such as in an honest and good heart, hear the word, hold

it fast, and bring forth fruit in patience (viii. 15). Again :

Jesus said, My mother and My brethren are these which

hear the word of God, and do it (viii. 21). In these

passages hearing signifies perceiving, understanding, and

having faith ; and doing signifies living accordingly. But

where hearing is spoken of, and not at the same time

doing, then hearing signifies faith in will and act, thus obe-

dience. The reason is that what is heard passes into the

internal sight, which is the understanding, and is there laid

hold of by the will, and passes as by a circuit into act.

Consequently in the word hear, there is naturally the sig-

nification of obedience, as we speak of hearing or hearken-

ing to any one (n. 4652-4660).

8362. And wilt give ear to His commandments. That

this signifies obedience and life according to the goods of

faith which are the interiors of the church, is evident from

the signification of giving ear to, as obedience and life
;

and from the signification of commandments, as the inter-
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nal truths of the Word (see n. 3382), thus the truths of

faith, which are the interiors of the church; these are

called the goods of faith, for they are wills.

8363. Aftd keep ail His statutes. That this signifies life

according to the truths of faith which are the exteriors

of the church, is evident from the signification of keeping,

as also living ; and from the signification of statutes, as the

external truths of the Word (see n. 3382, 8357), thus the

truths of faith which are the exteriors of the church. In

many passages in the Word mention is made of statutes

and commandments, and when one is named with the

other, then statute signifies the external of the church and

commandment its internal.

8364. / wiil put none of tiie diseases upon thee, which J

have put upon the Egyptians. That this signifies that they

should be withheld from the evils belonging to those who
were in faith separate and in a life of evil, is evident from

the signification of disease, as evil— of which presently

;

from the representation of the Egyptians, as those who
were in faith separate and in a life of evil (see n. 7097,

7317, 7926, 8148) ; and from the signification of putting

none upon thee, when said of disease, by which evil is sig-

nified, as that they should be withheld from evil ; for Jeho-

vah, that is, the Lord, does not take away evil, but with-

holds man from it and keeps him in good (n. 929, 1581,

2256, 2406, 4564, 8206). Therefore it is, that by not put-

ting disease upon them is signified that they should be

2 withheld from evils. That disease means evil, is because

in the internal sense are signified such things as affect the

spiritual life. The diseases which affect that life are evils,

and are called desires and lusts. Faith and charity make
spiritual life ; this life sickens when falsity takes the place

of the truth which is of faith, and evil takes the place of

the good which is of charity ; for these bring that life to

death, which is called spiritual death and is damnation, as

diseases bring the natural life to its death. Therefore it is,
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that by disease is signified in the internal sense evil, and by

the diseases of the Egyptians the evils into which they cast

themselves who were in faith separate and in a life of evil,

whereby they infested the well disposed, which evils have

been described in what precedes, where the plagues in

Egypt were explained. Evils are also meant by diseases 3

in other passages in the Word— as in Moses : If thou wilt

keep the commandments, and the statutes, and the judg-

ments, which I comtnand thee this day . . . Jehovah will

take awayfrom thee all sickness, and will put none of the

evil diseases of Egypt, which thou knowest, upon thee ; but

will lay thetn upon them that hate thee (Deut. vii. 11, 15).

Again : If thou wilt not hearken unto the voice ofJehovah

thy God, to observe to do all His commandments and His

statutes . . . Jehovah shall send upon thee cursing, discom-

fiture, and rebuke, in all that thou puttest thine hand unto

for to do, until thou be destroyed . . . because of the wick-

edness of thy doings, whereby thou hastforsaken Me. Jeho-

vah shall make the pestilence cleave unto thee, until He
have consumed thee from off the land. . . . Jehovah shall

smite thee with consumption, and with a hot fever, and
with a burning fever, and with a boiling fever, and with

drought, and with blasting, and with mildew ; and they

shall pursue thee until thou perish. . . . Jehovah shall

smite thee with the botch of Egypt, and with the emerods,

and with the scab, and with the itch, whereof thou canst

not be healed. Jehovah shall smite thee with madness, and
with blindness, and with astonishment of heart. . . . Thou
shall become madfrom the sight of thine eyes. . . . Jehovah

shall smite thee in the knees, and in the thighs, with a sore

botch, whereof thou canst not be healed, from the sole of thy

foot unto the crown of thy head. . . . He will bring upon

thee again all the sickness of Egypt . . . also every disease,

and every plague, which is not written in the book of this

law. . . . Jehovah shall give thee a trembling heart, and
failing of eyes, and sorrow of soul (Deut. xxviii. 15, 20-22,
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27, 28, 34, 35, 60, 61, 65). By all the diseases here named
are signified spiritual diseases, which are evils destroying

the life of the will of good and falsities destroying the life

of the understanding of truth, in a word, destroying the

spiritual life which is of faith and charity. Natural diseases

moreover correspond to such, for every disease in the

human race is from that source, because from sin (n. 5712,

5726). Every disease also corresponds to its own evil;

the reason is that everything of man's life is from the spir-

itual world. Wherefore if his spiritual life sickens, evil is

derived therefrom into the natural life also, and becomes a

disease there— see what has been said from experience

concerning the correspondence of diseases with evils (see

4 n. 5 71 1-5 727). Like things are signified by diseases in

other passages— as in Moses : Ye shall serve Jehovah your

God, that He may bless thy bread, and thy waters ; and I
will take disease awayfrom the midst of thee (Exod. xxiii.

25). Again: If ye shall reject My statutes, and if your

soul abhor Myjudgments, so thatye will not do all My com-

mandments, whilstye make My covenant of none effect . . .

/ will appoint terror over you, even consumption, and burn-

ing fever, that shall consume the eyes, and torment the soul

(Lev. xxvi. 15, 16) — signifying the decrease of truth and

the increase of falsity
;
burning fever stands for the lust of

evil. And in Isaiah : Wherefore will ye revolt more and
more ? the whole head is sick, and the whole heart faint.

From the sole of the foot even unto the head there is no

soundness in it; but wound, and bruise, and fresh sore:

they have not been closed, neither bound up, neither molli-

fied with oil (i. 5, 6) — where it is plain to every one that

by sickness, wound, bruise, and sore are meant sins. In

like manner in Ezekiel : Woe unto the shepherds of Israel.

. . . The diseased sheep have ye not strengthened, neither

have ye healed that which was sick, neither have ye bound

up that 7uhich was broken (xxxiv. 2, 4). And in David:

Mine iniquities are gone over my head. . . . My wounds
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stink and are corrupt, because of my foolishness . . . for

my bowels are filled ivith burning ; and there is no sound-

ness in my flesh (Ps. xxxviii. 4, 5, 7). Inasmuch as by 5

diseases are signified the corruptions and evils of spiritual

life, therefore by the various kinds of diseases are signified

also the various kinds of corruptions and evils of that life.

That by pestilence is signified the vastation of good and

truth, may be seen above (n. 7102, 7505), and by leprosy

the profanation of truth (n. 6963). That in general by

diseases sins are signified, may also be evident from Isaiah :

A Man of sorrows, and acquainted with sickness : and as

it were a hiding effacesfrom Him. He was despised, and
we esteemed Him not. But truly He hath borne our sick-

nesses, and carried our sorrows . . . and with His bruises

we are healed (liii. 3-5) — speaking of the Lord. Since 6

diseases represented the iniquities and evils of spiritual life,

therefore by the diseases which the Lord healed is signified

liberation from various kinds of evil and falsity, which in-

fested the church and the human race, and which would

have brought spiritual death. For Divine miracles are dis-

tinguished from other miracles by this, that they involve

and have respect to states of the church and of the heav-

enly kingdom. Therefore the Lord's miracles consisted

principally in the healing of diseases. This is meant by

the Lord's words to the disciples sent by John : Tell John
the things which ye do hear and see : The blind receive their

sight, and the lame walk, the lepers are cleansed, and the

deaf hear, the dead are raised up, and the poor hear the

gospel (Matt. xi. 4, 5). For this reason it is so often said

that the Lord healed all manner of disease and all man-

ner of sickness (Matt. iv. 23 ; ix. 35 ; xiv. 14, 35, 36 :

Luke iv. 40; v. 15 ; vi. 17; vii. 21 : Mark i. 32-34; ill.

10).

8365. For I am Jehovah That healeth thee. That this

signifies that the Lord alone preserves from evils, is evident

from the signification of healing, as relieving and also pre-
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serving from evils, for, when diseases signify evils, healing

signifies relief and preservation from them— as indeed in

many passages of the Word, thus in Moses : / kill, and 1

make alive ; I wound, and I heal (Deut. xxxii. 39). And
in Jeremiah : Heal me, O Jehovah, that I may be healed

;

save me, that I may be saved (xvii. 14). Again: I will

make healing to go up unto thee, and I will heal thee of thy

wounds (xxx. 1 7). And in David : Thou turnest all his bed

in his sickness. I said, O Jehovah, have mercy upon me :

heal my soul; for I have sinned against Thee (Ps. xli. 3,

4). Moreover in many other passages, as in the following :

(Isa. vi. 10; liii. 5; Ivii. 18, 19: Jer. iii. 22; xvii, 14:

Hosea vi. i ; vii. i ; xi. 3 ; xiv. 4 : Zech. xi. 16 : Ps. xxx.

2 : and elsewhere). And because healing has this signifi-

cation, the Lord also calls Himself a physician : They that

are strong need not a physician, but they that are sick. . . .

J came not to call the just, but sinners to repentance (Matt,

ix. 12, 13 : Mark ii. 17 : Luke v. 31, 32),

8366, Verse 27. And they came to Elim, and there

were twelve springs of water, and three score and ten palm

trees : and they encamped there by the waters. " And they

came to Elim " signifies a state of enlightenment and affec-

tion, thus of consolation after temptation ;
" and there were

twelve springs of water" signifies that they had there truths

in all abundance ;
" and three score and ten palm trees

"

signifies the goods of truth in like manner ;
" and they en-

camped there by the waters " signifies that after temptation

the truths of faith were arranged in order by the good of

love.

8367. And they came to Elim. That this signifies a

state of enlightenment and affection, thus of consolation

after temptation, is evident from the signification of Elim,

as involving and signifying the state and quality of the sub-

ject, like all other places to which the sons of Israel came

(see n. 2643, 3422, 4298, 4442), and here a state after

temptation, namely, a state of enlightenment and affection,
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thus of consolation. For after every spiritual temptation

comes enlightenment and affection, thus pleasantness and

enjoyment, pleasantness from enlightenment by truth, and

enjoyment from affection for good. That consolation suc-

ceeds after temptations, may be seen above (n. 4572, 5246,

5628, 6829) ; the reason is, that by temptations truths and 2

goods are implanted and are conjoined, and thus man as

to his spirit is introduced interiorly into heaven and into

the heavenly societies with which he had before been asso-

ciated. When the temptation is ended, communication

with heaven is opened, which had been before in part

closed, and thereby comes enlightenment and affection,

consequently pleasantness and enjoyment ; for the angels,

with whom there is communication, flow in then by truth

and by good. Enlightenment by truth and the pleasant-

ness therefrom are signified by the twelve springs of water,

for springs signify truths ; affection for truth from good

and enjoyment therefrom are signified by the three score

and ten palm trees— of which in what follows.

8368. And there were twelve springs of water. That

this signifies that they had there truths in all abundance,

is evident from the signification of twelve, as all in the

complex (see n. 2089, 2129, 2130, 3272, 3858, 3913,

7973), thus all abundance ; and from the signification of

springs, as truths of faith (n. 2702, 3096, 3424, 4861).

Hence it is plain that by twelve springs of water are signi-

fied truths in all abundance ; from which it follows, that by
those words is also signified enlightenment and pleasant-

ness therefrom ; for he who has truths in all abundance has

also enlightenment, and he who has enlightenment, if he

desires truth from affection, has pleasantness.

8369. And three score and ten paltn trees. That this

signifies the goods of truth in like manner, that is, in all

abundance, is evident from the signification of three score

and ten, or seventy, as all things in the complex, in like

manner as twelve (see n. 7973) ; and from the signification
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of palm trees, as the goods of the spiritual church, which

are the goods of truth ; and because by palm trees are sig-

nified goods, by them is also signified affection for good,

and its enjoyment, for all enjoyment is from affection for

good. Because this was signified by palm trees, therefore

also palm trees were employed in holy festivities, as in the

feast of tabernacles— according to these words in Moses :

Ye shall take you on the first day the fruit of the tree of

honor, branches of palm trees, and a bough of the thick

tree, and willows of the brook ; and ye shall rejoice before

Jehovah your God seven days (Lev. xxiii. 40). By the

fruit of the tree of honor is signified celestial good, by

palms spiritual good or the good of truth, by a bough of

the thick tree truth of knowledge, and by willows of the

brook the lowest truths of the natural ; thus by those four

2 are signified all goods and truths in their order. That

palms signified a holy festivity which is from good, is evi-

dent also from these words in John : A great multitude

that had come to the feast, when they heard that Jesus was
coming to Jerusalem, took the branches of the palm trees,

and went forth to meet Him, and cried out, Hosanna

:

Blessed is He that cometh in the name of the Lord, even the

King of Israel (xii. 12, 13). And with the same in the

Apocalypse : / saw, and behold, a great multitude . . .

standing before the throne and before the Lamb, arrayed in

white robes, and palms in their hands (vii. 9). And in

Joel : The vine is withered, and the fig tree languisheth ; the

pomegranate tree, the palm tree also . . . for joy is with-

ered away from the sons of men (i. 12). And in David :

The just shall flourish like the palm tree ; he shall grow

like a cedar in Lebanon (Ps. xcii. 12)— where palm tree

3 stands for good, and cedar for truth. Since palm signifies

good, it also signifies wisdom, for wisdom is of good. This

was signified by the palm trees which together with the

cherubim and flowers were carved upon the walls of the

temple ; for the temple signified the Lord Himself, and in
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the representative sense, heaven (n. 2777, 3720). The
cherubim, the palm trees, and the flowers upon the walls

signified providence, wisdom, and intelligence, which are

from the Lord, thus all things which are of heaven. That

those were carved upon the walls of the temple, is evident

in the First Book of the Kings : Solomon carved all the

walls of the house round about with carvings of figures of

cherubim and palm trees and carvings of flowers . . . and

upon the two doors of olive wood he carvedfigures of cheru-

bim and of palm trees and carvings of flowers, and over-

laid them with gold ; and he spread the gold upoti the cheru-

bim, and upon the palm trees (vi. 29, 32). By those

carvings was represented the state of heaven, by the cheru-

bim the providence of the Lord, thus that from Him are

all things— that cherubim mean providence, see above

(n. 308) — by palm trees wisdom which is of good from

the Lord, and by flowers intelligence which is of truth from

Him
;
by the gold, with which the cherubim and palm trees

were overlaid, was signified the good of love which rules

universally in the heavens. That gold is the good of love,

see above (n. 113, 1551, 1552, 5658). Therefore also

where the new temple is described in Ezekiel, by which is

signified the heaven of the Lord, it is said that cherubim

and palm trees were upon the walls throughout (xli. 17, 18,

20, 25, 26).

8370. And they encamped there by the waters. That

this signifies that after temptation the truths of faith were

arranged in order by the good of love, is evident from the

signification of encamping, as the orderly arrangement of

truth and good (n. 8103, 8130, 8131, 8155) ; and from

the signification of waters, as truths of faith (n. 2702, 3058,

3424, 4976, 5668). That by their encamping there by the

waters is signified that the truths of faith were arranged in

order by the good of love, is because by camp are signified

truths and goods (n. 8193, 8196), and by encamping is

signified their orderly arrangement, and by the waters sig-
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nifies according to the truths which are from the Divine.

It is said by the good of love, because all orderly arrange-

ment of truths is effected by the good of love ; for it is

good under which and according to which truths apply

themselves and make with good as it were one body. It is

said, according to the image of the man in whom they are,

because such image is the spirit of man, that is the man
himself, for it is the internal man, and it is altogether

according to the orderly arrangement of truths from good

with him. For this reason when angels are presented to

view, a sphere of the good of love flows forth from them,

and affects those who are present, and the truths of faith

shine forth from their faces. In the spiritual world such

things are apparent and plainly perceived. It is said that

this orderly arrangement is effected after temptation, inas-

much as goods and truths are implanted in man by tempta-

tions, but are not arranged in order until afterward ; for

the state of temptation is turbulent, but the state after

temptation is tranquil, and the orderly arrangement is

effected in tranquillity. On this account also temptations

are succeeded by pleasantness arising from enlightenment

from truth, and by enjoyment from affection for good— as

may be seen just above (n. 8367).

CONTINUATION CONCERNING THE SPIRITS AND
INHABITANTS OF THE EARTH JUPITER.

8371. I was further informed by the spirits who are

from that earth concerning various things relating to its

inhabitants, as their manner of walking, their food, their

habitations, and the like. As to their manner of walking,

they do not walk erect like the inhabitants of this and sev-

eral other earths, nor do they creep in the manner of ani-

mals, but as they walk they assist themselves with the palms

of their hands, and alternately half elevate themselves on

their feet and also at every third step turn the face side-
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ways and behind them, and likewise at the same time bend

the body a little, which is done suddenly ; for it is thought

unbecoming among them to be looked at by others except

in the face.

8372. When they walk thus, they always keep the face

upward, and thus look before them, and never downward

or to the earth. To look downward they call a damnable

act
;

only the most ordinary among them do this, and

these, if they do not accustom themselves to look forward

are banished from their society.

8373. But when they sit, they appear as the men of our

earth, erect as to the upper part of the body ; but they sit

with their feet crossed. They are particularly cautious, not

only when they walk, but also when they sit, to be seen in

the face and not from behind. Moreover they are very

willing that their faces should be seen, because thereby

their mind shows itself ; for they never show a face at vari-

ance with their mind, nor can they do this. Thus those

present know clearly what feeling they entertain toward

them, for this they never conceal, and especially whether

apparent friendship be sincere or pretended.

8374. These particulars have been shown me by their

spirits, and confirmed by their angels. Therefore also

their spirits are seen walking, not erect as others, but

almost like persons swimming in water, helping themselves

forward with their hands, and by turns looking around.

8375. They who live in their warm zones go naked,

except with a covering about the loins, nor are they

ashamed of their nakedness, for their minds are chaste,

and they love none except their consorts, and they abhor

adulteries. They were very much surprised that the spirits

of our earth, when they saw them so walking and likewise

naked, ridiculed them and also had lascivious thoughts,

and that they gave no attention at all to their heavenly life,

but only to such things. They said that this was a sign

that things corporeal and terrestrial were of more concern
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to them than heavenly things, and that things of an inde-

cent nature occupy their minds. Those spirits of our

earth were told that nakedness does not give rise to either

shame or scandal to such as live in chastity and a state of

innocence, but only to such as live in lasciviousness and

immodesty.

8376. When the inhabitants of that earth lie in bed,

they turn their face forward, or into the chamber, but not

backward or to the wall. This their spirits told me, and

they said the reason was that they believe that they thus

turn the face to the Lord, whereas in turning backward

they would turn it away from Him. Such a thing had

sometimes happened to me, when I was in bed, but whence

it was I had never known before.

8377. They take delight in making long meals, not so

much for the enjoyment of the food, as for the pleasure of

conversation at the time. When they sit at table, they do

not sit upon chairs or stools, nor upon heaps of grass, nor

upon the grassy turf, but upon the leaves of a certain tree.

They were not willing to tell of what tree the leaves were,

but when I named several from conjecture, and at last

mentioned the leaves of the fig tree, they assented.

8378. They said moreover that they did not prepare

their food with reference to the taste, but chiefly with ref-

erence to use, adding that the food which is useful is to

them savory. There was a conversation among the spirits

on this subject, and it was said that this is the proper way

for man to do, for in this way he has at heart a sound

mind in a sound body. But it is otherwise with those

with whom the taste rules ; for then the body sickens, at

least inwardly languishes, and consequently also the mind,

since the condition of the mind depends on that of the

recipient bodily organs, as seeing depends on the state of

the eye. From this comes the madness of supposing that

all the enjoyment of life, and what they call the greatest

good, rests in luxury and pleasurable indulgence. From
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this also comes stupidity in things which require thought

and judgment, and shrewdness in bodily and worldly things.

And from this man acquires a similitude to a brute animal,

with which therefore such persons are, not without pro-

priety, compared.

8379. Their habitations were also shown me. They are

low and of wood, but within they are coated over with

bark of a palish blue color, and around and above dotted

as with small stars, in the manner of the sky ; for they de-

sire to introduce within their houses an appearance of

heaven as it is seen with its stars, because they believe the

abodes of the angels to be there. Moreover they have

tents also, which are rounded above and extended to a

considerable length, dotted likewise within with little stars

upon a blue ground. Into these they betake themselves in

the daytime, to prevent their faces being injured by the

heat of the sun, for they preserve the face with the greatest

care, because they do not consider it as body. They give

much attention to the construction and neatness of these

their tents, and have their meals in them.

8380. They are little concerned about worldly things,

for they live together in families, and their wants are lim-

ited to their food and dwellings. What is beyond this

they regard as not of necessity, and therefore not of util-

ity. Their greatest care is the education of their children,

whom they love most tenderly.

8381. AVhen the spirits of Jupiter saw horses of this

earth, the horses appeared to me smaller than usual, though

they were quite stout and tall. This was in consequence

of the idea of the spirits of that earth concerning their

own horses. They said that they had also similar horses,

but of a much larger size, and that they are wild, running

in the forests, and that when they come in sight, they ter-

rify the people though they never hurt them. They added

that the fear of horses is innate or natural to them. This

led to reflection on the cause of that fear. A horse repre-
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sents in the spiritual world the intellectual formed from

things learned (n. 2760-2762, 6534), and the fear flows in

because they are afraid of thus cultivating the intellectual

by knowledges. That they pay no attention to acquired

knowledge, such as forms human erudition, will be seen in

what follows.

8382. The spirits of Jupiter occasionally had emissaries

or subjects with me for the sake of communication, and

this for a considerable length of time. Thereby it was

given me to know what was their natural disposition, and

that they differ altogether from the spirits of our earth.

When they were with me, they were often infested by the

spirits of our earth, but they did not mind this, only tell-

ing it to the society of their spirits from whom they were

sent forth, and when they told it, they withdrew a little

from me.

8383. Once also it was permitted evil spirits of our

earth to act by their evil arts, and to infest the spirits of

Jupiter who were with me. The latter endured them for a

considerable time, but at length confessed that they could

endure no longer, and that they believed that there could

not be worse spirits in existence, for they perverted their

imagination and also their thought in such a manner that

they seemed to themselves bound, and not to be extricated

except by Divine aid. While I was reading in the Word
something concerning our Saviour's passion of the cross,

certain European spirits infused grievous objections, with

intent to mislead the spirits of Jupiter. Inquiry was made

who these spirits were, and what they had been in the

world, and it was found that some of them had been

preachers, not unlike those who call themselves of the

Society of the Lord, or Jesuits, and that then by preaching

about the Lord's passion they could move the people to

tears. The cause was told them, namely, that in the world

they thought in one way and spoke in another, thus that

they entertained one opinion in their hearts and expressed
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another with their mouth, but that now they are not al-

lowed to speak thus deceitfully, for when they become

spirits they are compelled to speak in all respects as they

think. The spirits of Jupiter expressed the utmost aston-

ishment that there could be with man such variance of the

interiors and exteriors, so as to speak otherwise than he

thinks, which to them was impossible.

8384. The spirits of Jupiter have a sweet manner of

approach and prudent speech, weighing well what they

say. This habit they have derived from their life in the

world ; for if there they do or say anything contrary to

order, they are led by others through various ways to come
to themselves again, and they who are refractory, by chas-

tisement.

8385. They observed in my thoughts a desire to publish

these things on our earth. This they were not willing

should be done, because they are forbidden to publish

what is said to them by their spirits. They wondered that

such things could be published merely by writings ; but

they were then informed concerning the art of printing,

also concerning the Word, and likewise concerning the

doctrines of the church on our earth ; and they were told

that the Word and doctrines are thus extant by publica-

tion, and may thereby be learned.

8386. A continuation concerning the spirits and inhabit-

ants of the earth Jupiter will be given at the end of the

following chapter.
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CHAPTER SIXTEENTH.

THE DOCTRINE OF CHARITY.

8387. He who would be saved must confess his sins

and do the work of repentance.

8388. To confess sins is to know evils, to see them in

one's self, to acknowledge them, to make one's self guilty,

and to condemn one's self on account of them. When
this is done before God, it is the confession of sins.

8389. To do the work of repentance, after one has

thus confessed his sins and from a humble heart has made
suppHcation for their remission, is to desist from them and

to lead a new life according to the precepts of faith.

8390. He who only acknowleges in a general way that

he is a sinner, and who makes himself guilty of all evils

and does not explore himself, that is, see his sins, makes

confession, but not the confession of repentance ; for he"

lives afterward as before.

8391. He who lives the life of faith does daily the work

of repentance ; for he reflects upon the evils that are in

him, acknowledges them, guards himself against them, and

supplicates the Lord for aid. For man of himself is con-

tinually lapsing, but is continually raised up by the Lord.

He lapses of himself when he thinks of willing evil, and

he is raised up by the Lord when he resists evil, and thus

does not do it. Such is the state of all who are in good
;

but they who are in evil lapse continually, and also are

continually raised up by the Lord, but so that they may not

fall into the most grievous hell of all, whither they tend

of themselves with all effort, and only into a milder hell.

8392. The work of repentance, which is done in a
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state of freedom, is of avail, but that which is done in a

state of compulsion, is not of avail. A state of compul-

sion is a state of sickness, a state of dejection of mind in

consequence of misfortune, a state of imminent death, in

a word, every state of fear which takes away the use of

sound reason. He who is evil and in a state of compul-

sion promises repentance and also does good, when he

comes into a state of freedom returns into his former life of

evil. The case is otherwise with a good man, such states

being to him states of temptation in which he conquers.

8393. Repentance of the mouth and not of the life is

not repentance. Sins are not remitted by repentance of

the mouth, but by repentance of the life. Sins are con-

tinually remitted to man by the Lord, for He is mercy

itself; but sins adhere to man, albeit he supposes that they

are remitted, nor are they removed from him except by a

life according to the precepts of faith. So far as he lives

according to those precepts, so far his sins are removed,

and so far as they are removed, so far they are remitted.

For man is withheld by the Lord from evil and is held in

good. And he is so far able to be withheld from evil in

the other life, as in the life of the body he had resisted

evil. And he is so far able to be held in good then, as in

the life of the body he had done good from affection.

From this it may be evident what the remission of sins is,

and whence it is. He who believes that sins are remitted

in any other way, is much deceived.

8394. After man has explored himself and acknowl-

edged his sins and done the work of repentance, he must

remain constant in good, even to the end of life. But if

he afterward relapses into the former life of evil and em-

braces it, he is then guilty of profanation, for he then con-

joins evil to good, and thus his latter state becomes worse

than his former, according to the Lord's words : When the

unclean spirit is gone out of a man, he walketh through

dry places, seeking rest, but findeth none. Then he saiih.
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I will return into my house whence I came out ; and when
he is come, he findeth it empty, and swept, and garnished,

for him. Then goeth he, and taketh with himself seven

other spirits more wicked than himself, and they enter in

and dwell there : and the last state of that man becometh

worse than the first (Matt. xii. 43-45).

CHAPTER XVI.

1. And they took their journey from Elim, and all the

congregation of the sons of Israel came unto the wilder-

ness of Sin, which is between Elim and Sinai, on the fif-

teenth day of the second month after their departing out

of the land of Egypt.

2. And the whole congregation of the sons of Israel

murmured against Moses and against Aaron in the wilder-

ness.

3. And the sons of Israel said unto them, Who will give

that we had died by the hand of Jehovah in the land of

Egypt, when we sat by the flesh-pot, when we did eat

bread to the full ? for ye have brought us forth into this

wilderness, to kill this whole assembly with hunger.

4. And Jehovah said unto Moses, Behold, I am causing

bread to rain from heaven for you ; and the people shall

go out and gather a day's portion every day, that I may
prove them, whether they will walk in My law, or no.

5. And it shall come to pass on the sixth day, that they

shall prepare that which they bring in, and it shall be two-

fold what they gather daily.

6. And Moses and Aaron said unto all the sons of

Israel, At even, then ye shall know that Jehovah hath

brought you out from the land of Egypt.

7. And in the morning, then ye shall see the glory of

Jehovah ; in that He heareth your murmurings against

Jehovah : and what are we, that ye murmur against us ?
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8. And Moses said. In that Jehovah shall give you in the

evening flesh to eat, and in the morning bread to the full

;

in that Jehovah heareth your murmurings which ye mur-

mur against Him : what are we ? your murmurings are not

against us, but against Jehovah.

9. And Moses said unto Aaron, Say unto all the congre-

gation of the sons of Israel, Come near before Jehovah

:

for He hath heard your murmurings.

10. And it came to pass, as Aaron spake unto the whole

congregation of the sons of Israel, that they looked back

toward the wilderness, and, behold, the glory of Jehovah

was seen in the cloud.

11. And Jehovah spake unto Moses, saying,

12. I have heard the murmurings of the sons of Israel

:

speak unto them, saying. In the time of evening ye shall

eat flesh, and in the morning ye shall be filled with bread

;

and ye shall know that I am Jehovah your God.

13. And it came to pass in the evening, that the quail

came up, and covered the camp : and in the morning the

dew lay round about the camp.

14. And when the dew that lay was gone up, behold,

upon the face of the wilderness a small round thing, small

as the hoar frost on the ground.

15. And when the sons of Israel saw it, they said a man
to his brother. What is it {_Man hu"] ? for they wist not

what it was. And Moses said unto them. It is the bread

which Jehovah hath given you to eat.

16. This is the word which Jehovah hath commanded.
Gather ye of it every man according to his eating ; an

omer a head, according to the number of your souls, shall

ye take it, every man for them which are in his tent.

17. And the sons of Israel did so, and gathered, some
for many, some for few.

18. And they did mete it with an omer, and he that

gathered for many had nothing over, and he that gathered

for few had no lack
;
they gatliered every man according

to his eating.
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19. And Moses said unto them, Let no man make a res-

idue of it till the morning.

20. And they hearkened not unto Moses ; but some
men made a residue of it until the morning, and it bred

worms and became putrid : and Moses was wroth with them.

21. And they gathered it morning by morning, every

man according to his eating : and when the sun waxed hot,

it melted.

22. And it came to pass, that on the sixth day they

gathered twofold bread, two omers for each one : and all

the princes of the congregation came and told Moses.

23. And he said unto them. This is that which Jehovah

hath spoken. A solemn rest, a holy sabbath unto Jehovah

is to-morrow : bake that which ye will bake, and seethe

that which ye will seethe ; and all that remaineth over lay

up for you to be kept until the morning.

24. And they laid it up till the morning, as Moses com-

manded : and it did not become putrid, neither was there

any worm therein.

25. And Moses said, Eat that to-day; for to-day is a

sabbath unto Jehovah : to-day ye shall not find it in the

field.

26. Six days ye shall gather it ; but on the seventh day

is the sabbath, in it there shall be none.

27. And it came to pass on the seventh day, that there

went out some of the people for to gather, and they found

none.

28. And Jehovah said unto Moses, How long refuse ye

to keep My commandments and My laws?

29. See, for that Jehovah hath given you the sabbath,

therefore He giveth you on the sixth day the bread of two

days ; abide ye every man in his place, let no man go out

of his place on the seventh day.

30. So the people rested on the seventh day.

31. And the house of Israel called the name thereof

^tanna : and it was like coriander seed, white ; and the

taste of it was like wafers in honey.
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32. And Moses said, This is the word which Jehovah

hath commanded, Fill an omer of it to be kept for your

generations ; that they may see the bread wherewith I fed

you in the wilderness, when I brought you forth from the

land of Egypt.

33. And Moses said unto Aaron, Take a pot, and put

an omerful of manna therein, and lay it up before Jehovah,

to be kept for your generations.

34. As Jehovah commanded Moses, so Aaron laid it up

before the Testimony to be kept.

35. And the sons of Israel did eat the manna forty

years, until they came to a land inhabited
; they did eat

the manna, until they came unto the border of the land

of Canaan.

36. Now an omer is the tenth part of an ephah.

CONTENTS.

8395. In the preceding chapter was described the sec-

ond temptation of those who were of the spiritual church,

which arose from this, that the apperception of truth was

without enjoyment. In this chapter in the internal sense

a third temptation is described which arose from this, that

there was a lack of good. By the lack of bread and of

flesh, at which the sons of Israel murmured, is signified a

lack of good. Consolation after temptation is signified

and described by the manna which they received and by

the quail. Manna is spiritual good. That this was given

to them by the Lord continually and without any concern

and aid of theirs, is signified by their receiving the manna
daily and by worms breeding in it if they gathered more.

INTERNAL SENSE.

8396. Verse i. And they iook theirjourneyfrom Elm,
and all the congregation of the sons of Israel came unto

the wilderness of Sin, which is between Elim and Sinai,
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on thefifteenth day of the second month after their depart-

ing out of the land of Egypt. " And they took their jour-

ney from Elim " signifies what follows in succession ;
" and

all the congregation of the sons of Israel came unto the

wilderness of Sin " signifies to another state of temptation

;

" which is between Elim and Sinai " signifies what is con-

tinuous and its quality ; " on the fifteenth day of the sec-

ond month " signifies state respectively ;
" after their de-

parting out of the land of Egypt " signifies to their state

when they were first liberated from infestations.

8397. And they took their journey from Elim. That

this signifies what follows in succession, is evident from

the signification of journeying, as what is successive and

continuous (see n. 4375, 4554, 4585, 5996, 8181, 8345) ;

and from the signification of Elim, as a state of consolation

after temptation (n. 8367). Therefore by, they took their

journey from Elim, is signified what follows of life as to

states of temptation. For they who are of the spiritual

church, when they undergo temptations, are led from one

temptation into another ; this is the succession that is here

signified by journeying. That journeying signifies what

follows successively in life, is because there are no spaces

in the other life, even as there are no times ; but instead

thereof states (n. 2625, 2837, 3356, 3387, 4321, 4882,

5605, 7381). Consequently by movings are not signified

movings, nor by joumeyings, joumeyings, but changes and

successions of states.

8398. And all the congregation of the sons of Israel

came unto the wilderness of Sin. That this signifies to

another state of temptation, is evident from the significa-

tion of coming, as a station in succession, which is signi-

fied by journeying (see n. 8397); from the signification

of the congregation of the sons of Israel, as those who are

of the spiritual church (n. 7843) ; from the signification

of wilderness, as a state of undergoing temptations (see

n. 8098) ; and from the signification of Sin, as the quality
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of that state— for names include the whole quality of the

state of the subject, as has been abundantly shown above.

From the temptation which is signified by the murmuring

on account of the lack of bread and flesh, and from the

consolation afterward which is signified by the manna and

quail, it may be evident what Sin signifies, namely, good

which is from truth. Therefore Sin, which was a city of

Egypt and from which the wilderness of Sin took its name,

in the opposite sense signifies evil which is from falsity

— as in Ezekiel : / willpour My fury upon Sin, the strength

of Egypt ; and I will cut off the multitude of No. And
I will set a fire in Egypt ; Sin travailing shall travail, and
No shall befor a breaking ; and Noph shall be to her ad-

versaries daily. The young men of Aven and of Pi-beseth

shallfall by the sword : and these cities shall go into cap-

tivity. At Tehaphnehes also the day shall be darkened,

when I shall break there the yokes of Egypt (xxx. 15-18).

Here are described those who are in knowledges and 2

hatch therefrom falsities from which evils come
;
Egypt is

here acquired knowledge. Sin evil which is from falsity,

and No falsity from which is evil. That a deeper sense

lies concealed in this passage than that which comes to

view in the letter, may be evident to every one from this

consideration alone, that the Word is Divine, and that,

unless a deeper sense were in it, there would be scarce

any sense which could be apprehended, still less a sense

containing what is holy. Therefore it is very manifest

that names in the Word are put for things, and that from

them there leaps forth a sense universal in its scope, that

is worthy of the Word, which is from Jehovah. He who
acknowledges the Word to be Divine cannot in any wise

deny this, provided he is willing to think from reason, or

to form conclusions from an understanding in any degree

enlightened.

8399. Which is between Elim and Sinai. That this

signifies what is continuous and its quality, is evident from
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the signification of Elim, and from the signification of

Sinai, from which it is clear what that which lies between

signifies. For Elim, from the fountains and palm trees

which were there, signifies the truth and good which are

of consolation after temptation— see the last verse of the

preceding chapter ; and Sinai, from the law which was

there promulgated, signifies good and the truth therefrom.

Therefore that which is continuous and its quality, which

is signified by Sin, is the good which is from truth. The
good which is from truth is the good which is with the

spiritual man before regeneration, for then he does good

from truth, that is, because it is so commanded, conse-

quently from obedience ; but the good from which truth

is, is the good which is in the spiritual man after regenera-

tion, for then he does good from affection. The former

good is signified by Sin, the latter by Sinai.

8400. On the fifteenth day of the second month. That

this signifies state respectively, is evident from the signifi-

cation of the number fifteen, from the signification of day,

and from the signification of month. By month is signi-

fied the end of a former state and the beginning of the

following state, thus a new state (see n. 3814) ;
by day is

signified state in general (n. 23, 487, 488, 493, 893, 2788,

3462, 3785, 4850, 7680) ; and by fifteenth is signified

what is new, for by fourteen days or two weeks is signified

an entire period, or a state from its beginning to its end

(n. 728, 2044, 3845). Therefore by fifteen is signified

what is new, here what is new in life, which is signified by

the manna that they received from heaven ; for manna is

the good of truth, which is the life of the spiritual man.

The like indeed is signified by fifteen as by eight, inasmuch

as the eighth day is the first day of the following week.

That eighth means any beginning, thus what is new as

distinguished from what was before, may be seen above

(n. 2044, 2866), and that numbers in the Word signify

things (n. 482, 487, 575, 647, 648, 755, 813, 1963, 1988,

2075, 2252, 3252, 4264, 4495, 4670, 5265, 6175).
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8401. After their departing out of the land of Egypt.

That this signifies to their state when they were first lib-

erated from infestations, is evident from the signification

of departing out of and being brought forth, as being lib-

erated— of which frequently above; and from the signifi-

cation of the land of Egypt, as infestations from those

who were in evil and in the falsities therefrom (n. 7278).

8402. Verses 2, 3. And the whole congregation of the

sons of Israel tnurmured against Moses and against Aaron

in the wilderness. And the sons of Israel said unto them.

Who willgive that we had died by the hand ofJehovah in.

the land of Egypt, when we sat by the flesh-pot, when we
did eat bread to thefull ? for ye have brought us forth into

this wilderness, to kill this whole assetnbly with hunger.

" And the whole congregation of the sons of Israel mur-

mured " signifies feeling of pain and hence complaint by

reason of the grievousness of temptation ;
" against Moses

and against Aaron " signifies against truth Divine ; " in the

wilderness " signifies a state of temptation. " And the sons

of Israel said unto them " signifies thought from anxiety ;

" Who will give that we had died by the hand of Jehovah

in the land of Egypt " signifies that it would have been

better that they had been left by the Lord when they were

in a state of infestations ;
" when we sat by the flesh-pot

"

signifies a life according to their will and their lust ; " when

we did eat bread to the full " signifies when thus they en-

joyed the good of pleasures as much as they willed ;
" for

ye have brought us forth " signifies after they were liber-

ated ;
" into this wilderness " signifies a state of tempta-

tions ;
" to kill this whole assembly with hunger " signifies

that they were expiring from a lack of enjoyment and of

good.

8403. And the whole congregation of the sons of Israel

murmured. That this signifies feeling of pain and hence

complaint by reason of the grievousness of temptation, is

evident from the signification of murmuring, as feeling of
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pain from the bitterness of temptation and as complaint

(see n. 8351) ; the congregation of the sons of Israel are

those who were of the spiritual church (see n. 8398).

Here a third temptation is described, which is on account

of a lack of enjoyment and of good, which succeeds the

former temptation in a series, the former having been on

2 account of a lack of truth. They who have not been in-

structed concerning the regeneration of man suppose that

man can be regenerated without temptation, and some that

he has been regenerated when he has undergone one

temptation. But it is to be known that without tempta-

tion no one is regenerated, and that many temptations

succeed one after another. The reason is, that regenera-

tion is effected for the end that the life of the old man may
die and the new life which is of heaven may be implanted.

Therefore it may be evident that there will surely be com-

bat ; for the life of the old man resists and is not willing

to be extinguished, and the life of the new man cannot

enter, except where the life of the old has been extin-

guished. From this it is plain that there is combat on

3 both sides, and ardent combat, because for life. He who
thinks from enlightened reason may thus see and perceive

that man cannot be regenerated without combat, that is,

without spiritual temptation, and further, that he is not

regenerated by one temptation, but by many. For there

are very many kinds of evil which have made the enjoy-

ment of his former life, that is, made his old life. All

those evils cannot be subdued at once and together, for

they cling pertinaciously, inasmuch as they have been en-

rooted in parents from many ages back, and therefore are

innate in the man, and have been confirmed by actual evils

done of himself from infancy. All these evils are diamet-

rically opposed to heavenly good, which is to be implanted,

and which constitutes the new life.

8404. Against Moses and against Aaron. That this

signifies against truth Divine, is evident from the represen-
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tation of Moses, as truth Divine proceeding immediately

from the Lord, thus internal truth ; and from the repre-

sentation of Aaron, as truth proceeding mediately from the

Lord, thus external truth (see n. 7009, 7089, 7382).

8405. Jn the wilderness. That this signifies a state of

temptation, is evident from the signification of a wilder-

ness, as a state of undergoing temptations (see n. 6828,

8098).

8406. And the sons of Israel said unto them. That

this signifies thought from anxiety, is evident from the sig-

nification of saying, when concerning such things as affect

the mind, as thought (see also n. 3395, 7094, 7244, 7937) ;

that it is from anxiety is plain, because in temptation.

8407. Who will give that we had died by the hand of

Jehovah in the land of Egypt. That this signifies that it

would have been better that they had been left by the

Lord when they were in a state of infestations, is evident

from the signification of, Who will give that, as that it

would have been better, or would have been preferable

;

from the signification of, to have died by the hand of

Jehovah, as to have been left by the Lord— by dying in

the spiritual sense is signified being in evils and falsities

therefrom, consequently in damnation (see n. 5407, 61 19,

7494), and when it is said, to have died by the hand of

Jehovah, it means to have been left by the Lord, for they

who are left by Him, that is, who leave Him, rush into

evils and falsities therefrom, and thus into damnation—
that Jehovah in the Word is the Lord has been often

shown above ; and from the signification of the land of

Egypt, as a state of infestations (see above, n. 8401).

That those who were of the spiritual church, who are rep-

resented by the sons of Israel, before they were liberated

by the Lord were infested by those who were in falsities

from evil, who are represented by Pharaoh and the Egyp-

tians, may be seen above (n. 6854, 6914, 7474, 7828,

7932, 8018, 8099, 8159, 8321).
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8408. When we sat by the flesh-pot. That this signifies

a life according to their will and lust, is evident from the

signification of a pot, as a containant of good and in the

opposite sense a containant of evil— of which below

;

and from the signification of flesh, as the heavenly pro-

prium, thus good, and in the opposite sense the proprium

of man, thus evil— of which also below ; and since by

flesh is signified the proprium, so by sitting by the flesh-

pot is signified a life according to one's will and lust, for

this life is the life of the proprium. A pot means a con-

tainant of good and in the opposite sense a containant of

evil, for the reason that by the flesh which is boiled in it

is signified good and in the opposite sense evil. Since a

pot has this signification, therefore by it is also signified the

corporeal or the natural of man, because these are the con-

tainants of good or of evil. Therefore in the universal

sense by the pot is signified a man, and in a still more uni-

versal sense a people or a city, and then flesh signifies the

good or the evil therein— as in Ezekiel : These are the men
that devise iniquity, and that give wicked counsel in this

city : which say, It is not near . . . this \_city\ is the pot,

and we are the flesh. . . . Therefore thus saith the Lord
Jehovah : Your slain whom ye have laid in the midst of it,

they are the flesh and this is the pot (xi. 2, 3, 7) — where

the pot stands for the city or the people in it, and the flesh

for evil ; for the slain, who are called the flesh, are those

with whom good and truth are extinguished (see n. 4503).
2 Again : Utter a parable unto the rebellious house, and say

unto them, Thus saith the Lord Jehovah, Set on the pot,

set it on . . . and also gather the pieces into it, every good

piece, the thigh, and the shoulder ; fill it with the choice

bones. . . . Thus saith the Lord Jehovah : Woe to the

bloody city, to the pot whose scum is therein, and whose

scum is not gone out of it (xxiv. 3, 4, 6) — where pot

stands for a city, or the people therein, in whom is the evil

of the profanation of good ; the good which is the flesh
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in it, is the thigh and the shoulder ; the evil is the scum

therefrom, the profanation of good is the remaining scum
;

therefore also it is called the bloody city. And in Jere- 3

miah : Jehovah said unto /ereirtiah, What seest ihou? I
said, I see a pot that is boiling ; and the face thereof is

toward the north. Then Jehovah said . . . Out of the

north evil shall be opened forth upon all the inhabitants of

the land (i. 12-14) — where a boiling pot stands for a

people whom falsities have taken possession of, the north

for the sensual and corporeal of man from which evil bub-

bles forth. In this passage the subject is the end of the

church, when the external, consequently the sensual and

corporeal and falsity and evil therewith, bear rule, for the

church of the Lord goes successively from internal to ex-

ternal, and then expires. And in Zechariah : In that day 4

shall there be upon the bells of the horses, Holiness unto

Jehovah ; and the pots in the house of Jehovah shall be

Hike the bowls before the altar. Yea, every pot in Jerusa-

lem and in Judah shall be holiness unto Jehovah of Hosts :

and all they that sacrifice shall come and take of them and
seethe therein (xiv. 20, 21). Here is described the salva-

tion of the faithful; the faithful are the pots, so called

from their reception of good from the Lord, therefore the

pot is called, Holiness unto Jehovah ; the bells of the

horses upon which is Holiness are the truths correspond-

ing to good. Since pots are the recipients and containants

of good, therefore also they with the rest of the vessels of

the altar were made of brass (Exod. xxxviii. 3) ; for brass

signifies the good of the natural (see n. 425, 155 1).

Moreover by pot is signified doctrine, because of its con- 5

taining the good and the truth of the church. Doctrine is

signified by the pot in which pottage was boiled for the

sons of the prophets at the command of Elisha, of which

it is thus written in the Second Book of Kings : Elisha

came again to Gilgal : and there was a dearth in the land

;

and the sons of the prophets were sitting before him : and
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he said unto his lad, Set on the greatpot, and seethe pottage

for the sons of the prophets. And one went out into the

field to gather herbs, and found a vine of the field, and
gathered thereof wild gourds of the field . . . and shred

them into the pot of pottage . . , and as they were eating

of the pottage, they cried out, O man of God, death is in^

the pot. . . . But he said. Then bring meal. And he cast

it into the pot; and he said. Pour out for the people, that

they may eat. Then there was no evil thing in the pot (iv.

38-41). It should be known that all Divine miracles in-

volve such things as are of the Lord's kingdom and church

(n. 7337, 8364), and that Elisha represents the Word of

the Lord (n. 2762), and the prophets represent doctrines

therefrom (n. 2534, 7269). Then it is plain what of the

church was represented by this miracle, namely, that the

good of the church which has been falsified becomes good

by means of truth from the Word ; the dearth is a lack of

the knowledges of truth and of good, the pot doctrine,

the pottage the good of the external rituals of the Jewish

church, the wild gourds from the vine of the field falsifica-

tion, the meal truth from the Word (n 2177), whereby

that which has been falsified and which is death in the pot

becomes good. That pots signify the containants of good,

is because they were among the useful vessels in which

food was prepared, and by food and all kinds of it are sig-

nified such things as nourish the soul, thus affections for

good and truth (n. 681, 1480, 31 14, 4792, 5147, 5293,

5340, 5342, 5576, 5915).

8409. Flesh, we have said, signifies the proprium in

both senses. In the supreme sense it signifies the Divine

proprium of the Lord, which is His Divine Human, thus

the good of His love toward the whole human race ; there-

fore flesh in the sense which has reference to man is his

proprium vivified by the proprium of the Lord, that is,

the proprium of the Lord with man, thus the good of love

to Him. Concerning the signification of flesh in this
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sense, see above (n. 3813, 7850). But in the opposite

sense, flesh is the propriurn of man, thus the evil of self-

love, and therefore the lusts of that love or concupiscences

(n. 999, 3813). That the propriurn of man is nothing

but evil, may be seen frequently above (n. 210, 215, 694,

874-876, 987, 1023, 1044, 1047, 3812, 5660, 5786).

That flesh is the proprium of man, thus evil of every kind,

is further evident from the following passages— in Isaiah :

/ will feed them that oppress thee with their own flesh ;

and they shall be drunken with their own blood, as with

new wine (xlix. 26) — where feeding with flesh stands for

gorging with their own evil. And in Jeremiah : Cursed is 2

the man that trusteth in man, and maketh flesh his arm,

but his heart departeth from Jehovah (xvii. 5) — where

making flesh his arm stands for trusting in his own power.

Therefore in Isaiah, to eat the flesh of his own arm means

to trust in himself (ix. 20). Again in Isaiah: Egypt is a

man, and not God ; and his horses flesh, and not spirit

(xxxi. 3). The horses of Egypt stand for knowledges

from a perverted understanding (n. 6125), flesh for what is

dead, spirit for what is alive ; therefore the sons of Egypt

are said to be great of flesh (Ezek. xvi. 26). What is dead

is called so from evil, for spiritual death is from evil ; and

what is alive is called so from good, for spiritual life is from

good. Therefore it is that flesh and spirit in the Word are 3

opposed to each other— as in John : That which is born

of the flesh is flesh ; and that which is born of the spirit is

spirit (iii. 6). Again: It is the spirit that quickeneth ; the

flesh profileth nothing: the words that I speak unto you are

spirit, and are life (vi. 63). And in Genesis: Jehovah

said, My Spirit shall not reprove manfor ever, for that he is

flesh (vi. 3)— where flesh stands for the proprium of man.

In like manner in Matthew : Jesus said. Blessed art thou,

Simon Bar-Jonah : for flesh and blood hath not revealed

it unto thee, but My Father which is in the heavens (xvi.

17). And in John : As many as received Him, to them gave
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He power to be sons of God, to them that believe on His

name : which were born, not of bloods, nor of the will of

the flesh, nor of the will of man, but of God (i. 12, 13).

The will of the flesh stands for the voluntary proprium, the

will of man for the intellectual proprium ; the sons of God
for the regenerated, and they who are regenerated are all

vivified by the proprium of the Lord, which is the flesh

4 and body of the Lord, and is the Divine good itself. In-

asmuch as flesh in the opposite sense is the proprium of

man, thus evil, it is also lust, for the life of the flesh, which

is the body's own life, is nothing but the pleasure of the

senses, the enjoyment of the appetites, and lust. That

flesh means lust, is evident from the following passage in

Moses : The mixed multitude that was among them lusted

a lust: and the sons of Israel also wept again, and said.

Who shall feed us with flesh ? . . . Now our soul is dried

away ; there is nothing at all ; we have nought save this

manna for our eye. . . . And Jehovah said unto Moses

. . . Say thou unto the people. Sanctify yourselves against

to-morrow, and ye shall eat flesh ; for ye have wept in the

ears of Jehovah, saying, Who shallfeed us with flesh ? for

it was better with us in Egypt. . . . Jehovah will give you

flesh to eat . . . for a month of days, until it come out at

your nostrils, and it be loathsome unto you. . . . WhiU the

flesh was yet between their teeth, ere it was swallowed, the

anger of Jehovah was kindled against the people, and Jeho-

vah smote the people with a very great plague. Whence he

called the name of that place the graves of lust : because

there they buried the people that lusted (Num. xi. 4, 6, 16,

18, 20, 33, 34). From these passages it is now plain what

is signified by sitting by the flesh-pot in the land of Egypt,

namely, a life according to their will and lust, thus the life

of the proprium.

8410. When we did eat bread to the full. That this

signifies that thus they enjoyed the good of pleasures as

much as the^y willed, is evident from the signification of
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eating, as appropriation (see n. 3168, 3513, 3596, 4745)»
and also enjoyment (n. 7849) ; and from the signification

of bread, as the good of heavenly life, and in the opposite

sense the good of natural life separate from heavenly life,

thus the good of pleasures. For by bread in the spiritual

sense is meant the primary thing which nourishes the soul

and preserves its spiritual life. That this is the good of

love, is evident from the life of heaven, which consists

solely of that good. But in the opposite sense by bread is

meant the primary thing which nourishes those who are in

hell and sustains their life ; that this is the evil of the love

of self and of the world, is evident from the life of hell,

which consists solely in that evil. This evil is to them

good, for nothing is more enjoyable and sweeter to them.

This is here meant by the good of pleasures. The signifi-

cation is further evident from that of the expression to the

full, which is, as much as they willed, for the will is what is

filled with good in the case of the good, and with evil in

the case of the evil.

841 1. For ye have brought us forth. That this signifies

after they were liberated, is evident from the signification

of bringing forth, in this case from the land of Egypt, as

liberating, namely, from a state of infestations.

8412. Into this wilderness. That this signifies a state

of temptations, is evident from the signification of a wilder-

ness, as a state of undergoing temptations (see n. 8098).

8413. To kill this whole assembly with hunger. That

this signifies that from a lack of enjoyment and of good

they were expiring, is evident from the signification of

killing, as depriving of life, in this case, depriving of enjoy-

ment and good, for in these the life of man consists (see

n. 3607, 6767) J from the signification of assembly, as

those who were of the spiritual church (n. 7843) ; and

from the signification of hunger, as a lack of good (see

n. 5893), here of the good of pleasures, which is signified

by bread (n. 8410) ; for when that which nourishes spir-
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itual life, or the life of ihe spirit, is taken away, there comes

2 hunger. How this is, shall be briefly told. When the

good of charity which makes spiritual life is to be im-

planted, then the enjoyment of the pleasures which had

made the natural life is removed. When this enjoyment is

removed, then man comes into temptation, for he believes

that if he be deprived of the enjoyment of pleasures, he

is deprived of all life, since his natural life consists in that

enjoyment, or good, as he calls it. But he does not know
that when this enjoyment of life is removed, there is im-

planted in its place by the Lord spiritual enjoyment or

good. This latter good is what is signified by the manna
;

the former good or enjoyment is meant by the flesh and

bread in the land of Egypt, and the privation of it is meant

3 by hunger. But it is to be carefully observed, that the

man who is being regenerated is not deprived of the enjoy-

ment of the pleasures of the body and outer mind, for this

pleasure he enjoys fully after regeneration, and more fully

than before, but in inverse ratio. The enjoyment of pleas-

ures before regeneration was the all of his life, but after

regeneration the good of charity becomes the all of his

life, and then the enjoyment of pleasures serves as a means

and as an ultimate plane, in which spiritual good with its

happiness and blessedness terminates. When therefore the

order is to be inverted, then the former enjoyment of

pleasures expires and becomes as nothing, and a new

enjoyment from a spiritual origin is implanted in its place.

8414. Verses 4, 5. And Jehovah said unto Moses, Be-

hold, I am causing bread to rain from heaven for you ; and
the people shallgo out and gather a dafs portion every day,

that I may prove them, whether they will walk in My law,

or no. And it shall come to pass on the sixth day, thai

they shall prepare that which they bring in, and it shall be

twofold what they gather daily. " And Jehovah said unto

Moses" signifies consolation from the Lord; "Behold, I

am causing bread to rain from heaven for you " signifies
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that heavenly good shall flow in ; " and the people shall go

out " signifies life therefrom ;
" and gather a day's portion

every day " signifies continually according to need ;
" that

I may prove them " signifies that thereby they will be ex-

plored ;
" whether they will walk in My law, or no " signi-

fies whether they can live a life of truth and good. " And
it shall come to pass on the sixth day " signifies in the end

of every state ;
" that they shall prepare that which they

bring in " signifies an orderly arrangement of goods which

have been appropriated ;
" and it shall be twofold what

they gather daily " signifies that the goods are to be

conjoined.

8415. And Jehovah said unto Moses. That this sig-

nifies consolation from the Lord, is evident from what fol-

lows, for the things which Jehovah said relate to consolation

after temptation— that after temptations there is consola-

tion, may be seen above (n. 8367, 8370).

8416. Behold, I am causing bread to rain from heaven

for you. That this signifies that heavenly good shall flow

in, is evident from the signification of raining, as blessing

(n. 2445) — that raining means blessing, is because rain

comes down from heaven and causes the fertility of the

earth, just as Divine good and truth descend from heaven

into man and cause blessing, whence it may be evident that

raining in the proximate sense signifies inflowing, for all

good from the Divine flows in ; and from the signification

of bread, as heavenly good— of which in what follows.

8417. And the people shall go out. That this signifies

life therefrom, is evident from the signification of going, as

life (see n, 1293, 3335, 4882, 5493, 5605), and in hke

manner here going out, that is, going to gather manna.

Concerning the signification of going, as life, see what

follows (n. 8420).

8418. And gather a day's portion every day. That this

signifies continually according to need, is evident from the

signification of gathering, as receiving, for when raining sig-
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nifies influx of good from the Divine, then gathering signi-

fies reception, since the one answers to the other; from

the signification of portion \_verdum'\, as the thing spoken

of, here the bread or manna from heaven ; and from the

signification of a day's every day, as continually according

to need— continually because received daily. That daily

means continually, may be seen above (n. 2838). And
that it means according to need, is because they were to

gather as much as they needed daily, and no more, namely,

for every one an omer.

8419. That J may prove them. That this signifies that

thereby they will be explored, is evident from the significa-

tion of proving, as here exploring, for it follows, whether

they will walk in My law, or no.

8420. Whether they will walk in My law, or no. That

this signifies whether they can live a life of truth and good,

is evident from the signification of walking, as living (see

n. 519, 1794) ; and from the signification of the law, as

the Word (n. 2606, 3382, 6752) ; and because it is the

Word, it is Divine truth (n. 7463), thus also the doctrine

of good and of truth. Therefore to walk in the law of

Jehovah is to live a life of truth and good according to

doctrine. That to walk in the law is to live according to

the law, is known to every one, because it is so said in

common speech. From this it may be evident that walk-

ing means living, and also that in the very word, walk,

there is intimation of the spiritual sense, as also in very

many other expressions. This comes from no other source

than from the influx of the spiritual world into ideas of

thought, and thus into expressions ; for without that influx

who would ever say walking to express living? as walking

in the law, in the statutes, in the commandments, in the

fear of God. It is very similar in regard to going, that

it means living, as just above(n. 8417), and also in regard

to journeying, making progress, sojourning. That these

expressions mean living, is because in the spiritual world
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there are not spaces, but instead thereof states of life (see

n. 2625, 2684, 2837, 3356, 3387, 4321, 4882, 5605, 7381).

8421. And it shall come to pass on the sixth day. That

this signifies in the end of every state, is evident from the

signification of day, as state (see n. 23, 487, 488, 493,

2788, 3462, 3785, 4850, 7680) ; and from the signification

of the sixth, as the end of a state. The sixth day means

the end of a state, because seven days or a week signify an

entire period or a full state (n. 2044, 3845, 6508) ; thus

the day preceding the seventh, or the sixth day, signifies the

end of that state, and the day following, or the eighth day,

signifies the beginning of another state (n. 2044, 8400).

8422. That they shall prepare that which they l>ri?ig in.

That this signifies an orderly arrangement of goods which

have been appropriated, is evident from the signification

of preparing., when said of goods which have been appro-

priated, as orderly arrangement ; and from the signification

of that which they bring in, when the manna is meant by

which good is signified, as the goods which have been

appropriated. The gathering of manna every day signifies

the reception of good, and the eating of it signifies appro-

priation. Therefore to prepare that which they bring in

signifies the orderly arrangement of goods which have been

appropriated. This arrangement is effected by the Lord

in the end of every state, which is signified by the sixth

day. Conjunction follows that arrangement, and this con-

junction is signified by the seventh day.

8423. And it shall be twofold what they gather daily.

That this signifies that they are to be conjoined, is evident

from the signification of there being twofold, as being con-

joined— that being conjoined is signified by twofold, is

because two means conjunction (see n. 1686, 3519, 5194) ;

from the signification of gathering, as receiving (n. 8418) ;

and from the signification of daily, or every day, as con-

tinually (also n. 8418). That two means conjunction, is

because there are two things to which all things in the uni-
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verse have reference, namely, good and truth, or what is the

same, love and faith ; for good is of love, and truth is of

faith. Therefore also there are two things with man which

constitute his life, namely, will and understanding. The
will with man is formed to receive good or love, and the

understanding to receive truth or faith. The conjunction

of these two is called a marriage, for these two conjoined

are like marriage consorts, loving each other, conceiving

and bringing forth offspring that is called fruit. From this

it is now plain why two or twofold signifies conjunction, for

without the conjunction of those two nothing is ever born

or produced. It may be added, that from this it may also

be plainly evident, that faith without love or charity cannot

produce any fruit, but that fruit must be from the two

conjoined.

8424. Verses 6-8. And Moses and Aaron said unto

all the sons of Israel, Ai even, then ye shall know that Je-

hovah hath brought you out from the land of Egypt. And
in the morning, then ye shall see the glory of Jehovah ; in

that He heareth your murmurings against Jehovah : and
what are we, that ye murmur against us ? And Moses

said, In that Jehovah shall give you in the evening flesh to

eat, atid in the morning bread to the full; in that Jehovah

heareth your murmurings which ye murmur against Him :

what are we ? your murmurings are not against us, but

against Jehovah. "And Moses and Aaron said unto all

the sons of Israel " signifies information from truth Divine
;

" At even, then ye shall know that Jehovah hath brought

you out from the land of Egypt " signifies that in the end

of the former state there shall be a revelation that they are

liberated. "And in the morning, then ye shall see the

glory of Jehovah " signifies that in the beginning of a new

state the coming of the Lord will be ; " in that He heareth

your murmurings " signifies that complaints shall cease

;

"against Jehovah : and what are we, that ye murmur against

us " signifies that the complaints were against the Divine,
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not against those who represented it. " And Moses said
"

signifies information ;
" In that Jehovah shall give you in

the evening flesh to eat " signifies that in the end of the

state good will be appropriated through enjoyment ;
" and

in the morning bread to the full " signifies that in the be-

ginning of a new state shall be had as much good as they

can receive ;
" in that Jehovah heareth your murmurings "

signifies that thus complaints shall cease ;
" which ye mur-

mur against Him " signifies that they were against the

Divine; "what are we? your murmurings are not against

us " signifies that they were not against those who repre-

sented the Divine ; " but against Jehovah " signifies that

thereafter they should take heed to themselves.

8425. And Moses and Aaron said unto all the sons of

Israel. That this signifies information from truth Divine,

is evident from the signification of saying, when concerning

those things which were commanded by Jehovah to those

who were of the spiritual church, as information (n. 7769,

7793, 7825, 8041) ; from the representation of Moses and

Aaron, as truth Divine, Moses what is internal and Aaron

what is external (n. 7009, 7089, 7382) ; and from the

representation of the sons of Israel, as those who are of

the spiritual church (n. 6426, 6637, 6862, 6868, 7035,

7062, 7198, 7201, 7215, 7223).

8426. At even, then ye shall ktww that Jehovah hath

broughtyou out from the land of Egypt. That this signifies

that in the end of the former state there shall be a rev-

elation that they were liberated, is evident from the sig-

nification of evening, as the end of the former state— of

which below ; from the signification of knowing, as being

revealed, for what Jehovah gives man to know, this is called

revelation ; and from the signification of bringing out, as

liberating— as frequently above— here from the infesta-

tions which are signified by the land of Egypt (n. 7278).

That in the evening or at even is the end of a former state, 2

is because the changes of state in the other life are as the
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times of day in the world, morning, midday, evening, and

night, or twilight, and again morning. It is to be known
that in the spiritual world there are perpetual changes of

state, and that all who are there pass through them. The
reason is, that they may be continually perfected, for with-

out changes of state, or without variations continually suc-

ceeding one another in order, they who are in the spiritual

world are not perfected. The changes of state, which suc-

ceed each other in order like the times of day and the times

of year, never return altogether the same, but varied. The

beginning of every state corresponds to morning on the

earth, and also in the Word is sometimes meant by morn-

ing ; but the end of every state corresponds to evening,

and is likewise sometimes called evening in the Word.

When it is morning, then they are in love ; when it is mid-

day, then they are in light or in truth ; but when it is eve-

ning, then they are in obscurity as to truths and are in the

enjoyment of natural love. This enjoyment is what is sig-

nified by the quail which they received in the evening, and

good is what is signified by the manna which they received

3 every morning. From these things it may be evident what

the evening signifies, namely, the end of the state of the

subject under consideration, therefore also the end of the

state of the church. But see what has been before shown

concerning the signification of evening, that in the other Hfe

there are changes of states, as in the world changes of

times (n. 5672, 5962, 61 10) ; that evening is the end of

a former church, and morning the beginning of a new

church (n. 2323, 7844) ; that therefore evening and morn-

ing are the coming of the Lord (n. 7844) ; that in heaven

there is evening and twilight before morning, but not night,

which is in hell (n. 6iio).

8427. And in the tnornmg, then ye shall see the glory of

Jehovah. That this signifies that in the beginning of a new

state is the Lord's coming, is evident from the signification

of morning, as the beginning of a new state — of which
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just above (n. 8426) ; and from the signification of the glory

of Jehovah, as His presence and coming. That glory means

the presence and coming of the Lord, is because glory in

the supreme sense means the Divine truth which proceeds

from the Lord, and the Divine truth appears before the eyes

of angels as light and splendor from the Sun, which is the

Lord. That glory is the Divine truth proceeding from the

Lord, may be seen above (n. 5922, 8267) ; and that it is

the intelligence and wisdom which are from the Divine

truth (n. 4809) ; and that therefore it is the internal sense

of the Word, since that sense is the Divine truth in glory

(n. 5922). It is said that in the morning they should see 2

the glory of Jehovah, because the rising of the Sun and the

light therefrom, which light in heaven illumines angelic sight

both outer and inner, consequently the presence and coming

of the Lord, Who is the Sun in heaven, corresponds to

the time of morning on the earth, and is here signified by

morning. Therefore that light from the Sun, which light is

the Divine truth proceeding from the Lord, thus the Lord,

is glory. From this it is plain that by glory is signified the

presence and coming of the Lord. That this is meant by

glory, is also evident from many passages in the Word—
as in Moses : The cloud covered the mount. And the glory

ofJehovah abode upon Alount Sinai, and the cloud covered

it six days. . . . The appearance of the glory ofJehovah

was like devouring fire on the top of the mount before the

eyes of the sons of Israel (Exod. xxiv. 15-17). It is plain

that here the presence of Jehovah, that is, of the Lord,

appearing like a cloud and like fire upon the mount, is

called the glory of Jehovah. Again : The cloud covered the

tent of meeting, and the glory of Jehovah filled the taber-

nacle. And Moses was not able to enter into the tent of

meeting, because the cloud abode thereon, and the glory of

Jehovah filled the tabernacle (Exod. xl. 34, 35)— where

also the presence of the Lord appearing as a cloud is called

glory. Again : Moses and Aaron went into the tent of 3
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meeting, and came out, and blessed the people ; and the glory

of Jehovah appeared unto all the people (Lev. ix. 23).

Again : The glory ofJehovah appeared in the tent of meet-

ing before all the sons of Israel (Num. xiv. 10 ; also xvi. 19 ;

XX. 6). In the First Book of the Kings : The cloud filled

the house ofJehovah, so that the priests could not stand to

minister by reason of the cloud; for the glory ofJehovah

filled the house ofJehovah (viii. 10, 11). And in John :

The temple was filled with smoke from the glory of God,

and from His power ; and none was able to enter into the

temple (Apoc. xv. 8). Again: He showed me the great

city, the holy Jerusalem, coming down out of heaven from
God, having the glory of God. . . . The city hath no

need of the sun, neither of the moon, to shine in it : for the

glory of God doth lighten it, and the Lamb is the lamp

thereof {kY)OC. xxi. 10, 11, 23) — where the glory of God
manifestly stands for light from the Lord, which is the

Divine truth proceeding from Him, thus the presence of

the Lord, for the Lord is present in the truth which is

4 from Him. That the glory of Jehovah is His presence, is

further evident in Moses : Moses said unto Jehovah, Show
me, Ipray Thee, Thy glory. And He said, I will make all

My goodness pass before thee. . . . And it shall come to

pass, while My glory passeth by, that I will put thee iti a

cleft of the rock, and will cover thee with Afy hand until I
have passed by : but when I shall take away My hand thou

shall see My back : and Myface shall not be seen ( Exod.

xxxiii. 18, 19, 22, 23). In this passage also the glory of

Jehovah manifestly stands for His presence. And in Mat-

thew : The disciples said unto Jesus, Tell us . . . what
shall be the sign of Thy coming ? . . . Jesus said. Then shall

appear the sign of the Son of Alan . . . and they shall see

the Son of Man coming in the clouds of heaven with poiver

and glory (xxiv. 3, 30). In this passage is described the

last time of the former church and the first time of the new
;

the Son of Man is truth Divine proceeding from the Lord

;
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the clouds of heaven are the Word in the sense of the

letter
;

power and glory are the internal sense, thus the

Divine truth which shall then be manifest ; the coming of

the Lord stands for the acknowledgment of truth Divine by

those who are of the new church, and for the denial by

those who are of the old church (see n. 4060). That the S

Lord as to Divine truth is the glory, is evident in Isaiah :

The voice of one crying in the wilderness. Prepare ye the

way 0/Jehovah. . . . The glory ofJehovah shall be 7-evealed,

and all flesh shall see it together (xl. 3, 5) — speaking of

the Lord, Who is the glory. And in John : The Word be-

came flesh, and dwelt among us {and we beheld His glory,

the glory as of the only begotten of the Father), full ofgrace

a?id truth (i.14). Again: These things said Isaiah, when
he saw His glory, and spake ofHim (xii. 41)— where glory

stands for the Lord. In like manner in Moses : / live,

and all the earth shall be filled with the glory of Jeho-

vah (Num. xiv. 21) — where the glory of Jehovah stands

for the coming of the Lord, and enlightenment by the

Divine truth which is from Him. Glory stands for the 6

Divine of the Lord in Isaiah : Iam Jehovah ; that is My
7iame : and My glory will I not give to another (xlii. 8).

And in Mark : When the Son of man cometh in the glory of
His Father with the holy angels (viii, 38). And in Luke :

Behoved it not the Christ to suffer these things, and to enter

into His glory (xxiv. 26). Inasmuch as by the glory of

Jehovah is signified the Lord as to Divine truth, therefore

also by glory is signified the Divine wisdom and intelli-

gence, which are of the Divine truth from the Lord. Wis-

dom and intelligence from the Divine are meant by glory

in Ezekiel (i. 28 ; viii. 4 ; ix. 3 ; x. 4, 18, 19 ; xi. 22, 23),

which was represented there by a rainbow such as is seen

in a cloud.

8428. In that He heareth your murmurings. That this

signifies that complaints shall cease, is evident from the

signification of hearing, when said of Jehovah, as being
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merciful and bringing aid, thus that complaints shall cease
;

and from the signification of murmurings, as the sense of

pain from the bitterness of temptation, and complaints

therefrom (n. 8351).

8429. AgainstJehovah : and what are we, thatye mur-

mur against us ? That this signifies that the complaints

were against the Divine, not against those who represented

it, is evident from this, that Jehovah is the Divine, here the

Divine truth which Moses and Aaron represented ; and

from the signification of murmuring, as complaint — as just

above (n. 8428). And as it is said that they murmured
against Jehovah and not against Moses and Aaron, thereby

is signified that they murmured against Divine truth, which

is represented by Moses and Aaron (n. 8425), and not

against those who represent it. Wherefore also it is said in

the following verse, "What are we? your murmurings are

not against us "
; for the person who represents the Divine is

not respectively anything. Moreover they who murmur
against the person who represents, when he speaks from

the Divine, murmur not against the person, but against the

Divine.

8430. And Moses said signifies information, as above

(n. 8425).

8431. In that Jehovah shall give you in the eveningflesh

to eat. That this signifies that in the end of the state good

will be appropriated through enjoyment, is evident from

the signification of evening, as the end of a state (see above,

n. 8426) ; and from the signification of flesh, as the pro-

prium vivified, or the heavenly proprium which a man has

from the Lord, thus the good of love (n. 148, 149, 780,

3813, 7850, 8409), but in the present case the good of

faith, because it was the flesh of a bird or winged creature

called quail. For by what is winged is signified the spiri-

tual, or what is of faith ; therefore by its flesh is signified

good of that quality, here the good of the natural man, or

enjoyment. It is to be known that by the manna is signified
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the good of the internal or spiritual man, but by the quail

the good of the external or natural man, which is called

enjoyment ; and that such is their signification is evident

from this, that the manna was given in the time of morning,

but the quail in the time of evening ; and by that which is

given in the time of morning is signified spiritual good, and

by that which is given in the time of evening is signified

natural good or enjoyment. For it is a state of morning in

the other life when spiritual good or the good of the inter-

nal man is in clearness, and natural good or the good of the

external man is in obscurity ; but it is a state of evening

when natural good or the good of the external man is in

clearness, and spiritual good or the good of the internal

man is in obscurity. Moreover changes of state thus suc-

ceed each other, to the intent that man may be perfected,

especially that good may be appropriated to him, which is

effected in a state of evening by enjoyment.

8432. And in the morning bread io the full. That this

signifies that in the beginning of a new state shall be had as

much good as they can receive, is evident from the signi-

fication of bread, as the good of love (n. 2165, 2177, 3464,

3478, 3735' 3813. 4211, 4217. 4735. 4976, 5915. 8410),

but here the good of truth, which is the good of the spirit-

ual church, because by bread is meant the manna— of

which in what follows ; from the signification of the morn-

ing, as the beginning of a new state (see above, n. 8427) ;

and from the signification of to the full, or to satiety, which

means as much as they would (n. 8410), here as much as

they could receive ; for the good which flows in from the

Lord is not given as much as men will, but as much as

they can receive ; but evil is permitted as much as they

will.

8433. In thatJehovah heareth your murmurings. That

this signifies that thus the complaints shall cease, is evident

from what was said above (n. 8428), where like words

occur.
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8434. Which ye murmur against Him. That this signi-

fies that the complaints were against the Divine ; and that

what are we? your murmurings are not against us signihes

that they were not against those who represented the Divine,

is evident also from what was said above (n. 8429), where

like words occur.

8435. -^^^ against Jehovah. That this signifies that

thereafter they should take heed to themselves, is evident

from this, that it is repeated that their murmurings were

against Jehovah, that is, against the Divine. Therefore it

is, that by these words is now meant that thereafter they

should take heed to themselves against such complaints in

temptation.

8436. Verses 9-12. And Moses said unto Aaron, Say

unto all the congregation of the sons of Israel, Come near

beforeJehovah : for He hath heardyour murmurings. And
it came to pass, as Aaron spake unto the whole congregation

of the sons of Israel, that they looked back toward the wil-

derness, and, behold, the glory of Jehovah was seen in the

cloud. And Jehovah spake unto Moses, saying, I have

heard the murmurings of the sons of Israel : speak unto

them, saying. In the time of evening ye shall eat flesh, and

in the morning ye shall be filled with bread ; andye shall

know that I am Jehoiiah your God. " And Moses said

unto Aaron " signifies the influx of truth Divine proceeding

immediately from the Lord through the truth Divine which

proceeds mediately ; " Say unto all the congregation of the

sons of Israel " signifies instruction ;
" Come near before

Jehovah " signifies a state of reception and application

thereto ;
" for He hath heard your murmurings " signifies

by reason of the sense of pain in temptation that He may
bring aid. " And it came to pass, as Aaron spake unto the

whole congregation of [the sons of] Israel " signifies in-

struction from the Divine by influx ; " that they looked

back toward the wilderness " signifies a recalling to mind of

the state of temptation in which they had been ;
" andj
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behold, the glory of Jehovah was seen in the cloud " signi-

fies the presence of the Lord in truth accommodated to

apperception. " And Jehovah spake unto Moses, saying "

signifies truth which proceeds from the Divine of the Lord

and in which is the Lord's presence ;
" I have heard the

murmurings of the sons of Israel " signifies that the com-

plaints arising from temptation shall cease ;
" speak unto

them, saying" signifies information by influx ; "In the time

of evening ye shall eat flesh " signifies that in the end of

the state good will be appropriated through enjoyment

;

" and in the morning ye shall be filled with bread " signi-

fies that in the beginning of a new state as much good shall

be had as they shall be able to receive ;
" and ye shall know

that I am Jehovah your God " signifies that they may know
that the Lord is the only God.

8437. And Afoses said unio Aaron. That this signifies

the influx of truth Divine proceeding immediately from the

Lord through the truth Divine which proceeds mediately,

is evident from the signification of saying, when from the

truth Divine that proceeds immediately from the Lord,

which is represented by Moses, through the truth Divine

that proceeds mediately and is represented by Aaron, as

influx. That saying also means flowing in, may be seen

above (n. 5743, 6152, 6291, 7291, 7381, 8221, 8262), and

that Moses is the truth which proceeds immediately from

the Lord, and Aaron the truth which proceeds mediately

(n. 7009, 7010, 7089, 7382). What is meant by truth pro-

ceeding immediately from the Lord, and what by truth

proceeding mediately, may also be seen above (n. 7055,

7056, 7058).

8438. Say unto all the congregation of the sons of Israel.

That this signifies instruction, is evident from the significa-

tion of saying, when from truth Divine to those who are of

the church concerning what is to be done by Divine com-
mand, as instruction (see also n. 7186, 7267, 7304, 7380,

7517, 8127) ; and from the signification of the congrega-
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tion of the sons of Israel, as those who are of the spiritual

church (n. 7843).

8439. Come near before Jehovah. That this signifies a

state of reception and inclination or application thereto, is

evident from the signification of coming near before Jeho-

vah, as influx (see n. 8159), and therefore also reception

;

for reception is the reciprocal of influx, since they answer

to each other. So far as man receives Divine influx, so far

he is said to come near before Him. Coming near before

Jehovah in the spiritual sense is nothing else, for coming

near to Him is effected by faith and love ; and since both

faith and love are from Jehovah, that is, from the Lord,

coming near to Him is also the reception of the good and

truth flowing in from Him. That it also means application,

is because reception is not anything, unless there be also

application, namely, to use. For influx from the Divine

passes first into the perception which is of the understand-

ing with man, thence into the will, and next into act, that

is, into good work, which is use, and there terminates.

When the influx of good and truth from the Lord makes

this passage, then good and truth are appropriated to man
;

for then the influx goes even into the ultimate of order,

that is, into the ultimate of nature, whither all Divine influx

tends. The man in whom Divine influx thus proceeds,

may be called a path of heaven. From these things it

may now be evident, that by coming near before Jehovah

is signified a state of reception and application thereto ; in

this case, a state of reception of the good which is signified

by the manna and of the enjoyment which is signified by

the quail.

8440. For He hath heard your tnurtnurings. That this

signifies by reason of the sense of pain in temptation

that He may bring aid, is evident from the signification of

hearing, when said of Jehovah, as having compassion and

bringing aid, therefore also making to cease (see above,

n. 8428) ; and from the signification of murmurings, as
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sense of pain in temptation and as complaint (n. 8351,

8428, 8433)-

8441. And it came to pass, as Aaron spake unto the

whole congregation of \_the sons of] Israel. That this sig-

nifies instruction from the Divine by influx, is evident from

the signification of speaking, when from the Divine by

truth mediately proceeding from the Lord, which is repre-

sented by Aaron, as instruction by influx, for the Divine

influx with man is into the truth in which he has been in-

structed— that speaking is influx, may be seen above (see

n. 2951, 5481, 5797, 7270, 8128), and that it is instruction

(n. 7226, 7241) ; and from the representation of Aaron,

as truth proceeding mediately from the Lord (n. 7009,

7382).

8442. That they looked back toward the wilderness.

That this signifies a recalHng to mind of the state of temp-

tation in which they had been, is evident from the signifi-

cation of looking back toward anything, as thought and

reflection (see n. 7341), therefore also recalling to mind,

for he who thinks and reflects, recalls to mind ; and from

the signification of wilderness, as a state of undergoing

temptations (see n. 6828, 8098).

8443. And, behold, the glory of Jehovah was seen in the

cloud. That this signifies the presence of the Lord in

truth accommodated to apperception, is evident from the

signification of the glory of Jehovah, as the presence and

coming of the Lord (see above, n. 8427) ; and from the

signification of the cloud, as the literal sense of the Word
(see preface to Genesis xviii. and n. 4391, 5922, 6343, 6752,

8106), thus truth accommodated to apperception, for the

Word in the letter is such truth. But the glory which is in

the cloud is Divine truth which is not so accommodated to

apperception, because it is above the fallacies and appear-

ances of the senses, thus it is also the internal sense of the

Word (see preface to Genesis xviii. and n. 5922, 8427).

That glory means the internal sense of the Word, is be-
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cause in that sense the subject is the Lord's church and

kingdom, and in the supreme sense the Lord Himself, in

which sense also is the very Divine truth itself. Truth

Divine is not of one degree, but of several. Truth Divine

in the first degree and also in the second is what proceeds

immediately from the Lord ; this is above angelic under-

standing. But truth Divine in the third degree is such as

is in the inmost or third heaven ; this is such that it cannot

in the least be apprehended by man. Truth Divine in the

fourth degree is such as is in the middle or second heaven
;

neither is this intelligible to man. But truth Divine in the

fifth degree is such as is in the outmost or first heaven

;

this may be perceived in some small measure by man if he

be enlightened, but still it is such that a great part of it can-

not be expressed by human words ; and when it falls into

ideas, it produces a faculty of perceiving and also of be-

lieving that it is so. But truth Divine in the sixth degree

is such as is with man, accommodated to his apperception,

thus it is the sense of the letter of the Word. This sense

or this truth is represented by the cloud, and interior truths

by the glory in the cloud. This is why Jehovah, that is,

the Lord, so often appeared to Moses and to the sons of

Israel in a cloud (see Exod. xxiv. 15, 16 ; xl. 34, 35 :

I Kings viii. 10, 11 : Matt. xxiv. 30: and other places).

The appearing of the Lord is by Divine truth and more-

over is Divine truth. That a cloud is truth accommodated

to apperception, is from representatives in the other life,

where angelic speech of the higher heavens appears to

those who are beneath as light, and also as refulgence from

light ; but the speech of angels of a lower heaven appears

as a bright cloud, in form various, and in density or rarity

according to the quality of truths. From this it may be

evident that by the glory of Jehovah seen in the cloud is

signified the presence of the Lord in truth accommodated

to apperception.

8444. And Jehovah spake unio Moses, saying. That
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this signifies truth which proceeds from the Divine of the

Lord and in which is the Lord's presence, is evident from

the signification of speaking, as influx and instruction (see

above, n. 8441) ; and from the representation of Moses,

as truth which proceeds from the Divine of the Lord (see

n. 6752, 6771, 6827, 7010, 7014, 7089, 7382). The pres-

ence of the Lord in truth from the Divine is signified by

Jehovah's speaking with Moses out of the cloud in which

the glory of Jehovah was seen ; for the glory of Jehovah is

the presence of the Lord in the truth which proceeds from

Him (n. 8427).

8445. I have heard the murmurings of the sons of Israel

signifies that the complaints arising from temptation shall

cease, as above (n. 8428, 8433), where are like words.

8446. Speak u7ito them, sayifig. That this signifies in-

formation by influx, is evident from the signification of

speaking, in the historicals of the Word, as information

(see n. 8041), and of saying, as influx (n. 6291, 7291,

7381, 8221, 8262).

8447. In the time of evening ye shall eat flesh. That

this signifies that in the end of the state good will be ap-

propriated through enjoyment, may be seen above (see

n. 8431), where are like words.

8448. And in the morning ye shall be filled with bread.

That this signifies that in the beginning of a new state

shall be had as much good as they shall be able to receive,

may be seen also above (n. 8432).

8449. And ye shall know that I am Jehovah your God.

That this signifies that they may know that the Lord is the

only God, is evident from what was said and shown above

(n. 7401, 7444, 7544, 7598, 7636).

8450. Verses 13-15. And it came to pass in the even-

ing, that the quail came up, and covered the camp : and in

the morning the dew lay romid about the camp. Afid when
the dew that lay was gone up, behold, upon the face of the

wilderness a small round thing, small as the hoar frost on
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the ground. And when the sons of Israel saw it, they said

a man to his brother, What is it \_Man hu\? for they

wist not what it was. And Moses said unto them, It is the

bread which Jehovah hath given you to eat. " And it came
to pass in the evening " signifies the end of the state

;

"that the quail came up " signifies natural enjoyment by

means of which is good ;
" and covered the camp " signi-

fies that it filled the natural of man ; " and in the morn-

ing " signifies the beginning of a new state ;
" the dew lay

round about the camp " signifies the truth of peace adjoin-

ing itself. " And when the dew that lay was gone up" sig-

nifies the instilling of truth ; " behold, upon the face of the

wilderness " signifies a new voluntary ; " a small round

thing " signifies the good of truth in first formation ;
" small

as the hoar fi-ost on the ground " signifies truth holding

itself and flowing in the form of good. " And when the

sons of Israel saw it " signifies apperception ; " they said

a man to his brother " signifies amazement ;
" What is it

\^Man hu ] ? for they wist not what it was " signifies at

what was not known. " And Moses said unto them " sig-

nifies information by truth from the Divine ; " It is the

bread which Jehovah hath given you to eat " signifies that

this is the good which shall be appropriated and make their

life, in the supreme sense that this is the Lord in you.

8451. And it came to pass in the ei'ening. That this

signifies the end of the state, is evident from the significa-

tion of evening, as the end of a state (see above, n. 8426).

8452. That the quail came up. That this signifies

natural enjoyment by means of which is good, is evident

from the signification of quail, as natural enjoyment. That

the quail is natural enjoyment, is because it was a bird of

the sea, and by a bird of the sea is signified the natural,

and by its flesh, which was longed for, is signified enjoy-

ment (see above, n. 8431). That it means also that by

means of which is good, is because it was given in the

the evening. For in the other life when there is a state
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which corresponds to evening, then good spirits and also

angels are remitted into a state of the natural affections in

which they were when in the world, consequently into en-

joyments of their natural man, and to the end that thereby

good may come, that is, that thereby they may be per-

fected (n. 8426). All are perfected by the implantation

of faith and charity in the external or natural man ; for

unless these are there implanted, good and truth cannot

flow in from the internal or spiritual man, that is, from the

Lord through that man, for there is no reception ; and if

there is no reception, the influx is stopped and perishes,

yea, the internal man is even closed. From this it is plain

that the natural must be brought into a state of accommo-
dation in order that it may be a receptacle. This is

effected by enjoyments ; for the goods which are of the

natural man are called enjoyments, because they are sensi-

bly felt. That the quail is natural enjoyment, is for the 2

reason, as was said, that it is a bird of the sea ; for it is

said that it was brought from the sea— A wind went for/h

from Jehovah, and brought the quail from the sea, and let

it fall over the camp (Num. xi. 31) ; and by a bird of the

sea and its flesh is signified natural enjoyment, and in the

opposite sense the enjoyment of lust. This is signified by

the quail in the following passage in Moses : The mixed
multitude that was among the people lusted a lust . . . and
said, who shall feed us with flesh ? . . . Now our soul is

dried away . . . we have nought save this manna, for our

eye. . . . There went forth a wind from Jehovah, and
brought the quailfrom the sea, and let itfall over the camp.

. . . The people rose up all that day, and all the night, and
all the next day, and gathered the quail : he that gathered

least gathered ten homers : and they spread them all abroad

for themselves round about the camp. While the flesh was

yet between their teeth, ere it was swallowed, the a7iger of

Jehovah was kindled against the people, and Jehovah smote

the people with a very great plague. Wherefore He called
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the name of that place the graves of lust; because there

they buried the people that lusted (Num. xi. 4, 6, 31-34).

In this passage the quail stand for the enjoyment of lust.

It is called the enjoyment of lust when the enjoyment of

any corporeal or worldly love has dominion and occupies

the whole man, so as to extinguish the good and truth of

faith with him. This enjoyment is what is described as

the cause of their being smitten with a great plague. But

the natural enjoyment which is signified in this chapter by

the quail that was given to the people in the evening, is

not the enjoyment of lust, but it is the enjoyment of the

natural or external man corresponding to the good of the

spiritual or internal man. This enjoyment has in it spir-

itual good, whereas the enjoyment of lust, referred to in

this chapter of Numbers, has in it infernal evil. Each is

called enjoyment, and each is also felt as enjoyment, but

there is the greatest difference between them ; for one has

heaven in it, the other has hell ; moreover the one becomes

heaven to man and the other becomes hell, when the ex-

3 ternal is put off. It is as with two women who in outward

appearance are alike beautiful in countenance and agreea-

ble in manners, but inwardly are altogether unlike, the one

being chaste and sound, the other wanton and corrupt

;

thus one as to her spirit belonging to the angels, the other

as to her spirit to devils. But what they really are does

not appear, except when the external covering is removed

and the internal is revealed. These things are said that it

may be known what the natural enjoyment is in which is

good, which is signified by the quail in this chapter, and

what the natural enjoyment is in which is evil, which is

signified by the quail in the eleventh chapter of Numbers.

8453. And covered the camp. That this signifies that it

filled man's natural, is evident from the signification of

covering, as filling, and from the signification of camp, as

goods and truths (see n. 8193, 8196), here the natural of

man, which is the containing vessel ; for the natural con-
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tains goods and truths, and without them it is not a living

natural, nor are the good and truth of the external or

natural man anything without the natural. Therefore it is

that camp, inasmuch as it signifies truths and goods, signi-

fies also the natural in which they are.

8454. And in ihc morning. That this signifies the be-

ginning of a new state, is evident from the signification of

morning, as the beginning of a new state (see n. 8427).

8455. The dew lay round about the camp. That this

signifies the truth of peace adjoining itself, is evident from

the signification of dew, as the truth of peace (n. 3579).

Dew signifies the truth of peace, because in the morning it

comes down from heaven and appears upon the herbage

like fine rain, and has also stored up in it something of

sweetness and enjoyment more than rain has, whereby the

grass and the crops of the field are gladdened, and the

morning is a state of peace (n. 2780). What peace is

may be seen above (n. 2780, 3696, 4681, 5662)— namely,

that it is as the day-dawn on earth which gladdens minds

with universal enjoyment. And the truth of peace is as

the hght of the dawn. This truth, which is called the

truth of peace, is the very Divine truth in heaven from the

Lord, and affects universally all who are there, and makes

heaven to be heaven ; for peace has in it confidence in the

Lord, that He governs all things, and provides all things,

and that He leads to a good end. When man is in this

faith he is in peace, for then he fears nothing, and no

solicitude about things to come renders him unquiet.

Man comes into this state so far as he comes into love

to the Lord. All evil, especially self-confidence, takes 2

away a state of peace. It is believed that an evil person

is at peace when he is in gladness and tranquillity arising

from success in all his concerns. But this is not peace ; it

is the enjoyment and tranquillity of lusts, which counter-

feits a state of peace. But this kind of enjoyment, since

it is opposite to the enjoyment of peace, is turned in the
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Other life into what is joyless, for such joylessness lies

inwardly concealed in it. In the other life the exteriors

are successively unfolded even to inmosts, and peace is

the inmost in every enjoyment, even in what is joyless, in

the case of the man who is in good. So far therefore as he

puts off what is external, so far a state of peace is revealed,

and so far he is affected with satisfaction, blessedness, and

happiness, the origin of which is from the Lord Himself.

Concerning the state of peace which prevails in heaven, we
may say that it is such as cannot be described by any

words, neither can it come into the thought and perception

of man, so long as he is in the world, by any idea derived

from the world. It is above all sense that he has in the

world. Tranquillity of mind, content, and gladness from

success, are respectively nothing ; for these affect only his

externals ; whereas peace affects the inmost things of all,

the first substances, and the beginnings of substances with

man, and therefrom extends itself and pours itself forth

into what has taken substance and form from those begin-

nings, and affects them with pleasantness, as also the

origins of ideas, consequently man's ends of life, with sat-

isfaction and happiness, and thus makes the mind of man
a heaven.

8456. An^ when the dew /hat lay was gone up. That

this signifies the instilling of truth, is evident from the sig-

nification of going up, as in this case being dissipated and

thus not appearing to the sight ; and from the signification

of the dew, as the truth of peace— of which just above.

The position of this over the manna signifies the instilling

of truth ; for the truth of peace is the Divine truth from

the Lord going forth in heaven, which since it is inmost

instils itself into the truth which is beneath and vivifies it,

as the dew vivifies the grass or growing crop upon which

it falls in the morning. When the truth which is beneath

has been vivified by it, then the truth of peace goes up,

that is, as to appearance ceases, and the truth which had
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received life from it comes into view. Thus is bom the

truth of faith. For no truth of doctrine or of the Word
becomes truth with man, until it has received life from the

Divine, and it receives life by the instilling of the truth

which proceeds from the Lord, which is called the truth of

peace. This truth is not the truth of faith, but it is the

life or soul of the truth of faith, and arranges all things

which are in the truth called the truth of faith into heavenly

form, and also afterward the truths themselves one with

another. From these things it may be evident how it is

with the instilling of truth with man by the truth of peace.

It is also to be known, that the lower or exterior things

with the man who is being regenerated receive life from

higher or interior things successively, thus the truth of faith

from the truth of peace, and the truth of peace from the

Lord Himself. The instilling of life from the Lord with

those who are being regenerated is effected in successive

order by Him, so through what is inmost, and thus through

interior things to exterior. Therefore with the regenerated

there is a way opened even from the Lord, but with those

who are not regenerated the way is closed.

8457. Behold, upon the face of ihe wilderness. That

this signifies a new voluntary, is evident from the signifi-

cation of a wilderness, as in this case a new voluntary by

the instilling of truth. For a new voluntary is formed

from good by truth with the man of the spiritual church,

and becomes apparent in him as conscience. That this

conscience is the conscience of truth, is evident from what

has been before shown concerning the regeneration of the

spiritual man. The wilderness properly signifies what is

uncultivated and uninhabited ; in the spiritual sense it sig-

nifies where there are not good and truth, thus also where

there is not life (see n. 1927, 2708, 3900). Wherefore

when it is said that the dew appeared upon the face of the

wilderness, and beneath the dew the manna, by wilderness

is signified a new voluntary.
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8458. A small round thing. That this signifies the good

of truth in the first formation, is evident from the signifi-

cation of small, as predicated of truth, and from the sig-

nification of round, as predicated of good. Thus a small

round thing is predicated of the good of truth. The good

with the man of the spiritual church is called the good of

truth, and is not only as to origin, but also as to essence,

truth. It is seen as truth, but it is felt as good. Conse-

quently as truth it forms the intellectual of the mind, and

as good it forms the new voluntary. For the intellectual is

distinguished from the voluntary in man by this, that the

intellectual presents to itself things in form and that it may
see them as in light, but the voluntary is affected by them

so that it feels them at the same time as enjoyment, thus

as good, and this according to the quality of the form.

That small is predicated of truth and round of good, has

its cause from the manifestations of truth and of good in

the other life. When truths and goods are presented in

visible form, as they are in the other life manifestly to the

eyes of spirits and angels, then truth is presented in definite

quantity, consequently as much or as little, according to

the quality of the truth ; truth is also presented as angular

in various forms, and it is also presented as white. But

good is there presented in continuous quantity, thus not

as much or as little
;
good is also presented as round,

which is continuous in form, and in color as blue, yellow,

and red. That good and truth thus appear, when they are

presented visibly, arises from their difference as to quality,

which thus puts itself forth and represents itself in natural

form, when it becomes visible. Therefore it is, that things

which in the world approach such forms signify either

truths or goods, for there is nothing in the universe which

has not reference, as to quality, either to good or to truth.

8459. Small as the hoarfrost on the ground. That this

signifies truth holding itself and flowing in the form of

good, is evident from the signification of small, as predi-
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cated of truth — of which just above ; and from the sig-

nification of, as the hoar frost, as in the form of good.

The good of truth, which is the good of the man of the

spiritual church (see n. 8458), is compared to hoar frost

from its continuity as compared with snow. Snow from

being small and white is predicated of truth, but hoar frost

from its continuity is predicated of truth made good, which

is the good of truth. That snow is predicated of truth, is

plain from the following passages— in Mark : Jesus was

transfigured before them. And His raiment became shin-

ing, exceeding white as snow (ix. 23). In Matthew it is

said of the angel at the sepulchre : His appearance was as

lightning, and His raiment white as snow (xxviii. 3). In

John : / saw . . . in the midst of the seven candlesticks

one like unto the Son ofMan. . . . His head and His hair

were white as white wool, as snow (Apocalypse i. 13, 14).

In Jeremiah : Her Nazirites were purer than snow, they

were whiter than milk (Lam. iv. 7). In David: Thou

shall purge me with hyssop, and I shall be clean : Thou

slialt wash tne, and I shall be whiter than snow (Ps. li. 7).

And in Daniel : / beheld till the thrones were cast down,

and the Ancient of Days did sit: His raiment was like

white snow, and the hair of His head like pure wool (viii.

9). In these passages snow is predicated of truth from

its whiteness, and garments are compared to it, because

garments in the spiritual sense are truths (n. 4545, 4763,

5248, 53i9> 5954, 6914, 6917, 6918). From these con-

siderations it is plain what is meant by hoar frost, namely,

truth in the form of good. Truth is said to be holding

itself and flowing in the form of good, because truth is the

form of good and good is the life of that form, and as it

were the soul.

8460. And when the sons of Israel saw it. That this

signifies apperception, is evident from the signification of

seeing, as understanding and apperceiving (see n. 2150,

2325, 2807, 3764, 4403-4421, 4567).
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8461. They said a man to his brother. That this sig-

nifies amazement, is evident from this, that saying in-

volves that which follows, here that they were amazed when

they saw the manna, as they said. What is it ? for they wist

not what it was ; and from the signification of a man to his

brother, as mutually, or of one with another (n. 4725).

8462. What is it \_Man hu\? for they wist not what

it was. That this signifies at what was not known—
namely, amazement— is evident from this, that the word

manna in its own tongue means what} thus, what is not

known. That hence the bread which was given to the

sons of Israel in the wilderness was called manna, is

because that bread signifies the good of charity which is

produced by the truth of faith. This good is altogether

unknown to man before regeneration, and it is not even

known that such a good exists. For man before regenera-

tion believes that beyond the enjoyments of the love of

self and the world, which he calls goods, there cannot be

any good given which is not from that source or of such

a quality. If any one should then say that there is an

interior good which cannot come to the apperception,

consequently not to the knowledge, so long as the enjoy-

ments of the love of self and the world have dominion,

and that this good is what good spirits and angels are in,

amazement follows, as at what is altogether unknown and

as at what cannot be given ; when yet this good immensely

transcends the enjoyments of the love of self and the world.

That they who are in loves of self and of the world do not

know what charity and faith are, and what it is to do good

without recompense, and that this is heaven in man, and

that they believe that nothing of joy and light would

remain if they were deprived of the enjoyments of those

loves, when yet heavenly joy then begins, may be seen

above (n. 8037). From this it is now plain why the

manna was named from what is it.

8463. And Moses said unto them. That this signifies
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information by truth from the Divine, is evident from the

signification of saying, as information (see n. 7769, 7793,

7825, 8041) ; and from the representation of Moses, as the

truth of the law from the Divine (see n. 6771, 6827).

8464. // is the dread which Jehovah hath given you to

eat. That this signifies that this is the good which shall be

appropriated and make their life, in the supreme sense that

this is the Lord in you, is evident from the signification of

bread, as good celestial and spiritual, and in the supreme

sense, as the Lord (see n. 276, 680, 2165, 2177, 3464,

3478, 3735. 3813. 4211, 4217, 4735. 4976, 59^5). here

spiritual good, that is, the good of the man of the spiritual

church, which is the good of truth— of which just above

(n. 8458). Inasmuch as this bread was the manna, it

follows that by the manna is signified that good ; which is

plain also from the description of it in the thirty-first

verse— // was like coriander seed, white; and the taste

of it was like wafers in honey, and likewise from the

description of it in the Book of Numbers— The tnanna

was like coriander seed, and the appearance thereof as the

appearance of bdellium . . , they groutid it in mills, or

beat it in a mortar, attd boiled it in a pot, and made cakes

of it: the taste of it was as the taste offresh oil (xi. 7, 8),

From these particulars it is plain that the manna in the

spiritual sense is the good of truth, that is, the good of the

spiritual church. Therefore it is also called the com of

heaven, in David : He commanded the skies above, and
opened the doors of heaven, and made manna to rain down
upon them, and gave them of the corn of heaven (Ps. Ixxviii.

23, 24). That corn is the good of truth, may be seen

above (n. 5295, 5410). Manna also stands for the good

of truth, which is given to those who undergo temptations

and conquer, in John : To him that overcometh will Igive

to eat of the hidden manna, and will give him a white

stone (Apocalypse ii. 17). That manna in the supreme

sense is the Lord in us, is evident from the very words of
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the Lord in John : Yourfathers did eat the manna in the

wilderness, and died. This is the bread which cometh

down from heaven, that a man may eat thereof and not

die. I am the living bread which came down out of
heaven ; if any man eat of this bread, he shall live forever

(vi. 49-51, 58). From these words it is very plain

that by the manna in the supreme sense is signified the

Lord. The reason is, that the manna is the good of truth,

and all good is from the Lord, and therefore the Lord is in

good, and is the good itself. That that good will be ap-

propriated to them and make their life, is signified by

eating (n. 3168, 3513, 3596, 4745) J
good which is

from the Lord makes the life of heaven with man, and

thereafter nourishes and supports it.

8465. Verses 16-18. This is the word which Jehovah

hath commanded. Gather ye of it every man according to

his eating; an omer a head, according to the number of

your souls, shallye take it, every manfor them which are

in his tent. And the sons of Israel did so, and gathered,

some for many, some for few. And they did mete it with

an omer, and he that gathered for many had nothing over,

and he that gathered for few had no lack ; they gathered

every man according to his eating. "This is the word

which Jehovah hath commanded " signifies what is ordered

concerning it from the Divine ; " Gather ye of it every

man according to his eating " signifies reception and ap-

propriation according to the capacity of every one ; " an

omer a head " signifies enough for every one ;
" according

to the number of your souls" signifies enough for all in

the society ; " shall ye take it, every man for them which

are in his tent " signifies sharing with them and thereby

common good. " And the sons of Israel did so " signifies

eff"ect ; " and gathered, some for many, some for few " sig-

nifies reception according to the power of every one of the

society. "And they did mete it with an omer " signifies

power of reception of good ; " and he that gathered for
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many had nothing over, and he that gathered for few had

no lack " signifies that there was a just reckoning for every

one individually and in common ; " they gathered every

man according to his eating" signifies reception according

to the capacity of every one.

8466. This is the word which Jehovah hath commanded.

That this signifies what is ordered concerning it from

the Divine, is evident from the signification of " the word,"

as the subject referred to ; and from the signification of

commanding, when by Jehovah, as what is ordered.

8467. Gather ye of it every man according to his eating.

That this signifies reception and appropriation according

to the capacity of every one, is evident from the significa-

tion of gathering, when it is said of the good of truth signi-

fied by the manna, as receiving ; and from the signification

of every one according to his eating, as appropriation ac-

cording to the capacity of every one. For, according to

his eating, when said of food, means according to necessity

requisite for nourishment ; but when said of the good of

truth, it means according to capacity for reception and

appropriation, since by eating is signified in the spiritual

sense appropriating (see n. 3168, 3513, 3596, 4745)-

8468. An omer a head. That this signifies enough for

every one, is evident from the signification of an omer, as

enough— of which presently; and from the signification

of, for a head, as for every one. That an omer means

enough, is because it was the tenth part of an ephah, as is

plain from the last verse of this chapter, and ten signifies

what is full (see n. 3107) ; therefore a tenth part signifies

enough, here for every one, that is, for a head. An omer
is mentioned only in this chapter ; in other places mention

is made of the homer, which was a measure containing ten

ephahs, and therefore signified what was full— as in Ho-
sea : A woman, an adulteress, / bought her to meforfifteen
pieces of silver, and a ho?ner of barley, and a half homer of
barley (iii. i, 2) — where by a woman, an adulteress, is
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meant the house of Israel, in the spiritual sense the church

therein, the buying of which at a full price is signified by

the fifteen pieces of silver and a homer of barley ; the fif-

teen pieces of silver are predicated of truth, and a homer
2 of barley of good. So in Ezekiel : Ve shall have balances

ofjustice, and an ephah ofjustice and a bath of justice.

The ephah and the bath shall be of one measure, that the

bath may contain the tenth part of a homer, and the ephah

the tenth part of a homer : the measure thereof shall be af-

ter the homer. . . . This is the oblation thatye shall offer

;

the sixth part of an ephah from a homer of wheat and . . .

from a homer of barley. And the set portion of oil, of the

bath for oil, shall be the tenth pari of a bath out of the cor,

which is ten baths, even a homer ; for ten baths are a ho-

mer (xlv. 10, II, 13, 14). This is said of the new earth

and the new temple, by which is signified the Lord's spir-

itual kingdom. Every one may see that in that kingdom

there will not be a homer, nor an ephah, nor a bath, nor a

cor, neither will there be wheat, barley, or oil. Thus it is

evident that by those things are signified such things as are

in that kingdom, which plainly are spiritual things, thus

things which have relation either to the good of charity or

the truth of faith. A homer is predicated of good, because

it is the measure of wheat and of barley, in like manner an

ephah. But a bath is predicated of truth, because it is a

measure of wine ; and since it is also a measure of oil, by

which is signified the good of love, it is said that a bath

shall be the same part of a homer as an ephah is, which

means in the spiritual sense that all things in that kingdom

shall have relation to good, and also that truth will there be

good, and that this shall be given in fulness, since by a ho-

3 mer is signified what is full. So in Isaiah : Many houses

shall be in devastation, even great and fair, without inhab-

itant. For ten acres of vineyard shall yield one bath, and
a homer of seed shall yield an ephah (v. 9, 10). Here ten

acres stand for what is full and also for many, in like man-
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ner a homer, but a bath and an ephah for few ; for when

ten means many, a tenth part means few. And in Moses

:

And if a man shall sanctify unioJehovah of the field of his

possession, then thy estimation shall be according to the

sowing thereof: the sowing of a homer of barley for fifty

shekels of silver (Lev. xxvii. 16) — where the sowing of a

homer, and also fifty shekels stand for fulness of estimation.

Since a homer signifies what is full, ten homers signify what

is too much and superfluous (Num. xi. 32).

8469. According to the number ofyour souls. That this

signifies enough for all in the society, namely, of the good

of truth which is signified by the manna, is evident from

the signification of according to the number of souls, as

enough for all in the society. For when by an omer a

head is signified enough for every one, by according to the

number of souls is signified enough for all in the society.

The subject here is the good of those who are of the Lord's

spiritual kingdom, which good is signified by the manna,

and that enough of this will be given for every one and

enough for the society ; for each house of the sons of Israel

represented one society in heaven (see n. 7836, 7891, 7996,

7997). With societies in heaven the case is this. Heaven

consists of innumerable societies, which are distinct one

from another. Each society has a common good distinct

from the good of other societies ; and also each one in

the society has a particular good distinct from the good

of another in the society. From the distinct goods of

those who are in the society, which are thus various, but

yet congruous, there is produced a form, which is called

the heavenly form. The universal heaven consists of such

forms. Such conjunctions are called forms in respect to

goods, but societies in respect to persons. These things

were represented by the distinctions of the sons of Israel

into tribes, families, and houses.

8470. Shall ye take it, every man for them which are in

his tent. That this signifies sharing with them and thereby
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common good, is evident from the signification of a tent,

as a society as to good ; tent here signifies the like with

house, for when they sojourned they were in tents. That

every man should take for them which were therein, sig-

nifies sharing with them, thus also thereby common good.

Inasmuch as what is here said involves those things which

exist in the societies in heaven, as was said just above (see

n. 8469), it shall be told further how the case is with those

societies, that it may thereby be known what is meant by

sharing with those in the society, and with the common
good arising therefrom, which is signified by every man's

taking for them which were in his tent. Every one in a

society in heaven communicates or shares his good with all

who are in the society, and all therein share with each one,

whence exists the good of all in common, that is, the com-

mon good. This good is made common and shared with

the common or general good of other societies, whence

springs a good still more general, and at length most gen-

eral. Such is the communication in heaven, and thereby

it is that they are a one, just as are the organs, members,

and viscera in man, which, though they are various and

dissimilar, yet by such communicating, or imparting, form

a one. Such a sharing of goods is possible only through

love, which is spiritual conjunction. The universal purpose

forming and arranging all and every thing in order, is the

Divine good of Divine love from the Lord.

84 7 1 . And the sons of Israel did so. That this signifies

effect, is evident without explication.

8472. And gathered, some for many, some for few.

That this signifies reception according to the power of

every one of the society, is evident from the signification

of gathering, as receiving (see above, n. 8467) ; and from

the signification of some for many, some for few, as accord-

ing to the power of every one of the society. How these

things are, must be unfolded from those which exist in the

societies in heaven ; for the manna is heavenly food, and
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heavenly food is good and truth, and good and truth in

heaven are the Lord, because from Him. From this it

may be evident that these things which were ordered con-

cerning the manna, are such things as exist in the said

societies. This is the way it is. The Divine good which

proceeds from the Lord is communicated with all in heaven

universally and individually, but everywhere according to

the power of receiving ; for there are those who receive

little and there are those who receive much. They who
receive little are in the borders of heaven, but they who re-

ceive much are in the interiors. Every one in heaven has

a power of receiving according to the nature and amount

of good acquired in the world. The difference in power is

what is signified by the terms many and few.

8473. -^^^ ^^^y ^^^^ with an omer. That this

signifies power of reception of good, is evident from the

signification of an omer, as enough (see above, n. 8468),

thus also power or capacity.

8474. And he that gathered for many had nothing over,

and he that gathered for fezu had no lack. That this sig-

nifies that there was a just reckoning for every one indi-

vidually and in common, is evident from the signification

of having nothing over and also of having no lack, as em-

ploying a just reckoning ; and from the signification of

many and few as a difference of power— of which above

(n. 8472), and here according to the power of every one

individually and in common.

8475. They gathered every man according to his eating.

That this signifies reception according to the capacity of

every one, is evident from what was said above (n, 8467),

where are the same words.

8476. Verses 19, 20. And Moses said unto them, Let

no man make a residue of it till the morning. And they

hearkened not unto Moses ; but some men made a residue

of it utttil the morning, and it bred worms and became

putrid: and Moses was wroth with them. "And Moses
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said unto them " signifies exhortation ;
" Let no man make

a residue of it till the morning " signifies that they should

not be solicitous about acquiring it of themselves. " And
they hearkened not unto Moses " signifies no faith and

thence no obedience ;
" but some men made a residue of

it until morning " signifies abuse of good Divine, in that

they desired to procure it of themselves for themselves;

" and it bred worms " signifies that thereby it became

filthy ; " and became putrid " signifies and thence infernal

;

" and Moses was wroth with them " signifies that thereby

they turned away truth Divine from themselves.

8477. And Moses said unto them. That this signifies

exhortation, is evident from the signification of saying, as

involving what follows, here exhortation, that they should

not make a residue of it till the morning. That saying

involves also exhortation, may be seen above (n. 7090,

8178).

8478. Let no man make a residue of it till the morning.

That this signifies that they should not be solicitous about

acquiring it of themselves, is evident from this, that the

manna was to be given every morning, and that worms

would be bred in that which was stored up, by which is sig-

nified that the Lord daily provides necessaries, and that

therefore they ought not to be solicitous about acquiring

them of themselves. This also is meant by the daily bread

in the Lord's prayer, and Hkewise by the Lord's words in

Matthew : Be not anxious for your life, what ye shall eat,

or what ye shall drink ; nor yet for your body, what ye

shall put on. , . . And why are ye anxious concerning

raiment? Consider the lilies of the field, how they grow

;

they toil not, neither do they spin. . . . Be not therefore

anxious, saying. What shall we eat? and what shall we
drink ? or, wherewithal shall we be clothed ? For after all

these things do the Gentiles seek ; for your Heavenly Father

knoweth that ye hat'e need of all these things. But seek ye

first the kingdom of the heavens, and His justice ; and all
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these things shall be added unto you. Be not tJierefore

anxious for the morrow : for the 7norrow will have care

for the things of itself (vi, 25, 28, 31-34). In like man-

ner in Luke (xii. 11, 12, 22-31). In this and the follow- 2

ing verses in the internal sense anxiety for the morrow is

what is meant, and this anxiety is not only prohibited, but

also condemned. That it is prohibited is signified by this,

that they were not to make a residue of the manna till the

morning ; and that it is condemned is signified by this, that

the worm was bred in the residue, and it became putrid.

Thus he who looks at the subject no deeper than from the

sense of the letter may believe that all thought for the mor-

row is to be cast aside, and thus that the necessaries of life

are to be awaited daily from heaven ; but he who looks

at the subject deeper than from the letter, as he who looks

at it from the internal sense, may know what is meant by

care for the morrow. It does not mean the care of pro- 3

curing for one's self food and raiment, and even resources

for the time to come ; for it is not contrary to order for

any one to be provident for himself and his own. But they

have care or anxiety for the morrow, who are not content

with their lot, who do not trust in the Divine, but in them-

selves, and who regard only worldly and earthly things, and

not heavenly things. With such there universally prevails

anxiety for the future, a desire of possessing all things and

of ruling over all, which is kindled and grows with acqui-

sition, and at length beyond all measure. These lament if

they do not get the things they desire, and they are dis-

tressed when they lose them ; neither is there consolation

for them, for then they are angry with the Divine, reject it

together with everything of faith, and curse themselves.

Such are they who have anxiety for the morrow. It is alto-

gether otherwise with those who trust in the Divine. These,

notwithstanding they have care for the morrow, still have

none ; for they do not think of the morrow with solicitude,

still less with anxiety. They bear it with equanimity,
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whether they get the things they desire or not ; neither do

they lament over the loss of them
;
they are content with

their lot. If they become rich, they do not set the heart

upon riches ; if they are raised to honors, they do not re-

gard themselves as more worthy than others ; if they be-

come poor, they are not made sad ; if their condition be

mean, they are not dejected. They know that all things

advance toward a happy state in eternity for those who put

their trust in the Divine, and that whatever befalls them

4 in time still conduces thereto. It is to be known that the

Divine providence is universal, that is, in things the most

minute ; and that they who are in the stream of this provi-

dence are borne continuously toward happiness, whatever

may be the appearance of the means ; and that they are in

the stream of the Divine providence who put their trust in

the Divine and attribute all things to Him ; and that they

are not in this stream who trust in themselves alone and at-

tribute all things to themselves, for they are in the opposite,

inasmuch as they derogate providence from the Divine, and

claim it to themselves. It is to be known also that so far as

any one is in the stream of the Divine providence, so far

he is in a state of peace ; also, so far as any one is in a

state of peace from the good of faith, so far he is in the

Divine providence. These alone know and believe that the

Divine providence of the Lord is in all things and every-

thing, yea in the most minute of all, as may be seen shown

above (n. 1919, 4329, 5122, 5894, 6058, 6481-6486, 6490,

7004, 7007), and that the Divine providence regards what

is eternal (n. 6491). But they who are in the opposite are

scarcely willing to hear providence named, but refer all

things and every thing to prudence ; and what they do

not refer to prudence, they refer to fortune or chance

;

some to fate, which they educe not from the Divine, but

from nature
;
they call those simple, who do not attribute

all things to themselves or to nature. From this again it

may be evident what is the quality of those who have anx-
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iety for the morrow, and what the quality of those who
have no anxiety for the morrow.

8479. -^"^ ^h^y hearkened not unto Moses. That this

signifies no faith and thence no obedience, is evident from

the signification of hearkening, as perceiving, having faith,

and obeying (see n. 5017, 7216, 8361).

8480. But some men made a residue of it until the

morning. That this signifies abuse of good Divine, that

they desired to procure it of themselves for themselves, is

evident from the signification of making a residue of it

until the morning, as being solicitous about the acquisition

of good of themselves— of which above (n. 8478), and

consequently the abuse of good Divine. It is termed

abuse, when there exists what is alike in ultimates, but

from an opposite origin. Good exists from an opposite

origin, when from man, not from the Lord ; for the Lord

is good itself, consequently He is the source of all good.

The good which is from Him has in it what is Divine

;

thus it is good from its inmost and first esse. But the good

which is from man is not good, because man of himself is

nothing but evil ; therefore the good which is from him is

in its first essence evil, though in outward form it may
appear as good. It is as with flowers painted on tiles, in 2

comparison with flowers which grow in a garden. These

flowers are beautiful from their inmosts ; for the more inte-

riorly they are opened, the more beautiful they are. But

the flowers painted on a tile are beautiful only in outward

form, and as to the internal they are nothing but clay and

a mixture of earthy particles lying in confusion— as the

Lord also teaches when He says of the lilies of the field,

Solomon in all his glory was not arrayed like one of these

(Matt. vi. 29). Such is the case with good which is from

man in comparison with good which is from the Lord.

That these goods differ so much, one from the other, man
cannot know, because he judges from externals ; but angels

well perceive whence the good with man is derived, and
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3 thus what its quality is. The angels with man are in good

from the Lord, and as it were dwell therein, but they can-

not be in the good from man, and they remove themselves

from it as far as possible, for from its inmost it is evil.

Good from the Lord has heaven in it, for that good indeed

is in image a form of heaven, and has stored in its inmost

the Lord Himself. In all good which proceeds from the

Lord there is His image, and therefore an image of heaven,

but in the good which is from man there is man's image,

and because man of himself is nothing but evil, there is an

image of hell therein ; so great is the difference between

good from the Lord and good from man. Good from the

Lord is with those who love the Lord above all things and

the neighbor as themselves ; but good from man is with

those who love themselves above all things and despise the

neighbor in comparison with themselves. These are they

who have anxiety for the morrow, because they trust in

themselves ; but the former are they who have no anxiety

for the morrow, because they trust in the Lord (see above,

n. 8478). They who trust in the Lord, continually receive

good from Him ; for whatsoever befalls them, whether it

appear as prosperity or as adversity, is still good, since it

conduces as a means to their eternal happiness. But they

who trust in themselves are continually drawing evil upon

themselves, for whatever befalls them, though it appears

as prosperity and happiness, is nevertheless evil, and there-

fore conduces as a means to their eternal unhappiness.

These are the things which are signified by the command,

that they should make no residue of the manna till the

morning, and that what was left bred worms and became

putrid.

8481. And it bred worms. That this signifies that

thereby it became filthy, is evident from the signification

of breeding worms, as producing what is filthy ; for worms

are produced from what is filthy and putrid. The falsity

of evil, which is in good derived from the proprium, is
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compared to a worm, because they act in a similar man-

ner ; for falsity also consumes and thus torments. There

are two things which make hell, as there are two which

make heaven. The two which make heaven are good and

truth, and the two which make hell are evil and falsity.

Consequently there are those two in heaven which make
happiness there, and there are two in hell which make tor-

ment there. The torment in hell caused by falsity is com-

pared to a worm, and the torment from evil there is com-

pared to fire— thus in Isaiah : As the jiew heavens and
the tiew earth, which I will make, shall remain before Me,

saiih Jehovah, so shall your seed and your name retnain.

And it shall come to pass from month to month, a7id from
sabbath to his sabbath, that they shall stand before Me. . . .

And they shall go forth, and look upon the carcases of the

men that hai'e trarisgressed against Me : for their worin

shall not die, neither shall their fire be quenched ; and they

shall be an abhorring unto allflesh (Ixvi. 22—24). like

manner it is said by the Lord in Mark, Where their worm
dieth not, and the fire is not quenched (ix. 44, 46, 48) —
speaking of Gehenna or hell. The filthiness of falsity is

compared to a worm also in Moses : Thou shallplant vine-

yards, and dress them, but thou shall neither drink of the

wine, nor gather [the grapes], for the worm shall eat them

(Deut. xxviii. 39)— where wine stands for truth from good,

and in the opposite sense falsity from evil (n. 6377).

8482. And became putrid. That this signifies thence

infernal, is evident from the signification of becoming

putrid, as filthy, infernal. To become putrid is here predi-

cated of evil, and the worm is predicated of falsity ; for

good when it becomes evil, is as flesh or as bread, when it

putrifies, and the falsity derived from that evil is as the

worm which is produced therein from putridity.

8483. And Moses was ivroth with them. That this sig-

nifies that they turned away truth Divine from themselves, is

evident from the signification of being wroth or angry, when
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it is said of Moses, by whom is represented truth Divine, as

turning away from it (see n. 5034, 5798). That this turn-

ing away appears as if it were on the part of the Lord,

but is on the part of man, may be seen above (n. 5798).

In many passages in the Word, anger and wrath, even fury

against men, are attributed to Jehovah, when yet there is

with Jehovah toward man pure love and pure mercy, and

nothing whatever of anger. This is said in the Word from

the appearance ; for when men are against the Divine and

thereby stop the influx of love and mercy to themselves,

they cast themselves into the evil of punishment and into

hell. This appears as unmercifulness and vengeance from

the Divine on account of the evil which they have done,

when yet there is nothing of the sort in the Divine, but it

is in the evil itself. But see what has been before shown

on this subject (n. 1857, 2447, 6071, 6832, 6991, 6997,

7533. 7632, 7643. 7679. 7710. 7877. 7926, 8197, 8214,

8223, 8226-8228, 8282). From this it is plain that by

Moses being wroth with them, is signified, that they turned

away truth Divine from themselves.

8484. Verses 21-24. -^"^ they gathered it morning by

morning, every man according to his eating: and when the

sun waxed hot, it melted. And it came to pass, that on the

sixth day they gathered two/old bread, two omers for each

one: and all the princes of the congregation came and told

Moses. And he said unto them. This is that which Jehovah

hath spoken. A solemn rest, a holy sabbath unto Jehovah is

to-morrow : bake that which ye will bake, and seethe that

which ye will seethe ; and all that remaineth over lay up

for you to be kept until the morning. And they laid tt up

till the morning, as Moses commanded : and it did not be-

come putrid, neither was there any worm therein. " And
they gathered it morning by morning " signifies the recep-

tion of good from the Lord continually ;
" every man ac-

cording to his eating " signifies by every one according to

his power of appropriation ; " and when the sun waxed
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hot, it melted " signifies that it vanishes away according to

the degree of increasing strong desire. " And it came to

pass, that on the sixth day " signifies at the end of every

state; "they gathered twofold bread" signifies conjunction

from good received ; " two omers for each one " signifies

power then ;
" and all the princes of the congregation

came and told Moses " signifies reflection from primary

truths. " And he said unto them " signifies instruction

;

" This is that which Jehovah hath spoken " signifies influx

from the Divine. " A solemn rest " signifies a state of

peace when there is no temptation ; " a holy sabbath unto

Jehovah is to-morrow " signifies the conjunction of good

and truth to eternity ; " bake that which ye will bake

"

signifies preparation for the conjunction of good ;
" and

seethe that which ye will seethe " signifies preparation for

the conjunction of truth ; " and all that remaineth over

lay up for you to be kept until the morning " signifies the

enjoying of all good and truth then as from the propriuni.

" And they laid it up till the morning " signifies the enjoy-

ing that is to come ;
" as Moses commanded " signifies

according to instruction from truth Divine ;
" and it did

not become putrid, neither was there any worm therein
"

signifies that there was nothing filthy therein, because thus

appropriated from the Lord.

8485. And they gathered it morning by morning. That

this signifies the reception of good from the Lord continu-

ally, is evident from the signification of gathering, that is,

the manna, as the reception of good (see above, n. 8467,

8472) ; and from the signification of morning by morning,

or every morning, as continually ; for by morning by morn-

ing is signified every morrow, and by the morrow is signi-

fied what is eternal (n. 3998), thus also perpetually and

continually.

8486. Every man according to his eating. That this

signifies by every one according to his power of appropria-

tion, is evident from what was said above (n. 8467), where

are like words.
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8487. And when the sun waxed hot, it melted. That

this signifies that it vanishes away according to the degree

of increasing strong desire, is evident from the signification

of the sun waxing hot, as increasing strong desire— of

which in what follows ; and from the signification of melt-

ing, as vanishing away. That the sun's waxing hot means

increasing strong desire or lust, is because the sun in a

good sense signifies heavenly love, for the reason that the

Lord is the Sun in the other life, and that the heat which

comes therefrom is the good of love and the light the truth

of faith. That the Lord is the Sun, and that heavenly love

is therefrom, may be seen above (n. 1053, 1521, 1529-

1531, 2120, 2441, 2495, 3636, 3643. 4060, 4321, 4696,

5084, 5097, 5377, 7078, 7083, 7171, 7173, 7270). There-

fore the sun in the opposite sense is the love of self and

of the world, and the heat or waxing hot of the sun is in

2 that sense strong desire or lust. It shall be briefly told

how it is that the good of truth, which is signified by the

manna, vanished according to the degree of increasing

desire, which is signified by its melting when the sun

waxed hot. The good of truth or spiritual good is indeed

given to the man of the spiritual church when he is being

regenerated ; but inasmuch as every enjoyment of the love

of self and of the world, which had previously constituted

his life, extinguishes that good, since they are opposite,

therefore the pure good of truth cannot long abide with

that man, but is modified by the Lord by means of the

enjoyments of the loves which had belonged to his life

before ; for unless that good were so modified, it would

become without enjoyment to him, and would thus be

loathed. Such is heavenly good at first with those who

are being regenerated. So far therefore as the enjoyments

of the love of self and of the world arise, so far the good

of heavenly love vanishes away, since, as already said, they

3 are opposite : so also vice versa. Therefore it is, that in

heaven there are changes of states, to which changes of
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times in the world correspond (n. 8426), and that thus by

turns they are remitted into the enjoyments of natural

pleasures ; for without such mutation of states the good

of heavenly love would become as it were dry, and little

esteemed, but it is otherwise when modified by natural en-

joyments at the same time or successively. This is why
in the beginning, when the manna was given to the sons

of Israel every morning, the quail was also given in the

evening ; for by the quail is signified natural enjoyment

and also the enjoyment of strong desire (n. 8452). But 4

it is to be known that the desires into which they who are

in heaven are remitted when it is evening with them, are

not desires which are opposite to heavenly good, but de-

sires which in some measure agree with that good ; for

they are the enjoyments of doing good in a large way, and

therefore have something of glory in them, in which never-

theless there is benevolence and zeal to be of service
;
they

are also the enjoyments of magnificence in the embellish-

ments of home and the ornaments of dress, and many
other like enjoyments. Such enjoyments do not destroy

the good of heavenly love, though they set it aside, and at

length according to the degree of man's regeneration they

become the ultimate planes of heavenly good, and they

are then no longer called desires, but enjoyments. That

the good of heavenly love unless modified by such enjoy-

ments, would become as it were dry and would then be

loathed as of no value, is signified by this, that the sons of

Israel, when the quail was no longer given them, called the

manna dry food and vile food, as is thus written in Moses

:

The mixed multitude, thai was among them, lusted a lust:

and the sons of Israel also wept again, and said. Who shall

feed us with flesh f . . . Now our soul is dried away

;

there is nothing at all : we have nought save this manna,

for our eye (Num. xi. 4, 6). Again: The people spake

against God, and against Moses, Wherefore have ye brought

us up out of Egypt to die in the wilderness ? for there is no
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bread and no water ; and our soul loatheth this vile bread

(Num. xxi. 5). And again: Jehovah afflicted thee, and
suffered thee to hunger, and fed thee with manna, which

thou knewest not, neither did thy fathers know ; that He
might make thee know, that man doth not live by bread

only, but by every thing that proceedeth out of the mouth of

S Jehovah doth man live (Deut. viii. 3). In like manner as

by the manna, good pure from falsities is signified also by

the unleavened bread (n. 8058), which bread for a similar

reason is called the bread of affliction (Deut. xvi. 3).

From these things it may now be evident what is meant by

the good of truth vanishing away according to the degree

of increasing strong desire or lust, which is signified by

the manna melting when the sun waxed hot.

8488. And it came to pass, that on the sixth day. That

this signifies at the end of every state, is evident from the

signification of the sixth day, as the end of every state (see

above, n. 8421).

8489. They gathered twofold bread. That this signifies

conjunction from good received, is evident from the sig-

nification of gathering of the manna, as reception of good
— that gathering means reception, may be seen above

(n. 8467, 8472), and also that manna is the good of truth

(n. 8464) ; and from the signification of twofold, as con-

junction (n. 8423).

8490. Two omers for each one. That this signifies

power then, is evident from the signification of an omer,

as enough, and thus power (see n. 8468, 8473), ^^re

enough and power for conjunction ; for by the seventh day

or sabbath is signified the conjunction of good and truth.

8491. And all the princes of the congregation came and
told Moses. That this signifies reflection from primary

truths, is evident from the signification of the princes of

the congregation, as primary truths (see n. 1482, 2089,

5044) ; and from the signification of telling, as reflection

(n. 2862, 5508).
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8492. And he said unto them. That this signifies in-

struction, is evident from the signification of saying, as in-

volving what follows, here instruction, namely, how they

were to do in the gathering of the manna on the day before

the Sabbath. That saying means also instruction, may be

seen above (n. 6879, 6881, 6883, 6891, 7186, 7267, 7304,

7380)-

8493. This is that which Jehovah hath spoken. That

this signifies influx from the Divine, is evident from this,

that Jehovah or the Lord instructs by influx, and that this

is expressed in the historicals of the Word by saying and

speaking. That speaking also in other passages means

influx, may be seen above (n. 2951, 5481, 5797, 7270,

8128).

8494. A solemn rest. That this signifies a state of peace

when there is no temptation, is evident from the signification

of a rest, such as was on the days of the sabbath, as repre-

sentative of a state of peace, in which is effected the con-

junction of good and truth. But the six preceding days

represented the combat and labor, consequently the temp-

tations, which precede a state of peace ; for after tempta-

tions comes a state of peace, and then there is conjunction

of good and truth. That the six days which precede the

seventh or the sabbath signified combat and labor, may be

seen above (n. 720, 737, 900), and that after temptations

there is tranquillity and peace (n. 3696, 4572, 5246, 6829,

8367, 8370). That the sabbath is the conjunction of good

and truth, will be seen in what now follows.

8495. A holy sabbath unto Jehovah is to-morrow. That

this signifies the conjunction of good and truth to eternity,

is evident from the signification of the sabbath, as the con-

junction of good and truth— of which in what now follows
;

and from the signification of to-morrow, as to eternity (see

n. 3998). He who does not know what the sabbath repre-

sented, and thus what it signified, cannot know why it was

accounted the most holy of all things. But the reason why
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it was accounted most holy was, that in the supreme sense

it represented the union of the Divine and the Divine Hu-
man in the Lord, and in the respective sense the conjunc-

tion of the Divine Human of the Lord with the human
2 race. For this reason the sabbath was most holy. And
because it represented those things, it also represented

heaven as to the conjunction of good and truth, which con-

junction is called the heavenly marriage. And because the

conjunction of good and truth is effected by the Lord alone

and nothing of it by man, and because it is effected in a

state of peace, therefore it was most severely forbidden

that man should then do any work, even to the extent that

the soul which did it was to be cut off— as we read in Moses :

Ye shall keep the sabbath ; for it is holy unto you : every

one that profaneth it dying shall die : for whosoei>er doeth

any Ivork therein, that soul shall be cut off from among
his people (Exod. xxxi. 14). Therefore one was stoned

who only gathered wood on that day (Num. xv. 32-36).

3 Therefore also the commandment concerning the sabbath

is the third * commandment in the Decalogue, immediately

following the two concerning the holy worship of Jehovah

(Exod. XX. 8: Deut. v. 12). For this reason the sabbath

is called also a perpetual covenant (Exod. xxxi. 16), for by

covenant is signified conjunction (n. 665, 666, 1023, 1038,

4 1864, 1996, 2003, 2021, 6804). From these things it may
now be evident what is meant in the internal sense by the

things said in the following passages concerning the sabbath

— as in Isaiah: Blessed is the man . . . that keepeth the

sabbath from profaning it. . . . Thus saith Jehoi'ah unto

the eunuchs that keep My sabbaths, and choose the things

that please Me, and hold fast My covenant : Unto them

will I give in My house and within My walls a place and

a name, better than sons and daughters ; I will give them

an everlasting name, that shall not be cut off . . . ei'ery

one that keepeth the sabbath from profaning it, and hold-

* As numbered in the Catholic and Lutheran Churches.
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eth fasi My covenant, them 7vill I bring to the mountain of

My holiness, and make them joyful in My house of prayer

(Ivi. 2-7). From this it is plain that by those who keep the

sabbath holy are meant those who are in conjunction with

the Lord. That they shall be in heaven, is signified by a

place and a name better than sons and daughters being

given them in the house of Jehovah, an everlasting name
that shall not be cut off, and by their being brought to the

mountain of holiness. Again in the same prophet: If thou

turn away thyfoot from the sabbath, not doing thy pleasure

on the day of My holiness, and call the things of the sab-

bath delights, holy to Jehovah, honorable ; and shall honor

it, not doing thine own ways, nor finding thine own pleas-

ure, nor speaking thine own word : then shall thou delight

thyself in Jehovah . . . and I will feed thee with the

heritage of Jacob (Iviii. 13, 14). In this passage it is very

plain what was represented by not doing any work on the

sabbath day, namely, that they should not act at all from

self, but from the Lord ; for the angelic state in heaven is,

that they will and do nothing from themselves, or of their

proprium, and do not even think and speak therefrom :

their conjunction with the Lord consists in this. The pro- 5

prium from which they are not to act, is signified by their

not doing their own pleasure, nor doing their own ways, nor

finding their own desire, nor speaking their own word.

This state with the angels is the heavenly state itself ; and

when they are in it, then they have peace and rest, and also

the Lord has rest ; for when they are conjoined with Him,

there is no longer labor with them, since they are then in

the Lord. These things are signified by the words, and

shalt call the sabbath a delight, the holy of Jehovah, and

shalt delight thyself in Jehovah. The Lord's rest is signi-

fied by His resting on the seventh day after the six days'

creation (Gen. ii. 2). Like things are understood by these

words in Jeremiah : Ifhearkening ye hearken unto Afe . . .

to bring in 710 burden through the gates of this city on the
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sabbath day, but to hallow the sabbath day, to do no work
therein, then shall there enter in by the gates of this city

kings and princes sitting upon the throne of David, riding

in the chariot and on horses, they and their princes, the man
ofJudah, and the inhabitants ofJerusalem : and this city

shall be inhabitedfor ever (xvii. 24, 25). By work on the

sabbath is signified everything which is from self, or the

proprium ; the state of those who are not led of the pro-

prium but of the Lord, is described by there entering in by

the gates of the city kings and princes sitting upon the

throne of David, riding in the chariot and on horses
; by

kings are signified the truths of faith, by princes the pri-

mary things thereof, by sitting upon the throne of David

that they are from the Lord, by the chariot and horses the

doctrinal and intellectual things of faith. It is to be known

that all things which come from the proprium of man are

evil, and that all things which come from the Lord are good.

That with those who are led by the Lord all things flow in,

even to the least thing of life both intellectual and volun-

tary, thus even to all things and every thing of faith and of

charity, may be seen from what has been abundantly shown

from experience (n. 2886-2888, 6053-6058, 6189-62 15,

6307-6327, 6466-6495, 6598-6626, 6982, 6985, 6996, 7004,

7055, 7056, 7058, 7147, 7270). That the sabbath was rep-

resentative of the conjunction of the Lord with the human
race, is evident in Ezekiel : Igave them My sabbaths, to be

a sign between Me and them, that they might know that I

Jehovah do sanctify them (xx. 12 : also, Exod. xxxi. 13).

Therefore also it was forbidden to kindle a fire on the sab-

bath day (Exod. xxxv. 3), because by fire was signified

everything which is of life, and by kindling a fire, that

which is of life from proprium. From what has been said

it is plain that the Lord is the Lord of the sabbath— ac-

cording to His words in Matthew (xii. 1-8) ; and it may
be seen why very many cures were performed by the Lord

on the sabbath days (Matt. xii. 10-13 : Mark iii. i-S : Luke
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vi. 6-1 1 ; xiii. 10-17 > xiv. 1-6 : John v. 9-18 ; vii. 22, 23 ;

ix. 14, 16) ; for the diseases of which they were healed

by the Lord, involved spiritual diseases, which are from evil

(see n. 7337, 8364).

8496. Bake that which ye will bake. That this signifies

preparation for the conjunction of good, and seethe that

which ye will seethe signifies preparation for the conjunc-

tion of truth, is evident from the signification of baking,

as, because it is effected by fire, preparation for the con-

junction of good ; and from the signification of seething,

as, because it is effected by water, preparation for the con-

junction of truth ; for by water is signified the truth of

faith (see n. 2702, 3058, 3424, 4976, 5668), and by fire is

signified the good of love (n. 934, 5215, 6314, 6832, 6834,

6849, 7324, 7852). That it is preparation for conjunction,

is plain ; for what was baked and seethed was prepared for

the following sabbath day, by which conjunction is signified

— as was shown just above— they being forbidden to

kindle a fire on the sabbath day (Exod. xxxv. 3), thus to

bake or seethe on that day. That baking is predicated

of bread and the minchah, and was done by means of fire,

may be seen in Isaiah (xliv. 15, 19: i Sam. xxviii. 24:

Ezek. xlvi. 20 : Lev. vi. 10) ; and that seething is predi-

cated of flesh, and was done by means of water, in Exodus

(xxix. 31 : I Sam. ii. 13, 15).

8497. And all that remaineih over lay up foryou to he

kept until the morning. That this signifies the enjoying

of all good and truth then as from the proprium, is evident

from the signification of laying up that which remaineth

over until the morning, as enjoying on the sabbath day

;

that it is the enjoying of good and of truth, is because

that which remained over of what was baked and seethed

was to be laid up, and was then to be eaten ; for by baking

is signified the preparation of good, and by seething the

preparation of truth— as was shown just above (n. 8496)
— and by eating is signified enjoying and appropriating
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(n. 3168, 3513, 3596, 3832, 4745, 7849); and from the

signification of to be kept for you, which is, as from the

proprium. That these things are signified by the words

is because good and truth which flow in from the Lord

are conjoined, and as it were appropriated. Such is the

conjunction of heaven, that is, of those who are in heaven,

with the Lord. It is said as from the proprium, because

the goods which are of faith and of charity cannot be given

to man nor to angel so as to be his own, for men and

angels are only recipients, or forms accommodated to

receive life, thus good and truth from the Lord. Life

itself is from no other source. And because life is from

the Lord, it cannot be appropriated otherwise than as

appearing to be man's own ; but they who are in the Lord

perceive manifestly that life flows in, consequently good

and truth, since these constitute life. The reason why life

appears as man's own is, that the Lord from Divine love

wills to give and to conjoin all His own to man, and as far

as it can be effected, does conjoin. This proprium [or

sense of things as his own] which is given by the Lord, is

called the heavenly proprium (see n. 731, 1937, 1947,

2882, 2883, 2891, 3812, 5660).

8498. And they laid ii up iill the morning. That this

signifies enjoying which is to come, is evident from what

was explained just above (n. 8497).

8499. As Moses commanded. That this signifies accord-

ing to instruction [from truth Divine], is evident from the

signification of commanding, as instruction ; and from the

representation of Moses, as truth Divine— see frequently

above.

8500. And it did not become putrid, neither was there

any worm therein. That this signifies that nothing filthy

was therein, because thus appropriated from the Divine, is

evident from the signification of becoming putrid, as in-

fernal filthiness, predicated of evil— of which above (see

n. 8482) ; and from the signification of worm, as also
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infernal filthiness, but predicated of falsity (n. 8481).

That such filthiness is in those things which are done from

the proprium, but that heavenly and Divine things are in

those which are done from the Lord, may be seen above

(n. 8478).

8501. Verses 25-27. And Moses said, eat thai to-day

;

for to-day is a sabbath unto Jehovah : to-day ye shall not

find it in the field. Six days ye shall gather it; but on the

seventh day is the sabbath, in it there shall be none. And
it came to pass on the seventh day, that there went out some

of the people for to gather, and they found none. " And
Moses said " signifies information concerning this matter

;

" Eat that to-day " signifies appropriation to eternity

;

" for to-day is a sabbath unto Jehovah " signifies because

good is conjoined to truth by the Lord ;
" to-day ye shall

not find it in the field " signifies that then good shall no

longer be acquired by truth. " Six days ye shall gather it

"

signifies the reception of truth before it is conjoined to

good ;
" but on the seventh day is the sabbath " signifies

that afterward is conjunction ;
" in it there shall be none "

signifies that no longer shall good be by truth. " And it

came to pass on the seventh day " signifies a state of con-

joined good and truth ;
" that there went out some of the

people for to gather, and they found none " signifies that

they desired to acquire, but it was not given.

8502. And Moses said. That this signifies information

concerning this matter, is evident from the signification of

saying, as involving what follows, in this case information

concerning the manna, that they would not find it on the

sabbath day.

8503. £at that to-day. That this signifies appropria-

tion to eternity, is evident from the signification of eating,

as appropriation (see n. 3168, 3513, 3596, 4745); ^"^1

from the signification of to-day, as to eternity (n. 2838,

3998, 4304, 6165, 6984).

8504. For to-day is a sabbath unto Jehovah, That this
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signifies because good is conjoined to truth by the Lord, is

evident from the signification of sabbath, as the conjunc-

tion of good and truth— of which above (n. 8495) >

from the signification of to-day, as to eternity (n. 8503) ;

that Jehovah in the Word is the Lord, has been frequently

shown above.

8505. To-day ye shall not find it in the field. That this

signifies that then good shall no longer be acquired by

truth, is evident from the signification of not finding, when

predicated of the good which is by truth, as no longer ac-

quiring, and from the signification of field, as man, here

the mind of man in which good is implanted by truth ; for

man is called a field from this, that he receives the truths

of faith, which are seeds, and brings forth the fruits of the

seeds, which are goods. How this is shall be briefly told :

man before regeneration acts from truth, but thereby good

is acquired ; for truth then becomes good with him when it

becomes of his will, and thus of his life ; but after re-

generation he acts from good, and thereby truths are pro-

cured. To make this still clearer— man before regen-

eration acts from obedience, but after regeneration from

affection. These two states are inverse to each other ; for

in the former state truth governs, but in the latter good

governs ;
or, in the former state man looks downward or

backward, but in the latter upward or forward. When man
is in the latter state, that is, when he acts from affection, it

is no longer allowed him to look back, and to do good

from truth, for then the Lord flows into the good with him,

and by the good leads him. If then he were to look back,

or were to do good from truth, he would act from what

seems his own ; for he who acts from truth leads himself,

but he who acts from good is led by the Lord. This is

what is meant by the Lord's words in Matthew : When ye

see the abomination of desolation . . . let him that is

upon the house not go down to take anything out of his

house : and let him that is in the field not return back to
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take his garments (xxiv. 15, 17, 18). And in Luke: In

that day, he that shall be on the house, and his vessels in

the house, let him not go down to take them away ; and he

that is in the field, lei him likewise not turn back to what is

behind him. Remember Lofs wife (xvii. 31, 32). How
it is in regard to this, may be seen in what has been ex-

plained above (n. 3652, 5895, 5897, 7923), and .what will

be explained below (n. 8506, 8510). These are the things

which in the internal sense are signified by the words, that

the manna would not be found in the field on the seventh

day, and that there went out some of the people for to

gather and they found none.

8506. Six days ye shall gather it. That this signifies

the reception of truth before it is conjoined to good, is

evident from the signification of six days, as states of com-
bat and of labor (see above, n. 8494), here a state of recep-

tion of truth, or a state when good is acquired by truth

(n. 8505), for in this state there is labor and combat. In

this state man is let into temptations, which are combats

with the evils and falsities in him ; and then the Lord fights

for man and also with him. But after this state, there is a

state of conjunction of good and truth, thus then a state

of rest also to the Lord. This state is what was repre-

sented by rest on the seventh day or day of the sabbath.

That the Lord then has rest, is because when good is con-

joined to truth, man is in the Lord, and is led by the Lord

without labor and combat. This state is what is meant by

another state described just above (n. 8505).

8507. But on the seventh day is the sabbath. That this

signifies that afterward is conjunction, is evident from the

signification of the seventh day or the sabbath, as the con-

junction of good and truth (see n. 8496).

8508. Ill it there shall be none. That this signifies that

no longer shall good be by truth, is evident from what has

been explained above (n. 8505).

8509. And it came to pass on the seventh day. That
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this signifies a state of conjoined good and truth, is evident

from the signification of the seventh day or sabbath, as the

conjunction of good and truth (as above, n. 8507).

8510. That there went out some of the people for to

gather, and they found none. That this signifies that they

desired to acquire, but it was not given, is evident from

what was explained above (n. 8505). It is there made
plain what it is to act from the truth which is of faith and

what from the good which is of charity, namely, that he

who acts from the truth which is of faith is not yet in the

order of heaven, but that he who acts from the good which

is of charity is in that order. For the order in which man
is led by the Lord, is by man's willing, consequently by

good, for this is of the will, and then his understanding

\i7itelligere'\ is subservient, consequently truth, for this is

of the understanding \inteUectus\ When this state is

reached, then is the sabbath ; for then the Lord has rest

;

this state exists when good is conjoined to truth. That

this state is the Lord's rest, may be evident from this, that

Jehovah, or the Lord, after the creation and labor of six

days, on the seventh day rested from all His work (Gen.

ii. 2). This state is the state of heaven; therefore heaven

itself is called a sabbath, or in heaven there is said to be a

perpetual sabbath. That by the creation in the first chap-

ter of Genesis is meant a new creation or regeneration,

and that by the six days in that chapter are meant tempta-

tions and combats, see what was there explained under the

first and second chapters.

85 1 1. Verses 28-31. And Jehovah said unto Moses,

How long refuse ye to keep My commandments and My
laws ? See, for that Jehovah hath given you the sabbath,

therefore He giveth you on the sixth day the bread of tiuo

days ; abide ye every man in his place, let no man go out

of his place on the seventh day. So the people rested on the

seventh day. And the house of Israel called the name

thereof Manna : and it was like coriander seed, white ; and
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the taste of it was like wafers in honey. "And Jehovah

said unto Moses " signifies the appearing of the Divine

obscured ; " How long refuse ye to keep My command-
ments and My laws " signifies for the reason that they did

not act according to Divine order. " See " signifies that

they should observe and reflect ; " for that Jehovah hath

given you the sabbath " signifies the conjunction of good

and truth by the Lord ; " therefore He giveth you on the

sixth day the bread of two days " signifies that on this

account even to the end of the former state He gives as

much good by truth as will afterward effect conjunction

;

" abide ye every man in his place " signifies a state of

peace ; " let no man go out of his place on the seventh

day " signifies that they must remain then in the state.

" So the people rested on the seventh day " signifies a rep-

resentative then of the conjunction of good and truth in a

state of peace. " And the house of Israel called the name
thereof Manna " signifies its quality with them ;

" and it

was like coriander seed, white " signifies the truth therein

that it was pure ; " and the taste of it was like wafers in

honey " signifies the good which was enjoyable, because

made good from truth by enjoyment.

8512. And fehovah said unto Moses. That this signi-

fies the appearing of the Divine obscured, is evident from

the signification of Jehovah said, as involving what follows,

here that they did not keep His commandments and laws,

thus that the appearing of the Divine among them was

obscured. For this is the effect, when one does not live

according to the Divine commandments; for when one

does live according to them, then he lives according to

Divine order, inasmuch as the Divine commandments are

truths and goods which are of order ; and when one lives

according to order, then he lives in the Lord, since the

Lord is order itself. From this it follows that he who does

not live according to the commandments and laws which

are of Divine order, does not live in the Lord, consequently
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that then the Divine is to him obscured. By living accord-

ing to order is here meant to be led of the Lord by good,

but to live not as yet according to order is to be led by

truth ; and when man is led by truth, the Lord is not ap-

parent to him. Wherefore also man then goes in darkness,

in which he does not see good. It is otherwise when man
is led by good ; then he sees in light.

8513. How long refuse ye to keep My commandments

and My laws ? That this signifies for the reason that they

did not act according to Divine order, is evident from what

has been just now explained above (n. 8512). That it

may be known what it is to act according to Divine order

and what to act not according to it, something further shall

be said on the subject. Everything which is done accord-

ing to Divine order is open inwardly even to the Lord, and

thus has heaven in it ; but everything which is done not

according to Divine order is closed inwardly, and thus

does not have heaven in it. It is Divine order therefore,

that the Lord flow in through the interiors of man into his

exteriors, thus through the will of man into his action.

This is done when man is in good, that is, when he is in

the affection for doing good for the sake of good, and not

for the sake of himself. When man does good for the

sake of himself, and not for the sake of good, then the

interiors are closed, and he cannot be led of the Lx)rd by

heaven, but is led of himself. The love determines by

whom he is led, for every one is led by his love. He who
loves himself more than his neighbor leads himself, but he

who loves good is led by good, consequently by the Lord

from Whom is all good. From these things it may be

seen what the difference is between living according to

order and living not according to it. How man must live

that it may be according to order, the Word teaches, and

doctrine of faith from the Word. He who does not look

beyond external things cannot at all comprehend this ; for

he knows not what the internal is, scarcely that there is an
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internal, and still less that the internal can be opened, and

that when it is opened heaven is therein. Those that are

intelligent in the world are especially in this ignorance,

and such of them as admit the existence of an internal

have still no idea, or a fatuous idea, concerning it. Thus

they have litde faith, and they apply their acquirements of

knowledge to confirming that all things are of nature.

8514. See. That this signifies that they should observe

and reflect, is evident from the signification of seeing, as

understanding (see n. 2325, 3863, 4403-4421, 5 114),

hence as perceiving (n. 2150, 3764, 4567, 4723, 5400),

and also reflecting (n. 6836, 6839).

8515. For that Jehovah hath given you the sabbath.

That this signifies the conjunction of good and truth by

the Lord, is evident from the signification of the sabbath,

as the conjunction of good and truth (see n. 8495) >
^^'^

it is by the Lord is signified by Jehovah hath given, for

Jehovah in the Word is the Lord.

8516. Therefore He giveth you on the sixth day the

bread of two days. That this signifies that on this account

even to the end of the former state He gives as much good

by truth as will afterward efl'ect conjunction, is evident

from the signification of the sixth day, as the end of a

former state (see n. 8421); from the signification of the

manna, which is here the bread, as good of truth (n. 8462,

8464) ; and from the signification of the sabbath, for which

also the manna was given on the sixth day and thus the

bread of two days, as the conjunction of good and truth

(n. 8495). was shown above that as by the sabbath

was signified the conjunction of good and truth, therefore

by the manna not being found on the seventh day is signi-

fied that man, when he is in that conjunction, acts from

good, and no longer from truth, and also that he must not

act any longer from truth (n. 8510). But as this appears 2

a paradox, it may be further explained in a few words.

Every one should be led to Christian good, which is called
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charity, by truth of faith ; for truth of faith will teach not

only what charity is, but also what its quality must be ; and

unless he learns this first from the doctrine of his church

— for of himself he cannot in any wise know it— he can-

not be prepared and thus adapted to receive that good.

For example : he must know from the doctrine of faith,

that it is not of charity to do good for the sake of self, or

for the sake of recompense, thus not by works of charity

to merit salvation ; he must know also that all good of

charity is from the Lord, and nothing at all from self, be-

sides many other things which instruct what charity is and

what its quality must be. From these considerations it

may be evident that man cannot be led to Christian good

except by truths which are of faith. Man must know fur-

ther that truths do not of themselves enter into good, but

that good adopts truths and adjoins them to itself ; for

truths of faith lie in the memory of man as in a field ex-

tended beneath the interior sight. Good from the Lord

flows in through that sight, and chooses from them, and

conjoins to itself the truths which are in agreement with it.

The truths which lie beneath cannot flow into the good

which is above ; for it is altogether contrary to order, and

even impossible, that the lower should flow into the higher

3 (n. 5259). From these things it may now be known how
Christian good is born with man when he is being regen-

erated, and therefore also what must be the quality of man
when he is regenerated, namely, that he acts from good,

but not from truth ; that is, that he is led of the Lord by

good, and no longer by truth ; for he is then in charity,

that is, in affection for doing that good. All who are in

heaven are so led, for this is according to Divine order

;

and thus all things which they think and act flow as it were

spontaneously and from freedom. It would be altogether

otherwise if they were to think from truth and to act from

it ; for then they would think whether a thing ought to be

done in this way or not, and would thus hesitate in every-
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thing, and would obscure the h'ght with them, and at length

would act according to those things which they themselves

love, thus according to influx from those things which favor

their loves ; and this is to be led by themselves, and not by

the Lord. From these things it is further manifest what

this meant, that good should no longer be acquired by

truth, which is signified by their gathering the manna for

six days and by their not finding it on the seventh day (see

n. 8505, 8506, 8510).

8517. Abide ye every man in his place. That this signi-

fies a state of peace, is evident from the signification of

abiding or resting, as a state of peace (see n. 8494). That

they were to rest on the sabbath day and do no work then,

not even kindle a fire, nor prepare for themselves what

they were to eat, was representative of a state of peace, in

which conjunction of good and truth is effected by the

Lord ; for all conjunction of good and truth is effected in

such a state. When man is in a state of peace, then he is

also led of the Lord by good ; if man were then to lead

himself, even by truth, he would dissipate the state of

peace, and so there would be no conjunction— see just

above (n. 8516).

85 18. Let no man go out of his place on the seventh day.

That this signifies that they must remain then in the state,

is evident from what was explained above (n. 8494, 8517).

8519. So the people rested on the seventh day. That

this signifies a representative then of the conjunction of

good and truth in a state of peace, is evident from what

was said above (n. 8494, 8517).

8520. And the house of Israel called the name thereof

Manna. That this signifies its quality with them, is evi-

dent from the signification of a name and of calling a

name, as the quality of the subject (see n. 144, 145, 1896,

2009, 2724, 3006, 3421, 6674). That it was called manna
from not being known, and that it means the good of truth,

which is the good of those who were of the spiritual church,

may be seen above (see n. 8462, 8464).
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8521. And it was like coriander seed, white. That this

signifies the truth therein that it was pure, is evident from

the signification of seed, as truth of faith (see n. 255,

1940, 2048, 3038, 3310, 3373). It is said like coriander

seed, because it is white ; for white is predicated of truth,

and truth is also represented as white (n. 3301, 3993, 4007,

5319). Good of truth, which is signified by the manna, is

now described, both what the quality of truth therein is,

and what the quality of good therein is. The quality of

the truth is described by its being like coriander seed,

white, and the quality of the good by the taste of it be-

2 ing like wafers in honey. Good of truth, which is the

good with those who are of the Lord's spiritual kingdom,

differs altogether from the good which is with those who
are of the Lord's celestial kingdom. The good of truth

which is with those who are of the spiritual kingdom, is

implanted in the intellectual part ; for in that part is

formed by the Lord a new will, which is such that man
wills to do according to the truth which he has drawn from

the doctrine of his church ; and when he wills and does

that truth, it becomes with him good, and is called spiritual

good, and also the good of truth. That this is very truth,

he indeed believes, because he has faith from doctrine ; but

he has not perception whether it is true, unless he may
seem to himself to have it from this, that he has confirmed

it with himself, partly from the literal sense of the Word,

and partly from the fallacies of ideas favoring his received

opinion, not considering that there is nothing which can-

not be confirmed, even falsity itself, so as to appear like

truth (n. 4741, 5033, 6865, 7012, 7680, 7950). Hence it

is, that all of every faith believe their own dogmas to be

true, even the Socinians, and the very Jews themselves.

3 From these things it is plain what is the quality of the

truth which is turned into good in the case of many who

are of the church. None of these can see whether the

doctrine of their own church is true, but such as are in
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affection for truth for the sake of the uses of life. They

who have this end in view are enlightened continually by

the Lord, not only during their life in the world, but also

afterward. These alone are they who can receive ; for the

Lord leads them by good, and by good gives them to see

truth, and thus to believe. From these things it is evident

what is the source and what the quality of the good with

those who are of the Lord's spiritual kingdom. But the

good with those who are of the Lord's celestial kingdom,

is not implanted in the intellectual part, but in the volun-

tary part. They who are in this good know from internal

perception, which is from the Lord, whether a thing is true.

Concerning the good of the one and of the other, and con-

cerning the difference between them, may be seen often

above (n. 2046, 2088, 2227, 2669, 2715, 2718, 3235, 3240,

3241, 3246, 4138, 4493, 51 13, 6500, 6865, 7233, 7977,

7992).

8522. And ihe iasie of it was like wafers in honey.

That this signifies the good which was enjoyable, because

made good from truth by enjoyment, is evident from the

signification of the taste \saporis\ as predicated of the en-

joyments which are of good, because it corresponds to the

enjoyment of growing wise \_sapiendi~\ (see n. 3502, 4793) ;

from the signification of a wafer, as spiritual good (see n.

7978) ; and from the signification of honey, as natural en-

joyment (n. 5620, 6857). From this it follows that the

taste of it being like wafers in honey, signifies good which

is enjoyable because made good from truth by enjoyment.

Spiritual good is here described, whence and how it exists,

and thus what its quality is— namely, that it is truth in its

first origin, and that it is made good by this, that it comes

from will, thus from affection, into act ; for whatever man
wills from affection, this is apperceived as good. But this

good cannot exist except by the enjoyments that are of the

natural man, by which the spiritual man is introduced ; and

when he is introduced, he has therefrom a sense of it. This
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now is what is signified by the taste of the manna being like

wafers in honey.

8523. Verses 32-34. And Moses said, This is the word
which Jehovah hath commanded, Fill an omer of it to be

kept for your generations ; that they may see the bread

wherewith Ifed you in the wilderness, when I brought you

forth from the land of Egypt. And Moses said unto

Aaron, Take a pot, and put an omerful of manna therein,

and lay it up before Jehovah, to be kept for your genera-

tions. As Jehovah commanded Moses, so Aaron laid it up

before the Testimony to be kept. " And Moses said, This is

the word which Jehovah hath commanded " signifies what

is ordered ;
" Fill an omer of it " signifies the highest de-

gree of power ;
" to be kept for your generations " signifies

which is for those who are of the spiritual church ; " that

they may see the bread wherewith I fed you in the wilder-

ness " signifies the good of truth when in a state of temp-

tations ; "when I brought you forth from the land of

Egypt " signifies after being liberated from infestations.

" And Moses said unto Aaron " signifies influx ; " Take a

pot " signifies truth ;
" and put an omerful of manna

therein " signifies good therein as much as it will hold

;

" and lay it up before Jehovah " signifies that it may be in

the presence of the Divine ; " to be kept for your genera-

tions " signifies that it may be the measure for those who
are of that spiritual church. "As Jehovah commanded
Moses " signifies according to what is ordered ;

" so Aaron

laid it up before the Testimony to be kept " signifies that

it was in the presence of the Divine.

8524. And AfOSes said. This is the word which Jeho7)ah

hath commanded. That this signifies what is ordered, is

evident from the signification of the word which Jehovah

hath commanded, as what is Divinely ordered (see above,

n. 8466).

8525. Fill an omer of it. That this signifies the highest

degree of power, is evident from the signification of an
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omer, as enough and as power (see n. 8468, 8473) ; and

since an omer means enough, or as much as is in the power

of each one, so also it means the highest degree of power

with him.

8526. To be kept for your generations. That this signi-

fies which is for those who are of the spiritual church, is

evident from the signification of generations, as those

things which are of faith and charity (see n. 613, 2020,

2584, 6239), and therefore in a determinate sense, as those

who are of the spiritual church, because it is they who are

in faith and charity, and are represented by the sons of

Israel, whose generations are here meant. To be kept for

them signifies to be for a memorial.

8527. Thai they may see the bread wherewith Ifed you

in the wilderness. That this signifies the good of truth

when in a state of temptations, is evident from the signifi-

cation of the manna, which here is the bread, as the good

of truth (see n. 8462, 8464) ; and from the signification

of the wilderness, as a state of undergoing temptations (see

n. 8098).

8528. When I broughtyou forth from the land of Egypt.

That this signifies after being liberated from infestations, is

evident from the signification of bringing forth, as libera-

ting ; and from the signification of the land of Egypt, as

infestations (see n. 7278). That the land of Egypt stands

for infestations, is because by the Egyptians and Pharaoh

are signified those who infested the well disposed in the

other life, and who also at this day infest them (n. 7097,

7220, 7228, 7317, 8148).

85 29. And Moses said unto Aaron. That this signifies

influx, is evident from the signification of saying, when by

the internal Divine truth, which is represented by Moses,

to the external truth Divine, which is represented by Aaron,

as influx ; for Divine influx takes place through the truth

which proceeds immediately from the Lord into the truth

which proceeds mediately. That Moses and Aaron in the
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representative sense are these forms of truth, may be seen

above (7009, 7010, 7382).

8530. Take a pot. That this signifies truth, is evident

from the signification of a pot, as here truth. That a pot

means truth, is because it was the vessel which received

the manna, by which is signified good, and every truth is

as a vessel for good ; hence also by vessels in general are

signified truths (n. 3068, 3079, 3316, 3318), and conse-

quently by vessels in particular, and in this instance by a

pot. That truths are recipient vessels for good, may be

illustrated by various things in nature— as by light, which

is recipient of heat from the sun, the light signifying truth

and the heat in the light signifying good. So it is with

truth and good. It is similar with a garment in respect to

the body, and with the body in respect to the soul ; also

with a blood-vessel and fibre in respect to the blood and

animal spirit enclosed therein ; so also with the lungs in

respect to the heart, consequently with the respiration of

the lungs in respect to the pulse of the heart ; in a word,

with every organic form of the body in respect to the life

which is therein. From these comparisons it may be evi-

dent what is the quality of truth without good, or what is

the quality of faith without charity, namely, that it is like

the organic forms of the body without life ; that it is like the

respiration of the lungs without the pulse of the heart, or

like the lungs without the heart ; and that it is like a blood-

vessel and fibre without blood and animal spirit ; also like

a body without a soul
;
consequently that it is as some-

thing inanimate ; and if evil instead of good be therein it

is like a carcass.

8531. Andput an otnerful of manna therein. That this

signifies good therein as much as it will hold, is evident

from the signification of an omerful, namely, as much as

it will hold ; and from the signification of the manna, as

spiritual good or good of truth (see n. 8462, 8464).

8532. And lay it up before Jehovah. That this signifies
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that it may be in the Divine presence, is evident without

explication.

8533. To be kept for your generations. That this sig-

nifies that it may be the measure for those who were of

that spiritual church, is evident from the signification of an

omer of the manna, which was laid up to be kept, as enough

(see n. 8468), thus also a measure, that is, as much good

as that church had. That your generations mean those

who were of the spiritual church, may be seen above (see

n. 8526). Concerning the measure or degree of good

that belongs to a church, it is to be known that goods in

the other life vary in quality and in quantity, and that they

are determined in the case of every one during his life in

the world
;
they are determined according to the quality

and quantity of every one's faith and charity in hfe. The
quality and quantity of the good of every one in the other

life is manifested before the angels, when the Lord grants

it ; for it can be presented to view in the light of heaven,

but not in the light of the world. The case is the same in

respect to the common good, namely, the good of the

church. The quantity and the quality of the good be-

longing to every individual and to the church are repre-

sented by weights and by measures in the Word, in the

present case the quantity of the good of the spiritual

church which is represented by the sons of Israel, by the

omer of the manna which was laid up before Jehovah to

be kept.

8534. As Jehovah commanded Moses. That this signi-

fies according to what is ordered, is evident from the sig-

nification of commanding, when by Jehovah, as what is

ordered (see above, n. 8466, 8524).

8535. So Aaron laid it up before the Testimony to be

kept. That this signifies that it was in the presence of the

Divine, is evident from the signification of laying up to be

kept, as for a memorial (see above, n. 8526, 8533) ; and

from the signification of before the Testimony, as in the
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presence of the Divine. That the Testimony is the Divine,

is plain from what goes before, where it is said by Moses

to Aaron, that he should store it up before Jehovah (see

n. 8532), thus before the Divine. That the Testimony is

the Divine, is because by the Testimony is meant, in the

universal sense, the Word, and because the Word is truth

Divine, thus the Lord. That the Lord is the Word, is

plain in John : In the beginning was the Word, and the

Word was with God, and the Word was God. And the

Word became flesh, and dwelt among us (i. i, 14). That

the Testimony is the Lord as to Divine truth, is evident

from the ark wherein was the Law promulgated from Sinai,

which is called the Testimony ; that from this the taber-

nacle had all its sanctity, and that the Testimony was the

holy Divine itself, is plain from this, that above it was the

propitiatory with the cherubim, and next outside of the veil

were the tables of gold with the bread and with the candle-

sticks ; and that the most holy of worship was there ad-

ministered by Aaron ; also that Jehovah aftenvard spake

with Moses there above the propitiatory between the two

cherubim, thus from the Testimony (see Exodus xxv. 16,

21, 22 ; xl. 20).

8536. Verses 35, 36. And the sons of Israel did eat

the manna forty years, until they came to a land inhabited

;

they did eat the manna, until they came unto the border of

the land of Canaan. Now an omcr is the tenth part of an

ephah. " And the sons of Israel did eat the manna forty

years " signifies appropriation of the good of truth in all

states of temptations ;
" until they came to a land inhab-

ited " signifies before they came to heaven, where good is

everywhere ;
" they did eat the manna, until they came

unto the border of the land of Canaan " signifies that there

was appropriation of good from truth by them until they

came to the region of heaven. " Now an omer is the tenth

part of an ephah " signifies the quantity of good then.

8537. And the sons of Israel did eat the manna forty
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years. That this signifies appropriation of good of truth in

all states of temptations, is evident from the representation

of the sons of Israel, as those who were of the spiritual

church (see n. 6426, 6637, 6862, 6868, 7035, 7062, 7198) ;

from the signification of eating, as appropriation (n. 3168,

3513, 3596, 4745) ; from the signification of the manna,

as the good of truth (n. 8464) ; and from the signification

of forty years, as states of temptations. That years mean
states, may be seen above (n. 482, 487, 488, 493, 893),

and that forty means temptations (n. 730, 862, 2272, 2273,

8098).

8538. Until they came to a land inhabited. That this

signifies before they came to heaven where good is every-

where, is evident from the signification of land, here the

land of Canaan, as the Lord's kingdom, thus heaven (see

n. 1607, 3038, 3481, 3686, 3705, 4240, 4447, 5136).

Heaven is called from good a land inhabited, for in-

habited signifies what is alive from good (n. 2268, 2451,

2712, 3613, 8269, 8309).

8539. They did eat the manna, until they came unto the

border of the land of Canaan. That this signifies that there

was appropriation of good from truth by them until they

came to the region of heaven, is evident from the significa-

tion of the manna, as the good of truth ; from the signifi-

cation of eating, as appropriation (see above, n. 8537) ; and
from the signification of the land of Canaan, as heaven

(see above, n. 8538) ; thus the border of the land of

Canaan means the entrance to heaven, or the region where

heaven begins. From this it is plain that by their eating

the manna until they came to the border of the land of

Canaan, is signified that the good of truth was appro-

priated by them even to the region of heaven. How this 2

is, is evident from what was said before concerning the

acquisition of good by truth, namely, that before regener-

ation all good is procured by truth, but that after regenera-

tion man is led of the Lord by good ; and that the former
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state is signified by the six days which precede the seventh,

and that the latter state is signified by the seventh day or

the sabbath. From this it is also plain that the former

state was represented by the journeyings of the sons of

Israel in the wilderness forty years, and that the latter

state was represented by their introduction into the land

of Canaan. The matter stands thus : man is outside of

heaven so long as he acts from truth and not from good,

and he then comes into heaven when he acts from good

;

for he is then acted upon by the Lord according to the

order of heaven, into which he does not come, conse-

quently not into heaven where order is, until he has been

prepared, which is effected by being led to good by truth.

Concerning each of these states, see what has been shown

above (n. 7923, 8505, 8506, 8510, 8512, 8516).

8540. Now an omer is the tenth part of an ephah.

That this signifies the quantity of good then, is evident

from the signification of an omer, since it was the tenth

part of an ephah, as enough— for by ten is signified what

is full (see n. 3107), therefore by a tenth part is signified

enough (n. 8468) ; and from the signification of an ephah,

as good. That an ephah means good, is because by it and

by an omer were measured dry things that served for food,

as wheat, barley, fine flour, and by substances that are used

for food are signified goods ; and by a bath and by a hin

were measured liquids, which served for drink, so that by

these measures were signified truths. That which contains

receives its signification from that which is contained.

2 That the ephah was a measure, is plain from the follow-

ing passages— in Moses : A just ephah, and a Just hin,

shallye have (Lev. xix. 36). In Ezekiel : The ephah and
the bath shall be of one measure . . . and that the ephah

may be the tenth part of an homer (xlv. 11). Again in the

previous verse : Ye shall have balances ofjustice, and an

ephah ofjustice, and a bath ofjustice (xlv. 10). In like

3 manner it is a measure in Amos (viii. 5). That an ephah
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Stands for good is plain from the passages where the

minchah is treated of, for which meal or fine flour was

measured by an ephah (Lev. v. 11 : Num. v. 15 ; xxviii. 5 :

Ezek. xlv. 24; xlvi. 7,11). The minchah signifies good.

And also from this passage in Zechariah : The angel that

talked to me . . . said unto me, Lift up now thine eyes

. . . what is this that goeth forth. And I said, What is

it? He said. This is the ephah that goeth forth. He said

moreover. This is their look in all the earth. And, behold,

there was lifted up a talent of lead ; and at the same time

this woman sitting in the midst of the ephah. And he said.

This is wickedness ; and he cast her down into the midst of

the ephah; and he cast a stone of lead upon the month

thereof. Then lifted I up mine eyes, and saw, and behold,

there came forth two women, and the wind was in their

wings ; they had wings like the wings of a stork : and they

lifted up the ephah between the earth and the heaven. Then

said I to the angel that talked to tne. Whither do these bear

the ephah ? And he said unto me. To build her a house

in the land of Shinar : and when it is prepared, she shall

be set there upon her own base (v. 5-1 1). What these 4

things signify, it is impossible for any one to know except

from the internal sense, and unless he thereby knows what

is meant by the ephah, what by the woman in the midst of

it, what by the stone of lead upon the mouth of the ephah,

also what is meant by Shinar. When each particular is

unfolded, it is clear that the profanation which was at that

time in the church is signified ; for by the ephah is signi-

fied good
;
by the woman, evil, as is there expressly said

;

by the stone of lead, falsity of evil shutting up, for a stone

is external truth, and therefore in the opposite sense falsity

(n. 643, 1298, 3720, 6426), and lead means evil (n. 8298).

Thus by the woman in the midst of the ephah, upon the

mouth of which was a stone of lead, is signified evil shut

up in good by falsity, which is the same thing as profana-

tion, for profanation is evil conjoined to good (n. 6348).
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The two women lifting up the ephah between earth and

heaven are the churches (n. 252, 253), by which what was

profane was rejected ; Shinar, whither the woman in the

ephah was borne away, is external worship, within which is

what is profane (n. 1183, 1292).

CONTINUATION CONCERNING THE SPIRITS AND INHAB-

ITANTS OF THE EARTH JUPITER.

8541. As regards their Divine worship, the principal

characteristic is, that they acknowledge our Lord as the

Most High, Who rules heaven and earth
;

they call Him
The One Lord. And because in the life of the body they

acknowledge and worship Him, therefore they seek Him
after death, and find that He is the same with our Lord.

They were asked whether they know that the one Lord is

Man? They answered that they all know that He is Man,

because on their earth He has been seen by many as Man,

and that He instructs them concerning the truth, keeps

them, and gives eternal life to those who believe in Him.

They said further that it has been revealed by Him to

them how they should live and how they should believe

;

and that what has been revealed is handed down by

parents to their children, and that thus the teaching re-

mains in all their families, and thus throughout the whole

race, which is from one father. They added that they

seem to themselves to have the teaching inscribed on their

minds, which they conclude from this, that they perceive

instantly, and acknowledge as of themselves, whether what

is said by others concerning the life of heaven with man be

true or not.

8542. The greatest care is taken that no one lapse into

wrong opinions concerning the one Lord ; and if they

observe that any one begins to think wrongly concerning

Him, they first admonish him, then deter by threats, and

lastly by punishments. They said that they have observed,
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if any such wrong opinion has crept into any family, that

that family is taken from the midst, not by any punish-

ment of death inflicted by their companions, but by being

deprived of respiration, and consequently of life, by spirits,

after they have first been threatened with death. For on

that earth spirits speak with the people, and chastise them

if they have done evil, and also if they have intended to do

evil (see n. 7801-7812). Therefore if they think badly

concerning the one Lord, they are threatened with death

unless they return to right mind. In this manner is pre-

served among them the worship of the Lord, Who to the

inhabitants of that earth is the supreme Divine.

8543. They do not know that their one Lord has been

born a man on this earth. They said that it is of no con-

cern to them to know this, but only to know that He is

Man and rules the universe. When I said that on our

earth He is named Jesus Christ, and that Christ signifies

the Anointed or King, and Jesus signifies Saviour, they said

that they do not worship Him as King, because royalty

savors of what is worldly, but that they worship Him as

Saviour. And because doubt was cast from the spirits of

our earth, whether their one Lord was the same with our

Lord, they removed the doubt by recalling that they had

seen Him in the Sun, and that they recognized that it was

He whom they had seen on their earth. As to this, more

may be seen above (n. 7173), as also that our Lord is the

Sun of heaven (n. 1053, 3636, 3643, 4060, 4321, 5097,

7078, 7083, 7171, 7173).

8544. When the spirits of the earth Jupiter had stayed

with me for several weeks, there suddenly flowed into them

a doubt whether their one Lord was the same with our

Lord ; but this doubt which came in a moment, was also

in a moment dispelled. It flowed in from some spirits

from our earth ; and then, what I wondered at, the spirits

from Jupiter blushed with so great shame at their doubting

it only for a moment, that they told me not to publish it
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on this earth, lest they should therefor be charged with

any doubt about it, when yet they now know it better than

others.

8545. There were spirits from the earth Jupiter with

me while I was reading the seventeenth chapter of John,

concerning the Lord's love and His glorification ; and

when they heard what is there written, a holy influence

came upon them, and they confessed that all things therein

were Divine. But then spirits from our earth who were

infidels continually suggested objections, saying that He
was born an infant, lived a man, appeared as another

man, was crucified, and the like. But the spirits of the

earth Jupiter paid no attention at all to these things. They
said that such are their devils, whom they abhor, adding

that nothing heavenly has any place in their minds, but

only what is earthly, which they call dross. That such is

the case, they discovered from this, that when mention was

made of men going naked on their earth, obscene ideas at

once took possession of their thoughts, and they paid no

attention to their heavenly life, of which they were told at

the same time (see n. 8375).

8546. Once also I talked with the spirits of the earth

Jupiter concerning the Lord, saying, that no one can do

any good of himself, but from the Lord, Who is Good itself,

consequently the fountain of all good. Then they modestly

replied that they suppose they can do good of themselves,

and do not know otherwise. But when it was shown them

that all good comes solely from the Lord, they said that

they spoke after a human manner, and that this was said

in a heavenly manner, and that their angels so think, and

they themselves also, as far as they become angels. They

added that it is simpler to speak in that way. Then it was

given to reply, that the Lord suffers those who live in sim-

plicity and innocence so to speak, provided they know that

nothing of good comes from themselves, but all from the

Lord.
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8547. The spirits of the earth Jupiter were very much
affected and rejoiced, when they heard it said that the one

Lord is Man alone, and that all have from Him what en-

titles them to be called men ; but that they are men so far

as they become images of Him, that is, so far as they love

Him and love the neighbor, thus so far as they are in

good ; for good of love and of faith is an image of the

Lord,
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CHAPTER SEVENTEENTH.

THE DOCTRINE OF CHARITY.

8548. He who does not receive spiritual life, that is,

who is not born anew by the Lord, cannot come into

heaven. This the Lord teaches in John : Verily, verily, 1
say unto thee, Except one be born anew, he cannot see the

kingdom of God (iii. 3).

8549. Man is not bom of his parents into spiritual life,

but into natural life. Spiritual life is to love God above all

things and to love the neighbor as one's self, and this ac-

cording to the precepts of faith which the Lord taught in

the Word. But natural life is to love self and the world

above the neighbor, yea above God Himself.

8550. Every man is born of his parents into the evils of

the love of self and of the world. Every evil which by

habit has, as it were, become one's nature, is derived into

the offspring, thus successively from parents, from grand-

parents, and from great-grandparents, in a long series

downward. Therefore the derivation of evil has at length

become so great, that all of man's own life is nothing else

than evil. This continuous derived nature is not broken

and changed, except by a life of faith and charity from

the Lord.

8551. Man continually inclines and lapses to what he

derives hereditarily. Thereby he confirms in himself such

evil, and also of himself superadds more evils.

8552. These evils are altogether contrary to spiritual

life
;
they destroy it ; wherefore unless man as to spiritual

life is by the Lord conceived anew, born anew, and reared

anew, that is, created anew, he is damned, for he wills

nothing else, and therefore thinks nothing else, than what

is of hell.
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8553. When man is such, the order of Hfe in him is

inverted. What ought to have dominion, this is made to

serve, and what ought to serve, this has dominion. This

order with man must be wholly inverted that he may be

saved ; and this is effected by the Lord through regen-

eration.

CHAPTER XVII.

1. And all the congregation of the sons of Israel jour-

neyed from the wilderness of Sin, by their journeys, accord-

ing to the mouth of Jehovah, and pitched their camp in

Rephidim : and there was no water for the people to drink.

2. And the people strove with Moses, and said. Give us

water that we may drink. And Moses said unto them,

Why strive ye with me ? Wherefore do ye tempt Jehovah ?

3. And the people thirsted there for water ; and the

people murmured against Moses, and said. Wherefore this,

that thou hast brought us up out of Egypt, to kill me and

xny sons and my cattle with thirst?

4. And Moses cried unto Jehovah, saying, What shall I

do unto this people? a little more and they stone me.

5. And Jehovah said unto Moses, Pass on before the

people, and take with thee of the elders of Israel ; and thy

rod, wherewith thou smotest the river, take it in thine

hand, and go.

6. Behold, I will stand before thee there upon the rock

in Horeb ; and thou shalt smite the rock, and there shall

come waters out of it, that the people may drink. And
Moses did so before the eyes of the elders of Israel.

7. And he called the name of the place Massah and

Meribah, because of the striving of the sons of Israel, and

because they tempted Jehovah, saying. Is Jehovah among
us, or not?

8. Then came Amalek, and fought with Israel in

Rephidim.
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9. And Moses said unto Joshua, Choose us out men,

and go out, fight with Amalek : to-morrow I stand on the

top of the hill with the rod of God in my hand.

10. And Joshua did as Moses had said to him, and

fought with Amalek ; and Moses, Aaron, and Hur went up

to the top of the hill.

11. And it came to pass, when Moses held up his hand,

that Israel prevailed : and when he let down his hand,

Amalek prevailed.

12. And Moses' hands were heavy; and they took a

stone, and put it under him, and he sat thereon : and

Aaron and Hur stayed up his hands, the one on the one

side, and the other on the other side ; and his hands were

steady until the going down of the sun.

13. And Joshua weakened Amalek and his people with

the edge of the sword.

14. And Jehovah said unto Moses, Write this for a

memorial in a book, and put it in the ears of Joshua : that

blotting I will blot out the remembrance of Amalek from

under the heavens.

15. And Moses built an altar, and called the name of it

Jehovah-nissi

:

16. And he said. Because there is a hand against the

throne of Jah, Jehovah shall have war against Amalek from

generation to generation.

CONTENTS.

8554. In the preceding chapter in the internal sense a

third temptation was described, namely, that there was a

lack of good. Which having been given to them, in the

internal sense in this chapter a fourth temptation is de-

scribed, namely, that there was a lack of truth. This

temptation is signified by the murmuring of the sons of

Israel, because they had no water. Wherefore truth of

faith was given to them by the Lord, which is signified by

water out of the rock of Horeb.
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8555. Then follows the combat of falsity derived from

evil against the truth and good of faith, which combat is

represented by the fighting of Amalek against Israel. That

they who are in the truth and good of faith conquer when

they look upward to the Lord, and that they yield when

they look downward, is represented by the sons of Israel

conquering so long as Moses kept his hands raised, and

by their yielding when he let them down.

INTERNAL SENSE.

8556. Verses 1-3. And all the congregation of the sons

of Israel journeyed from the wilderiiess of Sin, by their

journeys, according to the mouth of Jehovah, and pitched

their camp in Rephidim : and there was no water for the

people to drink. And the people strove with Moses, and
said. Give us water that we may drink. And Moses said

unto them. Why strive ye with me? wherefore do ye tempt

Jehovah? And the people thirsted there for 7vater ; and
the people murmured against Moses, and said, Wherefore

this, that thou hast brought us up out of Egypt, to kill me
and my sons and my cattle with thirst? " And all the con-

gregation of the sons of Israel journeyed " signifies progress

of spiritual life ;
" from the wilderness of Sin " signifies

from a state of temptation as to good ;
" by their journeys "

signifies according to the order of life for receiving the life

of heaven ;
" according to the mouth of Jehovah " signifies

by the providence of the Lord ;
" and pitched their camp

in Rephidim " signifies the orderly arrangement of the in-

teriors for undergoing temptation as to truth, the nature of

which is signified by Rephidim ;
" and there was no water

for the people to drink " signifies lack of truth and of

revival therefrom. " And the people strove with Moses "

signifies grievous complaint against truth Divine ;
" and

said, Give us water that we may drink " signifies an ardent

longing for truth. " And Moses said unto them " signifies
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answer by influx into the thought ; " Why strive ye with

me " signifies that they should be more moderate in com-
plaint ;

" wherefore do ye tempt Jehovah " signifies that it

was against the Divine of whose aid they despair. " And
the people thirsted there for water " signifies an increase

of longing after truth ; "and the people murmured against

Moses " signifies a greater degree of pain ;
" and said,

Wherefore this, that thou hast brought us up out of Egypt

"

signifies why have we been liberated from infestations

;

" to kill me and my sons and my cattle with thirst " sig-

nifies so that from lack of truth everything of spiritual

life is expiring.

8557. And all the congregation of the sons of Israel

journeyed. That this signifies progress of spiritual life, is

evident from the signification of journeying, as what is

successive and continuous of life (see n. 4375, 4554, 4585,

5996, 8181, 8345, 8397), here what is successive or pro-

gressive of spiritual life, that is, its growth, which is effected

continuously by temptations. That spiritual life grows by

means of temptations, is because the truths which are of

faith are thereby confirmed, and are conjoined with the

good which is of charity. That the congregation of the

sons of Israel are those who are of the spiritual church, may
be seen above (n. 7830, 7843).

8558. From the wilderness of Sin. That this signifies

from a state of temptation as to good, is evident from the

signification of a wilderness, as a state of undergoing

temptations (see n. 6828, 8098) ; and from the significa-

tion of Sin, as the quality and state of the temptation as

to good (n. 8398).

8559. By their journeys. That this signifies according

to the order of life for receiving the hfe of heaven, is

evident from the signification of journeys, as progress in

spiritual life — of which just above (n. 8557), thus the

order of that life (n. 1293). That it is for receiving the

life of heaven, is because that life is a gift of the Lord to
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man by means of such temptations as are described by

the journeys of the sons of Israel in the wilderness. The

life of heaven is to be led of the Lord by good. That man
may come to that life, good must be implanted by truth,

that is, charity by faith. So long as this is being brought

about, man is in the way to heaven, but not as yet in

heaven. And that in this time the truths which are of

faith may be confirmed, and may also be conjoined with

good, man is let into temptations, for these are the means

of the conjunction of good and truth. When therefore

man is in good, that is, in the affection for doing good for

the sake of good, thus for the sake of the neighbor, he is

then taken up into heaven, for he is in the order of heaven,

and is led of the Lord by good. From this it may be

evident what is meant by the life of heaven.

8560. According to the mouth of Jehovah. That this

signifies by the providence of the Lord, is evident from

the signification of the mouth of Jehovah, as the truth

Divine according to which they were led ; for the ex-

pression the mouth of Jehovah is here used for the Divine

utterance and for being led according to it, which is Provi-

dence. The Divine providence differs from all other

leading and guidance in this, that Providence continually

regards what is eternal and continually leads unto salva-

tion, and this through various states, sometimes glad,

sometimes sad, which man cannot at all comprehend

:

but still they all conduce to his life eternal. These things

are signified by journeys according to the mouth of Jeho-

vah. That Jehovah in the Word is the Lord, may be seen

above (n. 1343, 1736, 2004, 2005, 2018, 2025, 2156, 2329,

2447, 2921, 3023, 3035, 5041, 5663, 6303, 6281, 6905).

8561. And pitched their camp in Rephidim. That this

signifies the orderly arrangement of the interiors for under-

going temptation as to truth, the nature of which is sig-

nified by Rephidim, is evident from the signification of

pitching a camp, as the orderly arrangement of truth and
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good for undergoing temptations (see n. 8130, 8131, 8155),

here for undergoing temptation as to truth, which is repre-

sented by their not having water— of which in what fol-

lows. It is said the orderly arrangement of the interiors,

because truth and good constitute the interiors of the

man of the church. That Rephidim signifies the nature

or quality of that temptation, is because the names of

places signify the quality of the state of the subject, here

the quality of the state of temptation as to truth, because

this is here the subject.

8562. And there was no water for the people to drink.

That this signifies lack of truth and of revival therefrom, is

evident from the signification of water, as truth of faith

(see n. 2702, 3058, 3424, 4976, 5668) ; and from the sig-

nification of drinking, as being instructed in the truths of

faith and receiving them (n. 3069, 3772, 4017, 4018), in

the present case, being revived ; for as water and drink

revive the natural life, so truths and knowledges of truth

revive the spiritual life. For he who is in spiritual life

longs for the sustenance thereof from such things as are

called heavenly food and drink, which are the goods and

truths of faith, in like manner as he who is in natural life

longs for sustenance from such things as are natural food

2 and drink. That now temptation as to truth is here de-

scribed, is because temptation as to good was described

just before, after which temptation they received the

manna, by which is signified good. For when man is

endowed with good by the Lord, he then comes into a

longing for truth, and this longing is incited according to

the lack of truth, since good continually seeks for truth

;

all genuine affection for truth is from good. It is as with

natural food, which cannot be nourishment for natural life

without drink, and in like manner food seeks for drink,

with which it may be joined and so serve its use. This

now is the reason why temptation as to truth follows im-

mediately the temptation as to good. Temptation assaults

that which a man loves and longs for (n. 4274, 4299).
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8563. And the people strove with Moses. That this

signifies grievous complaint against truth Divine, is evident

from the signification of striving, as grievous complaint, for

he who strives in temptation grievously complains ; and

from the representation of Moses, as truth Divine (see

n. 6723, 6752, 6771, 6827, 7010, 7014, 7089, 7382).

8564. And said, Give us water that we may drink.

That this signifies an ardent longing for truth, is evident

from what was shown just above (n. 8562) concerning the

signification of water and of drinking.

8565. And Moses said unto them. That this signifies

answer by influx into the thought, is evident from the sig-

nification of saying, when by truth Divine, which is repre-

sented by Moses, as answer ; and since all answer from

the Divine is effected by influx, and that into the thought,

therefore this is the signification.

8566. Why strive ye with me ? That this signifies that

they should be more moderate in complaint, is evident

from the signification of striving, as grievous complaint

(see n. 8563) ; and that they should be more moderate,

is also involved, for it is said that thereby they tempt

Jehovah.

8567. Wherefore do ye tempt Jehovah? That this sig-

nifies that it was against the Divine of whose aid they

despair, is evident from the signification of tempting Je-

hovah, as complaining against the Divine ; that it means

even to despairing of His aid, is because complaints in

temptations involve such despair. For temptations are

continual despairings of salvation, in the beginning slight,

but in process of time grievous, until at last there is doubt,

almost denial, of the presence of the Divine and of His

aid. The spiritual life is generally brought to this ex-

tremity in temptations ; for in this way the natural life is

extinguished, since then the inmost in the midst of despair

is held by the Lord in the combat against falsity. There-

fore also that despair is soon dissipated by solace which is
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afterward instilled by the Lord ; for after every spiritual

temptation there is consolation, and as it were new life.

That temptations are carried even to despair, may be seen

above (n. 1787, 2694, 5279, 5280, 7147, 7155, 7166, 8165),

also that after temptations there is consolation (n. 3696,

4572, 5246, 6829, 8367, 8370).

8568. And the people thirsted there for water. That

this signifies an increase of longing after truth, is evident

from the signification of thirsting, as seeking and longing

for, and as predicated of truth, just as hungering is predi-

cated of good ; and from the signification of water, as the

truth of faith (see n. 8562). That thirsting is seeking and

longing, namely, for truth, which is signified by water, is

very plain from many passages in the Word— as in Amos

:

Behold, the days come, saith Jehovah, that I will send a

famine in the land, not a famine of bread, nor a thirst for
water, but of hearing the words of Jehovah. And they

shall wander from sea to sea, and from the north over to

the east ; they shall run to and fro to seek the Word of

Jehovah^ and shall not find it. In that day shall the fair

virgins and the young men faint for thirst {yin. 11-13).

Here a longing to know truth is described by thirsting

;

the longing after truth is signified by, I will send, not a

thirst for water, but of hearing the words of Jehovah ; the

lack of truth and the consequent privation of spiritual life

is described by. In that day shall the fair virgins and the

young men faint for thirst. Fair virgins are those who are

in affections for good and young men those who are in

2 affections for truth. So in Isaiah : Ho, every one that

thirsteth, come ye to the waters, and he that hath no silver ;

come ye, buy . . . come, buy wine and milk without silver

and withoutprice (iv. i) — where every one that thirsteth,

come ye to the waters, manifestly means him that longs

after truths of faith ; to buy wine and milk without price

means to procure truth and good of faith for themselves

from the Lord, thus freely. That waters are the truth of
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faith, may be seen above (n. 8562), and that wine is the

good of faith (n. 6377), and also milk (n. 2184). That

in this passage by coming to the waters and buying wine

and milk, is not meant wine and milk, but such things as

are of heaven and the church, may be evident to every

one. In like manner in John : / will give unto him that is 3

athirst of thefountain of the water of life freely (Apoc. xxi.

6) — where the fountain of the water of life stands for the

truth and good of faith, and he that is athirst for one who
longs from affection— according to the Lord's words in

John : Jesus said unto the woman of Samaria, Every one

that drinketh of this water shall thirst again : but whoso-

ever dritiketh of the water that I shall give him shall never

thirst ; but the water that I shall give hitn shall become in

him a fountain of water springing up unto eternal life (iv.

13, 14). Water here stands manifestly for truth of faith

from the Word, thus from the Lord ; never thirsting for

truth no longer failing him. In like manner in another 4

passage in John : Jesus said, / am the bread of life : he

that Cometh to Me shall not hunger, and he that believeth

on Me shall never tliirst {v'\. 2,^'). And again : Jesus cried,

saying, If any man thirst, let him come unto Me, and drink.

Whosoever believeth iri Me, as the Scripture saith, out of his

belly shallflow rivers of living water (vii. 37, 38) — where

thirsting stands for longing after truth, drinking for being

instructed ; rivers of living water for Divine truth, which

is from the Lord alone. Again, in Isaiah : Bring ye waters 5

to him that is thirsty ; O ye inhabitants of the land of

Tema, meet him that isfugitive with his bread (xxi. 14) —
where bringing waters unto him that is thirsty stands for

instructing in truths him who longs for them, and thus

refreshing the life of his soul. Again : The fool will speak

folly, and his heart willwork iniquity, to practise hypocrisy,

and to utter error against Jehovah, to make empty the soul

of the hungry ; and he will cause the drink of the thirsty to

fail (xxxii. 6) — where the hungry stands for him who
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longs for good, and he that thirsteth for drink, for him

6 who longs for truth. Again : The poor and needy seek

water and there is none, and their tonguefaileth for thirst.

. . . J will open rivers on the hillsides, and fountains in

the midst of the valleys : I will make the wilderness a pool

of waters, and the dry land springs of waters (xh. 17, 18).

That seeking water is seeking truth, that faihng for thirst is

being deprived of spiritual life from a lack of truth, that

rivers, fountains, a pool, and springs of waters are the

truths of faith in which they were to be instructed, is very

7 manifest to every one. Again : Say ye, Jehovah hath re-

deemed His servantJacob. Then shall they not thirst. He
shall lead them in the deserts : He shall cause the waters

to flow out of the rock for them : He cleaveth the rock also,

arid the waters flow out (xlviii. 20, 21). They shall thirst

not means that truths shall not fail them ; waters here mani-

festly stand for the truths of faith. Again : They shall not

hunger nor thirst ; neither shall the heat nor sun smite

them ; for He that hath mercy on them shall lead them,

even by the springs of waters shall He guide them (xlix.

10). They shall not hunger means that good shall not

fail them
;
they shall not thirst means that truth shall not

fail them
;

springs of waters mean knowledges of truth

8 from the Word. In like manner in Moses : Jehovah, Who
led thee through the great and terrible ivilderness, serpents,

fiery serpents, and scorpions, and thirst, where were no

waters ; Who brought thee forth water out of the stone of

the rock (Deut. viii. 15). Again in Isaiah: Behold, your

God will come. . . . Then . . . in the wilderness shall

waters break out, and rivers in the desert. And the dry

place shall become a pool, and the thirsty ground springs

of waters (xxxv. 4, 6, 7). The waters in the wilderness

which shall break out, rivers, a pool, springs of waters,

manifestly stand for truths of faith and knowledges there-

from, which would be given from the Lord when He
9 should come into the world. So in David : O God, my
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God ; in the morning do I seek Thee : my soul thirsteth

for Thee, my flesh longeth for Thee, in a land of drought,

and weary without waters (Ps. Ixiii. i) — where thirsting

is predicated of truth, weary without waters means that

there were no truths. Thirst stands for lack of truth and

thereby privation of spiritual life, in Isaiah : Therefore My
people will go into exile, for lack of knowledge : and their

glory are men offamine, and their multitude are parched

with thirst (v. 13). Again in the same prophet: I make

the rivers a wilderness : their fish stinketh, because there is

no water, and dieth for thirst (1. 2). From these passages 10

it may now be evident what is signified in this chapter by

there being no water for the people to drink (verse i) ;

by their saying, Give us water that we may drink (verse 2) ;

by the people thirsting there for water (verse 3) ;
by the

promise that there shall come water out of the rock (verse

6). Consequently by their murmuring on account of lack

of water, is signified temptation arising from lack of truth

;

for when man comes into temptation from lack of truth,

he is then possessed with an ardent longhig after it, and at

the same time with despair of eternal salvation on that

account ; these things then cause pain and complaint.

8569. And the people murinured against Moses. That

this signifies a greater degree of pain, is evident from the

signification of murmuring, as pain from the bitterness of

temptation (see n. 8351) ; that it is here a greater degree

of pain, is evident from the words of Moses, when he cried

to Jehovah, A little more and they stone me (verse 4).

85 70. And said. Wherefore this, that thou hast brought

us up out of Egypt? That this signifies. Why have we
been liberated from infestations, is evident from the sig-

nification of causing to come up, or bringing out, as liber-

ating ; and from the signification of Egypt, as infestations

(n. 7278) ; for by the Egyptians are signified such as

infest those who are of the church in the other life (see

n. 6854, 6914, 7474, 7828, 7932, 8018, 8099, 8159, 8321).
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8571. To kill me and my sons and my cattle with thirst.

That this signifies so that from lack of truth everything of

spiritual life is expiring, is evident from the signification

of dying, or being killed, as expiring, here as to spiritual

life ; from the signification of me, ray sons, and my cattle,

as all things of spiritual life ; for by me, or by the man of

the church, is signified the good of charity and of faith, by

sons interior truths of faith, and by cattle exterior truths

from which is good, thus all things which are of spiritual

life. For spiritual life consists of the good of charity and

faith, and of the truth of faith internal and external. That

man means good may be seen above (n. 4287) ; that sons

are the truths of faith (n. 489, 491, 533, 2623, 2803, 2813,

3373, 3704) ; and that cattle are truths from which is good

(n. 6016, 6045, 6049). The meaning is further evident

from the signification of thirst, as lack of truth— of which

just above (n. 8568).

8572. Verses 4-6. And Moses cried unto Jehovah, say-

ing, IVhat shall I do unto this people ? a little more and they

stone me. And Jehovah said unto Moses, Pass on before

the people, and take with thee of the elders of Israel; and
thy rod, wherewith thou smotest the river, take it in thine

hand, and go. Behold, I will stand before thee there upon

the rock in Horeb ; and thou shall smite the rock, and
there shall come waters out of it, that the people may drink.

And Moses did so before the eyes of the elders of Israel.

"And Moses cried unto Jehovah, saying" signifies interior

lamentation and intercession ;
" What shall I do unto this

people" signifies for those who are in so grievous com-

plaint on account of the non-reception of truth ;
" a little

more and they stone me " signifies that they are not far

from offering violence unto truth from the Divine. " And
Jehovah said unto Moses " signifies aid ; " Pass on before

the people " signifies that He should lead and teach them

;

" and take with thee of the elders of Israel " signifies from

primary truths ;
" and thy rod wherewith thou smotest the
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river " signifies Divine power by which falsities were dis-

sipated ;
" take it in thine hand, and go " signifies that

equipped therewith he should perform what was ordered.

" Behold, I will stand before thee there upon the rock in

Horeb " signifies the Lord as to the truths of faith ;
" and

thou shalt smite the rock " signifies that they should be

urgent in entreating Him ; " and there shall come waters

out of it " signifies that from Him are the truths of faith

;

" that the people may drink " signifies which shall revive

them and give them spiritual life. " And Moses did so

before the eyes of the elders of Israel " signifies effect by

means of primary truths.

8573. And Moses cried unto Jehovah. That this signi-

fies interior lamentation and intercession, is evident from

the signification of crying, when for Divine aid, which the

people by reason of grievous pain solicited, as interior

lamentation (see n. 7782), and also intercession (n. 8179).

Since by Moses crying unto Jehovah is signified interces-

sion by the Divine truth which is represented by Moses, it

shall be briefly told what intercession is, and how the case

is in respect to it. They who do not know what interces-

sion is, cannot form any other idea to themselves concern-

ing it, than that the Lord continually prays the Father, and

intercedes for the sinner who devoutly supplicates and

promises repentance. Yea, the simple think that the Lord

sits with the Father, and pleads with Him for the sinner,

and entreats Him to give him to Himself, that he may be

in His kingdom, and may enjoy eternal happiness. Such

an idea very many have concerning the intercession spoken

of in the Word, where it is said that the Lord will entreat

His Father for them. But who cannot see that these

things were said according to the ideas of human thought ?

for every one at that time, as also very many at this day,

could not think otherwise of the heavenly kingdom than

as they think of an earthly kingdom, since from the latter

an idea is conceived of the former. This is very manifest
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from the Lord's apostles themselves, James and John, who
asked to sit one on His right hand, the other on His left

in His kingdom (Mark x. 35-37) ; and also from the rest

of the apostles, among whom there was a strife which of

them should be the greatest in the Lord's kingdom. For

this reason the Lord told them that they should eat and

drink at His table in His kingdom, and should sit on

thrones judging the twelve tribes of Israel (Luke xxii. 24,

30), and thus that they should reign with Him. That

these things were said according to their idea, and thus

according to their apprehension, and that they have another

signification in the interior sense, which signification at

that time could not so well be made known, is plain to

see. What the twelve thrones signify on which the apostles

2 should sit, may be seen above (n. 2129, 6397). In respect

to intercession the case is this : in all love there is inter-

cession, consequently in all mercy ; for mercy is of love.

That he who loves, or who feels compassion, continually

intercedes, may be evident from examples. A husband

who loves his wife wishes her to be kindly received by

others and to be well treated ; he does not say this in

express terms, but continually thinks it, consequently is

continually entreating it tacitly, and interceding for her.

Parents act in like manner in favor of their children whom
they love. In like manner do those also who are in

charity for their neighbor ; and they who are in friendship

for their friends. From these examples it may be evident

that there is intercession in all love continually. It is the

same in respect to the Lord's intercession for the human
race, and in particular for those who are in good and truth

of faith ; for toward them there is Divine, that is, infinite

love, and there is Divine, that is, infinite mercy. He does

not pray the Father for them, and thus intercede, for this

would be to act altogether after a human manner ; but He
continually excuses, and continually forgives, for He con-

tinually feels compassion ; and this is done on the part of
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the Lord Himself, for the Lord and the Father are one

(John xiv. 8-12). An arcanum which lies still more in- 3

teriorly concealed in the word intercession, shall also be

told. The Divine truth which proceeds from the Lord

intercedes in such a manner continually, because it pro-

ceeds from the Divine love. The Lord when He was in

the world was the Divine truth, but since He was glorified,

which was effected when He rose again, He is the Divine

good (n. 7499). It is the Divine good which is meant in

the Word in the internal sense by the Father, and the

Divine truth which is meant by the Son (n. 2803, 3704,

7499). And since in the Divine truth, which proceeds

from the Divine good, there is continual intercession,

therefore it is said that the Son entreats the Father, and

intercedes for man. This latter idea could be appre-

hended by man, but the former with difficulty.

85 74. What shall I do unto this people ? That this sig-

nifies for those who are in so grievous complaint on ac-

count of the non-reception of truth, is evident from the

signification of. What shall I do unto this people? as

involving such things ; for by the striving of the people

against Moses is signified grievous complaint (see n. 8563,

8566) ; and by their having no water to drink is signified

lack of truth (n. 8562, 8568).

8575. A little more and they stone me. That this signi-

fies that they were not far from offering violence unto truth

from the Divine, is evident from the signification of a little

more, as that it is not far off ; and from the signification

of stoning, as punishment on account of the violation of

truth which is of worship (see n. 7456), here in the oppo-

site sense, offering violence unto truth from the Divine,

which truth is represented by Moses. That Moses is truth

from the Divine, has been frequently shown above.

8576. And Jehovah said unto Moses. That this signi-

fies aid, is evident from the signification of saying, as in-

volving the things which follow, here that truths should be
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given, of the lack of which they so grievously complained,

which truths are signified by water from Horeb. There-

fore saying here involves aid.

8577. Pass on before the people. That this signifies that

he should lead and teach them, is evident from the signi-

fication of passing on before, as leading, thus also teaching,

for he who teaches, in a spiritual way leads ; and from the

representation of the sons of Israel, who are here the peo-

ple, as those who are of the spiritual church— of which

frequently above.

85 78. And take with thee of the elders of Israel. That

this signifies from primary truths, is evident from the signi-

fication of the elders of Israel, as the primary things of wis-

dom and intelligence, which are in agreement with good

and with truth (see n. 6524, 6525, 6890, 7912), thus pri-

mary truths, for these are of intelligence and wisdom.

8579. And thy rod, wherewith thou smotest the river.

That this signifies Divine power by which falsities were dis-

sipated, is evident from the signification of rod, as power

(see n. 4013, 4015, 4876, 4936, 6947, 701 i, 7026), here

Divine power, because by Moses whose rod it was, is rep-

resented the Lord as to Divine truth ; and from the signi-

fication of river, here the river of Egypt, as falsity (n. 6693).

It is said wherewith thou smotest the river, in order that

dissipation of falsity may be signified, for by the Divine

power, whereby truth is given, falsities are also dissipated

;

the truth which is given is signified by the water out of the

rock in Horeb.

8580. Take it in thine hand, and go. That this signifies

that equipped therewith he should perform what is ordered,

is evident from the signification of taking in hand, that is,

the rod, as being equipped with that power. That to go

means to perform what is ordered, is evident without ex-

plication.

8581. Behold, I will stand before thee there upon the

rock in Horeb, That this signifies the Lord as to the truths
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of faith, is evident from the signification of a rock, as faith,

here faith from the Lord, or the Lord as to faith— for Je-

hovah, that is, the Lord, says. Behold, I will stand upon

the rock ; and from the signification of Horeb, as the law

Divine ; therefore by these words is signified the Lord as

to the truths of faith, which are from His law or the Word.

That a rock means the Lord as to faith, and in respect to

man, faith which is from the Lord, is evident from many
passages in the Word— as in Moses : Ascribe ye greatness

unto our God. The Rock, His work is perfect. , . . He
made him ride on the high places of the earth, and he did

eat the increase of the fields ; He made him to suck honey

out of the rock, atid oil out of the stone of the rock. . . .

But when Jeshurun waxed fat, he kicked . . . he forsook

God which made him, and lightly esteemed the Rock of his

salvation. . . . Of the Rock that begat thee thou art untnind-

ful, and hast forgotten God that formed thee . . . their

Rock sold them, andJehovah delivered them up. For their

rock is not as our Rock. . . . When it is said, Where are

their gods, the rock in which they trusted (Deut. xxxii. 3, 4,

13, 15, 18, 30, 31, 37). From these verses it is plain that it

is Jehovah, that is, the Lord, who is called Rock ; that it is

Jehovah or the Lord as to faith, is clear from the particulars

in the internal sense. So in Daniel : Thou sawest till that 2

a stone was cut out, which was not by hands, which smote

the image upon his feet that were of iron and clay, and
brake them in pieces. Then was the iron, the clay, the brass,

the silver, and the gold broken in pieces together, and became

like the chaff of the summer threshing-floors ; and the wind
carried them away, that no place wasfoundfor them : and
the stone that smote the image became a great Rock, and

filled the whole earth. . . . The God of the heavens shall

set up a kingdom, which shall never be destroyed : and His

kingdom shall not be left to another people ; but it shall break

in pieces and consufne all these kingdoms, and it shall stand

forever. Forasmuch as thou sawest that a stone was cut
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out of the rock, which was not by hands, and that it brake

in pieces the iron, the brass, the clay, the silver, and the

gold (ii. 34, 35, 44, 45). This is said of the Lord and His

kingdom, and by a stone is meant faith, and by a rock the

Lord as to faith. That these things are signified by stone

and by rock, is plain to every one who considers. Stone

also signifies in the Word the truth which is of faith, as may
be seen above (n. 643, 1298, 3720, 3769, 3771, 3773, 3789,

3798, 6426) ; and therefore the Lord as to Divine truth is

called the Stone of Israel (n. 6426). That a rock means

also the Lord as to the truth of faith, is because by a rock is

also meant a bulwark against falsities ; the bulwark itself is

the truth of faith, for combat is waged from that truth both

3 against falsities and against evils. From this it may also be

evident that by rock is meant the Lord as to faith, and also

faith which is from the Lord, in the words which the Lord

spake to Peter, in Matthew : / say unto thee, Thou art

Peter l^Petrus'], and upon this rock \^Petra'] I will buiLl My
church ; and the gates of hell shall not prevail against it.

And I will give unto thee the keys of the kingdom of the

heavens : and whatsoever thou shall bind on earth shall be

bound in the heavens : and whatsoever thou shall loose on

earth shall be loosed in the heavens (xvi. 18, 19). That

rock here means the Lord as to faith and faith which is

from the Lord, and that Peter represents this faith, may be

seen in the preface to Genesis, chapter xxii. (also, n. 3738,

3750, 6000, 6073, 6344). It is also plain to every one who

thinks from sound reason, that the power of opening heaven

and of shutting hell for the good, and of opening hell and

shutting heaven for the evil, belongs to the Lord alone

;

and that it is given to faith, is because faith is from the

Lord, thus also is the Lord's, that is, the Lord Himself is

in it. All power in the other life is also by the truth of

faith from good (see n. 4931, 6344, 6423, 8200, 8304). He
who thinks from reason may also conclude, that the Lord's

church was not built upon any man, thus not upon Peter,
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but upon the Lord Himself, thus upon faith in Him. From 4

these things it may be seen into what and how great errors

they fall, who press the sense of the letter of the Word so

strictly ; and with what eagerness the prelates of the church

catch at the idea that such power was given to Peter, and

consequently to those who call themselves his successors,

for it favors their love ; and with what difficulty they suffer

themselves to be persuaded that anything else is meant, for

every one desires to procure to himself the height of power.

From the above it is also plain how necessary it is to know
what is signified in the internal sense by a rock, what by

keys, what by the gates of hell, and many other things.

That Jehovah is called the Rock, and that then is under- 5

stood the Lord as to faith, is also evident from many other

passages in the Word— as from the following, which may
be cited without further explication. In Isaiah : Send ye

the lamb for the ruler of the land from Petra toward the

wilderness unto the mount . . . of Zion (xvi. i). Again:

Thou hast forgotten the God of thy salvation, and hast not

been mindful of the Rock of thy strong hold (xvii, 10).

Again : Then shall fall Asshur with the sword, not of a

man. . . . And his rock shall pass away for his fear

(xxxi. 8, 9). Again : Let the inhabitants of the Rock sing,

let them shout from the top of the mountains (xlii. 11).

Again : Hearken to Me, ye that follow after justice, ye that

seek Jehovah : look unto the Rock from which ye were hewn
(li. I ). And in Jeremiah : O ye inhabitants of Moab, leave

the cities, and dwell in the rock (xlviii. 28). Again : / am
against thee, O destroying mountain . . . which destroyest

all the earth : and I will stretch out My hand against thee,

and roll thee down from the rocks, and will make thee a

mountain of burning. And they shall not take of thee a

stone for a corner, nor a stone for foundations (li. 25, 26)

— speaking of Babel. And in David : He brought me up

out of a pit of devastation, out of the miry clay ; andHe set

myfeet upon a rock (Ps. xl. 2). Again : From the end of
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the earth do I cry unto Thee, when my heart fainteth :

Lead me to the Rock that is high from me (Ps. Ixi. 2).

Again : He fed them with the fat of wheat: and with

6 honey out of the rock I satisfied them (Ps. Ixxxi. 16). In-

asmuch as rock signified the Lord as to faith and faith from

the Lord, therefore also wonderful things were done upon

a rock, of which it is thus written in the Book of Judges :

The angel of Jehovah said unto Gideon, Take the flesh and
the unleavened cakes, and lay them upon the rock, andpour
out the broth. . . . And there went up fire out of the rock,

and consumed the flesh and the unleavened cakes (vi. 20,

21). And in another place in the same Book: Manoah
the father of Samson having taken a kid of the goats, of-

fered it upon the rock : and the angel did wondrously, and

ascended in the flame (xiii. 19, 20). What these things

signified may be evident, if from the internal sense it be

unfolded what Gideon represented, and what Manoah the

father of Samson ; also what was signified by the flesh and

the unleavened cakes, and by the broth, as also by the kid

of the goats and by the fire ; for all and each of these

7 things were representative and significative. From the sig-

nification of a rock, as faith, it may also be known what is

meant by Moses being put in a cleft of the rock, when

he was to see Jehovah (Exod. xxxiii. 20-23) >
by a

cleft of a rock is signified an obscure state of faith. That

the rock in Horeb from which the waters gushed out, sig-

nifies the Lord, is known in the churches ; but that it signi-

fies the Lord as to faith, and also that it signifies faith from

the Lord, has been now shown. The like to what is sig-

nified by the rock in Horeb is also signified by these words

in Isaiah : Say ye, Jehovah hath redeemed His servantJacob.

Then shall he not thirst. He shall lead them in the deserts ;

He shall cause the waters to flow out of the rock for them,

while He shall cleave the rock, and the waters shallfloiv out

(xlviii. 20, 21). That water was not given to the people

from any other rock than that in Horeb, is because by
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Horeb is signified the law Divine ; that the law Divine is

signified by Horeb, is because the Law was there promul-

gated ; and faith which is from the Lord is from the law

Divine, that is, from the Word ; for by the Word the Lord

teaches what faith is, and also gives faith.

8582. And thou shall smile Ihe rock. That this signifies

that they should be urgent in entreating Him, namely, the

Lord, is evident from the signification of smiting, as to be

urgent in entreating, but from a humble heart. That to

smite the rock means to entreat urgently from a humble

heart, may be evident from this, that because Moses smote

the rock from an obdurate heart, and thus expostulated,

therefore it was denounced to him that he should not bring

the people into the land of Canaan— as he himself relates

in the Book of Numbers : Moses and Aaron gathered Ihe

assembly together before the rock, and he said unto them,

Hear now, ye rebels ; shall we bring you forth water out of

this rock 7 And Moses lifted up his hand, and smote the

rock with his rod twice : and waters cameforth abundantly.

. . . AndJehovah said unto Moses and Aaron, Because ye

believed not in Me, to sanctify Me in the eyes of the sons of

Israel, therefore ye shall not bring this assembly into the

land which J have given them (xx. 10-12).

8583. And there shall come waters out of it. That this

signifies that from Him are the truths of faith, is evident

from the signification of the rock from which the waters

should come out, as the Lord as to faith — of which just

above (n. 8581) ; and from the signification of waters, as the

truths of faith (n. 2702, 3058, 3424, 4976, 5668, 8568).

8584. That the people may drink. That this signifies

which shall revive them and give them spiritual life, is evi-

dent from the signification of drinking, as being instructed

in the truths of faith, and thus giving and reviving spiritual

life (see above, n. 8562).

8585. And Moses did so before the eyes of the elders of

Israel. That this signifies effect by means of primary
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truths, is evident from the signification of Moses did so,

as effect ; and from the signification of the elders of Israel, as

primary truths (see n. 8578). It was previously said that

Moses should take with him of the elders of Israel, and now
that he did so in the sight of the elders of Israel, because

faith is given by means of truths, and indeed by means of

primary truths ; for from them is produced enlightenment,

so that the truths flowing therefrom, which are called sec-

ondary, may be clearly perceived.

8586. Verse 7. And he called the name of the place

Massah and Meribah, because of the striving of the sons

of Israel, and because they temptedJehovah, saying, Is Jeho-

vah amofig us, or not? "And he called the name of the

place Massah " signifies the quality of the state of the temp-

tation ;
" and Meribah " signifies the quality of the com-

plaint ;
" because of the striving of the sons of Israel

"

signifies complaint from the grievousness of the temptation

even so that they nearly yielded ; " and because they

tempted Jehovah " signifies that it was against the Divine

whose aid they despair of ;
" saying, Is Jehovah among us

"

signifies that they almost believed that the Lord does not

succor His own.

8587. And he called the name of the place Massah. That

this signifies the quality of the state of the temptation, is evi-

dent from the signification of the name and of calling the

name, as the quality (see no. 144, 145, 1754, 1896, 2009,

2628, 2724, 3006, 3421, 6674, 6887) ; and from the signifi-

cation of the place, as the state (n. 2625, 2837, 3356, 3387,

4321, 4882, 5606, 7381). That the quality of the state of

the temptation is meant, is because temptation is the sub-

ject treated of; the quahty of the state of it is signified by

Massah. Massah also in the original tongue signifies temp-

tation. Its quality will be described in what now follows.

8588. And Meribah. That this signifies the quality of

the complaint, is evident from this, that Meribah in the

original tongue signifies contention or strife, and strife signi-
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fies complaint (see n. 8563, 8566) ; and because names sig-

nify the quality of the thing (n. 8587), therefore Meribah

here signifies the quality of the complaint. As regards this

temptation itself and its quality, it is to be known that in

this passage are described those who in temptations almost

yield, namely, those who complain against heaven and also

against the Divine itself, and at length almost disbelieve in

a Divine providence. These things are signified in the in-

ternal sense by what precedes, and also by what follows

in this verse, namely, the quality of the state of the tempta-

tion, which is signified by Massah, and the quality of the

complaint in the temptation, which is signified by Meribah.

That this quality is here signified by Meribah, is plain in

David : Thou calledst upon Me in trouble, and I delivered

thee ; I answered thee in the secretplace : I proved thee at

the waters of Meribah (Ps. Ixxxi. 7). But in the internal 2

historic sense, in which the subject is the stale of religion

with the Israelitish nation, that nation is described as to its

quality toward Jehovah, namely, that they were not willing

by supplication to entreat Him for aid, but that they expos-

tulated. The reason was, that they did not acknowledge

Jehovah as the supreme God in heart, but only in the

mouth when they saw the miracles. That they did not ac-

knowledge Him in heart, is very evident from the Egyptian

calf which they made for themselves and worshipped, say-

ing that these were their gods; also from their frequent

apostasy— of which see above (n. 8301). This is what is

here described in the internal historic sense ; but in the in-

ternal spiritual sense is described the quality of the tempta-

tion with those who are brought to the last of temptation,

before they are liberated. That the quality of the Israelit- 3

ish nation and of its religion is described by the strife with

Moses at Massah and Meribah, is also evident in David :

Harden not your heart, as at Meribah, as in the day of

Massah in the wilderness : when your fathers tempted Me,
proved Me, and saw My work. Forty years long was I
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grieved with thatgeneration, and said, It is a people that do

err in their heart, and they have not known My ways : unto

whom I sware in My wroth, should they enter into My rest

(Ps. xcv. 8-1
1 ). And in Moses : Ye shall not tempt Jeho-

vah your God, as ye tempted Him in Massah (Deut. vi. 16
;

ix. 22, 24). Again: 0/ Levi he said, Thy Thummim and
thy Urim \_are with"] the Holy Man, whom thou didst

prove at Massah, with whom thou didst strive at the waters

ofMeribah (Deut. xxxiii. 8). The Holy Man here stands

for the Lord, Whom they tempted, and Whom Moses and

4 Aaron did not sanctify. In the internal historic sense, in

which the subject is the religion of the Israelitish nation,

by Moses and Aaron is not represented truth Divine, but

the religion of that nation whose leaders and heads they

were (n. 7041). Because this religion was such as said

above, therefore also it was denounced to them that they

should not bring the people into the land of Canaan, as is

thus written in the Book of Numbers : Jehovah said unto

Moses and Aaron, Because ye believed not in Me, to sanctify

Me in the eyes of the sons of Israel, therefore ye shall not

bring this assembly into the land which I have given them.

These are the waters ofMeribah ; because the sons of Israel

strove with Jehovah (xx. 12, 13; xxvii. 14). And in the

same chapter: Aaron shall be gathered unto his people:

for he shall not enter into the land which I have given unto

the sons of Israel, because ye rebelled against My mouth at

the waters of Meribah (xx. 24). The same is said of

5 Moses (Deut. xxxii. 50, 51). That still representative Di-

vine worship was instituted with that nation, was because

representative worship could be instituted with any nation

which had holy externals of worship, though it worshipped

almost idolatrously ; for what is representative does not re-

gard the person but the thing (n. 1361), and it was the

genius of that nation, beyond any other nation, to worship

merely external things as holy and Divine, without any in-

ternal— as to worship their fathers, Abraham, Isaac, and
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Jacob, afterward Moses and David, as deities, and more-

over to account holy and as Divine and to worship every

stone and every piece of wood which was consecrated in

their Divine worship, as the arks, the tables therein, the

lamp, the altar, the garments of Aaron, the Urim and

Thummim, and afterward the temple. By means of such

things at that time there was given of the Lord's provi-

dence a communication of the angels of heaven with man.

For there must needs be somewhere a church, or the rep-

resentative of a church, that there may be communication

of heaven with the human race ; and inasmuch as that

nation, beyond any other nation, could place Divine wor-

ship in external things, and thus act as the representative

of a church, therefore that nation was chosen. Communi- 6

cation with angels in heaven was effected at that time by

means of representatives in this manner. Their external

worship was communicated with angelic spirits who are

simple and do not reflect upon internal things, but still are

interiorly good. Such are they who in the Greatest Man
correspond to the outer skin ; these do not regard at all the

internal of man, but only his external. If this appears

holy, they also think holily of the internal. The interior

angels of heaven saw in those spirits the things that were

represented, consequently the heavenly and Divine things

which corresponded ; for they could be present with these

spirits and see those things, but not with men except by

means of the spirits. For angels dwell with men in the in-

teriors ; but where there are no interiors, they dwell in the

interiors of simple minded spirits, for the angels have no

interest in other than spiritual and heavenly things, which

are the interiors contained in representatives. From these

few observations it may be evident how there could be

communication with heaven by such a people. But see

what has been before shown on this subject, namely, that

with the Jews the holy of worship was miraculously eleva-

ted into heaven quite apart from them (n. 4307). That
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the posterity of Jacob, whatever their quality, could repre-

sent what is holy, provided they strictly observed the rituals

that were ordained, may be seen above (n. 3147, 3479,

3480, 3881, 4208, 4281, 4288, 4289, 4293, 4307, 4444,

4500, 4680, 4825, 4844, 4847, 4899, 4912, 6304, 6306,

7048, 7051, 8301).

8589. Because of the striving of the sons of Israel. That

this signifies complaint from the grievousness of the temp-

tation even so that they nearly yielded, is evident from the

signification of striving, as grievous complaint (see n. 8563) ;

that it means that they nearly yielded, is evident from the

character of their striving, namely, that they had almost

stoned Moses, and that they tempted Jehovah, saying. Is

Jehovah among us?

8590. And because they tempted Jehovah. That this

signifies that it was against the Divine, whose aid they de-

spair of, is evident from what was said above (see n. 8567),

where are the same words.

8591. Saying, Is Jehovah among us, or not ? That this

signifies that they almost believed that the Lord does not

succor His own, is evident without expUcation.

8592. Verses 8, 9. Then came Amalek, and fought

with Israel in Rephidim. And Moses said unto Joshua,

Choose us out men, andgo out, fight with Amalek: to-mor-

row I stand on the top of the hill with the rod of God in my
hand. " Then came Amalek " signifies falsities * from in-

terior evil ;
" and fought with Israel in Rephidim " signifies

that they assaulted when grievous temptation was endured.

"And Moses said unto Joshua" signifies Divine influx into

truth combating ;
" Choose us out men " signifies that it

may put truths in order for the combat ;
" and go out, fight

with Amalek " signifies against falsities from interior evil

;

" to-morrow I stand on the top of the hill " signifies the

conjunction of truth Divine with the good of charity, and

• Mere and in n. 8593 singular, but plural in n. 8597, and so re-

quired in the following clause.
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influx therefrom ;
" with the rod of God in my hand

"

signifies that from this was power.

8593. Then came Atnalek. That this signifies falsity

from interior evil, is evident from the signification of Ama-

lek, as falsity from interior evil— of which below. It is

first to be told who and what they are who are in falsity

from interior evil. Interior evil is that which lies inwardly

concealed with man, hidden in his will, and thence in his

thought, no trace of which appears in his externals, as in

his actions, speech, and face. They who are in such evil

study by every method and art to conceal and hide it under

the appearance of what is honest and just, and under the

appearance of love of the neighbor
;
yet still they devise

nothing else within themselves than how they can inflict

evil, and so far as they are able they do inflict evil by

means of others, taking care that it should not appear to be

from them
;
they also color over the evil itself, that it may

not seem like evil. The greatest enjoyment of their life is

to meditate such things and to attempt them in conceal-

ment. This is called interior evil. They who are in this

evil are called evil genii, and in the other life are entirely

separated from those who are in exterior evil and who are

called spirits. The evil genii have their hell behind man,

that is, at his back, and are there in various caverns ; but

evil spirits have their hell before man, and also at the sides.

Those genii belong in the Greatest Man to the province of

the cerebellum, and also to that part of the spinal marrow

which sends forth fibres and nerves to the involuntary parts.

As further concerning the falsity from this evil, it may be 2

said that it is not like the falsity from the evil of evil spirits,

for in itself it is evil. They who are in this evil do not as-

sault the truths of faith, but the goods of faith ; for they act

by means of depraved affections, whereby they pervert good
thoughts, and this in a manner almost incomprehensible.

Because they are of such a nature, their hells are altogether

separated from the hells of evil spirits, so that they have
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scarce any communication, and this with a view to their

separation from the men of the spiritual church ; for if they

were to flow in from their hells, it would be all over with

the man of that church, since they would act most secretly

into his conscience and pervert it, and this by the breath-

ing in of depraved affections. These infernal genii never

assault man openly, nor when he is in vigor of resistance
;

but when it appears that man is inclining to yield, they are

then suddenly at hand, and impel him to fall absolutely.

This also is represented by Amalek now invading Israel,

and also afterward, when the sons of Israel opposed them-

selves to Jehovah, and were afraid of the nations in the land

of Canaan— Then Amalek came do7vn with the Canaanite

from the mountain, and they smote the sons of Israel . . .

3 even unto Hormah (Num. xiv. 45). From these things

may be evident what is the quality of those who are repre-

sented by Amalek, and why there was the judgment upon

Amalek from Jehovah, that there should be war against

them forever, and that the remembrance of them should be

blotted out from under heaven, according to what is written

in the last verse of this present chapter— Because there is

a hand of the evil* against the throne ofJah, Jehovah shall

have war against Amalek from generation to generation.

And in Deuteronomy : Remember what Amalek did unto

thee by the way, when thou earnest forth out of Egypt

:

how he met thee by the way, and smote the hindmost, all

that were feeble with thee, when thou wastfaint and weary ;

and he feared not God. . . . When Jehovah thy God shall

have given thee rest . . . thou shall blot out the remem-

brance of Amalek from under heaven ; thou shall not for-

get (xxv. 17-19). Also in the First Book of Samuel, where

it is said by Jehovah through Samuel unto Saul: I have

marked that which Amalek did to Israel, how he set him-

self against him in the way, when he came up out of Egypt.

Now go and smite Amalek, and utterly destroy all that they

So here only.
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have, and spare ihem not ; but slay frojn man even to

woman,from infant even to suckling, from ox even io sheep,

from camel even to ass. . . . But Saul . . . spared King

Agag, and the best of the sheep, and of the oxen, and of the

second lot, and the rams, and all that was good ; and so it

was denounced to Saul that from him there should no

longer be a king over Israel (xv. 1-3, 9, 23, 26). That

the remembrance of Amalek was to be blotted out, and

that all things with him were to be utterly destroyed, signi-

fied that evil genii should not at all communicate with those

who were of the spiritual church, for they communicate

with those who are not in truths, but who favor falsities

from evil affection. Who cannot see that Jehovah without 4

a cause that lies deeply concealed, would never have said

that there should be war against Amalek forever, and that

the remembrance of them should be blotted out from un-

der heaven, and that all things with him should be utterly

destroyed, and that still this was not done. The cause

which lay deeply concealed, why those things were said and

done, is involved in the words of Samuel to Agag the king

of the Amalekites, whom Saul spared : Agag the king of

Amalek came unto Samuel pleasantly. . . . And Samuel

said. As thy sword hath made women childless, so shall thy

mother be childless among women. And Samuel hewed
Agag in pieces before Jehovah (i Sam. xv. 32, 33). To
go pleasantly signifies the outward blandishments of such

spirits in the presence of others
;

thy sword hath made
women childless signifies that the falsity of those spirits of-

fers violence to good affections
;
thy mother shall be child-

less among women signifies that with them will prevail evil

affection from the voluntary and not from the intellectual

part ; and Samuel hewed Agag in pieces before Jehovah

signifies that they were separated from those who were in

falsity from evil from the intellectual part, thus genii sepa-

rated from spirits— as said above. That women stand for

affections, maybe seen above (n. 568, 6014, 8337), as also
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that a sword stands for combating and vastating (n. 2799,

4499. 7102).

8594. And fought with Israel in Rephidim. That this

signifies that they assaulted when grievous temptation was

endured, is evident from the signification of fighting, as as-

saulting by falsities from interior evil ; and from the signi-

fication of Rephidim, as the quality of the temptation as to

truth (see n. 8561). What is meant by these words, is

evident from what was said just above (n. 8593), namely,

that they who are represented by Amalek in the other life

assault those who are in temptation, when they are in the

inclination almost to yield.

8595. And Moses said unto Joshua. That this signifies

Divine influx into truth combating, is evident from the sig-

nification of saying, as here influx, because into truth com-

bating, which is represented by Joshua— that it is Divine

influx, is because by Moses is represented Divine truth,

that is, truth which proceeds immediately from the Lord,

which truth, inasmuch as it is purely Divine, flows into

truths of faith whatsoever they be, and causes them to be

truths ; and from the representation of Joshua, as truth

combating. That Joshua is truth combating, is evident

from this, that it was commanded him to fight against Ama-
lek, that is, against falsities from interior evil. This war

must be waged by truth made combating by the influx of

Divine truth. The truth Divine itself, which proceeds im-

mediately from the Lord, is not combating, but pacific ; for

it is peace itself, inasmuch as it proceeds from the Divine

good of the Divine love of the Lord. But that it may be-

come combating truth, it flows into such angels as are in

ardent zeal for truth and good, and who being excited by

that zeal enter into combat. Thereby is truth combating,

2 which is represented by Joshua. Inasmuch as this truth

was represented by Joshua, therefore also he was made
leader over the sons of Israel after Moses, and brought

them into the land of Canaan, and fought with the nations
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there. For this reason also, when he came into the land

of Canaan there appeared to him an angel of Jehovah with

a sword drawn in his hand, who called himself Prince of

the host of Jehovah (Josh. v. 13-15). By a sword drawn

in his hand is signified truth Divine combating in its power.

That a sword means truth combating may be seen shown

above (n. 2799, 4499) ; also that a sword drawn means

truth combating continually against falsities and evils (see

n. 8294) ; and that hand is power (n. 878, 4931-4937,

7518, 8050, 8153) ; and that by the nations in the land of

Canaan are signified falsities and evils against which combat

is to be waged (n. 8504).

8596. Choose us out men. That this signifies that it

may put truths in order for combat, is evident from the

signification of men, as truths (n. 265, 749, 1007, 3134).

To put them in order for combat is signified by Joshua

choosing them ; for when by Joshua is represented truth

Divine combating, by the men whom he chose and joined

to himself are signified truths put in order for combat.

8597. And go out, fight with Amalek. That this signi-

fies against falsities from interior evil, is evident from the

representation of Amalek, as falsities from interior evil (see

above, n. 8593).

8598. To-morrow Istand on the top of the hill. That this

signifies the conjunction of truth Divine with the good of

charity, and influx therefrom, is evident from the represen-

tation of Moses, who was to stand on the top of the hill, as

truth Divine— of which frequently above ; and from the

signification of standing, as being conjoined and inflowing.

That standing here means being conjoined, is because he

was then on the top of the hill, and by hill is signified good
of charity ; that it means also inflowing, is because therefrom

he viewed the battle, and also ordered it, which is signified

by Israel prevailing when he lifted up his hand, and by

Amalek prevailing when he let down his hand. That the

signification of a hill is the good of charity, may be seen
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2 above (n. 6435). How the case is with the conjunction

and influx of good of charity into truth combating, shall be

briefly told. Truth Divine becomes truth combating by

conjunction with those who are in zeal, as was said above.

They who are in zeal fight, yet not from any enmity and

hostility, but rather from charity; for zeal diff"ers from an-

ger in this, that zeal has within it the good of charity.

When therefore zeal is combating, it is only removing those

who are in falsity and evil to prevent them from hurting

those who are in good and truth. Anger, on the other

hand, not only removes them, but also pursues them with

hatred and revenge. For zeal, from the charity which is in

it, wishes well even to those who are in evil and falsity, and

also does well to them so far as they do not hurt the good.

Whereas anger, from the hatred and revenge which are

within it, wishes harm to all with whom it fights, whether

they be good or evil. From these things it may be evident

what is meant by the influx of good of charity into truth

combating. That zeal has good in it, and anger has evil,

see above (n. 4164, 4444).

8599. With the rod of God in my hand. That this

signifies that from this there was power, is evident from the

signification of the rod of God, as Divine power (n. 4013,

4015, 4876, 4936, 7026) ; and from the signification of

hand, as also power (n. 8595). It is said the rod of God
in the hand, because by rod is signified exterior power, and

by hand interior power, or by rod natural power, and by

hand spiritual power (n. 6947, 701 1). It is said that from

this there was power, because truth combating has power

in it from good ; for all the power which truth has, is from

the good which is therein. The reason is that the Divine

is in good, and by good is in truth, but is not in truth with-

out good. That all the power of truth is from good, may
be seen above (n. 3563, 4931) ; and that all the power of

good is from the Divine, is manifest.

S600. Verses 10-13. AndJoshua did as Moses had said
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to him, and fought with Amalek ; and Moses, Aaron, and
Hurwent up to the top of the hill. And it came to pass,

when Moses held up his hand, that Israel prevailed : and
when he let doivn his hand, Amalek prevailed. And Moses'

hands were heavy ; and they took a stone, and put it under

him, and he sat thereon : and Aaron and Hur stayed up

his hands, the one on the one side, and the other on the

other side ; and his hands were steady until the going down

of the sun. And Joshua weakened Amalek and his people

[with the edge of the sword\ " And Joshua did as Moses

had said to him " signifies effect as truth combating was

directed by Divine truth ;
" and fought with Amalek " sig-

nifies against falsity from interior evil ;
" and Moses, Aaron,

and Hur " signifies Divine truths in successive order

;

" went up to the top of the hill " signifies in the good of

charity. " And it came to pass, when Moses held up his

hand " signifies when faith with those who were of the spir-

itual church looked toward the Lord ;
" that Israel pre-

vailed " signifies that then truth combating conquered
;

" and when he let down his hand " signifies when faith with

them looked downward or away from the Lord to self and

the world ;
" Amalek prevailed " signifies that then falsity

conquered. " And Moses' hands were heavy " signifies that

the power of looking upward to the Lord failed ;
" and

they took a stone " signifies truth Divine in the ultimate of

order ;
" and put it under him, and he sat thereon " signi-

fies correspondence with truth first in order ;
" and Aaron

and Hur " signifies truths in order ;
" stayed up his hands "

signifies support [of the power] of truth combating ; " the

one on the one side, and the other on the other side " sig-

nifies on all sides ;
" and his hands were steady " signifies

the strength of power then ;
" until the going down of the

sun " signifies when that state ended. " And Joshua weak-

ened Amalek and his people " signifies the lessening of

power with those who were in falsity from interior evil

;

" with the edge of the sword " signifies by means of truth

combating.
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8601. AndJoshua did as Moses had said to him. That

this signifies effect as truth combating was directed by Di-

vine truth, is evident from the signification of doing, as

effect ; from the representation of Joshua, as truth combat-

ing (see just above, n. 8595) ; and from the signification of

as Moses had said to him, namely, as it was directed by

Divine truth. For by Moses is represented Divine truth,

and by as he said is signified to be directed by it.

8602. And fought with Amalek. That this signifies

against falsities from interior evil, is evident from the rep-

resentation of Amalek, as falsity from interior evil (see

above, n. 8359).

8603. And Moses, Aaron, and Hur. That this signifies

Divine truths in successive order, is evident from the repre-

sentation of Moses, as Divine truth proceeding immediately

from the Lord (see n. 7010) ; from the representation of

Aaron, as Divine truth proceeding mediately from the Lord

(n. 7009) ; and from the representation of Hur, as Divine

truth thereby again mediately proceeding ; thus they stand

2 for truths in successive order. What is meant by truths in

successive order shall be briefly explained. All things and

everything in universal nature exist from interior things in

order, being derivations and successions. But interiors do

not cohere with exteriors by continuity, but they are distinct

and are conjoined by extensions like fibres, by which there

are communications. The derivations and successions

therefrom in general, as to their nature, may be conceived

from fruits, as from oranges, or apples, and the like. The
outmost parts of those fruits are the skins which en-

compass them ; the interiors are the flesh or pulp which

is enclosed ; still more interior are the seeds, which are

surrounded with cases outwardly and next themselves with

membranes ; under these is an inner flesh, in which is the

first form, as a soul, from which again come new trees and

3 new fruits. All these things are in successive order, and

distinct one from another, and also conjoined. The com-
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munication of interiors with exteriors is wonderfully effected

by transitions, as it were by fibres. Those inner and outer

parts in the beginning, when they are forming, are almost

coherent, but in process of time they are separated ; for

the first form, which is inmost in the seed, before it can be

expanded into forms like its parents, must be successively

opened ; and when it is being opened and begins to grow,

the flesh or pulp with which it is encompassed adapts itself,

serving first as soil, next as nourishing juice ; after this

period, which is its period in the womb, it is born, and is

then left to the soil of the earth, wherein as seed it is

planted. From these things an idea may be formed how 4

the case is with derivatives in successive order. As it is in

the vegetable kingdom, so also it is in the animal kingdom,

but in this much more perfectly. There are in the animal

kingdom exteriors and interiors and inmosts, in like man-

ner in successive order, which are distinct one from another,

yet also conjoined ; but they differ in this, that the forms

in the animal kingdom are created to receive life. There-

fore as forms recipient of life are in successive order, so

also are the lives which result therefrom ; for forms or sub-

stances recipient of life are subjects, and the things result-

ing from their changes and modifications are forces, which

are to be called lives, because they are living forces. From 5

these examples it may now be evident what is meant by

Divine truths in successive order ; for all things which are

of life have reference to truth, and their perfection to good,

and in the opposite sense to falsity, and their imperfection

to evil. Transitions from one to the other in successive

order are also called degrees.

8604. Anti it came to pass, when Moses held up his hand.

That this signifies when faith with those who were of the

spiritual church looked toward the Lord, is evident from

the representation of Moses, as truth Divine— of which

frequently above ; and from the signification of holding up

the hand, as directing spiritual power upward, thus to the
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Lord. That the hand is spiritual power, may be seen above

(n. 6947, 701 1 ) ; and because spiritual power it is faith ; for

all power in the spiritual world, that is, against falsities from

evil, is of truth from good, or of faith from charity (n. 3563,

2 4932). What it is to look toward the Lord, and what it is

to look toward the world and self, thus what it is to look

above self and what to look below self, has been already

shown (n. 7814-782 1), namely, that to look above self is

to look to the neighbor, to our country, to the church, to

heaven, thus to the Lord (n. 7814, 7815, 7817) ; that to

look below self is to look to the world and to self (n. 7817) ;

and to look above self and below self is to regard as an end

and to love above all things (n. 7818) ; and that man is

distinguished from brutes by this, that he can look above

self and below self, and that when he looks above self, he

is a man, but when below self, he is a beast (see n. 7821) ;

and that to look above self is to be elevated by the Lord

3 (n. 7816) ; for the Lord flows in with every man by the truth

which is from Himself, whereby He gives life to man, since

the light which is from the Lord is Divine truth and is life

(John i. 4). This Divine truth which is from the Lord

flows into the good with man, and thereby draws man to

itself; for the hfe which is from the Lord has a power of

attraction, because it is from love, since all love has in it

this power, inasmuch as it wills to be conjoined, so as to be

one. When therefore man is in good, and from good in

truth, he is then drawn by the Lord, and is conjoined to

Him ; this is meant by looking upward to the Lord. But

when man is not in good, thus not in truth from good, then

also he is drawn by the Lord, but cannot be elevated ; for

evils and the falsities therefrom turn themselves away. This

is meant by looking downward, or to self and the world.

4 That the Lord draws man to Himself, the Lord Himself

teaches in John : I, if I he lifted up from the earth, will

draw all men unto Myself (xii. 32). From these things it

may now be evident how it is to be understood, that when
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faith looked toward the Lord, truth combating conquered,

and that when faith looked downward from the Lord to

self and the world, then falsity conquered, as signified by

Israel prevaiHng when Moses held up his hand, and by

Amalek prevailing when he let down his hand.

8605. That Israel prevailed. That this signifies that

then truth combating conquered, is evident from the signi-

fication of prevailing, as conquering ; and from the repre-

sentation of Israel, as those who are of the spiritual church,

in this case who fight from truths against falsities from in-

terior evil.

8606. And when he let down his hand. That this signi-

fies when faith with them looked downward or away from

the Lord to self and the world, is evident from what was

explained just above (n. 8604.) Faith which looks to the

Lord conquers, because the Lord then fights, for the Lord

is faith, inasmuch as faith is from Him. But faith which

looks away from the Lord to self and the world yields, be-

cause man then fights from himself.

8607. Amalek prevailed. That this signifies that then

falsity conquered, is evident from the signification of pre-

vailing, as conquering ; and from the representation of

Amalek, as falsity from interior evil (n. 8593). By Israel

now conquering, and now Amalek, was represented that

they who are of the spiritual church cannot be in faith

which looks continually to the Lord, but that alternately

they are in faith which looks to themselves and the world,

for they who are of that church are in obscurity and there-

fore in weakness as to faith. That such is their quality

may be seen above (n. 2708, 2715, 2718, 2831, 2935, 2937,

3833, 6289, 6500, 6639, 6865, 6945, 7233). This is why

Amalek was not extirpated by Joshua, nor afterward by

the judges, nor by the kings, in the land of Canaan, not-

withstanding the command that he should be blotted out

(n. 8593).

S608. And Moses' hands were heavy. That this signifies
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that the power of looking upward to the Lord failed, is evi-

dent from the signification of hands, as the powers of faith

(see above, n. 8604) ; and from the signification of heavy,

or that the strength to hold up the hands was diminished,

as that the power of looking upward to the Lord failed

;

for by holding up the hands is signified faith looking up-

ward to the Lord (n. 8604), and by letting down the hand

faith looking downward from the Lord (n. 8606).

8609. Ajid they took a stone. That this signifies truth

Divine in the ultimate of order, is evident from the signifi-

cation of a stone, as truth (see n. 643, 1298, 3720, 3769,

377^> 3789, 3798, 6426), here truth in the ultimate of

order, because it was put under him and he sat thereon.

A common stone moreover signifies lower truth, but a pre-

cious stone higher or interior truth. What truth in the

ultimate of order is, may be evident from what was said

above (n. 8603) concerning truths in successive order,

namely, that there are interior truths and exterior truths.

Those which are last or lowest [ultima] are meant by truths

in the ultimate of order.

8610. And put it under him, and he sat thereon. That

this signifies correspondence with truth first in order, may
be evident from this, that this stone supported Moses, and

by Moses is represented truth in the first of order, or truth

Divine which proceeds immediately from the Lord. When
truth in the ultimate of order corresponds to this truth, then

this truth is supported, since then they act as one. For, in-

terior things are conjoined with exterior and at length with

the last or ultimate by correspondences ; then truth which

is first has strength in that which is last, since it is in this and

acts by it. But if there is not correspondence, there is dis-

junction
;
consequently truth which is first has no strength

in the last, or ultimate. What correspondence is, may be

seen from what has been abundantly adduced at the end of

several chapters concerning the correspondence of all things

appertaining to man with the Greatest Man.
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86 1 1. And Aaron and Hur. That this signifies truths

in order, is evident from the representation of Aaron and

Hur, as lower truths in successive order in respect to truth

in the first of order, represented by Moses (see above, n.

8603).

8612. Stayed up his hands. That this signifies the sup-

port of the power of truth combating, is evident from the

signification of hands, as power (see n. 878, 4931-4937,

7518, 8050, 8153), here the power of truth combating,

which is represented by Joshua (n. 8595). That the sup-

port of truth combating is what is signified by Aaron and

Hur staying up the hands of Moses, is because by the hold-

ing up of Moses' hands, Joshua prevailed.

8613. The one on the one side, and the other on the other

side. That this signifies on all sides, is evident from this,

that the one on the one side and the other on the other

side means at the right hand and at the left, and in the

spiritual sense at the right hand and at the left means on

all sides, inasmuch as right and left are not determinations

to a certain quarter, but to every quarter, according as man
turns himself. Still more manifest is this in the spiritual

world, where the determinations of spaces are not at all as

in the natural world ; for in the spiritual world what is at

the right appears at the right in every turning or change of

position, in like manner what is at the left (n. 4321, 4882).

8614. And his hands were steady. That this signifies

the strength of power then, is evident from the significa-

tion of hands, as power (see above, n. 8612). Hence the

strength of power is signified by the hands being made
steady by means of support.

8615. Until the going down of the sun. That this signi-

fies when that state ended, namely, the state of combat with

falsity from interior evil, is evident from this, that the times

of the day, from the rising of the sun to its setting and to

the rising again, signify changes of state which those un-

dergo who are in the other life. The end of the state is sig-
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nified by the time of the sun's setting, and hence by until

the going down of the sun, is signified when that state

ended. That the times of the day from the rising of the

sun to its setting signify states and their changes, may be

seen above (n. 5672, 5962, 6110, 8426). Every person

who considers may see, that the things which are related in

these verses contain arcana which do not appear in the

letter— as that Moses stood on a hill and had a rod in

his hand ; that Joshua conquered when Moses held up his

hands and Amalek conquered when Moses let down his

hands ; that they put a stone under him upon which he

sat ; and that Aaron and Hur stayed up his hands, and this

until the going down of the sun. Unless all and every one

of these things had corresponded with things existing in

heaven, they could not have contributed anything to the

battle with Amalek. Correspondences have all power, in-

somuch that what is done on earth according to corre-

spondences, this avails in heaven, for correspondences are

from the Divine. They who are in the good of love and

of faith are in correspondence, and the Divine does all

things with them, for from the Divine is the good of love

and the good of faith. All the miracles recorded in the

Word were done by correspondences. The Word is so

written that every particular therein even to the most mi-

nute corresponds to things that are in heaven. Therefore

the Word has Divine power. Moreover it conjoins heaven

with earth ; for when the Word is read on earth, the angels

in heaven are drawn to the holy which is in the internal

sense. This is caused by the correspondence of each par-

ticular in the Word.

8616. Ant/ Joshua weakened Amalek and his people.

That this signifies the lessening of power with those who

were in falsity from interior evil, is evident from the signi-

fication of weakening, as lessening of power ; and from the

representation of Amalek and his people, as those who are

in falsity from interior evil (see above, n. 8593).
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8617. With ihe edge of ihe sword. That this signifies

by means of truth combating, is evident from the significa-

tion of a sword, as truth combating (see n. 2799, 8294).

8618. Verses 14-16. And Jehovah said unto Moses,

Write this for a memorial in a book, and put it in the ears

of Joshua : that blotting I will blot out the remembrance of

Atnalek from under the heavens. And Moses built an

altar, and called the name of it Jehovah-nissi : And he

said, Because there is a hatid against the throne ofJah, Je-

hovah shall have war against Amalek from generation to

generation. " And Jehovah said unto Moses " signifies in-

struction ; "Write this for a memorial in a book " signifies

for perpetual remembrance ; " and put it in the ears of

Joshua " signifies to be obeyed in behalf of truth com-

bating against such falsity ; " that blotting I will blot out

the remembrance of Amalek from under the heavens " sig-

fies that such falsity is to be altogether removed that it may
no longer fight. " And Moses built an altar " signifies for

the holy of worship and of remembrance ;
" and called the

name of it Jehovah-nissi " signifies continual warfare and

the Lord's protection against those who were in the falsity

of interior evil ; " and he said, Because there is a hand

against the throne of Jah " signifies because they wish to

offer violence to the Lord's spiritual kingdom ;
" Jehovah

shall have war against Amalek from generation to gener-

ation " signifies that they were by the Divine power of the

Lord brought under the yoke and were cast into hell, out

of which they can never rise.

8619. And Jehovah said unto Moses. That this signi-

fies instruction, is evident from the signification of saying,

as involving what follows ; and because Moses is there

instructed what must be done, it is instruction which is

signified.

8620. Write this for a memorial in a book. That this

signifies for perpetual remembrance, is evident from the

signification of a memorial, as that it is to be remembered.
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or to be in memory (see n. 8066, 8067) ; and from the sig-

nification of writing in a book, as to be remembered per-

petually. This is signified by writing in a book in Isaiah :

Go, write upon a tablet before them, and inscribe it in a

book, that it may be for the time to come, for ever even to

eternity (xxx. 8). Because remembrance is signified by

writing in a book, therefore the faithful are said to be writ-

ten in the book of life ; for by Divine remembrance is sig-

nified sdvation, and by non-remembrance, or forgetting, is

signified damnation. Concerning the book of life it is thus

written in Daniel : The Ancient of days did sit . . . the

judgment was set, and the books were opened (vii. 9, 10).

Again : At that time thy people shall be delivered, every one

that shall be found written in the book (xii. i). And in

David : Add iniquity unto their iniquity ; and let them

not come into Thy justice. Let them be blotted out of the

book of lives, and not be written with thejust (Ps. Ixix. 27,

28). In John: He that overcometh shall be clothed in

white garments ; and I will not blot his name out of the

book of life (Apoc. iii. 5). Again : There shall not enter

into the New Jerusalem any but they which are written in

the Lamb's book of life (Apoc. xxi. 27). Again: I saw

. . . and books were opened : and another book was opened,

which is of life : and the dead were judged out of the things

which were written in the books, according to their ivorks.

. . . They were judged all according to their works. . . .

And if any was not found written in the book of life, he

was cast into the lake of fire (Apoc. xx. 12, 13, 15 ; and

2 also, xiii. 8 ; xvii. 8). He who does not know from the

internal sense what the book of life is, also what the books

are out of which the dead are to be judged, cannot form

any other idea than that in heaven there are such books,

and that in them are written the acts of all, whereof the

memory is thus preserved. When yet by books in the

above passages are not meant books, but the remembrance

of all things which have been done ; for every one carries
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with him into the other life the memory of all his acts, thus

the book of his hfe (n. 2474). But no one save the Lord

alone can judge any one according to his acts ; for all acts

proceed from final causes, which lie deeply concealed

within. According to these causes man is judged, and no

one knows them but the Lord. Wherefore judgment be-

longs to Him alone, which is also meant by these words in

John : / saw on the right hand of Him that sat on the

throne a book written within and on the back, close sealed

with seven seals. And I saw a strong angel proclaiming

with a great voice, Who is worthy to open the book, and to

loose the seals thereof? , . . One of the elders saith unto

me . , . Behold, the Lion that is of the tribe of Judah,
the Root of David, hath overcome, to open the book, and to

loose the seals thereof . . . And he hath taken the book.

. . . And they sung a new song. Worthy art Thou to take

the book, and to open the seals thereof (Apoc. v. i, 2, 5, 8,

9). From these words it may be evident that by the writ-

ten book is meant the presence of the acts of every one ; in

like manner by the book in David : On Thy book they were

all written, the days thai were ordained (Ps. cxxxix. 16).

8621. And put it in the ears of Joshua. That this sig-

nifies to be obeyed in behalf of truth combating against

such falsity, is evident from the signification of putting in

the ears, as to be obeyed— that ear means obedience, may
be seen above (n. 2542, 3869, 4652-4660) ; and from the

representation of Joshua, as truth combating against falsity

from interior evil (n. 8595).

8622. That blotting I will blot out the remembrance of
Amalek from under the heavens. That this signifies that

such falsity is to be altogether removed that it may no
longer fight, is evident from the signification of blotting out

the remembrance, as removing— of which below ; and
from the representation of Amalek, as those who are in

falsity from interior evil (see n. 8593). That blotting out 2

the remembrance of Amalek means removing the falsity
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which is from interior evil, is because this may be removed,

hut cannot be blotted out, for this falsity is with infernal

genii who live forever (n. 8593). But those genii are re-

moved by the Lord, that they should not flow into those

who are of the spiritual church. The reason is, that they

do not flow like infernal spirits into the thoughts which are

of the understanding, thus not into what is of faith, but into

the affections which are of the will, consequently into what

is of charity ; and this so secretly that there never appears

a trace that it is from them. Wherefore if they were to

flow in, the man of the spiritual church could in no way be

saved, since they would pervert and altogether deprave af-

fections for truth and good. Therefore it is that those

infernal genii are removed, so that they may not communi-

cate with those who are of the Lord's spiritual kingdom.

3 It is moreover to be known, that with the man of the spir-

itual church a new will is implanted in the intellectual part

(n. 89s, 927, 1023, 1043, 1044, 2256, 4328, 4493, 5113),

which will those genii would wholly destroy if they were

permitted to flow in. They would also enter into the hered-

itary evils of the old will, and would lay them open, not-

withstanding they have been closed— as may be seen above

(n. 986, 1667, 2308). Those infernal genii are in this

manner removed, to prevent their flowing in ; because their

falsity, which is falsity from interior evil, is evil, and indeed

such evil that it cannot flow into the intellectual part, but

into the voluntary part ; and since the new will of the man
of the spiritual church is implanted in the intellectual part,

as was said above, they are therefore removed from influx

into it. To this end moreover the Lord provides that such

4 genii be vastated as to everything intellectual. Men be-

come such genii after death who have continually meditated

evil against their neighbor, and have delighted their thought

with such meditations, and moreover have inflicted evil,

but secretly and by means of others, taking greatest care

that no one should know that it came from them. In other
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respects they have seemed in outward appearance modest

and courteous, like friends, and even like Christians in their

speech, as also in their life, yet have been hypocrites and

inwardly crafty tigers.

8623. And Moses built an altar. That this signifies for

the holy of worship and of remembrance, is evident from

the signification of an altar, as the chief representative of

the Lord (see n. 2777, 281 1, 4489), and therefore as the

holy of worship (n. 4541). That it is also for remem-

brance, is because in ancient times there were erected

mounds as a witness unto and in memory of something

which should abide and which they were to remember

;

and afterward also altars (n. 4192). In this case the altar

was built for the remembrance of the fact that because the

hand of Amalek was against the throne of Jah, Jehovah

should have war against him from generation to generation.

That altars were erected for witness and remembrance, is

also evident from the altar which the Reubenites, the

Gadites, and the half tribe of Manasseh built by the Jor-

dan, concerning which they said to the sons of Israel, who
on that account were disposed to make war against them,

that they built it to be a witness that they were to worship

Jehovah, mot by bumt-offerings and sacrifices upon this

altar, but upon the altar which was before the tabernacle.

Therefore they called that altar a " witness between us and

you that Jehovah is God " (Josh, xxii, 10-34).

8624. And called the name of it Jehovah-nissi. That

this signifies continual warfare and the Lord's protection

against those who were in the falsity of interior evil, is evi-

dent from this, that the names which were given by the

ancients in the church signified the quality and the state

of the thing then in question, and these they also involved

in the names themselves (see n. 340, 1946, 3422, 4298).

The quality and the state of the subject in this case is,

that Jehovah should have war against Amalek from genera-

tion to generation ; in the internal sense, that war should
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be perpetual against those who are in the falsity of interior

evil ; this also is signified by Jehovah-nissi. Jehovah-

nissi in the original tongue signifies Jehovah my ensign or

standard, and by standard or ensign in the Word is signi-

fied an assembling together for war ; and since it is said

that Jehovah shall have war, protection by Him is also sig-

2 nified. That by an ensign or standard is signified an as-

sembling together for war, is evident from this, that when
they were called together, whether for joumeyings, or for

festivals, or for war, they sounded a trumpet, and then also

lifted up a standard [^st'gnum'] or ensign \_vexi7/um'\ upon

the mountains. That they sounded a trumpet may be seer,

in Numbers (chap. x. i-ii) ; that they hfted up a standard

or ensign, may be seen from the following passages : De-

clare ye in Judah, and publish in Jerusalem ; and say,

Blow ye the trumpet in the land : cry aloud, blow, and say,

Assemble yourselves, and let us go into the defenced cities.

Set up an ensign toward Zion : assemble, stay not (Jer. iv.

5,6). And in Isaiah : Allye inhabitants of the world, and
ye dwellers on the earth, when an ensign is lifted up . . .

see ye ; and when a trumpet is blown, hear ye (xviii. 3).

Again : He hath lifted up an ensign to the nationsfrom far,

and hath hissed for him from the end of the earth : and,

behold, he shall come with speed swiftly (v. 26). Again:

Set ye up an ensign upon the eminent mountain, lift up the

voice unto them, wave the hand, that they may go into the

gates of the princes (xiii. 2). Again : Thus saith the Lord

Jehovah, Behold, I will lift up My hand to the nations,

and set up My ensign to the peoples : and they shall bring

thy sons in their bosom, and thy daughters they shall carry

upon their shoulders (xlix. 22). From these passages it is

plain that by an ensign is signified a gathering together.

3 That an ensign or a standard, when predicated of the Lord,

signifies protection also, is evident in Isaiah : They shall

fear the name of Jehovah from the 7vest, and His glory

from the rising of the sun ; when the enemy shall come in
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as a stream pent in, the spirit of Jehovah shall lift up an

ensign against him. Then the Redeemer shall come to Zion

(lix. 19). Again : // shall come to pass in that day, that

the root ofJesse, which standethfor an ensign of the people,

the nations shall seek ; and his rest shall de glory (xi. 10).

Inasmuch as a standard, which in the original tongue is ex- 4

pressed by the same term as an ensign, signified a gather-

ing together, and when said of the Lord, protection also,

therefore it was expressly commanded that a brazen ser-

pent should be set for a standard, as is thus written in

Moses : Jehovah said unto Moses, Make thee a fiery serpent,

and set it upon a standard : and it shall come to pass, that

every one that is bitten, when he looketh upon it, shall live.

And Moses made a serpent of brass, and set it upon a

standard : and it came to pass, that if a serpent had bitten

any man, when he looked upon the serpent of brass, he lived

again (Num. xxi. 8, 9). That the brazen serpent repre-

sented the Lord, may be seen in John (iii. 14, 15) ; that it

also signified protection, is plain ; for the healing effected

by looking on the serpent which was on the standard,

signified healing from evils of falsity by the looking of faith

on the Lord. For the Lord says in the passage quoted

from John : As Moses lifted up the serpent in the wilderness,

so must the Son of Man be lifted up : that whosoever be-

lieveth in Him, may notperish, but have eternal life.

8625. And he said. Because there is a hand against the

throne of Jah. That this signifies because they wish to

offer violence to the Lord's spiritual kingdom, is evident

from the signification of a hand being against any one, as

offering violence ; and from the signification of the throne

of Jah, as the Lord's spiritual kingdom. That the throne

of Jah is the Lord's spiritual kingdom, is because throne is

predicated of the Lord's royalty, and the Lord's spiritual

kingdom corresponds to His royalty. There are two things

which are predicated of the Lord, namely, priesthood and

royalty. The celestial kingdom corresponds to His priest-
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hood, and the spiritual kingdom to His royalty j for the

Lord is called Priest from Divine good, and King from

Divine truth. This latter, namely. Divine truth, is involved

in the name Christ, and Divine good in the name Jesus (see

n. 1728, 2015, 3004, 3009, 6148). Throne is predicated

of the Lord's royalty, consequently of His spiritual king-

dom, and in like manner Jah. What is meant by throne,

may be seen above (n. 5313), and what by Jah (n. 8267).

2 As to the subject itself, namely, that they who are repre-

sented by Amalek, who are infernal genii that are in fal-

sity from interior evil, wish to offer violence to the Lord's

spiritual kingdom, this has been explained above (n. 8593,

8622). They who were in the falsity of this evil could not

be driven away from those who were of the spiritual church,

until the Lord came into the world and made the human

in Himself Divine. They were then shut up in hell, out

of which they can never rise j moreover communication,

which takes place by influx, was altogether stopped. For

the man of the spiritual church is in obscurity as to the

truth of faith, and acknowledges it as truth because the

church has said so, not because he has perceived it to be

truth. This truth with them is made good, and therefore

of conscience. If malignant genii were to flow into that

obscurity, they would destroy the conscience in a thousand

ways ; for they do not act into the truths of faith therein,

but into the affections themselves ; and wheresoever they

apperceive anything of aff"ection for good, they pervert it

in a moment so secretly that it cannot in anywise come to

apperception
;
they assault ends themselves. In a word,

their malignity cannot be described ; but it may be com-

pared with an unseen deadly poison, which penetrates to

the very marrow. Concerning these genii, by the Divine

mercy of the Lord, more shall be said from experience at

the end of the chapters.

8626. Jehovah shall have war against Amalekfrom gett'

eration to generation. That this signifies that they were by
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the Divine power of the Lord brought under the yoke and

were cast into hell, out of which they can never rise, is

evident from the signification of Jehovah having war, as a

casting into hell ; and from the signification of from genera-

tion to generation, as for ever, thus that they can never rise

out therefrom. That this was by the Divine power of the

Lord, may be seen just above (n. 8625). That Jehovah

having war means a casting into hell, is because Jehovah

having war is perpetual victory. The infernal genii cannot

in any wise wage war and fight against Jehovah, that is, the

Lord
;
yet it appears to them that they fight, yea also at

times that they conquer, when they subjugate those that

are in evil ; but still they have no power at all against the

Divine. The least exercise of Divine power by a single

nod instantly subdues the whole diabolical crew, though it

consist even of myriads of myriads. It gives them how-

ever an opportunity of acting, so far as use may be effected

thereby, and their evil can be turned by the Lord into

good. On this subject, by the Divine mercy of the Lord,

we shall speak elsewhere. From these things it may in

some degree be evident, that by Jehovah having war with

Amalek from generation to generation is signified subjuga-

tion by the Divine power of the Lord and casting into hell,

out of which they can never rise again.

CONTINUATION CONCERNING THE INHABITANTS AND
SPIRITS OF THE EARTH JUPITER,

8627. The inhabitants of the earth Jupiter make wis-

dom to consist in thinking well and justly on the occur-

rences in life. They derive this wisdom from their parents

from infancy, and it is transmitted by succession to pos-

terity, and thereby increases. They know nothing at all

of the sciences, such as are cultivated on our earth, and
they do not wish to know them. They call them shadows,

and compare them to clouds which intercept the sun. This
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idea concerning the sciences they have derived from some
belonging to our earth, who in their presence boasted of

their wisdom from their knowledge of the sciences.

8628. The spirits from our earth who thus boasted,

were such as made wisdom to consist in what is of mere

memory, as in the languages, in historical literature, in

bare experimental discoveries, in terms especially such as

are philosophical, and in other things of the kind, and did

not use them as means to becoming wise, but made wis-

dom to consist in those knowledges themselves. Such per-

sons, inasmuch as they have not cultivated their rational

faculty by the sciences as means, in the other life have

little perception ; for they see only in terms and from

terms, which there are as motes and as thick clouds before

the intellectual sight. And they who have been conceited

by reason of erudition in the sciences, have still less per-

ception. But they who have used the sciences as means

of annihilating the things which are of faith, have totally

destroyed their understanding, and see in thick darkness

like owls, mistaking falsity for truth, and evil for good.

2 The spirits of Jupiter, from conversation they had with

such, concluded that the sciences induce shade and cause

blindness. But they were told that on this earth the sci-

ences may be means of opening the intellectual sight,

which sight is in the light of heaven and instructs in such

things as are of spiritual life ; but inasmuch as self-love

prevails and love of the world, and such things as are of

merely natural and sensuous life therefrom, therefore the

sciences are to those who are in these loves, means of be-

coming unwise, that is, of confirming themselves in favor

of nature against the Divine, and in favor of the world

3 against heaven. They were further told that knowledges

in themselves are spiritual riches, and that they who pos-

sess them are like those who possess worldly riches, which

in like manner are means of performing use to one's self,

one's neighbor, and one's country, and may be also the
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means of doing evil ; moreover that they are like clothes

which serve for use and ornament, and also for pride, with

those who desire to be honored for them alone. The

spirits of the earth Jupiter understood these things well,

but they were surprised that any who were men, should

have preferred the things which lead to wisdom above wis-

dom itself ; and that they should not see that to immerse

the mind in such things, and not to elevate it beyond

them, is to obscure and blind it.

8629. A certain spirit ascending from the lower earth

came to me and said, that he had heard those things which

I had spoken with the other spirits, but that he understood

scarce anything that was said concerning spiritual life and

light. He was asked whether he wished to learn of them.

He said that he had not come with that intention ; from

which it might be concluded that he was unwilling. He
was exceedingly stupid

;
yet it was told me by angels that

during his life in the world as a man, he was among the

more distinguished for erudition. He was cold, as was

manifestly felt from his breath, which was a sign of merely

natural light and no spiritual, thus that by his knowledge

he had not opened, but closed to himself the way to the

light of heaven.

8630. Inasmuch as the inhabitants of the earth Jupiter

procure intelligence for themselves by another way than

the inhabitants of our earth, and are moreover of another

disposition derived from life, therefore they cannot be in

company with them, but they either shun or repel them, if

they approach. There are spheres, that are to be called

spiritual spheres, which emanate, yea, pour forth continu-

ally from every society. These spheres are from the ac-

tivity of the affections and consequent thoughts, thus they

are of the life itself (concerning spheres, see n. 1048,

1053, 1316, 1504, 1505, 1507, 1508, 1510-1519, 2401,

4464, 5179, 6206, 7454, 6598-6613, 8063). All conso- 2

ciation in the other life is effected according to spheres.
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Those spheres which agree together are conjoined ac-

cording to their agreement ; those which do not agree are

repelled according to their disagreement. Every prov-

ince in the Greatest Man, to which some member or

organ in the human body corresponds, has its own sphere

distinct from the sphere of any other province ; from this

is mutual conjunction of those who belong to the same

province, and separation of those who belong to some

other. The spirits and angels who are from the earth Jupi-

ter have reference in the Greatest Man to the imaginative

of thought, and thus to an active state of the interior parts.

But the spirits of our earth have reference to the various

functions of the exterior parts of the body, into which,

when they would have dominion, the imaginative of thought

cannot flow ; hence the oppositions between the spheres.

8631. In what clear perception the spirits of Jupiter are

concerning spiritual things, was made evident to me from

their manner of representing how the Lord, Whom they

call their only Lord, converts depraved affections into good

affections. They represented the intellectual mind as a

beautiful form, and impressed upon it an activity suitable

to the form, in place of affection ; and they next showed

how the Lord bends what is depraved therein to good,

which they did in a way that no words can describe, and

so dexterously that they were commended by angels.

There were present then some of the learned from our

earth, who had immersed their intellectual in the terms of

scientific knowledge and disputed much about form, sub-

stance, the material and the immaterial, and the like, with-

out applying such things to any use ; but they could not

even comprehend that representation.

8632. I have spoken with the spirits of that earth con-

cerning the Lord, that He does evil to no one, still less

punishes any one. Those spirits, being of the more sim-

ple, were not willing at first to admit this, believing that

punishments are from the Lord. But when they were told
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that their angels, when they are with a man of their earth,

do not chastise, nor even speak harshly, but only permit

the punishing spirits who are also present to do so ; and

when it was urged that if angels do not chastise, how much
less would the Lord, Who is good itself, and Who governs

the angels, they acknowledged what they had heard, and

declared aloud that the Lord punishes no one, and does

evil to no one, nor does He even speak harshly to any one.

Concerning the angels and the punishing spirits with the

inhabitants of Jupiter, more may be seen above (n. 7802

7805, 7810).

8633. As to what further concerns the life of those who
are on that earth, I have been instructed by their spirits that

as they have no interest in scientific knowledge, so neither

have they any in works of art ; also that they have no days

of festive worship, but that every morning at sunrise and

every evening at sunset, they have holy worship unto their

one Lord in their tents, and that then they also sing psalms.

8634. The subject of the inhabitants and spirits of the

earth Jupiter will be continued at the end of the following

chapter.
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CHAPTER EIGHTEENTH.

THE DOCTRINE OF CHARITY.

8635. No one can be regenerated unless he knows such

things as are of the new life, that is, of spiritual life ; for

into that life man is introduced by regeneration. The
things which are of the new life, or of spiritual life, are

truths which must be believed and goods which must be

done ; the former are of faith, the latter of charity.

8636. No one can know these things of himself, for man
apprehends only those things which have been obvious to

his senses ; from these he has procured to himself a light,

which is called natural light, by which he sees nothing else

but what belongs to the world and to himself, not what be-

longs to heaven and to God ; these he must learn from

revelation.

8637. For example, that the Lord, Who was God from

eternity, came into the world to save the human race ; that

He has all power in heaven and in earth ; that the all of

faith and the all of charity, thus all truth and good is from

Him ; that there is a heaven, and that there is a hell

;

that man will live for ever, in heaven if he has done well,

in hell if he has done evil :
—

8638. These things and more are of faith, which must

be known by the man who is to be regenerated ; for he

who knows them can think them, then will them, and lastly

do them, and thus have new life.

8639. the other hand, he who does not know that

the Lord is the Saviour of the human race, cannot have

faith in Him, worship Him, love Him, and thus do good

for His- sake. He who does not know that all good is from

Him, cannot think that his own justice and his own salva-
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tion are from Him, still less can he will it to be so, thus he

cannot live from Him. He who does not know that there

is a hell, and that there is a heaven, nor that there is eter-

nal life, cannot even think about the life of heaven, nor

apply himself to receiving it ; and so in other cases.

8640. From these things it may be evident what the

quality of the life of a regenerate person is, that it is a life

of faith ; also that it cannot be given to man before he is

in such a state as to be able to acknowledge the truths of

faith, and so far as he acknowledges them, to will them.

CHAPTER XVIII.

1. And Jethro, the priest of Midian, Moses' father-in-

law, heard all that God had done for Moses, and for Israel

His people, that Jehovah had brought Israel out of Egypt

;

2. And Jethro, Moses' father-in-law, took Zipporah,

Moses' wife, after he had sent her away,

3. And her two sons ; of which the name of the one

was Gershom ; for he said, I have been a sojourner in a

strange land :

4. And the name of the other was Eliezer ; for [he said].

The God of my father was my help, and delivered me from

the sword of Pharaoh :

5. And Jethro, Moses' father-in-law, came and his sons

and his wife unto Moses into the wilderness where he was

encamped, at the mount of God :

6. And he said unto Moses, I thy father-in-law Jethro

am come unto thee, and thy wife, and her two sons with

her.

7. And Moses went out to meet his father-in-law, and

bowed himself down, and kissed him ; and they asked a

man his companion as to peace ; and they came into the

tent.

8. And Moses told his father-in-law all that Jehovah had
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done unto Pharaoh and to the Egyptians for Israel's sake,

all the travail that had come upon them by the way, and

Jehovah delivered them.

9. And Jethro rejoiced over all the good which Jehovah

had done to Israel, in that He had delivered him out of

the hand of the Egyptians.

10. And Jethro said, Blessed be Jehovah, Who hath de-

livered you out of the hand of the Egyptians, and out of

the hand of Pharaoh ; Who hath delivered His people from

under the hand of the Egyptians.

11. Now I know that Jehovah is great above all gods

:

for the reason that they bore themselves haughtily over

them.

12. And Jethro, Moses' father-in-law, took a burnt offer-

ing and sacrifices for God : and Aaron came, and all the

elders of Israel, to eat bread with Moses' father-in-law be-

fore God.

13. And it came to pass on the morrow, that Moses sat

to judge the people : and the people stood about Moses

from the morning unto the evening.

14. And Moses' father-in-law saw all that he did to the

people, and he said, What is this thing that thou doest to

the people? why sittest thou alone, and all the people

stand about thee from the morning unto the evening?

15. And Moses said unto his father-in-law, Because the

people come unto me to inquire of God :

16. When they have a word, they come unto me; and

I judge between a man and his neighbor, and I make

known to them the judgments of God, and His laws.

17. And Moses' father-in-law said unto him. The thing

that thou doest is not good.

18. Wearing thou wilt wear away, both thou, and this

people that is with thee : for the thing is too heavy for

thee ; thou art not able to perform it thyself alone.

19. Hearken now unto my voice, I will give thee counsel,

and God shall be with thee : be thou for the people with

God, and bring thou the causes unto God

:
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20. And do thou teach them the statutes and the laws,

and make known to them the way wherein they must walk,

and the work that they must do.

21. Moreover see thou out of all the people men of

strength, such as fear God, men of truth, hating unjust

gain ; and place of these, princes of thousands, princes of

hundreds, princes of fifties, and princes of tens :

22. And let them judge the people at all times : and it

shall be, every great matter let them bring unto thee, but

every small matter let them judge themselves : and lay ofiF

of what is on thee, and let them bear with thee.

23. If thou do this word, and God have commanded
thee, then thou shalt be able to endure, and all this people

also shall go up to their place in peace.

24. So Moses hearkened to the voice of his father-in-law,

and did all that he had said,

25. And Moses chose men of strength out of all Israel,

and gave them as heads over the people, princes of thou-

sands, princes of hundreds, princes of fifties, and princes

of tens.

26. And they shall judge the people at all times : the

hard causes they shall bring unto Moses, but every small

matter they shall judge themselves,

27. And Moses let his father-in-law depart ; and he went

his way into his own land.

CONTENTS,

8641. The subject in the internal sense in this chapter

is truths in successive order from first to last, and that they

are arranged in order by good Divine. Truth in the first

degree is represented by Moses ; truths derived therefrom

in successive order are represented by the princes of thou-

sands, of hundreds, of fifties, and of tens. And good

Divine, by which the orderly arrangement is effected, is

represented by Jethro, Moses' father-in-law.
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INTERNAL SENSE.

8642. Verses 1-5. And Jethro, the priest of Midian,

Moses" father-in-law, heard all that God had done for
Moses, andfor Israel His people, thatJehovah had brought

Israel out of Egypt ; and Jethro, Moses* father-in-law,

took Zipporah, Moses^ wife, after he had sent her away,

and her two sons ; of which the name of the one was Ger-

shotn ; for he said, I have been a sojourner in a strange

land : and the name of the other was Eliezer ; for \_he

said"], The God of myfather was my help, and delivered tne

from the sword of Pharaoh : and Jethro, Moses" father-

iu-Unv, came and his sons and his wife unto Moses into the

wilderness where he was encamped, at the mount of God.
" And Jethro, the priest of Midian " signifies Divine good

;

" Moses' father-in-law " signifies from which is good con-

joined to truth Divine ;
" heard all that God had done for

Moses, and for Israel His people " signifies the perception

of those things which were done for those who were of thi

Lord's spiritual kingdom ;
" that Jehovah had brought Israel

out of Egypt " signifies that they were liberated by the

Lord from infestations ;
" and Jethro, Moses' father-in-law,

took Zipporah, Moses' wife " signifies good from the Di-

vine conjoined to truth Divine ;
" after he had sent her

away " signifies separation hitherto with reference to the

state of those who were of the spiritual church ;
" and her

two sons " signifies goods of truth ;
" of which the name

of the one was Gershom ; for he said, I have been a so-

journer in a strange land " signifies the quality of the good

of truth of those who were out of the church ;
" and the

name of the other was Eliezer " signifies the quality of the

good of truth of those who were within the church ;
" for

[he said]. The God of my father was my help " signifies the

Lord's mercy and presence in the church ;
" and delivered

me from the sword of Pharaoh " signifies liberation from
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the falsity of those who infested ; " and Jethro, Moses'

father-in-law, came " signifies Divine good ;
" and his sons "

signifies the goods of truth ;
" and his wife " signifies good

conjoined to truth Divine ;
" unto Moses into the wilder-

ness " signifies conjunction in the state before regeneration

when there were temptations ; " where he was encamped,

at the mount of God " signifies near to the good of truth.

8643. And Jethro, the priest of Midian. That this sig-

nifies Divine good, is evident from the representation of

Jethro, the priest of Midian, as good of the church which

is in the truth of simple good (see n. 7015), but here

Divine good, for the reason that Moses, of whom Jethro

was the father-in-law, represents Divine truth. For when

the son-in-law represents truth, then the father-in-law rep-

resents good in a higher degree, since he is the father of

the other's wife. That Divine good is here represented by

Jethro, is because in this chapter the subject is the orderly

arrangement of truths with the man of the spiritual church,

and this is effected by Divine good through Divine truth
;

for all orderly arrangement is by good through truth. This

orderly arrangement is effected with the man of the spir-

itual church when he begins to act no longer from truth,

but from good ; for this state is his second state, and arises

after he has undergone temptations. For when he acts

from truth, then he is tempted, to the intent that the truths

with him may be confirmed. When these have been con-

firmed, then they are reduced by the Lord into order ; and

when they have been reduced into order, then he enters

upon another state, which consists in willing truths and

doing them, whereby they become of the life, and are

called goods. This orderly arrangement is now described.

8644. Moses* father-in-law. That this signifies from

which is good conjoined to truth Divine, is evident from

the signification of father-in-law, as good from which is

good conjoined to truth (see n. 6827) ; and from the rep-

resentation of Moses, as truth Divine (n. 6752, 6771, 7010,
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7014, 7382). A father-in-law signifies good from which is

good conjoined to truth, because a wife signifies good when

the husband signifies truth (n. 2517,4510,4823). Inas-

much as in what follows, the conjunction of Divine good

with Divine truth is described, whereby an orderly arrange-

ment may be effected in the man of the church, it is to be

known that between Divine good and Divine truth there is

this distinction, that Divine good is in the Lord and Divine

truth is from the Lord. It is as with the fire of the sun

and the light which is therefrom ; the fire is in the sun, and

the light is from the sun ; in the light there is not fire but

2 heat. The Lord also in the other life is the Sun and also

the light. In the Sun there, which is Himself, is Divine

fire, which is the Divine good of Divine love. From that

Sun is Divine light, which is Divine truth from the Divine

good. In this Divine truth there is also Divine good, but

not such as is in the Sun, it being accommodated to recep-

tion in heaven. Unless, indeed, it were accommodated to

reception, heaven could not have existed ; for no angel can

bear the flame from the Divine love. He would be con-

sumed in a moment, as would a man if the flame of the

3 sun of this world should blow directly upon him. But how
the Divine good of the Lord's Divine love is accommo-

dated to reception, cannot be known by any one, not even

by angels in heaven, because it is an accommodation of the

Infinite to the finite ; and the Infinite is such as to tran-

scend all the understanding of the finite so utterly that

when the understanding of the finite would but look in

that direction, it falls as into the depth of the sea and

perishes. That the Lord is the Sun in heaven, and that

the Sun there is the Divine good of His Divine love, and

that the light therefrom is Divine truth, from which is in-

telligence, has been shown above (n. 1053, 1521-1533,

1619-1632, 2776, 3094, 3138, 3190, 3195, 3222, 3223,

3225, 3339. 3341. 3636, 3643. 3993. 4180, 4302, 4408,

4409, 4415, 4523, 4533, 4696, 7083, 7171, 7174, 7270,

8197).
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8645. Heard all that God had done for Moses, and for
Israel, His people. That this signifies the perception of

those things which were done for those who became of the

Lord's spiritual kingdom, is evident from the signification

of hearing, namely, all that God had done, as perception

(see n. 5017, 8361) ; from the signification of all that God
had done, as what has been done from the Divine ; and

from the representation of Israel, who here is Moses and

the people for whom the things were done, as those who

are of the Lord's spiritual kingdom (n. 6426, 6637, 6862,

6868, 7035, 7062, 7198, 7201, 7215, 7223) ; for Moses

with the people represents that kingdom, Moses as the

head, and the people as what was subordinate to the head
;

thus also Moses represents the Lord as to Divine truth, for

from this is the spiritual kingdom.

8646. That Jehovah had drought Israel out of Egypt.

That this signifies that they were liberated by the Lord

from infestations, is evident from the signification of bring-

ing out, as liberating ; from the representation of Israel,

as those who were of the spiritual kingdom (see above,

n. 8645) j from the signification of Egypt, as infesta-

tions from falsities (n. 7278). That Egypt signifies infes-

tations, is because by the Egyptians and Pharaoh are sig-

nified those who by falsities infested in the other life those

who were of the spiritual church (n. 7087, 7107, 7110,

7126, 7142, 7220, 7228, 7317, 8148).

8647. And Jethro, Moses^ father-in-law, took Zipporah,

Moses* wife. That this signifies good from the Divine con-

joined to truth Divine, is evident from the representation

of Jethro, Moses' father-in-law, as Divine good from which

is good conjoined to truth, in this case to the truth Divine

which is represented by Moses— of which above (n. 8643,

8644) ; and from the representation of Zipporah, Moses'

wife, as good Divine. For marriages represent the con-

junction of good and of truth ; in the celestial church the

husband represents good and the wife truth therefrom ; but
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in the spiritual church the man represents truth and the

wife good. Here Moses' wife represents good, because

the spiritual kingdom is treated of (n. 2517, 4510, 4823,

7022).

8648. After he had sent her away. That this signifies

separation hitherto in reference to the state of those who
were of the spiritual church, is evident from the significa-

tion of sending away, as separation. That it is in reference

to the state of those who were of the spiritual church, is

because in the first state of those who are of the spiritual

church good does not appear, but only truth. How this

is, may be evident from what has been before shown con-

cerning the two states of those who are of the spiritual

church, namely, that in the first state they act from truth

and not from good, but in the second they act from good.

In the first state, when they act from truth and not from

good, good is as it were absent, and is like a wife sent

away ; but in the second state, when they act from good,

then good is present, and is like a wife conjoined to her

husband [wV]. This is what is meant in the internal sense

by, after he had sent her away. It is further to be known,

that this is in reference to those who are of the spiritual

church, for the truth which proceeds from the Lord is

always conjoined to its good ; but in the first state, which

is before regeneration, good is not received, but only truth,

though both flow in through heaven from the Lord. In

the second state, however, which is after regeneration,

good is received conjoined to truth. That which takes

place with man, is predicated as taking place with the

Lord, for the reason that it so appears. This is the case in

very many other instances, as for example, that the Lord

does evil, punishes, casts into hell. These things are predi-

cated of the Lord, because it appears so, when yet all evil

which befalls man is done by man. There are very many

such cases in the Word, which, however, are plain to him

who searches the Scriptures from affection for truth, and
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for the sake of good of life, because he is enlightened by

the Lord.

8649. And her two sons. That this signifies goods of

truth, is evident from the signification of sons, as truths

(see n. 489, 491, 533, 1147, 2159, 2623, 3704, 4257)» in

this case goods of truth, because they are called sons of

the wife, as is plain from the original tongue in like man-

ner as in the sixth verse following. For this reason, since

by wife is signified good conjoined to truth (n. 8647), by

sons are here signified goods of truth. Goods of truth are

truths which have become of the will and thereby of the

life, and constitute the new will with the man of the

spiritual church.

8650. Of which the name of the one was Gershom ; for
he said, I have been a sojourner in a strange land. That

this signifies the quality of the good of truth of those who
were out of the church, is evident from the signification of

name and of calling the name, as the quality (see n. 144,

145. 1754, 1896, 2009, 2724, 3006, 3421, 6674). This

quality is described by the words which Moses then said,

namely, I have been a sojourner in a strange land. That

by these words is signified the good of truth of those who
were out of the church, is because by a sojourner are sig-

nified those who were born out of the church, and yet were

instructed in the things of the church ; and by a strange

land is signified where the church is not. That a sojourner

means those who were out of the church, and were in-

structed in the things pertaining to the church, may be

seen above (n. 1463, 4444, 7908, 8007, 8013). That a

strange land is where the genuine church is not, is because

by land is signified the church (n. 662, 1067, 1262, 1733,

1850, 2117, 2118, 2928, 3355, 4447, 4535, 5577), and
strange means where the genuine is not; for the Lord's

church is spread through the whole world, thus also among
the Gentiles (n. 2049, 2284, 2589-2604). Moreover that

Moses, when Gershom was born, was out of his own church
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and among those who were in the good of simple truth,

and who are signified by the Midianites, may be seen

above (n. 6793-6796).

8651. And the name of the other was Eliezer. That

this signifies the quality of the good of truth of those who
were within the church, is evident from the signification of

name and of calling the name, as the quality (see above

n. 8650). That it means the quality of the good of truth,

is because by the two sons are signified goods of truth (see

n. 8649). That the quality of this good of truth is the

quality of those who are within the church, is plain from

the words which Moses spoke concerning this son when he

was born, namely, for the God of my father was my help,

and delivered me from the sword of Pharaoh ; and from

this fact, that the quality of the good of truth, which was

signified by the name of the first son, Gershom, was the

quality of those who are out of the church (n. 8650).

8652. For \Jie said], The God 0/ myfather was my help.

That this signifies the Lord's mercy and presence in the

church, is evident from the signification of father, as the

church as to good (see n. 5581), and as the Ancient

Church (n. 6050, 6075, 6846) ; from the signification of

the God of my father, as the Divine of the Ancient Church,

which was the Lord (n. 6846, 6876, 6884) ; and from the

signification of help, when predicated of the Lord, as

mercy ; for help from Him is of mercy, and also of pres-

ence, since where the reception of mercy is, there is pres-

ence ; and this is especially in the church, because there

is the Word, and by means of the Word the Lord's presence.

8653. And delivered me from the sword of Pharaoh.

That this signifies liberation from the falsity of those who

infested, is evident from the signification of a sword, as

truth combating, and in the opposite sense, falsity com-

bating and devastating (see n. 2799, 4499, 6353, 7102,

8294) ; and from the representation of Pharaoh, as those

who by falsities infest the well-disposed in the other life

(n. 7107, 7110, 7126, 7142, 7220, 7228, 7317).
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8654. AndJethro, Moses'father-in-law, came. That this

signifies the Divine good, is evident from the representa-

tion of Jethro and Moses as the Divine good and the

Divine truth ; and from the signification of father-in-law,

as above (n. 8643, 8644).

8655. And his sons signifies goods of truth, as may be

seen above (n. 8649).

8656. And his wife. That this signifies good conjoined

to truth Divine, is evident from the representation of

Moses' wife, as good from the Divine conjoined to truth

Divine— of which also above (n. 8647).

8657. Unto Moses into the wilderness. That this sig-

nifies conjunction in the state before regeneration when

there were temptations, is evident from the signification of

coming unto Moses, as conjunction, namely, of the Divine

good which is represented by Jethro with the Divine truth

which is represented by Moses ; and from the signification

of the wilderness, as a state of undergoing temptations

(see n. 6828, 8098), thus the state before regeneration.

That there are two states which those enter into who are

being regenerated and are becoming a spiritual church,

and that when they are in the first state, they undergo

temptations, may be seen above (n. 8643). The first

state is described by the state of the sons of Israel in the

wilderness, and the second state by their state in the land

of Canaan under Joshua.

8658. Where he was encamped, at the mount of God.

That this signifies near to the good of truth, is evident

from the signification of being encamped, as the orderly

arrangement of truth and good which are of the church

with man (see n. 8103, 8130, 8131, 8155) ; and from the

signification of the mount of God, as the good of love (see

n- 795. 796, 2722, 4210, 6435, 8327), here the good of

truth, because the subject is the good of those who are

of the spiritual church, who are represented by the sons of

Israel. The good that they have, is good of truth, and is
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thus also good of charity. For this reason it is called the

mount of God, since the name God is used where truth

is the subject, and the name Jehovah where good is the

subject (n, 2586, 2769, 2807, 2822, 3921, 4295, 4402,

7268, 7873). From these things it is plain that by, he

was encamped at the mount of God, is signified the orderly

arrangement of the good and truth of the church near to

the good of truth. What is meant by this shall be briefly

told. When man is in the first state, namely, when he acts

from truth and not yet from good, that is, when he acts

from faith and not yet from charity, he is in a state of

undergoing temptations. By these he is progressively car-

ried to another state, namely, to act from good, that is,

from charity and from affection for it. When therefore he

comes near to that state, he is then said to be encamped

at the mount of God, that is, near to the good from which

he will afterward act. This is said because in what now
follows the subject is the new disposition or orderly ar-

rangement of truths for entering into that new state, into

which the man of the church comes after he has under-

gone temptations, and before the law Divine is inscribed

on his heart. The subject in what precedes was tempta-

tions, and in what now follows it will be the law promul-

gated from Mount Sinai. Mount Sinai stands for good in

which is truth.

8659. Verses 6, 7. And he said unto Moses, I thy

father-in-law Jethro am come unto thee, and thy wife, and
her two sons with her. And Moses went out to meet his

father-in-law, and bowed himself down, and kissed him ;

and they asked a man his companion as to peace ; and they

came into the tent. " And he said unto Moses " signifies

influx and perception therefrom ;
" I thy father-in-law

Jethro am come unto thee, and thy wife, and her two sons

with her " signifies Divine goods in their order. " And
Moses went out to meet his father-in-law" signifies the

truth Divine applying itself to Divine good ; " and bowed
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himself down " signifies immission ;
" and kissed him "

signifies conjunction ;
" and they asked a man his com-

panion as to peace " signifies a Divine celestial state mutu-

ally ;
" and they came into the tent " signifies the holy of

union.

8660. And he said unto Moses. That this signifies

influx and perception therefrom, is evident from the sig-

nification of saying, when from Divine good to Divine

truth concerning the orderly arrangement of truths, as

influx ; and because it is influx, it is also perception, for

perception is from influx ; that saying in respect to the

agent is influx and in respect to the recipient perception,

may be seen above (n. 5743).

8661. / Hiy father-in-law Jethro am come unto thee,

and thy wife, and her two sons with her. That this signi-

fies Divine goods in their order, is evident from the repre-

sentation of Jethro, Moses' father-in-law, as Divine good

(see n. 8643, 8644) ; from the representation of Zipporah

Moses' wife, as good therefrom conjoined to truth Divine

(n. 8647) ; and from the representation of her sons, as

goods of truth (n. 8649-8651), thus goods in their order.

Goods in their order are goods interior and exterior in

order successively according to degrees (n. 3691, 4154,

5"4, 5145. 5146, 8603).

8662. And Moses went out to meet his father-in-law.

That this signifies truth Divine applying itself to Divine

good, is evident from the signification of going out to

meet, as applying one's self— going out to meet has here

this meaning because it presently follows that he kissed

him, by which is signified conjunction, and application

precedes conjunction ; from the representation of Moses,

as truth Divine— of which above (n. 8644) ; and from the

representation of Jethro, who is his father-in-law, as Divine

good— of which also above (n. 8643, 8644).

8663. And bowed himself down. That this signifies im-

mission, is evident from the signification of bowing down,
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as humiliation and submission (n, 2153, 5682, 7068), but

in this case immission, because it is predicated of truth

Divine in respect to Divine good.

8664. And kissed him. That this signifies conjunction,

is evident from the signification of kissing, as conjunction

from affection (see n. 3573, 3574.4215. 4353. 5929» 6260).

8665. And they asked a man his companion as to peace.

That this signifies a Divine celestial state mutually, is evi-

dent from the signification of asking as to peace, as con-

sociation as to a Divine celestial state— of which below

;

and from the signification of a man to his companion, as

mutually. That asking as to peace means consociation as

to a Divine celestial state, is because in the internal sense

to ask as to peace is to ask of the life, its prosperity and

happiness ; but to ask as to peace in the supreme sense,

where the Divine good and truth Divine are the subject,

means consociation as to a Divine celestial state. For

peace in the supreme sense signifies the Lord, and there-

fore the state of the inmost heaven, where they are who are

in love to the Lord and thus in innocence. They also are

above all others in peace, because in the Lord ; and their

state is called Divine celestial. Therefore it is that by

peace is here meant such a state. What peace is in the

supreme sense and what in the internal sense, may be seen

above (n. 3780, 4681, 5662, 8455).

8666. And they came into the tent. That this signifies

the holy of union, is evident from the signification of a

tent, as the holy of love (see n. 414, 1102, 2145, 2152,

4128), thus the holy of union, because love is union.

Hence to come into the tent means to be united from holy

love. In this verse the subject is the union of the Divine

good with truth Divine. And because all union is effected

first by an influx of one into another and perception there-

from, next by application, then by immission, after that by

conjunction, therefore first is described influx and percep-

tion therefrom (n. 8660), next application (n. 8662), then
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immission (n. 8663), after that conjunction (n. 8664), lastly

union by love.

8667. Verses 8-1 1. And Moses told his father-in-law

all that Jehovah had done unto Pharaoh and to the Egyp-

tians for Israel's sake, all the travail that had come upon

them by the way, andJehovah delivered them. AndJethro
rejoiced over all the good which Jehovah had done to Israel,

in that He had delivered him out of the hand of the Egyp-

tians. And Jethro said. Blessed be Jehovah, Who hath

delivered you out of the hand of the Egyptians, and out of

the hand ofPharaoh ; Who hath delivered His people from
under the hand of the Egyptians. Now I know that

Jehovah is great above all gods : for the reason that they

bore themselves haughtily over them. " And Moses told his

father-in-law all that Jehovah had done unto Pharaoh and

to the Egyptians " signifies perception then from truth

Divine of the power of the Lord's Divine Human against

those who were in falsities and infested ; " for Israel's

sake " signifies in behalf of those who were of the spiritual

church ; " all the travail that had come upon them by the

way " signifies labor in temptations ; " and Jehovah de-

livered them " signifies liberation by the Lord's Divine

aid. " And Jethro rejoiced over all the good which Je-

hovah had done to Israel " signifies a state of Divine good

when all goes well ;
" in that He had delivered him out of

the hand of the Egyptians " signifies on account of libera-

tion from the abuse of those who infested. "And Jethro

said, Blessed be Jehovah " signifies Divine good ;* " Who
hath delivered you out of the hand of the Egyptians, and

out of the hand of Pharaoh " signifies liberation from the

abuse of those who infested ; " Who hath delivered His

people from under the hand of the Egyptians" signifies

mercy toward those who were in good of truth and truth

of good. " Now I know that Jehovah is great above all

gods " signifies the Lord, that there is no God beside

In n. 8674, that from the Lord is all good.
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Him ; " for the reason that they bore themselves haughtily

over them " signifies by reason of the attempt to rule over

those who were of the church.

8668. Jlnd Moses told his father-in-law all thatJehovah
had done unto Pharaoh and to the Egyptians, That this

signifies perception then from truth Divine of the power

of the Lord's Divine Human against those who were in

falsities and infested, is evident from the signification of

Moses told, as perception from truth Divine— that telling

means perceiving may be seen above (n. 3209), and that

Moses is truth Divine (n. 6752, 6771, 7010, 7014, 7382) ;

from the representation of Moses' father-in-law, as Divine

good from which is good conjoined to truth Divine (see n.

8643, 8644) ; from the signification of all that Jehovah had

done, as those things which were done for the sons of

Israel in Egypt and afterward in the wilderness. And since

those things in the internal sense involve the things which

were done for those who were of the Lord's spiritual church

and who were detained in the lower earth until the Lord

glorified the Human in Himself, therefore by these words is

signified perception of the power of the Lord's Divine Hu-
man. That they who were of the Lord's spiritual church

were detained in the lower earth and saved by the power

of the Lord's Divine Human, has been before explained

(n. 6854, 7035, 7091, 7828, 8018, 8054, 8099, 8321).

The signification is further evident from the representation

of Pharaoh and the Egyptians, as those who were in falsi-

ties and infested (n. 7097, 7107, 7110, 7126, 7142, 7220,

7228, 7317).

8669. For Israel's sake. That this signifies in behalf of

those who were of the spiritual church, is evident from the

representation of Israel, as those who were of the spiritual

church (see n. 6426, 6637, 6862, 6868, 7035, 7062, 7198,

7201, 7215, 7223).

8670. All the tra7<ail that had come upon them l>y the

way. That this signifies labor in temptations, is evident
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from the signification of travail, as labor— that travail

means labor, is because it is predicated of temptations, for

in these they who are tempted have labor against falsities

and evils, and the angels also have labor with them to keep

them in the faith, and thus in the power of conquering

;

and from the signification of, that had come upon them

by the way, as labor with respect to temptations, since by

the way means in the wilderness, where they underwent

temptations— of which above.

8671. And Jehovah delivered ihem. That this signifies

liberation by the Lord's Divine aid, is evident from the

signification of delivering, as liberation. That Jehovah in

the Word is the Lord, may be seen above (n. 1343, 1736,

1815, 2447, 2921, 3035, 5041, 5663, 6280, 6303, 6905).

8672. AndJethro rejoiced over all the good which Jeho-

vah had done to Israel. That this signifies the state of

Divine good when all goes well, is evident from the repre-

sentation of Jethro, as Divine good (see above, n. 8643) ;

from the signification of rejoicing over all the good done,

when this rejoicing is predicated of the Divine good which

is represented by Jethro, as the state of that good ; for the

state of the Divine when good is accomplished for heaven

and the angels there, also for the church and man therein,

is expressed in the Word by joy, but the quality of that joy

is beyond comprehension, because it is of the Infinite.

That there is also infinite joy on account of the reception

of good by those who are in heaven and the church, may
be evident from the Divine love, which toward the human
race is infinite (n. 8644), for all joy is of love. From this

it is plain that by Jethro's rejoicing over all the good which

Jehovah had done to Israel, is signified the state of Divine

good when all goes well ; for by Israel are meant they who
were of the Lord's spiritual kingdom and spiritual church

(n. 8669), with whom all went well, since they were liberated

from infestations and afterward conquered in temptations,

as has been above described.
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8673. And delivered them out of the hand of the Egyp-

tians. That this signifies on account of liberation from the

abuse of those who infested, is evident from the significa-

tion of delivering, as liberation (see above, n. 8671) ; and

from the representation of the Egyptians, as those who in-

fested by falsities (n. 8668).

8674. And Jethro said, Blessed be Jehovah. That this

signifies that from the Lord is all good, is evident from the

signification of Blessed be Jehovah, as that all good is from

the Lord (see n. 1096, 1422, 3140). That Jehovah is the

Lord may be seen above (n. 8671). That Blessed be Je-

hovah means that all good is from the Lord, is because the

act of blessing with man involves the whole good of eternal

life, that is, the good of love to the Lord and toward the

neighbor (n. 3406, 4981) ; and these goods constitute

eternal life with man.

8675. Who hath delivered you out of the hand of the

Egyptians, and out of the hand of Pharaoh. That this

signifies liberation from the abuse of those who infested,

is evident from what was explained above (n. 8671, 8673).

8676. Who hath delivered His people from under the

hand of the Egyptians. That this signifies mercy toward

those who were in good of truth and truth of good, is evi-

dent from the signification of delivering, as liberation (see

just above, n. 8675) ; from the signification of the Egyp-

tians, as those who infested by falsities (n. 8668) ; and

from the representation of Israel, who are here the people

of Jehovah, as those who were of the spiritual church

(n. 8645), ^'^o "Vi^xt in good of truth and truth of

good (n. 7957, 8234). That it is of the Lord's mercy, is

because it is said, Blessed be Jehovah who hath delivered,

and by Blessed be Jehovah is signified that from Him is

all good, of His Divine love (n. 8674). The Divine love

from which good comes to man who is in a state of misery,

because of himself he is wholly in evil and in hell, is

mercy.
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8677. Now I know thatJehovah is great above all gods.

That this signifies the Lord, that there is no God beside

Him, is evident from what has been said and shown above

(n. 7401, 7444, 7544, 7598, 7636, 8274).

8678. For the reason that they bore themselves haughtily

over them. That this signifies by reason of the attempt to

rule over those who were of the church, is evident from the

signification of bearing themselves haughtily, as an attempt

even of force to rule— of which below ; and from the rep-

resentation of the sons of Israel, who are they over whom
they bore themselves haughtily, as those who were of the

spiritual church (see above, n. 8645). That bearing one's

self haughtily is an attempt even of force to rule, is be-

cause such attempt and force is in all haughtiness ; for

haughtiness is loving one's self better than others, and pre-

ferring self to others and desiring to bear rule over them
;

and they who have this desire, even despise others in com-

parison with themselves, and also persecute from hatred and

revenge those who do not prefer or honor them. Self-love,

which is pride, is of such a quality that so far as the rein is

given it, it is rampant, increasing to every degree of given

possibility, even at length to the Divine throne itself, so

that those who have it wish to be gods. Of this quality are

all who are in hell. That they are such, is perceived from

their endeavor from there, and also from their infesting

hatred and dire revenge one against another for the sake

of rule. This endeavor is what is restrained by the Lord,

and is meant by the head of the serpent which the seed of

the woman shall bruise (n. 257). Such also are meant by

Lucifer in Isaiah : How art thou fallen from heaven, O
Lucifer, son of the morning ! how art thou cut down to the

ground, which didst lay low the nations .' And thou saidst

in thine heart, I will ascend into the heavens, I will exalt

7ny throne above the stars of God ; and I will sit upon the

mount of the congregation, in the sides of the north : I will

ascend above the heights of the clouds ; J will be like the
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Most High. Yet thou art cast down to hell, to the sides oj

the pit. ... Thou art cast forth out of thy sepulchre like

an abominable branch, the raiment of the slain, thrust

through with the sword, that go down to the stones of the

pit; as a carcase trodden under foot (xiv. 12-15, ^9)-

2 That pride of heart, which is self-love, repels from itself

the Divine, and removes heaven from itself, may be plainly

evident from the state of reception of the Divine and of

heaven, which is a state of love toward the neighbor and a

state of humiliation toward God. So far as man can hum
ble himself before the Lord, and so far as he can love his

neighbor as himself and, as in heaven, above himself, so far

he receives the Divine, and is thereby so far in heaven.

From this it is plain in what state they are who love them-

selves above their neighbor, and who bear themselves haugh-

tily over him, that is, who are in self-love— namely, that

they are in a state opposite to heaven and to the Divine,

consequently in the state in which the infernals are. See

what has been already said and shown about the love of

self (n. 2041, 2045, 2051, 2057, 2219, 2363, 2364, 2444,

3413, 3610, 4225, 4750, 4776, 4947, 5721, 6667, 7178,

7255. 7364. 7366-7377, 7488-7492, 7494, 7643, 7819,

7820, 8318, 8487).

8679. Verse 12. And Jethro, Moses' father-in-law,

took a burnt offering and sacrifices for God : and Aaron
came, and all the elders of Israel, to eat bread with Moses'

father-in-law before God. " And Jethro, Moses' father-in-

law, took a burnt offering and sacrifices for God " signifies

worship from the good of love and truths of faith ;
" and

Aaron came, and all the elders of Israel " signifies the

things of the church which are primary ;
" to eat bread

with Moses' father-in-law before God " signifies appropria-

tion thereof from Divine good.

8680. And Jethro, Moses' father-in-law, took a burnt

offering and sacrifices for God. That this signifies wor-

ship from the good of love and truths of faith, is evident
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from the signification of a burnt offering and of sacrifices,

as the representatives of the celestial and spiritual things

which are of internal worship, burnt offerings being repre-

sentative of celestial things, that is, of good of love, and

sacrifices being representative of spiritual things, that is,

of truth of faith (see n. 922, 923, 1823, 2180, 2805, 2807,

2830, 3519, 6905). That burnt offerings represented those

things which are of good of love, and sacrifices those

things which are of truth of faith, is evident from their

institution, namely, that in the burnt offerings all was con-

sumed, both the flesh and the blood, but in the sacrifices

the flesh was eaten, as may be evident from what is said in

Leviticus (chap. i.-v. : Num. xxviii.), and in Deuteron-

omy, where are these words : Thou shall offer thy burnt

offerings, the fiesh and the blood, upon the altar of Jehovah

thy God : the blood of the sacrifices shall be poured out

upon the altar of Jehovah thy God, and thou shalt eat the

flesh (xii. 27). Those two things were represented by the

burnt offerings and the sacrifices, because the burnt offer-

ings and the sacrifices represented all worship of God in

general (n. 923, 6905) ; and the worship of God in general

is founded upon love and faith, for without these there is

not worship, but only rites, such as are of the external man
without the internal, thus worship without life.

8681. And Aaron came, and all the elders of Israel.

That this signifies the things of the church which are

primary, is evident from the representation of Aaron, as

truth of doctrine (see n. 6998, 7009, 7089, 7382); and

from the representation of the elders of Israel, as the chief

truths of the church, which are in agreement with good

(n. 6524, 8578, 8585) ; for by Israel is signified the church

(n. 8645).

8682. To eat bread with Moses'' father-in-law before

God. That this signifies the appropriation thereof from

Divine good, is evident from the signification of eating, as

appropriation (see n. 3168, 3513, 3596, 3832, 4745) ; and
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from the signification of bread, as good of love (n. 2165,

2177, 3464, 373S» 4211, 4217. 4735. 59^5) > that it is from

Divine good, is signified by their eating the bread before

God. By bread is here meant all food which was used at

that time, especially the flesh of the sacrifices ; for when
sacrifices were offered, the flesh of them was eaten near

the altar. That by bread is signified all worship in general,

2 may be seen above (n. 2165). The reason why the flesh

of the sacrifices was eaten, was, that the appropriation of

celestial good might be represented, also consociation by

love, for the flesh of the sacrifice which they then ate, sig-

nified the good of love ; wherefore this was to them a holy

feast. That flesh signifies the good of love, may also be

seen above (n. 7850). From these things it may be evi-

dent what was meant by the Lord when He said that they

should eat His flesh (John vi. 53-56) ; also when He in-

stituted the Holy Supper, that the bread was His body

(Matt. xxvi. 26). What was meant by this, no one can

ever know, unless he knows that there is an internal sense,

and that in that sense are understood celestial and spiritual

things in the place of natural, and that the natural things

correspond to them, and have a signification according to

the correspondence. Otherwise it could never be known

to any one why the Holy Supper was instituted, and what

holiness there is in the bread, and why the bread is body

and is flesh, besides many other particulars.

8683. Verses 13-16. Ant/ it came to pass on the mor-

row, that Moses sat to judge the people: and the people

stood about Moses from the morning unto the evening.

And Moses' father-in-law saw all that he did to the people,

and he said. What is this thing that thou doest to the

people ? why sittest thou alone, and all the people stand

about thee from the morning unto the evening f And
Moses said unto his father-in-law, Because the people come

unto me to inquire of God : when they have a word, they

come unto me ; and Ijudge between a man and his neighbor,
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1

a7id I make known io them the judgments of God, and His

laws. "And it came to pass on the morrow" signifies what

is eternal ; " that Moses sat to judge the people " signifies

arrangement of truth Divine with those who were of the

spiritual church in the state before it was from good

;

"and the people stood about Moses" signifies obedience

then in conformity with truth Divine ;
" from the morning

unto the evening" signifies in every state then interiorly

and exteriorly. " And Moses' father-in-law saw all that he

did to the people " signifies the omniscience of Divine

good ; " and he said . . . Why sittest thou alone " signi-

fies that there was no influx of truth from good from any

other source ; " and all the people stand about thee from

the morning unto the evening " signifies that therefrom then

was everything of will to those who were of the spiritual

church, in every state. " And Moses said unto his father-in-

law " signifies the reciprocal which is for answer ;
" Because

the people come unto me to inquire of God " signifies that

they do not will and act from any other source than from

this, that the Word has so said ;
" when they have a

word " signifies in everything that befalls ; " they come
unto me ; and I judge between a man and his neighbor "

signifies that they are directed then by revealed truth

;

" and I make known to them the judgments of God, and

His laws " signifies that they are taught therefrom what is

true and what is good.

8684. And it came to pass on the morrow. That this

signifies what is eternal, is evident from the signification of

to-morrow, or the morrow, as what is eternal (n. 3998).

8685. That Moses sat to judge the people. That this

signifies arrangement of truth Divine with those who were

of the spiritual church in the state before it was from good,

is evident from the representation of Moses, as truth Di-

vine proceeding immediately from the Lord (see n. 7010,

7382) ; from the signification of judging, as arrangement—
that judging here means arrangement is because truth
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Divine does not judge any one, but flows in and arranges

that it may be received, and according to reception is then

effected judgment in accordance with the laws of order,

which is meant by judgment by the Lord (Matt, xxv. 31 to

end : John v. 22, 26, 27, 30 ; ix. 39), as is evident from the

Lord's words when He says that He judges no man
(John iii. 17-21 ; viii. 15 ; xii. 47, 48) ; and from the rep-

resentation of Israel, who is here the people, as those who
were of the spiritual church (see above, n. 8645). From
these things it is plain that by, Moses sat to judge the

people, is signified the arrangement of truth Divine pro-

ceeding immediately from the Lord with those who were

of the spiritual church. That it means in a state before it

2 is from good, is evident from what follows. For, the man
who is being regenerated and becoming a church has two

states : in the first state he acts from truth, in the second

from good (n. 8516, 8539, 8643, 8648, 8658). In both

states he is led of the Lord, but in the first by immediate

influx, and in the second by influx both immediate and

mediate. Concerning the influx of good and truth from

the Lord, immediate and mediate, see what has been said

above (n. 6472-6478, 6982, 6985, 6996, 7054-7058,

7270), Immediate influx is represented by Moses judging

alone the people, but influx, both immediate and mediate,

by the princes of thousands, of hundreds, of fifties, and of

tens being chosen, to judge small affairs and to refer great

affairs to Moses— of which below. But these are arcana

which can hardly be understood by any one, unless he is in

enlightenment from the Lord, and by enlightenment in

perception. Those two kinds of influx, and also the effects

therefrom, may indeed be described, but still they do not

fall duly into the thought, unless there is perception from

heaven ; and perception from heaven is not given, except

with those who are in love of truth from good, and not

even then unless they are in love of truth from genuine

good.
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8686. And the people stood about Moses. That this

signifies obedience then in conformity with truth Divine,

is evident from the representation of Moses, as truth

Divine— as just above (n. 8687). Therefore to stand

about him signifies to consult truth Divine, and to expect

an answer from it, and to do according to this answer, that

is, to obey. By these words in the internal sense is de-

scribed the first state, wherein man who is being regen-

erated is led by truth from the Lord ; the truth by which

he is led is the Word, for this is truth Divine.

8687. From the morning unto the evening. That this

signifies in every state interiorly and exteriorly, is evident

from the signification of morning and of evening, as spirit-

ual states, which succeed each other as states of time in

the world, namely, as morning, midday, evening, night, and

again morning ; that these times correspond to changes of

states in the other life, may be seen above (n. 5672, 5962,

6110,8426). That they are interiorly and exteriorly, is

because in the other life they are interiorly in good and

truth when in a state of morning there, that is, in a state

corresponding to the time of morning, but exteriorly in

good and truth when in a state of evening there ; for when
they are in a state of evening, they are then in natural en-

joyment ; but when they are in a state of morning, they

are in spiritual enjoyment (n. 8431, 8452).

8688. And Moses'' father-in-law saw all that he did to

the people. That this signifies the omniscience of Divine

good, is evident from the signification of seeing all that he

did, when it is said of the Divine good which is repre-

sented by Jethro, Moses' father-in-law, as omniscience

;

for seeing in the internal sense is understanding and per-

ceiving (see n. 2150, 2325, 2807,3764, 4403-4421, 5400) ;

but in the supreme sense, wherein the Lord is understood,

it is foresight and providence (n. 2837, 2839, 3686, 3854,

3863) ; therefore seeing all that is done, is omniscience.

8689. And he said . . . Why sittest thou alone ? That
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this signifies that there was no influx of truth from good

from any other source, is evident from the signification of

sitting alone, when it is said of truth Divine proceeding

immediately from the Lord, which is represented by Moses,

as influx from Him alone and not at the same time from

any other source. How this is, may be evident from what

was said above (n. 8685).

8690. And all the people stand about theefrom the morn-

ing unto the evening. That this signifies that therefrom then

was everything of will to those who were of the spiritual

church, in every state, is evident from the representation

of Israel, who is here the people, namely, as those who
were of the spiritual church (see above, n. 8645) ; from

the signification of standing about Moses, as obedience in

conformity with truth Divine (as also above, n. 8686)—
and because it is obedience, it is of will, for obedience is

of will, but it is the will to do truth from command, not

from affection, and this will is obedience ; and from the

signification of from the morning unto the evening, as in

2 every state, interior and exterior (n. 8687). The first state,

in which man is before regeneration, is here described,

which is that he does good from obedience, and not yet

from affection ; but this good is the truth which he does,

because it is done only from command, thus as yet from

compulsion, but not from freedom. He does good from

freedom when he does it from affection ; for everything

that flows from affection which is of love is free. When
man is in the former state, then the Lord flows in and

leads immediately ; but the immediate influx of the Lord

does not come to perception, because it is into the inmosts

of the man ; whereas the influx of the Lord which is im-

mediate and at the same time mediate, does come to per-

ception, and gives affection, for it is not only into man's

inmosts, but also into his mediates and outmosts. This

latter state is described in what follows in this chapter

;

the former is described in these verses, where it is said of

Moses that he judged alone (n. 8685).
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8691. And Moses said unto his father-in-law. That

this signifies the reciprocal which is for answer, is evident

from the signification of saying, as in this case answer, for

Moses makes answer to his father-in-law. What is recip-

rocal is meant because by Moses is represented Divine

truth conjoined and united to Divine good (n. 8664,

8666) ; and when there is conjunction and union, then

there is what is reciprocal, for good acts and truth reacts

;

reaction is reciprocal action for answer. So also it is in

general with good and truth in the man in whom they are

conjoined.

8692. Because the people come unto me to inquire of

God. That this signifies that they do not will and act

from any other source than from this, that the Word has

so said, is evident from the representation of Moses, as

truth Divine, thus the Word (n. 5922, 6723, 6752) ; and

from the signification of the people coming to him to

inquire of God, as to consult what the Divine dictates,

thus what they should will and do.

8693. When they have a word. That this signifies in

everything that befalls, is evident from the signification of

a word, as a thing that befalls. That in everything is

meant, is because the people came to him alone, and

thereby is signified that truth Divine was to be consulted

in everything.

8694. They come unto me ; and IJudge between a man
and his neighbor. That this signifies that they are then

ordered by revealed truth, is evident from the signification

of coming unto him, when said of the truth Divine which

is represented by Moses, as consulting what must be willed

and done (see above n. 8692) ; and from the signification

of judging between a man and his neighbor, as orderly

arrangement among truths. That to judge means to ar-

range in order, may be seen above (n. 8685). That it is

by revealed truth, is a consequence ; for it is said just

above, that the people came unto him to inquire of God,
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and just below, that he makes known to them the judg-

2 ments and laws of God. By revelation is meant enlighten-

ment when the Word is read, and perception then ; for

they who are in good and desire truth are taught in this

way from the Word ; but they who are not in good cannot

be taught from the Word, but can only be confirmed in

such things as they have been instructed in from child-

hood, whether true or false. The reason why to those

who are in good there is revelation, and to those who are

in evil there is not revelation, is that the whole and every

part of the Word in the internal sense treats of the Lord

and of His kingdom, and the angels who are with man
perceive the Word according to the internal sense. This

is communicated to the man who is in good and who
reads the Word and desires truth from affection ; and

thereby he has enlightenment and perception. For with

those who are in good and hence in affection for truth, the

intellectual part of the mind is open into heaven, and their

soul, that is, their internal man, is in fellowship with

angels ; but it is otherwise with those who are not in good,

thus who do not from affection for good desire truth ; to

3 them heaven is closed. But what is the nature of the

revelation to those who are in good and hence in affection

for truth, cannot be described. It is not manifest, neither

is it altogether hidden ; but it is a certain consent and

favoring from within that a thing is true, and a non-

favoring if it is not true. When there is a favoring, the

mind is at rest and is serene, and in that state there is

acknowledgment, which is of faith. The reason why it is

so, is from the influx of heaven from the Lord ; for

through heaven from the Lord there is light, that floods

and enlightens the intellect, which is the eye of the internal

sight. The things which then are seen in that light are

truths, for that light itself is Divine truth which proceeds

from the Lord. That this Divine truth is light in heaven,

has been frequently shown above.
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8695. And I make known to them thejudgments of God,

and His laws. That this signifies that they are taught

therefrom what is true and what is good, is evident from

the signification of making known, as teaching ; from the

signification of judgments, as truths (n. 2235, 6397) ; and

from the signification of laws, as truths of good. That

laws mean truths of good, is because the law in an extended

sense signifies the whole Word, in a less extended sense

the historic Word, in a restricted sense the Word which

was written by Moses, and in the most restricted sense the

ten commandments of the Decalogue (n. 6752). There-

fore since the Word is the Divine truth which proceeds

from the Divine good of the Lord, laws are truths of good.

Truths of good are truths which are from good, and in

themselves are goods, because they derive their existence

\existere^ from good.

8696. Verses 17-23. And Hoses' father-in-law said

unto him, The thing that thou doest is not good. Wearing

thou wilt wear away, both thou, and this people that is with

thee : for the thing is too heavy for thee ; thou art not able

to perform it thyself alone. Hearken now unto my voice,

J will give thee counsel, and God shall be with thee : be

thou for the people with God, and bring thou the causes

unto God : and do thou teach them the statutes and the

laws, and make known to them the way wherein they must
walk, and the work that they must do. Moreover see thou

out of all the people men of strength, such as fear God,

men of truth, hating unjust gain; and place of these,

princes of thousands, princes of hundreds, princes offifties,
and princes of tens : and let them judge the people at all

times : and it shall be, every great matter let them bring

unto thee, but every s?nall matter let them judge themselves :

and lay off of what is on thee, and let them bear with thee.

If thou do this word, and God have coin7na7tded thee, then

thou shalt be able to endure, and all this people also shall

go up to their place iti peace. " And Moses' father-in-law
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said unto him " signifies foresight ; " The thing that thou

doest is not good " signifies that a change must be made.
" Wearing thou wilt wear away, both thou, and this people

that is with thee " signifies that thus the truth which has

been implanted would perish ; " for the thing is too heavy

for thee " signifies that it was not possible because not ac-

cording to order ; " thou art not able to perform it thyself

alone " signifies without influx of truth from the Divine from

some other source. " Hearken now unto my voice " sig-

nifies agreement from union ; " I will give thee counsel,

and God shall be with thee " signifies that it was from the

Divine ;
" be thou for the people with God " signifies truth

proceeding immediately from the Lord; "and bring thou

the causes unto God " signifies mediation and intercession
;

" and do thou teach them the statutes and the laws " sig-

nifies that from truth immediate from the Lord are the ex-

ternal and internal goods and truths of the church ;
" and

make known to them the way wherein they must walk

"

signifies the light of intelligence and life thereby ; " and the

work that they must do " signifies faith in act. " Moreover

see thou out of all the people " signifies the choice of sub-

servient truths ;
" men of strength, such as fear God " sig-

nifies to which good from the Divine could be conjoined

;

" men of truth, hating unjust gain " signifies because* they

are pure truths without a worldly end ;
" and place of these,

princes of thousands " signifies primary truths which are in

the first degree below truth immediate from the Divine

;

" princes of hundreds " signifies primary truths in the sec-

ond degree ;
" princes of fifties " signifies intermediate pri-

mary truths ;
" and princes of tens " signifies primary truths

in the third place ;
" and let them judge the people at all

times " signifies orderly arrangement thus forever ;
" and it

shall be, every great matter let them bring unto thee " sig-

nifies that everything is from truth immediately from the

Divine ; " but every small matter let them judge them-

* Here quibus, but in n. 87 11 quia.
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selves " signifies the appearance of some individual and

particular things as from another source ;
" and lay off of

what is on thee, and let them bear with thee " signifies thus

functions and offices for them. " If thou do this word, and

God have commanded thee " signifies that thus it is from

the Divine ; " then thou shalt be able to endure " signifies

thus an abiding place with them ;
" and all this people also

shall go up to their place in peace " signifies that they who

are of the spiritual church shall thus be in good, and shall

be led by good.

8697. And Moses' father-in-law said unto him. That

this signifies foresight, is evident from the signification of

saying, when it is predicated of the Divine good which is

represented by Jethro Moses' father-in-law, as foresight (see

also n. 5361, 6946).

8698. The thing that thou doest is not good. That this

signifies that a change must be made, is evident from what

follows.

8699. Wearing thou wilt wear away, both thou, and this

people that is with thee. That this signifies that thus the

truth which has been implanted would perish, is evident

from the signification of wearing away, as being gradually

consumed, thus perishing. That it is the truth which has

been implanted, is because by Moses is meant truth from

the Divine and by the people those who receive. How
this is, shall be told in what follows.

8700. For the thing is too heavyfor thee. That this signi-

fies that it was not possible because not according to order,

is evident from the signification of a thing being too heavy,

as that it is not possible. That the thing being too heavy

here means that it is not possible, is evident from what pre-

cedes, namely, that wearing he would wear away, and the

people that were with him— by which is signified that truth

which has been implanted would perish ; and also from

what follows, namely, Thou art not able to perform it thy-

self alone ; and afterward. If thou shalt do this word, thou
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shalt be able to endure
;
by which is meant impossibility,

2 unless a change is made. That it is not possible because

not according to order, is because in the other life every-

thing is possible which is according to order. The Divine

truth which proceeds from the Lord is what makes order,

and is order itself. Therefore everything which is accord-

ing to Divine truth, inasmuch as it is according to order, is

possible, and everything which is contrary to Divine truth,

inasmuch as it is contrary to order, is impossible. That

this is the case, may appear more evident from examples.

It is according to order, that they who have lived well shall

be saved, and that they who have lived a life of evil shall

be condemned. Therefore it is impossible that they who
have lived well should be cast into hell, and that they who
have lived a life of evil should be taken up into heaven.

Consequently it is impossible that they who are in hell can

by the pure mercy of the Lord be brought out therefrom

into heaven and be saved ; for it is the reception of the

Lord's mercy while they lived in the world, by which every

one is saved. They who receive it then are in the other

life in the mercy of the Lord, for they are then in the ca-

pacity of receiving it there. To give it to others, and in

general to every one at pleasure, if so be they have faith

and thus believe that they are cleansed from sins, is impos-

sible, because it is contrary to order, that is, contrary to the

3 Divine which is order. It is according to order that faith

and charity be implanted in freedom and not in compulsion,

and that faith and charity, which have been implanted in

freedom, endure, but not if they have been implanted in

compulsion. The reason is, that what is done in freedom, is

insinuated into the affection and thus into the will of man,

and is therefore appropriated, but not what is done in com-

pulsion. Consequently it is impossible that a man be saved

unless it be allowed him, since he is born in evil, to do evil

and to desist from evil. When he desists from evil of him-

self in such freedom, then affection for truth and good from
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the Lord is instilled
;
thereby he has freedom of receiving

those things which are of faith and charity, for freedom is

of affection. From this it is plain that it is impossible to

force man into salvation, for if this could be done, all men
in the world would be saved. It is according to order that 4

in the other life all be consociated according to the Hfe which

they have acquired to themselves in the world, the evil with

the evil, and the good with the good. Therefore it is not

possible that the evil and good be together ; neither is it

possible for those to be in good who are evil, for good and

evil are opposites, and one destroys the other. For this

reason also it is plain that it is not possible for those to be

saved who are in hell ; thus that salvation cannot be given

of mercy alone, without reference to the life man has lived.

They who are in hell and are there tormented impute the

torments to the Divine, saying that the Divine can take

away their torment if He will, because He is omnipotent,

but that He will not, and that therefore He is the cause of

their torment ; for he who can and will not, they say, is

the cause. But to take away such torments is impossible,

because it is contrary to order ; for if they were taken away,

the evil would rise up against the good, and would subju-

gate the angels themselves, and destroy heaven. But the

Divine wills nothing but good, namely, the happiness of the

good, and suffers the wicked to endure torment only for

the sake of their restraint and at the same time their

amendment. Since this is the end, and it is the end of

Divine love and mercy itself, it is not possible that tor-

ments should be taken away from him who is in hell.

From these examples it may be evident that everything is

impossible which is contrary to order, howsoever it may
appear possible to those who do not know the arcana of

heaven.

8701. Thou art noi able to perform it thyselfalone. That

this signifies without influx of truth from good * from some

* In n. 8696, the Latin has a Divino.
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Other source, is evident ^rom the signification of performing

it alone, when it is said of truth Divine which is represented

by Moses, as the influx of truth from it alone, and not at

the same time from some other source. How this is, may
be evident from what was said above (n. 8685) concerning

the immediate influx of truth Divine, and concerning its in-

flux immediate and at the same time mediate— namely,

that the influx of truth Divine is immediate in the first state

of man when he is being regenerated, but that the influx is

immediate and mediate in the second state, that is, when

he is regenerated. When the influx is immediate, the Lord

indeed flows in with good and truth, yet then good is not

perceived, but truth ; therefore man is then led by truth,

not so much by good. But when the influx is at the same

time mediate, then good is perceived, for mediate influx is

into the man's external sense ; and hence he is then led of

the Lord by good. In general it is to be known that man
is not regenerated until he acts from affection for good ; for

then he wills good, and it is enjoyable and blessed to him

to do it. When he is in this state, then his life is the life

of good and he is in heaven, for what universally reigns in

heaven is good ; the truth which is of faith, however, leads

man to good, thus to heaven, but does not place him in

heaven. The reason of this is, that in the other life all are

consociated according to the life of the will, not according

to the life of the understanding ; for where the will is, there

the understanding is, but not the reverse ; it is so in heaven,

and it is so in hell. They who are evil are not sent into

hell until they are in the evil of their life ; for when they

are in this, they are also in the falsity of their evil ; in like

manner they who are in good are also in heaven in the

truth of their good. All are reduced in the other life to

the state of having one mind, namely, that what they will

they also think, and do not think other than what they will.

But in the world it is otherwise, for in the world a man can

think otherwise, and even understand otherwise, than he
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wills, and this in order that he may be reformed, that is,

may understand good though he wills evil, and thus may
be led by his understanding to will good ; but in the other

life every one is led according to his will which has been

acquired in the world.

8702. Hearken now unto my voice. That this signifies

agreement from union, is evident from the signification of

hearkening unto a voice, as obedience, but here agreement,

because it is said by Jethro, by whom is represented the

Divine good united to the Divine truth which is repre-

sented by Moses— that they are united, may be seen above

(n. 8666). Therefore by hearken unto my voice is sig-

nified agreement from union. It is to be known that when
good and truth are conjoined, there is agreement in all

things and everything, namely, of good with truth and of

truth with good. The reason is, that good is of truth and

truth is of good, and thus these two are one ; for what good

wills, this truth confirms, and what truth perceives as truth,

this good wills, and both together do. The case is similar

with good and truth as with the will and the understanding,

for what the will wills and loves, this the understanding

thinks and confirms, and vice versa. That it is the same

in the one case as in the other, is because good is of the

will, and truth is of the understanding. In such a state are

they who are led of the Lord by good— of which see just

above (n. 8701).

8703. / will give thee counsel, and God shall be with

thee. That this signifies that it was from the Divine, is

evident from the signification of giving counsel, when by

the Divine good which is represented by Jethro, as what is

determined by the Divine, thus what is from the Divine ;

and from the signification of, God shall be with thee, as

also that it is from the Divine. But from the Divine, as

signified by giving counsel, respects the Divine good which

is represented by Jethro ; whereas from the Divine, as sig-

nified by God shall be with thee, respects the Divine truth

which is represented by Moses.
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8704. Be thou for the people with God. That this sig-

nifies truth proceeding immediately from the Lord, is evi-

dent from the signification of being for the people with

God, when it is said of the Divine truth which is repre-

sented by Moses, as being nearest with the Lord, because

proceeding immediately from Him. What these things

involve, will be plain from what now follows.

8705. And bring thou the causes unto God. That this

signifies mediation and intercession, is evident from the

signification of bringing causes unto God, when it is said

of the Divine truth, as mediating with the Divine itself and

interceding, for he who mediates and intercedes brings

causes to Him who gives aid. Mediation and intercession

is of the Divine truth, because this is nearest with the Di-

vine good, which is the Lord Himself. That the Divine

truth is nearest with the Divine good, which is the Lord, is

because it immediately proceeds from Him. As occasion

is now given, it shall here be told how it is with the Lord's

mediation and intercession. They who believe that there

are three persons who constitute the Divine and who to-

gether are called one God, from the sense of the letter of

the Word have no other idea of mediation and intercession

than that the Lord sits at the right hand of His Father,

and speaks with Him as man with man, and brings the

supplications of men to the Father, and entreats that for

His sake, because He suffered the cross for the human
race, He may pardon them and have mercy. Such is the

idea of intercession and mediation which every simple

person gains from the sense of the letter of the Word.

2 But it is to be known that the sense of the letter is accord-

ing to the apprehension of the simple, in order that they

may be introduced into interior truths themselves ; for the

simple cannot form any other idea of the heavenly king-

dom than as of an earthly kingdom, nor any other idea of

the Father than as of a king on the earth, and of the Lord

than as of the son of a king who is the heir of the kingdom.
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That the simple have such an idea, is plainly manifest from

the idea of the Lord's apostles themselves concerning His

kingdom ; for at first they believed, like the rest of the

Jews, that the Lord as the Messiah would be the greatest

king upon the earth, and would raise them to a height of

glory above all the nations and peoples on the whole

globe. But when they heard from the Lord Himself that

His kingdom was not to be on earth but in heaven, then

neither could they think otherwise than that His kingdom

in heaven was to be altogether like a kingdom on the earth.

And so James and John asked that in His kingdom the

one might sit on His right hand and the other on His left

;

and the rest of the apostles, who also wanted to become

great in that kingdom, had indignation, and disputed

among themselves which of them should be greatest there.

And since such an idea was natural to them and could

not be rooted out, the Lord indeed said unto them that

they should sit on twelve thrones judging the twelve tribes

of Israel (see Mark x. 37, 41 : Luke xxii. 24, 30: Matt,

xix. 28) ; but they did not then know what the Lord

meant by the twelve thrones, and by the twelve tribes, and

by judgment. From this it may now be evident what the 3

idea is, and whence it is, concerning the Lord's mediation

and intercession with the Father. But he who knows the

interiors of the Word has altogether a different conception

of the Lord's mediation and of His intercession, namely,

that He does not intercede as a son with a royal father

on earth, but as the Lord of the universe with Himself,

and as God from Himself, for the Father and He are not

two, but are one— as He Himself teaches (John xiv.

8-1
1 ). He is called mediator and intercessor, because

by the Son is meant the Divine truth and by the Father

the Divine good (see n. 2803, 2813, 3704), and mediation

is effected by the Divine truth, since by means of it access

is given to the Divine good ; for the Divine good cannot

be approached, because it is as the fire of the Sun, bu*^
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the Divine truth, because it is as the light therefrom, which

gives to man's sight, which is of faith, passage and access

(n. 8644). Hence it may be evident what is to be under-

stood by mediation and intercession. It shall further be

told why it is that the Lord Himself, Who is the Divine

good itself and the Sun itself of heaven, is called a medi-

4 ator and intercessor with the Father. The Lord when He
was in the world and before He was fully glorified, was

Divine truth ; wherefore at that time there was mediation,

and He interceded with the Father, that is, with the Divine

good itself (John xiv. 16, 17; xvii. 9, 15, 17). But after

He was glorified as to the Human, He is then called medi-

ator and intercessor for this reason, that no one can think

of the Divine Himself, unless he presents to himself the

idea of a Divine Man ; still less can any one be conjoined

by love to the Divine Himself, except by such an idea. If

any one without the idea of a Divine Man thinks of the

Divine Himself, he thinks indeterminately, and an inde-

terminate idea is no idea ; or he conceives an idea of the

Divine from the visible universe without end, or with end

in obscurity, which idea conjoins itself with the idea of

the worshippers of nature, thus falls into nature, and so

becomes no idea. Thus it is plain that there would not be

any conjunction with the Divine by faith nor by love. All

conjunction requires an object, and the conjunction effected

is according to the quality of the object. For this reason

the Lord as to the Divine Human is called a mediator and

intercessor, but He mediates and intercedes with Himself.

That the Divine itself cannot be apprehended by any idea,

is evident from the Lord's words in John : No man haih

seen God at any time ; the only begotten Son, which is in

the bosom of the Father, He hath declared Him (i. 18) ;

and again. Ye have neither heard the voice of the Father at

5 any time, nor seen His form (v. 37). Nevertheless, what

is remarkable, all who think from themselves or from the

flesh concerning God, think of Him indeterminately, that
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is, without any determinate idea ; whereas they who think

of God not from themselves, nor from the flesh, but from

the spirit, think of Him determinately, that is, present to

themselves an idea of the Divine under a human form.

So the angels in heaven think of the Divine, and so the

wise ancients thought, to whom indeed, when the Divine

itself appeared, it appeared as a Divine Man ; for the

Divine passing through heaven is a Divine Man. The
reason is, that heaven is the Greatest Man, as has been

shown at the end of several chapters. From these con-

siderations it is plain of what sort are the intelligent of the

world, and of what sort are the intelligent of heaven—
namely, that the intelligent of the world remove from

themselves the idea of the human, and so between their

minds and the Divine there is no mediation, whence they

have thick darkness ; whereas the intelligent of heaven

have an idea of the Divine in the Human, thus the Lord is

to them mediation, and thereby in their minds there is

light.

8706. And do thou teach them the statutes and the laws.

That this signifies that from truth immediate from the

Lord are the external and internal goods and truths of the

church, is evident from the representation of Moses, of

whom it is said that he should teach, as truth proceeding

immediately from the Lord (see n. 7010, 7382) ; from the

signification of the statutes, as the external goods and

truths of the church (n. 3382, 8362) ; and from the sig-

nification of the laws, as the internal goods and truths of

the church (n. 8695).

8707. And make known to them the way wherein they

must walk. That this signifies the light of intelligence

and life thereby, is evident from the signification of the

way, as predicated of the understanding of truth (see

n. 627, 2333), here in an interior degree, because it is

predicated of the understanding which the man of the

spiritual church has from the immediate influx of truth
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from the Lord, from which there is not apperception of

truth, but hght which gives capacity of understanding. It

is with this light as with the Hght of the sight of the eye

;

in order that the eye may see objects, there must be hght,

from which there is general illumination. In this light the

eye sees and discerns objects, and is affected with beauty

and enjoyment according to their agreement with order.

The case is similar with the sight of the internal eye, which

is the understanding ; in order that this may see, there

must also be light, from which there is general illumina-

tion, in which come into view the objects which are the

things of intelligence and wisdom. This light is from the

Divine truth which proceeds immediately from the Lord

(n. 8644). The objects presented in this light appear

beautiful and enjoyable according to their agreement with

every one's good. The signification is further evident

from that of, wherein they must walk, that is, in the light,

as life thereby. That walking in the internal sense is life,

may be seen above (n. 3335, 4882, 5493, 5605, 8417,

8420).

8708. And the work that they must do. That this sig-

nifies faith in act, is evident from the signification of the

work that they must do, as action, here action from the

light of intelligence, thus from faith ; for faith from the Lord

is in the light of intelligence— of which above (n. 8707).

In proportion as man receives of the truths which are of

faith, he enters into that light and is elevated into heaven

;

but the reception of the truths of faith is not effected by

acknowledgment alone, but by acknowledgment conjoined

to life, that is, by their being acknowledged in act. This

reception is what is meant by the work that they must do.

8709. Moreover see thou out of all the people. That this

signifies the choice of subservient truths, is evident from

the signification of seeing, as here choosing ; and from the

signification of the people, as predicated of truths (see

n. 1259, 1260, 3581, 4619), here of truths subservient to
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truth immediately from the Divine, which is represented by

Moses (n. 7010) ; for the princes whom he was to choose

were to be subservient to him. That princes mean sub-

servient truths, will be seen below.

8710. Men of strength, such as fear God. That this

signifies to which good from the Divine could be conjoined,

is evident from the signification of men of strength, as

those who have ability from truths which are from good
;

for by man is signified truth (n. 3134, 5502) and by

strength ^strenuitas^ the ability \yires'\ which is therefrom.

In the original tongue moreover ability is signified by the

same expression which is here rendered strength. That

ability \yires'\ is from truths which are from good, is be-

cause the men are said also to be God fearing, and by God
fearing are signified those who are in good from the Divine

;

for fear of God is worship from the good of faith and from

the good of love (n. 2826, 5459).

871 1. Men of truth, hating unjust gain. That this sig-

nifies because they are pure truths without a worldly end,

is evident from the signification of men of truth, as pure

truths— that men of truth mean pure truths, is because by

men are signified truths (see n. 3134, 5502), and by truth,

faith (n. 31 21), thus by men of truth are signified truths

of faith, that is, pure truths ; and from the signification of

hating unjust gain, as aversion to persuasions from falsity

and evil, for by hating is signified aversion, and by unjust

gain, the falsity and evil which persuade and draw away

from truth and good. By unjust gain in general is signified

every falsity from evil which perverts the judgments of the

mind ; and whereas this is the case with those who have

the world as their end, therefore by those who hate unjust

gain are also signified they who are without a worldly end.

That unjust gain is every falsity from evil which perverts

the judgments of the mind and withdraws from truth and

good, may be evident to every one who reflects, and in

this sense unjust gain is frequently mentioned in the Word
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(as in Isaiah, xxxiii. 15 ; Ivi. 11 ; Ivii. 17 : in Jeremiah vi,

13 ; viii. 10 ; xxii. 17 : and in Ezekiel xxii. 27 ; xxxiii. 31 :

in David also, Psalm cxix. 36).

8712. Atid place of these, princes of thousands. That

this signifies the primary truths which are in the first

degree under truth immediately from the Divine, is evident

from the signification of princes, as what are primary (see

n. 1482, 2089, 5044), here truths from good, because these

princes were to be under Moses, by whom is represented

truth Divine proceeding from Divine good, that is, from

the Lord ; and from the signification of thousands, as

those who are in the first degree ; for by a thousand are

signified many persons, or in an abstract sense many
things, and where there are many things, or they who are

over many, and are thereby in a degree of greater dignity

than those who are over few ; here therefore those who are

in the first degree, for they who were in a lower degree

were rulers of hundreds, of fifties, and of tens ; that a

thousand does not mean in the internal sense a thousand,

but many persons or many things, may be seen above (see

n. 2575).

8713. Princes of hundreds. That this signifies primary

truths in the second degree, is evident from the significa-

tion of princes, as what are primary (see n. 8712) ; and

from the signification of hundreds, as many persons or

many things, but in the second degree, because thousands

signify those in the first degree. That a hundred means

much or many, may be seen above (n. 4400).

8714. Princes of fifties. That this signifies intermediate

primary truths, is evident from the signification of princes,

as what are primary (see n. 8712, 8713) ; and from the

signification of fifties, as what are intermediate, namely,

between the truths from good which are in the second

degree and those which are in the third, signified by rulers

of hundreds and rulers of tens. That fifty means things

intermediate, is because by fifty is signified both much and
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somewhat, the like as by five ; that it signifies much, may
be seen above (n. 5708, 5956), and also that it signifies

somewhat (n. 4638, 5291). Therefore when fifty is named
between a hundred and ten, it means things intermediate.

Intermediate things are those which accede to one part

and proceed from another, thus are between those which

are in a prior degree and those which are in the next in

order, for the sake of conjunction.

8715. And princes of tens. That this signifies primary

truths in the third place, is evident from the signification

of princes, as what are primary— as above; and from the

signification of tens, as also many, but in less degree, be-

cause under hundreds ; that tens or ten also mean many,

may be seen above (n. 3107, 4638). Princes being set

over a thousand, over a hundred, and over ten, represented

abstractly from all number many things in the first degree,

the second, and the third, in like manner as in other pas-

sages in the Word— as where the Lord said of the servant

that he owed ten thousand talents, and that the fellow-

servant owed him a hundred pence (Matt, xviii. 24, 28) ;

in like manner where He spoke of a king about to wage

war with another king, as consulting whether he was able

with ten thousand to meet the other who was coming with

twenty thousand (Luke xiv. 31). In like manner in John,

when he saw an angel coming down oui of heaven . . .

who laid hold on ihe dragon . . . and bound him for a

thousand years, and cast him into the abyss . . . that he

should deceive the nations no more, until the thousandyears

should be finished. . . . The rest of the dead lived not

again until the thousand years should be finished. This is

the first resurrection (Apoc. xx. 1-3, 5). In this passage

by a thousand is not signified a thousand, but much with-

out any definite number. In like manner in Moses : Jeho-

vah showing mercy unto a thousand generations that love

Him (Exod. xx. 5, 6 : Deut. v. 9, 10 ; vii. 9 : also in Jer.

xxxii. 18). And in David : The word He commanded to a
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thousand generations (Ps. cv. 8). Again: A thousand

shall fall at thy side, and ten thousand at thy right hand ;

it shall not come nigh thee (Ps. xci. 7). Again: The

chariots of God are twenty thousand, thousands of peace-

ful ones (Ps. Ixviii. 17). Again: Our sheep, thousands

and ten thousands in our streets (Ps. cxliv. 13). Again:

A thousand years in Thy sight are as a day (Ps. xc. 4).

It is similar with a hundred and with ten, for lesser num-
bers signify the like with greater which result from multi-

plication by them (see n. 5291, 5335, 5708, 7973) ; that

a hundred and also ten signify much or many, may be seen

above (n. 3107, 4400, 4638).

8716. And let them Judge the people at all times. That

this signifies arrangement thus forever, is evident from the

signification of judging, as orderly arrangement of truths

(see above, n. 8685) ; and from the signification of, at all

times, as forever.

8717. And ii shall be, every great matter let them bring

unto thee. That this signifies that everything is from truth

immediately from the Divine, is evident from the repre-

sentation of Moses, as truth immediately from the Divine

(see n. 7010, 7382) ; that everything is from this, is signi-

fied by that every great matter they should bring unto him.

It appears from the sense of the letter as if everything was

to be brought to Divine truth ; but since everything comes

from the Lord by truth proceeding from Him, for every-

thing of life is from Him, therefore in the internal sense is

not signified to this truth, but from it. It is as was shown

concerning influx (n. 3721, 5119, 5259, 5779, 6322),

namely, that it is not effected from exteriors to interiors,

but from interiors to exteriors. The reason is, that all

exteriors are formed to serve interiors, as instrumental

causes serve their principal causes, and the instrumental

are dead causes without the principal. It is to be known

that in the internal sense things are set forth such as they

are in themselves, not such as they appear in the sense of
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the letter. The reality is, that the Lord by truth proceeding 2

from Himself rules all things even to the most particular,

not as a king in the world, but as God in heaven and in

the universe. A king in the world exercises only a general

care, and his princes and officers exercise particular care.

It is otherwise with God, for God sees all things, and

knows all things from eternity, and provides all things to

eternity, and of Himself holds all things in their order.

From this it is evident that the Lord not only has a general

care, but also particular and individual care of all things,

otherwise than a king in the world. His direction is imme-

diate by truth Divine from Himself, and is also mediate

through heaven. But the mediate ordering through heaven

is also as it were immediate from Himself, for what comes

out of heaven comes through heaven from Him. That this

is so, angels in heaven not only know, but also perceive in

themselves. That the Divine ordering or providence of

the Lord is in all things and each, yea, in the most single

of all, howsoever otherwise it appears before man, may be

seen above (n. 4329, 5122, 5904, 6058, 6481-6487, 6490,

6491). But this subject hardly falls into the idea of any

man, and least of all into the idea of those who trust to

their own prudence ; for they attribute to themselves all

things which turn out auspiciously to themselves, and the

rest they ascribe to fortune or chance, and few to the Di-

vine providence ; thus they attribute the things that happen

to dead causes, and not to the living cause. They say in-

deed when things turn out happily, that it is of God, and

even that there is nothing but what is of God, but few, yea

scarce any, in heart believe it. It is similar with those

who place all prosperity in worldly and corporeal things,

namely, in honors and riches, and believe that these alone

are Divine blessings ; and so when they see many of those

who are evil abound in such things, and not so much the

good, they reject from their heart and deny the Divine

providence in particulars, not considering that Divine
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blessing is to be happy to eternity, and that the Lord

regards such things as are of brief duration, as are the

things of this world relatively, no otherwise than as means

to eternal things. Wherefore also the Lord provides for

the good, who receive His mercy in time, such things as

conduce to the happiness of their eternal life, riches and

honors to whom they are not hurtful, and no riches and

honors to whom they would be hurtful. Nevertheless to

these latter He gives in time, in the place of honors and

riches, to be joyful with a few things, and to be more con-

tent than the rich and honored.

8718. But every small matter let them judge themselves.

That this signifies the appearance of some particular and

individual things as from another source, is evident from

what has been just now explained above (n. 8717), namely,

that by every great matter they should bring unto Moses is

signified, that all things and everything even to the most

particular are from the Lord. Therefore also it follows that

a small matter likewise, that is, things particular and indi-

vidual are from Him. That there is an appearance that

they are from another source, will be seen below.

8719. And lay off of what is on thee, and let them bear

with thee. That this signifies thus functions and offices for

them, is evident from the signification of laying off" of what

is on thee, as turning over to others also ; and from the

signification of bearing with thee, as being of assistance.

That it thus means functions and offices for them, is be-

cause the Lord does all things and everj'thing from Him-

self immediately, and mediately through heaven. That He
acts mediately through heaven, is not because He needs

their aid, but that the angels there may have functions and

offices, and thereby life and happiness according to offices

and uses. From this there is an appearance to them that

they act from themselves, but perception that it is from

the Lord. These things are signified by Moses' laying oflF

of what was on him, and by the princes, who should judge
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small matters, bearing with him. That the Lord flows in

not only immediately, but also mediately, and not only

into the firsts, but also into the mediates and lasts of order,

may be seen above (n. 6982, 6985, 6996, 7004, 7007).

8720. If thou do this word, and God have commanded

thee. That this signifies that thus it is from the Divine, is

evident from the signification of the words, if God have

commanded that thou do this thing, as, when thus it is

from the Divine.

8721. Then thou shalt be able to endure. That this sig-

nifies thus an abiding place with them, is evident from the

signification of thou shalt be able to endure, as to have an

abiding place with those who are of the spiritual church.

That this is signified, is because if truth flowed in only im-

mediately from the Divine and not also through heaven

mediately, the man of that church could only be led by

truth, and not by good, as may be evident from what was

shown above (n. 8685, 8701) ; and unless he were led by

good, he could not be in heaven, thus the Lord could not

have an abiding place with him ; for the abiding place of

the Lord with man is in the good with him, and not in the

truth except through the good.

8722. And all this people also shall go up to their place

in peace. That this signifies that they who are of the

spiritual church shall thus be in good, and shall be led by

good, is evident from the signification of the people, as

those who were of the spiritual church, because by the

people are meant the sons of Israel, by whom is repre-

sented the spiritual church ; from the signification of going

to a place, as to a state to which they shall be led, which

state is a state of good ; for they who are of the spiritual

church are led by truth to good, and when they come to

good, then they come to their own place— that place

means state may be seen above (n. 2625, 2837, 3356,

3387, 4321, 4882, 5605, 7381) ; and from the signification

of peace, as the Divine in good ; for peace in the supreme
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sense is the Lord, and therefore it is that it intimately

affects good, and is the esse of the happiness of those who
are in good. So long as man is in truth, and not yet in

good, he is in an untranquil state ; but when he is in good,

then he is in a tranquil state, thus in peace. The reason

is, that evil spirits cannot assault good, but flee away at

the first apperception of it ; whereas truth they can assault.

It is for this reason that when man is in good, he is in

peace. This is what is signified by the words, all this

people shall go up to their place in peace. What it is to

be led of the Lord by truth, and what by good, may be

seen above (n. 8516, 8539, 8643, 8648, 8658, 8685, 8690,

8701).

8723. Verses 24-27. So Moses hearkened to the voice

of his father-in-law, and did all that he had said. And
Moses chose men of strength out of all Israel, and gave

them as heads over the people, princes of thousands, princes

of hundreds, princes of fifties, and princes of tens. And
they shall judge the people at all times : the hard causes

they shall bring unto Moses, but every small matter they

shall judge themselves. And Moses let his father-in-law

depart ; and he went his way into his own land. " So

Moses hearkened to the voice of his father-in-law, and did

all that he had said " signifies effect according to the

ordering of Divine good. "And Moses chose men of

strength out of all Israel " signifies the choice of truths to

which good could be conjoined with those who were of

the spiritual church ;
" and gave them as heads over the

people " signifies influx into those truths ; " princes of

thousands, princes of hundreds, princes of fifties, and

princes of tens " signifies primary truths which are sub-

ordinate in successive order to truth proceeding immedi-

ately from the Divine. " And they shall judge the people

at all times " signifies perpetual dependence thereon ;
" the

hard causes they shall bring unto Moses " signifies media-

tion and intercession ; " but every small matter they shall
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judge themselves " signifies the appearance of some par-

ticular and individual truths as from another source.

" And Moses let his father-in-law depart " signifies a state

of truth Divine accommodated ;
" and he went his way

into his own land " signifies to the Divine itself.

8724, So Moses hearkened io the voice of his father-in-

law, and did all that he had said. That this signifies effect

according to the ordering of Divine good, is evident with-

out explication ; for by Jethro, Moses' father-in-law, is

represented Divine good (see n. 8643), and by Moses

Divine truth which proceeds from Divine good (n. 8644).

The Divine truth which proceeds from the Lord does

nothing of itself, but from the Divine good which is the

Divine itself ; for the Divine good is the esse, but the Di-

vine truth is the existere therefrom ; wherefore the esse

must be in the existere that this may be anything, and that

anything thereby may be done. The Lord, when He was

in the world, was Divine truth, and then the Divine good

in Him was the Father ; but when He was glorified, then

He became Divine good even as to the Human. The
Divine truth then proceeding from Him is called the Com-
forter, or the Spirit of Truth. He who knows these two

arcana, if he is in enlightenment from the Lord when he

reads the Word, may be in the understanding of many things

which the Lord Himself spake concerning the Father and

concerning Himself, and also concerning the Comforter, the

Spirit of Truth, which otherwise would be incomprehensible

mysteries— as in John : Jesus said . . . The Son can do

nothing of Himself, but what He seeth the Father doing:

for what things soever He doeth, these the Son also doeth

in like manner. . . . As the Father hath life in Hiinself

;

even so gave He to the Son also to have life in Himself

(v. 19, 26). Again in the same : The Holy Spirit was not

yet; because Jesus was notyet glorified {yn. 39). And in

another place : If I go not away, the Comforter will not

come unto you ; but ifIgo, I will send Him unto you. . . .
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He, the Spirit of Truth . . . shall not speakfrom Himself

;

but what things soever He shall hear, shall He speak. . . .

He shall glorify Me : for He shall receive of Mine (xvi. 7,

13, 14) ; and more like passages elsewhere.

8725. And Moses chose men of strength out of all Is-

rael. That this signifies the choice of truths to which good

could be conjoined with those who were of the spiritual

church, is evident from the signification of men of strength,

as truths to which good can be conjoined (see above,

n. 8710) ; and from the representation of Israel, as those

who were of the spiritual church— of which above (see

n. 8645). It is said the choice of truths to which good

can be conjoined, because there are truths to which good

cannot yet be conjoined, and truths to which it can. The
truths to which it can be conjoined, are truths confirmed

and also consociated with many others, even such truths as

delight the intellectual sight, and thereby enter into the

affection, which makes man will them. When this takes

place, then good conjoins itself to them ; for to will truths

and thereby to do them makes them to be good. It is to

be known further, that good is not conjoined with truths

until those truths have been purified from the falsities

which are from evil, and until they are bound together with

all the truths which must be truths of faith with him who is

to be regenerated. The angels see and perceive from the

Lord clearly and plainly the binding together and purifica-

tion of truths, however little sense and apperception man

may have in himself of any such thing.

8726. And gave them as heads over the people. That

this signifies influx into those truths, is evident from the

signification of men of strength, who here are those whom

he made heads over the people, as truths to which good

can be conjoined— of which just above (n. 8725) ; from

the representation of Moses, as truth immediately from the

Divine— of which frequently above; and from the signifi-

cation of giving them as heads, as flowing in, and thus
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qualifying, in order that truth immediately from the Divine

through them may lead the man of the church by means

of good. How this is, may be evident from what has been

before set forth, namely, that the man who is being re-

generated is at first led by the truth which is of faith, but

when he is regenerated, he is led by the good which is of

charity (n. 8643, 8648, 8658, 8685, 8690, 8701) ; and that

in the first state, namely, when he is led by truth, the Lord

flows in by the truth Divine which proceeds immediately

from Him, but in the other state, namely, when he is led

by good, the Lord flows in by truth, both that which pro-

ceeds immediately and that which proceeds mediately

from Him (n. 8685, 8701) ; and that the mediate influx is

equally from the Lord with the immediate (n. 8717). This

is what is described in this verse in the internal sense.

The influx itself of truth mediately from the Divine is sig-

nified by the words, Moses gave them as heads over the

people.

8727. Princes of thousands, princes of hundreds, princes

of fifties, and princes of tens. That hereby are signified

primary truths which are subordinate in successive order

to truth proceeding immediately from the Divine, is evi-

dent from what was adduced above (n. 87 12-8 7 15, 8717,

8718, 8722).

8728. And they shallfudge the people at all ti7nes. That

this signifies perpetual dependence thereon, is evident

from the signification of judging, as orderly arrangement

of truths (see n. 8685), here subordinate arrangement,

which is dependence ; for the princes who were to judge

the people were in the place of Moses in small matters.

The signification in the internal sense is, that truths in

successive order from interior to exterior are subordinate

to truth immediately from the Divine, by which truths the

Lord thus acts mediately; but in the sense limited to

persons it means the angels and angelic societies in such

subordination and dependence, for by them the Lord acts
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mediately and rules men
;
nevertheless, it is not the angels

who rule, but the Lord by them (n. 8718, 8719). As
further concerning this subject, it is to be known that

some things do indeed come from the angels themselves

who are with man ; but all the good and truth which be-

come of faith and charity, that is, of the new life with man,

come from the Lord alone, and from Him through the

angels also ; in like manner all ordering, which is con-

tinual, is for that use. The things which come from the

angels themselves are such as accommodate themselves to

the affection of man, but in themselves are not goods, yet

still serve for introducing the goods and truths which are

from the Lord. That at all times means perpetually, is

evident without explication.

8729. The hard causes they shall bring unto Moses.

That this signifies mediation and intercession, is evident

from what was explained above (n. 8705). It is here said

that they shall bring the cause unto Moses, and there, that

Moses shall bring it to God ; but the same thing is involved

in each passage.

8730. But every small matter they shalljudge themselves

signifies the appearance of some particular and individual

things as from another source, as above (n. 8718), where

the same words occur.

8731. And Moses let his father-in-law depart. That

this signifies a state of truth Divine accommodated, is

evident from this, that when all things were reduced into

order, that is, accommodated, namely, when mediate truths

were subordinated to truth immediately from the Divine, it

is the end of that state. This is described by Moses letting

his father-in-law depart ; for the beginning of that state is

described by Jethro's coming unto Moses and by their

being thus consociated for that end. The reason why it

was not before commanded of Jehovah that princes should

be ordained to judge also the people, but that this was

done by the counsel and persuasion of Jethro, was, that
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the subject of this chapter might be fully represented in its

order. For in what precedes, the subject was the previous

state in which they of the spiritual church are during re-

generation, namely, when they are being led of the Lord

by truth. To this state another succeeds, which is that

they are led of the Lord by good ; this turning or change

of one state into the other is what is described in this

chapter by Jethro.

8732, And he went his way into his own land. That

this signifies to the Divine itself, is evident from the sig-

nification of going into his own land, as to the former

state, thus to the Divine. Moreover, by land is signified

in the internal sense the church, and also heaven ; there-

fore in the supreme sense is signified the Divine. That

by land is signified in the internal sense the church, thus

also the kingdom of the Lord in heaven, may be seen

above (n. 566, 662, 1066, 1067, 1733, 1850, 211 7, 21 18,

2928. 3355. 4447. 4535. 5577. Son). By land is signified

in the supreme sense the Divine, because Jethro repre-

sented the Divine good, thus the Divine itself, the return-

ing whereto cannot otherwise be expressed in the historic

sense of the letter than by going into his own land. For,

significative expressions in the Word accommodate them-

selves to the thing represented, the signification which

properly belongs to the expression still remaining— as

the signification of land, which properly signifies the

church, for the reason that they who are in heaven do

not think of land, when it is read of in the Word, but of

the spiritual state of the nation which is in the land, thus

of the religion prevailing there. When therefore a land is

read of where the church is, then they have an idea of the

church there ; and when an idea of the church, they have

also an idea of the Lord's kingdom, consequently of heaven
;

and when an idea of heaven, they have also an idea of the

Divine there. But when the subject represented concerns

any other holy thing in the church or in heaven, then that
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thing may be understood by land, as love, charity, good,

faith. Thus it is plain that the signification still remains

which properly belongs to the expression — as when good

is signified, or love or charity, still through all the signifi-

cation of a church remains ; for these things are the essen-

tials of a church, and make it to be a church.

CONTINUATION CONCERNING THE SPIRITS AND THE

INHABITANTS OF THE EARTH JUPITER.

8733. The spirits of the earth Jupiter, since in the

Greatest Man they have relation to the imaginative of

thought, speak little and think much ; and when they

speak, their speech is meditative, and differs from the

speech of others in this, that it does not terminate like

theirs in what is sonorous, but in a soft kind of murmur
which inwardly is fluent ; the very thought with them thus

unfolds itself into speech. The reason is, that they are of

a genius intermediate between spiritual and celestial ; for

the spiritual speak sonorously, and bring the whole of

their thought into their speech ; wherefore their thought, in

order to be known, must be gathered from its expression.

But not so the celestial ; for what is of their will rolls itself

by somewhat of thought into what is like a wave, and

affects and moves the will of another according to the

nature of the subject.

8734. The speech of spirits in general is formed from

the ideas of thought which according to fulness and affec-

tion fall into expression ; and since the entire idea of a

thing is thus presented and communicated, spirits can

express more within a minute than a man in the world can

within an hour ; for the entire idea of a thing, such as it is

in the thought, is fully introduced into the thought of

another. Thereby it was made plain to me what the con-

junction of minds or spiritual conjunction is, which is

charity or mutual love, namely, that the mind of one pre-
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sents itself in the mind of another with all the good of its

own thought and will toward him, and thereby affects him
;

and on the other hand, what spiritual disjunction is, which is

enmity and hatred, namely, that the mind of one presents

itself in the mind of another with the thought and will of

destroying him, which causes rejection.

8735. I was further instructed by the spirits of the earth

Jupiter, who were with me for a considerable time, that on

that earth there are also those who call themselves saints,

and who, under threats of punishment, command their

servants, whom they have in great numbers, to call them

lords. They likewise forbid them to worship the Lord of

the universe, saying that they are lord mediators, and that

they will present the prayers of their servants to the Lord

of the universe. The Lord of the universe, Who is our

Lord, they do not call the only Lord, as the rest do, but

the Supreme Lord, for the reason that they call themselves

also lords.

8736. These saints, who by their dependants are saluted

as lords, call the sun the face of the supreme Lord, and

believe His habitation to be there, wherefore also they

worship the sun. The rest of the inhabitants hold them

in aversion, and are unwilling to converse with them, both

because they worship the sun, and because they call them-

selves lords and are worshipped by their servants as medi-

atory gods.

8737. The instructing and chastising spirits, spoken of

above (n. 7802-7812), do not come to them as to others

on that earth, because they do not suffer themselves to be

instructed, neither are they amended by discipline, but are

inflexible, because they act from self-love. The spirits say

that they know from the coldness that it is they, and when
they perceive the coldness, they depart from them.

8738. There was shown me by the spirits the head

covering of those who call themselves saints ; it was a

high-crowned hat of a darkish color.
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8739. Such are seen in the other hfe to the right back-

ward at some height, and there sit as idols, and are also

worshipped at first by the dependants who have been with

them, but are afterward held by them in derision. And
what surprised me, their faces shine there as if from fire,

which is because of their having believed that they were

saints and in the likeness of the Lord, Who is in the sun.

But notwithstanding this fiery appearance of their faces,

still they are cold, and have an intense desire to be made
warm. From this it is plain that the fire with which they

shine is as it were an ignisfatuus.

8740. The same in order to make themselves warm
seem to themselves to cut wood, and while they are cut-

ting, there appears underneath the wood somewhat of a

man whom they at the same time attempt to strike. This

comes to pass because of their attributing merit to them-

selves ; and as they attribute sanctity, they also impute to

themselves justice. They who do this in the world, in the

other life seem to themselves to cut wood ; as is the case

likewise with some from our earth, whom we have before

described from experience, which experience for the sake

of illustrating the subject may here be quoted (from

n. 4943) :
" In the lower earth, under the soles of the feet,

are also those who have placed merit in good deeds and in

works. Some of them appear to themselves to cut wood.

The place where they are is rather cold, and they seem to

themselves to acquire warmth by their labor. With these

also I conversed ; and it was given me to ask them whether

they wished to come out from that place. They replied

that they had not yet merited it by their labor. But when

this state has been passed through, they are taken out

thence. These spirits also are natural, because the wish to

merit salvation is not spiritual, for it comes from the pro-

prium, not from the Lord. Moreover they regard them-

selves as superior to others, and some of them even despise

others. These if they do not receive more joy than others
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in the other life, are indignant against the Lord ; and there-

fore when they cut wood, there sometimes appears as it were

somewhat of the Lord under the wood, and this from their

indignation. But because they have led a pious life, and

have done thus from ignorance, in which there was some-

thing of innocence, therefore angels are occasionally sent

to them and console them. At times too there appears to

them from above on the left as it were a sheep, at the sight

of which they also receive consolation." (See also

n. 1 1 10.)

8741. The subject concerning the spirits and inhabitants

of the earth Jupiter will be continued at the end of the

following chapter.
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